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KEY TO RECURRENT REFERENCES
These works are standard references and will be cited in abbre
­
viated form throughout the notes in this volume:
H=The Complete Works of Edgar Allan
 
Poe, ed., James A. Harri ­
son (New York, 1902; rpr. New York, 1965, 1979).
M=Collected Works of Edgar Allan Poe, ed. Thomas Ollive Mab
bott (Cambridge, MA, 1969-1978).
O=The Letters of Edgar Allan Poe, ed. John Ward Ostrom (rev. ed.,
 
New York, 1966).
AHQ=Arthur Hobson Quinn, Edgar Allan Poe: A Critical Bio
­
graphy (New York, 1941; rpr. New York, 1969).
For assistance beyond the call of duty, UMSE: 3 is indebted to
 
Richard P. Benton, Michael L. Burduck, Kenneth W. Cameron, A. A.
 Fessler, Frederick S. Frank, Kent Ljungquist, Maureen Cobb Mab
bott, William E. Miller, G. A. Omans, John Pilkington, David E. 
E. 
Sloane, Cliff Speaks, Mike Speaks, Donald 
B.
 Stauffer, G. R.  
Thompson, and Craig Werner.
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INTRODUCTION
SOME REMARKS ON
 
POE AND HIS CRITICS
RICHARD P. BENTON
TRINITY COLLEGE
In presenting
 
this issue  of UMSE devoted entirely to “our cousin,  
Mr. Poe,” the University of Mississippi is
 
motivated by several impor ­
tant reasons: (1) Edgar Allan Poe is an American author of major
 stature; indeed, he is an artist of world significance; (2) Poe was a
 Southerner, bred if not born in
 
Virginia, and an heir of the Cavalier  
tradition fathered by his fellow adopted Virginian, Captain John
 Smith; (3) Poe’
s
 writings are not only beloved by  millions of ordinary  
readers all over the world but are of increasing interest to modern
 scholars and critics; and (4) after languishing for almost a century
 since Poe’
s
 death, the criticism of his writings began to accelerate  
until today it has reached a genuinely sophisticated level; therefore,
 UMSE would like to make a significant contribution of its
 
own in this  
respect.
In the history of modern literature one can cite other cases than
 
Poe’
s
 in which writers  of unusual genius and originality, whose works  
display variety, subtlety, complexity, learning, imagination, and
 thought, have had to wait a
 
considerable time for posterity to compre ­
hend them. Poe’s case, however, had its own particular
 
pecularities:  
(1) A Southerner
 
with Cavalier attitudes, Poe invaded the North long  
before General Lee. There he was considered an alien and sometimes
 bore the brunt of a developing sectional hatred which in a dozen years
 would mean war; (2) Never hesitant to utter his own opinions,
 
which  
were often caustically expressed, he frequently criticized prominent
 members of the Northern literary establishment, such as Professor
 Longfellow, and he defended Southern writers against their Northern
 critics. Further, he expressed openly his dislike of Northern abolition
­ists, an action which alienated the originally friendly Lowell and
 other New Englanders; (3) He made enemies of influential Northern
 literary men who proved unprincipled in their treatment of him—
 Lewis Gaylord Clark, Hiram Fuller, Thomas Dunn English, and
 Rufus W. Griswold, his literary executor. No one did more harm to
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Poe’s posthumous reputation than Griswold, a liar and a forger; (4)
 
Poe’s literary style proved difficult to many readers. It is complicated
 and obscured by a variety of ambiguous attitudes on the part of the
 author: the grotesque often competes with the arabesque; the humor
­ous is sometimes mixed with the serious; indeed, Poe is often, as he
 himself indicated, half-serious and half-funny in the same piece. Poe’s
 wit and irony are pervasive, often presented in an obvious manner but
 just as frequently presented with unusual subtlety; at times a piece
 amounts to a hoax. Poe can entertain ideas for
 
purely literary effect  
without believing in them at all but adopting an ambiguous stance; he
 can also present ideas in which he passionately believes—sometimes
 frankly but other times with pretended facetiousness. He can be realis
­tic, symbolic, or allegorical. 
He
 is given to the use of foreign languages  
and even resorts to cryptograms. 
He
 indulges in farce, burlesque,  
satire, parody and self-parody, dreams, nightmares, hallucinations,
 and apocalyptic
 
visions. He liberally uses biblical, classical,  Enlight ­
enment, and modern references, and altogether his work bears consid
­erable learning. To understand exactly what
 
Poe means is not  easy;  
and (5) the most influential commentators in the U. S. were for nearly
 a century after Poe’s death dominated by the Puritan tradition of New
 England. Not until after Arthur Hobson Quinn proved what a con
­temptuous
 
liar and forger Griswold had been, did new minds awake to  
the fact that Poe was not simply the American author who said “Boo!”
 but a genuine and original artist, underneath whose Gothic trappings
 and comic travesties lurk serious purposes and challenging ideas. The
 progress made in Poe studies and Poe criticism over the last forty or so
 years is indeed astonishing in the light of Poe’s reputation during the
 previous ninety or more years. A new Poe has emerged whom scholars
 and critics of
 
fifty or sixty years ago would hardly recognize.
To see
 
how the situation developed as it did, we have to return to  
the year 1849—the year Poe died. When Griswold learned of Poe’s
 death, he addressed a letter to the New York Tribune, signed “Lud
­wig,” in which he
 
noticed  the  passing of the American author whose  
writings many of his contemporaries greatly admired. Instead of
 lamenting the loss to literature of so skilled and so powerful an author,
 Griswold concentrated on condemning the personal character of Poe.
 Although a number of Poe’s friends sprang immediately to the poet’
s defense, Griswold had gotten in the first blow, and it was a telling one.
 At the same time, as Poe’s literary executor, Griswold followed the
 paradoxical course of attempting
 
to promote Poe’ s writing by editing  
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and publishing them—obviously because it
 
profited him to do so. Yet  
so obsessive was his hatred of Poe that he committed forgeries and
 recorded lies in Poe’
s
 correspondence to put  Poe’s personal character  
in a bad light and to enhance
 
his own. Hence the admirers of Poe the  
artist were
 
driven to devote their main attention to defending, justify ­
ing, and understanding Poe the man rather than in trying to compre
­hend him as an artist and attempting to penetrate the deeper
 meanings of his works. This situation applies
 
principally to the U. S.,  
for in France the quality of Poe’s art was appreciated by Alphonse
 Borghers and E. D. Forgues in terms of translation and critical com
­ment as early as 1845-6; and in the 1850’s Poe found his most ardent
 champion in the great poet Charles Baudelaire, who translated much
 of Poe’
s
 prose; later his poetry was translated by another French  
admirer, the great symbolist poet Stéphane Mallarmé. Indeed, Poe’s
 general European reputation and his reputation in Russia have
 always been high.
What might be called the pioneer phase of Poe studies in the 
U.
 S.,  
therefore, involved the defense
 
of Poe’s  character as a man,  the study  
of his life and literary career, the development of Poe bibliography,
 and the collection and editing of texts, while criticism languished.
 What little criticism took place was trivial and superficial if not
 erroneous altogether. As was natural, Griswold’
s
 work led the field  
with his The Works of the Late Edgar Allan Poe, With a Memoir by
 Rufus Wilmot Griswold and Notices of his Life and Genius by N. P.
 Willis and J. R. Lowell [4 vols. (New York, 1850-1856)]. Finally, Poe
 found more sympathetic treatment at the hands of William Fearing
 Gill, Eugene Lemoine Didier, and an English enthusiast, John Henry
 Ingram, who edited a four-volume edition of Poe’
s
 Works (1874-75) and  
produced Edgar Allan Poe, His Life, Letters, and
 
Opinions (in 2 vols.)  
in 1880. Although defective, Ingram’
s
 work was the most important  
done by this time. Collections by Stoddard, and by Stedman and
 Woodberry, appeared between 1884 and 1895. Woodberry, not very
 sympathetic to Poe, issued his Life in the American Men of Letters
 series in 1885, which he revised and expanded into two volumes in
 1909. This pioneer phase was
 
brought to a close by a Mississippi-born  
philologist and professor of Teutonic languages at the
 
University  of  
Virginia, James A. Harrison, who climaxed
 
his own career with  cap ­
taining the Virginia Edition of The Complete Works of Edgar Allan
 Poe (17 vols.) issued in 1902 [This edition included the life and letters of
 Poe in
 
Vols. One and Seventeen]. This was  the most complete edition  
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of Poe’
s
 writings ever to appear, and, despite defects, it became the  
standard or “definitive” edition for students and has remained so
 down to the present (It
 
is, however, being supplanted by the Harvard  
Edition begun by the
 
late  Thomas Ollive Mabbott, who died  in 1968,  
leaving his work uncompleted. His widow, a scholar in her own right,
 and the notable scholar Burton R. Pollin have
 
been carrying on Mab
bott’
s
 work; but the edition is not yet complete). Harrison, the son of a  
prosperous Virginia planter,
 
was born at Pass Christian, Mississippi,  
in 1848. Reared mostly in New Orleans, he attended the University of
 Pennsylvania and later studied in Germany. He was successively a
 professor of languages at Randolph-Macon, Washington and 
Lee,
 and  
the University of Virginia; he ended
 
his career as Lecturer on Anglo-  
Saxon Poetry at the Johns Hopkins University, and died in 1911.
Although Harrison performed a great service
 
as an editor of Poe,  
his biography was not satisfactory; hence efforts on the part of
 others—notably Mary
 
E. Phillips (1926) and Hervey Allen (1934)—to  
produce a more satisfactory life of Poe than the biographies
 
of Wood ­
berry or Harrison. But Phillips’s, though informative, was poorly
 written and organized; and Allen’s, though well written and vivid,
 was too
 
romantic to suit scholarly tastes. It remained,  therefore, for a  
great scholar and professor at the University of Pennsylvania, Arthur
 Hobson Quinn, to produce in 1941 the best biography of Poe thus far.
 Drawing on new materials, sympathetic yet discriminating regarding
 his subject, and a stickler for facts, Quinn exposed for the first time the
 full extent of Griswold’
s 
forgeries. He presented Poe as a human being  
with frailties as well as a hard-working journalist and writer of genius
 struggling to
 
succeed under difficult circumstances, some of which he  
created for himself. On the other hand, Quinn’
s
 critical powers were  
weak, and his analyses and interpretations of the poems and tales
 never escaped the superficial. Nevertheless, his fine scholarship
 enabled him
 
to suggest new  sources for many of them. His biography  
became the standard or “definitive” account of Poe’
s
 life and  times,  
and it remains so
 
at present. At the same time, during the period 1902  
to 1941, Quinn was not the only fine scholar of Poe to appear; others of
 similar stature also emerged who were to advance the cause of Poe
 studies—notably, Margaret Alterton, Killis
 
Campbell, Thomas Ollive  
Mabbott, James S. Wilson, and Floyd Stovall. Campbell’s The Mind of
 Poe (1933), for instance,
 
became a key study for many years and is still  
useful.
Excepting Wilson and Stovall, however, none of these scholars
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proved to be very strong critics. Deeper and more acute commentaries
 
during this period came mostly from critics who were not scholars.
 English
 
artist-critic D. H.  Lawrence must be credited as the first to see  
really deeply into Poe’s art.
His 1923 essay, included in his Studies in Classical American
 
Literature, characterizes Poe as “an adventurer into vaults and cel
­lars and horrible underground passages of the human soul.” Poe’s
 main theme, he maintained, was the exploration of the process of
 psychic disintegration. Lawrence
 
particularly uncovered the conflict  
in
 
Poe’s lovers that existed between the intellect and the flesh. In 1925  
American artist-critic William Carlos Williams included an eulogistic
 essay on Poe in his In the American Grain. Williams emphasized
 Poe’
s
 Americanism. He saw Poe “in no sense the bizarre, isolate  
writer, the curious literary figure. On the contrary,” said Williams, “in
 him
 
American  literature  is anchored, in him alone,  on solid ground.”  
In the 1930’s James S. Wilson and Walter F. Taylor noticed Poe’s
 humorous stories, and Ernest Marchand called attention to Poe’s
 social criticism. In 1941 some of Harrison’
s
 mistakes in attribution  
were pointed out by David K. Jackson.
Another demonstration of admiration for Poe was the founding
 
(in 1922) and
 
development during these years of The Edgar Allan Poe  
Society, in Baltimore. The late John C. French was influential in this
 group, and more recently Richard H. Hart—who collaborated with A.
 H. Quinn
 
in making available through publication documents  in the  
Enoch Pratt Free Library—and Alexander G. Rose III have ably
 captained activities of this group. Since 1977 Benjamin Franklin
 Fisher IV has been in charge of selecting speakers for the annual
 lecture, delivered the first Sunday of October each year, and a series of
 distinguished publications has
 
resulted  from the combined efforts of  
all. A particular debt of gratitude is owed by the series authors to Mrs.
 Averil Jordan Kadis, of the Pratt Library, whose expert editing
 
has  
added substance to the publications.
But if Poe had his enthusiastic investigators and admiring critics
 
during this phase, he also had his detractors in the persons of Ivor
 Winters, Cleanth Brooks, Robert Penn Warren, the English novelist
 Aldous Huxley, and T. S. Eliot (near the end of his career, however,
 Eliot completely reversed himself). Nevertheless, with the event of
 Quinn’s fine biography, the study and appreciation of Poe’s art
 
was  
well advanced. By the end of the 1940’s Henry W. Wells had
 
viewed  
Poe as an innovative
 
and great poet; Darrel Abel had presented a new  
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look at “The Fall of the House of Usher”; and Allen Tate had con
­
cluded that Poe was responsible for initiating the main theme adopted
 by modern literature—
“
the dissociation of personality.”
The 1950’s began with the English artist-critic W. 
H.
 Auden call ­
ing attention to the importance of Pym
 
and Eureka. By the end of the  
decade three important books had appeared: Edward H. Davidson’
s Poe, a Critical Study (1957), Patrick F. Quinn’s The French Face of
 Edgar Poe (1957), and Harry Levin’s The Power
 
of Blackness: Haw ­
thorne, Poe, Melville (1958). An important literary history that
 included a just estimate of Poe was Jay B. Hubbell’s The South in
 American Literature (1954). William Whipple’s 1956 essay called
 attention to Poe’s political satire in several serio-comic tales. Artist
­critic Richard Wilbur, in
 
his introduction to the Laurel Poetry Series  
Poe (1959), argued that the metronomic regularity and music-like
 sonority of Poe’s poetry result from its
 
“supra-emotional nature” and  
are features that tend to produce an hypnotic effect. In short, as a poet
 Poe aimed to cast a
 
spell on his reader.  In the same year in his Library  
of Congress lecture, “The House of Poe,” he concluded that the main
 theme of Poe’s writings consisted of a retreat into a “hypnagogic
 state” and suggested that Eureka was the key to Poe’s works. With
 this work of the
 
fifties Poe criticism was on its way to higher planes.
Further advances were made in the 1960’s.
 
James Gargano came  
out with fresh views of “The Black Cat,” “
To
 Helen,”  Poe’ s narrators,  
and the “Tell-Tale Heart.”
 
Kaplan and Bezanson, in separate essays,  
illuminated Pym, Charles O’Donnell and John F. Lynen, the former in
 a 1962 essay in
 
PMLA and the  latter in a grand book, The Design of  
the Present (1969), argued the
 
importance of Eureka. In a 1962 essay  
Stephen Mooney vindicated Poe’s comic tales. In 1963 Richard P.
 Benton provided a new way of looking at Poe in his study of “The
 Assignation.” Joseph Roppolo in 1963 and Kermit Vanderbilt in 1968
 greatly illuminated
 
“The Masque of the Red Death.” In his little book,  
Edgar Allan Poe (1965), Geoffrey Rans summed up neatly Poe’s efforts
 as a poet and prose writer. Edd Winfield Parks’
s
 Edgar  Allan Poe as  
Literary Critic (1964) emphasized the effect of Poe’
s
 editorial expe ­
rience on his criticism, and Robert D. Jacobs’s Poe: Journalist & Critic
 (1969) also treated this effect and other topics. Sidney P. Moss’s Poe’s
 Literary Battles: The Critic in the Context of His Literary Milieu
 (1963) pictured Poe as a Southern “magazinist” fighting the literary
 cliques of New York and New England. Joseph J. Moldenhauer, Jr.
 produced an important study in a 1968 essay in PMLA, linking Poe’
s 
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vii
aesthetics,
 
psychology,  and ethics. Finally, an important event in this  
decade was the founding in 1968, at Washington State University, of a
 learned publication devoted entirely to Poe, The Poe Newsletter (later
 Poe Studies), under the able editorship of G. R. Thompson. In 1969
 Floyd Stovall published a collection of essays covering forty years of
 Poe study in his Edgar Allan Poe the Poet: Essays Old and New on the
 Man and His Work. Thus by the conclusion of the sixties Poe criticism
 had come of age.
The 1970’s were also unusually productive. The founding of the
 
Poe Studies Association in 1972 marked an important advance in
 interest in Poe. Such renowned Poe scholars as Robert Jacobs, John
 Carl Miller, Maureen Cobb Mabbott, and Richard Wilbur have shared
 their insights with this group. The editor of the present volume served
 as Vice President and Program Chairman for six years, during the
 presidencies of Eric W. Carlson and J. Lasley Dameron, and is cur
­rently completing his
 
fourth year  and second term as President. The  
organization produces a semi-annual
 
Newsletter, disseminating cur ­
rent information on its subject, holds annual meetings during MLA
 conventions (it is an Allied Organization with MLA), and tries to
 provide solid programs of interest to
 
a wide audience for the fascinat ­
ing figure of Edgar Allan Poe.
Three important books appeared
 
in the seventies: Burton R. Pol ­
lin’
s
 Discoveries in Poe (1970) disclosed the results of comprehensive  
investigation into Poe’s sources; G. R. Thompson’s Poe's Fiction:
 Romantic Irony in the Gothic Tales (1973) attempted to reconcile the
 comic and Gothic faces of Poe and revealed recurring patterns of
 ironic structures and tension in the
 
Gothic tales, the novel Pym, and  
the essay Eureka; and David Ketterer’s The Rationale of Deception in
 Poe (1979) depicted Poe’s lifelong search for unity in terms of a devel
­opmental progression from reason (deception) opposed to imagination
 (invention) to a fusion of the
 
two and the achieving of valid intuition  
and truth. In a chapter of a previous book on science fiction, Ketterer
 laid down the thesis that Poe inaugurated a visionary tradition of that
 mode for different purposes than those normally employed by writers
 of modern
 
science fiction; unlike  a Wells or a Bradbury Poe yearned to  
escape conventional reality rather
 
than to speculate on “What if—?”  
In 1972 Alexander Hammond began the challenging project of recon
­structing the eleven-story version of Poe’
s
 1833 Folio Club collection  
(the
 
collection was broken up  and the stories were printed separately)  
and had made considerable progress by 1975. In that year Thomas
12
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Hubert suggested that certain decidedly “Southern traits” could be
 
noted in Poe’s fiction, and Eric Mottram produced a study of Pym that
 related the novel to the American social imagination. Between 1971
 and 1978 Barton Levi St. Armand, resorting to alchemical lore and
 Jungian psychology, produced several amazing studies
 
of “The Gold-  
Bug,” “Usher,” and Pym. Benjamin Franklin Fisher IV (the
 
present  
Editor of UMSE,
 
President of  the  Poe Studies Association, and indefa ­
tigable Poe scholar and critic) began in 1971 to turn out his close
 studies of Poe’
s
 revisions and subtleties of language. His examina ­
tions of such tales as “Berenice,” “MS. Found in a Bottle,” and “Tarr
 and Fether” led him to new insights and new conclusions. His mono
­graph The Very Spirit of Cordiality (1978)—-a printing of his lecture
 before the Poe Society of Baltimore—proved
 
an ingenious  as well as a  
delightful
 
study of the literary uses of alcohol and alcoholism in Poe’s  
tales. In 1975
 
Kent  Ljungquist began a series of important studies of  
Poe’s aesthetics showing how the author developed the idea that
 material knowledge could be transcended by a process of aesthetic
 experience. In 1975, also, J. Gerald Kennedy offered the unusual thesis
 that among Poe’
s
 detective  stories “The Man of the Crowd” and “The  
Oblong Box” were attempts on his part to discover a sense of order
 which he could oppose to his vision of a “nightmarish universe.”
The preceding survey of the changing fortunes of Edgar Allan Poe
 
in his native
 
land from  the  time of his death to the present should at  
least broadly suggest how Poe scholarship and criticism eventually
 smashed the still popular image of Poe as a drug-crazed or drunken
 wastrel and began to consider him not only as a masterly poet and
 story-teller but also as a thinker and visionary who could be witty as
 well as serious. The idea of this “new Poe” also brings us to the essays
 collected in this present issue of UMSE that the University of Missis
­sippi and Editor Benjamin Franklin Fisher IV now offer to the public.
This symposium is a varied collection of essays written by a
 
goodly number of the best known scholars
 
and  critics in the Poe field  
today together with others whose authors
 
are not so well known.  The  
essays themselves fall generally into four categories: biography (5),
 sources (2), influence (1) and criticism, mainly psychological or ana
­lytic (6), or 14 essays altogether.
Of the biographical essays, Neda M. Westlake recalls her days
 
as  
a student in the classroom of Professor Arthur Hobson Quinn. She
 portrays this renowned scholar and biographer of Poe as an ardent
 and enthusiastic teacher who delighted and inspired his students.
13
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Maureen Cobb Mabbott, widow of the great Poe scholar, Thomas
 
Ollive Mabbott, displays her scholarship by furnishing the back
­ground of Poe’
s
 oral delivery of “The Raven.” She also discusses the  
poem’s first printing in Vandenhoffs textbook on elocution and
 reveals how her husband discovered this publication. W. T. Bandy
 sets forth the facts concerning the part F. H. Duffee played in the
 strained relationship that developed between Poe and William J.
 Duane, Jr. Dwight Thomas
 
gives the chronology of Poe’s relationship  
with William E. Burton and the Gentleman's Magazine for which Poe
 worked during 1839-40. John E. Reilly discusses Sarah Helen Whit
­man’s fascination with Poe, her poems which are related to him, and
 her defense of
 
his reputation in her book Edgar Poe and His Critics,  
which appeared in 1860.
Among the source studies, Hal Blythe and Charlie Sweet describe
 
the parallel they see between Poe’s characterization of Egaeus in
“Berenice” and the Cadmus myth of separation, loneliness, and
 
the  
pulling of the dragon’s teeth, which, they suggest, Poe probably
 learned from his reading of Bryant’s Ancient Mythology. Kent
 
Ljung
quist continues
 
his fine studies of Poe’s asethetics by demonstrating  
his familiarity with current theories of the picturesque and the sub
­lime and the impact of such attitudes in his “Autography” and
 “Usher.”
The single study of influence concerns the
 
impact of Poe’s art on  
China and Chinese writers, primarily during the twentieth century.
 Donald Stauffer and Shen
 
Ning survey Poe’ s fortunes among critics  
and imaginative writers and show
 
that his image in China  is a posi ­
tive one, his writings having been imitated with admiration (Since
 this
 
essay provides knowledge of influence of which Western scholars  
are unfamiliar, it can serve as a companion piece together with the
 recently published essay concerning Poe’
s
 status in contemporary  
Japan authored by James Roy King).
In terms of psychological criticism, the sensitive poet and critic
 
Richard Wilbur takes
 
a Longinian approach and discusses Poe’s pow ­
ers of evocation, particularly by the linking of erotic imagery and
 language
 
to certain “inhibitory ideas,” thus achieving a tension that  
Wilbur says results
 
from Poe’s “rebellious imagination.” Wilbur ana ­
lyses the suggestive properties of the poems “Israfel” and “Annabel
 Lee”
 
and the tale “The Masque of the Red Death. ” He also manages to  
link “The Red Death” to the poems “Tamerlane,” “The Haunted
 Palace” and “Sonnet—To Science” and to the tales “William Wilson,”
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“The Tell-Tale Heart,” “The Fall of the House of Usher,” and the
 
Dupin detective stories. He sees Poe’
s
 “rebellious imagination”  
responsible for conjuring up the
 
good and evil sides of human nature  
and putting it at war with itself. Finally, he suggests that what some
 readers perceive as inconsistencies or absurdities in
 
Poe are  actually  
deliberate calculations to make the reader aware of the passage of a
 character from one psychic state to another. In
 
his  essay on  “Usher,”  
James Gargano sees the tale as a product of Poe’s “apocalyptic
 vision” since, in Gargano’s view, the tale is actually a “vision of the
 destruction of the world” dramatized in terms of specifics by being
 referenced to Roderick Usher’s particular personality and circumstan
­ces. According to Gargano, Poe deliberately limited the unnamed
 narrator’s understanding of the situation so that he would be obliged
 to recount what happens “full of wonder and alarm.” Gargano points
 to a similar technique being employed by Poe in the colloquy “The
 Conversation of Eros and Charmion,” both it and “Usher” suggesting
 the kind of destruction depicted in the Book of Revelation. In
 
another  
psychological criticism, David H. Hirsch denies that the Gothic “Met
zengerstein” is a tale told for comic effect as has been argued by
 
others—notably G. R. Thompson, who has characterized it a “satiric
hoax”—but rather a serious effort to portray the subconscious life of a
 man and the ideas of
 
metempsychosis. According to Hirsch, young  
Metzengerstein enters into a hypnagogic state in which the actualities
 of the flaming stables of Berlifitizing and the figures of the weird
 tapestry that appear to him to be alive fuse in Platonic terms, as
 evidenced by the shadow on the tapestry. The Baron withdraws more
 and more from
 
society and human contact until at last he is borne out  
of the world into the heavenly sphere, riding a supernatural horse.
As to analytic criticism, Ashby Bland Crowder indulges
 
in some  
“feminist criticism” by analyzing Poe’s attitude toward women
 writers—as opposed to his attitude toward their male counterparts—
 by surveying his reviews of books
 
of women. As a result, he denies the  
charge (levelled most stringently by Richard Cary) that Poe waived
 his normal strict objectivity and high standards when criticizing
 contemporaneous women. He affirms: “There seems to be
 
no signifi ­
cant difference between Poe’s application of critical standards to male
 and female authors.” He concedes, however, that Poe did perhaps
 overpraise certain literary ladies. Dennis W. Eddings presents an
 analysis of Poe’s language and subtle wordplay in the Dupin tales and
 notes additional elements obviously designed by Poe to hoax the
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unsophisticated reader. In this analysis, Eddings follows the previous
 
work done by Benton, Thompson, Pollin, and Fisher. In his analysis
 here, Fisher surveys the books published about Poe and by Poe during
 the 1970’s and
 
analyzes the critical approaches taken by the critics or  
editors. He finds that the mainstream of Poe criticism during this
 decade has remained traditional in assessing Poe’
s
 use of sources but  
that in the latter half
 
of  the decade particularly more attention has  
gone into interpretating Poe’s art instead of focusing upon parallels
 between his and other texts. Fisher concludes by suggesting
 
that we  
need more critical studies of
 
book length developing such themes as  
Poe’s comic impulse, his Gothicism, and his views of perfectibility. 
He also presents an
 
interesting speculation: that a comparative study of  
Poe’s poems with those that appeared in the popular magazines of his
 day might prompt some new conclusions regarding the quality of his
 work.
Where Poe scholarship and criticism
 
will have  arrived by the end  
of the 1980’s remains to be seen. The re-examination of Poe that has
 flowered during the past fifteen years is directly the result of the early
 work of Lawrence, Tate, Wilbur, Davidson,
 
Patrick Quinn, and Levin,  
followed by that of Whipple, Mooney, Gargano, Benton, Rans, and
 Thompson. Many others have now carried on this spade work by
 planting shrubs
 
and flowers to make a Garden of Poe. As for the future  
of Poe criticism, one direction at least seems clear. A number of Ameri
­cans have felt the influence of the French structuralists and post
­structuralists and are following the leads of Claude Levi-Strauss,
 Roland Barthes, Michael Foucault, Jean Ricardou, Maurice Mourier,
 and particularly Jacques Derrida, the so-called “deconstructionist.”
 This kind of criticism is becoming fashionable in the American uni
­versities and replacing the myth criticism of Frye, the existentialist
 criticism of Sartre, and the phenomenological criticism of Poulet. It is,
 unfortunately, a rosy path with thorns, since without rational and
 common-sense controls and careful scholarship it tends to become
 more about itself than about
 
the work it supposedly concerns.  At any  
rate, there are needful things to do: We badly
 
need a scholarly, inter ­
estingly written,
 
up-dated biography of Poe. We need a good variorum,  
annotated, cheap paper-back edition of Eureka so as to make this
 important Poe masterpiece available to
 
students as has been done for  
Pym (It would seem the man to do this would be
 
Roland W. Nelson,  
who prepared a “definitive edition”
 
of Eureka in 1975 for his  doctoral  
dissertation at Bowling Green University). We
 
need a study of Poe’ s 
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attitude toward science and scientific method. We need a study of
 
Poe’s political attitude. We need a study of the influence of the Enlight
­enment on Poe, especially by
 
such French thinkers as Pascal, d’Alem ­
bert, Laplace, Condorcet, Fontenelle, Descartes, and Comte. We need a
 study of the real relationship of the classical and the romantic tenden
­cies of Poe. So much to be done; so little time to do it.
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RICHARD WILBUR
CUMMINGTON, MASSACHUSETTS
Poe well understood that people of a strongly prosaic turn of mind
 
are often drawn to mystic or imaginative literature, which they
 
read  
with a fascinated
 
resistance. The initially skeptical narrator of “MS.  
Found in a Bottle” has long enjoyed the German moralists, “not,” he
 says, “from any ill-advised admiration of their eloquent madness, but
 from the ease with which my habits of rigid thought enabled me to
 detect their falsities.” And the hero of “ Berenice,” once his visionary
 disposition has been destroyed by disease, is attracted to St. Augus
­tine’s City of God because of what he calls its “imaginative and
 inconsequential nature.” Some scholars seem to approach Poe himself
 in a similar spirit of charmed mistrust, confining their often valuable
 studies to matters of fact, or apparent fact, while resisting Poe’s
 repeated advice that imaginative writing be searched for undercur
­rents of
 
meaning.
One recent resister of Poe is Julian Symons, whose book The
 Tell-Tale Heart asserts, among other things, that while “William
 Wilson” is “absolutely clear” as symbolic fiction, Poe’s work in gen
­eral is intrinsically vague and incapable of interpretation. Though I
 hesitate to agree with Mr. Symons about anything, I think him correct
 in saying that “Wilson” is one of the few fictions in Poe which have the
 suggestive clarity of a Hawthorne story. We must be grateful that we
 have, in “Wilson,” a common ground on which all readers of Poe may
 meet—a story which plainly concerns the gradual division of a once
 harmonious soul into warring faculties; which embodies the conflict
 between the degraded will and the moral sense in the persons of
 Wilson and his double; which involves not only earth but Heaven and
 Hell; and which ends in spiritual death. Where I differ with Mr.
 Symons is in his inclination to dismiss as insoluble anything less
 perspicuous than “William Wilson.” “Wilson” may be atypical in its
 clarity, but it is typical of Poe in its concerns, in its images and
 locutions, in
 
its first-person narration, and in its symbolic or allegori ­
cal method. The thing to do, I think, is to push off from “Wilson” into
 the mare tenebrarum of the other works—seeing, for example,
*A talk delivered to the Poe Studies Association at the MLA convention,
 
December 1981.
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whether the high and low voices of the two Wilsons may
 
help one to  
understand the variable registers of Roderick Usher, or of Dupin, or
 whether it is significant that the mummer who represents the Red
 Death moves with a step “solemn and measured,” like Dr. Bransby in
 “William Wilson” or the figure of Conscience in Politian. Because
 Poe’s
 
machinery of suggestion can be submerged and sly, such a quest  
must involve
 
confusion and  error, but at least it will have the virtue of  
responding to what is there.
We all know how slow a work of Poe’s may be to release its
 
meaning.
 
I have been reading “Israfel,” on and off, for most of my life,  
and I have always regarded it as a simple, flawed, and occasionally
 felicitous piece in which an earthly poet,
 
while not apologizing for his  
own limited efforts, applauds the superior lyric powers of an angel. I
 still read the poem in the same general way, but not long ago I was
 made suddenly aware that
 
the poem is subtler and more argumenta ­
tive than I had
 
thought, and that it may  be taken, from beginning to  
end, as
 
a treatise on the place of passion in poetry. Poe’s poetic theory,  
which reached its full development in “The Poetic Principle,” distin
­guishes as we know three primary divisions of the “world of mind”:
 the intellect, which pursues truth; taste, which has for its object
 beauty; and the moral sense, which concerns itself with duty. Poetry
 being a wild effort to capture supernal beauty, it is the province of
 taste alone. The intellect, and the moral sense with its mundane
 didacticism,
 
are inimical to poetry, and  are admissible in a poem only  
if utterly subjected
 
to the purposes of taste. Since poetry aims at “an  
elevating
 
excitement  of the soul,” a spiritual or Uranian kind of love  
may be the truest of poetic themes; but as for passion, which is “an
 intoxication of the
 
heart,” Poe agrees  with Coleridge that it degrades  
the soul and is discordant with poetry.
And yet, in “Israfel”, we meet an angel whose very instrument is
 
the
 
heart, and whose song is all fire, fervor,  and “burning measures.”  
He causes the stars to be giddy, the enamored moon to totter and
 blush,
 
the lightning to be red, and all of his celestial hearers to be mute  
with rapture. Why is Israfel’s song not a degrading performance? We
 know that it cannot 
be,
 since the stars suspend their hymns to God in  
order to hear it. Most of the answers, however, are given by condensed
 and muffled implication in the fourth stanza:
But the 
skies
 that angel trod,
Where deep thoughts are a duty—
 Where Love’s a grown-up God—
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. Where the Houri glances are
 
Imbued with all the beauty
 Which we worship in a star.
Israfel’s condition in heaven is here described in terms of the triad of
 
faculties which I have just mentioned. Deep thoughts have to do with
 the intellect, duty pertains to the moral sense, and beauty to the
 aesthetic sense, or taste. An angelic soul, it seems, has the same
 constituents as a human soul, but the difference
 
is that Israfel is an  
inhabitant of the skies. Throughout his early work, from “Al Aaraaf”
 onward, Poe argues that intellectual knowledge is not fit for man in
 the earthly condition of his soul, and that it wars with that sense of
 beauty which is our sole means of approaching the divine; but for the
 angel Israfel, who dwells “in the high Heaven of pure knowledge,”
 there
 
is no conflict between intellect and taste, and these faculties are  
in turn perfectly attuned to the moral
 
sense.  Israfel has an intact and  
harmonious soul, as the poet of Earth does not.
Often, when Poe wishes to evoke supernal beauty, he will do so by
 
combining erotic words or images with inhibitory ideas. When
 Nesace, the spirit of Beauty, arrives at her palace in the second part of
 “Al Aaraaf,” 
we
 are given this picture: “From the wild energy of  
wanton haste/ Her cheeks were flushing and her lips apart; / The zone
 that clung about her gentle waist/ Had burst beneath the heaving of
 her heart.” Wantonness, flushing, parted lips and a burst zone are all
 very libidinous,
 
but these effects are countered by the fact that she is a  
heavenly spirit whom we have just seen praying to 
God,
 and that she  
is here frozen into immobility like a statue—a statue perhaps by
 Canova, that sculptor whom Mario Praz once aptly dubbed “The
 Erotic Refrigerator.” The same effect of chastened passion is achieved
 in two words in the poem “Evening Star,” where Poe extols the “dis
­tant fire” of Venus. The dark-eyed Houri glances in “Israfel” may for a
 moment suggest mere voluptuousness, but
 
then we are told that they  
are “Imbued with all the beauty/
 
Which we worship  in a star”—that  
they are objects of distanced and spiritual devotion. Having chas
­tened his
 
Houris, Poe can then proceed in his following lines to Q.E.D.:  
“Therefore, thou are not wrong,/ Israfeli, who despisest/ An unimpas
­sioned song....” Owing to his psychic wholeness and his heavenly
 environment, Israfel’s song can
 
be both passionate and pure; he can  
handle the erotic; he can intoxicate his heart without risking his
 spiritual balance; whereas the poet of Earth, a divided soul in a
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degraded environment, must forever be wary of falling into “The
 
napthalene river of passion accurst.”
The first version of “Israfel” is even more concentrated on the
 
theme of passion
 
in poetry than the later and more familiar one, but  
the second contains a parenthetical addition which once seemed to me
 decorative at best, but now strikes me as thoroughly pertinent. I refer
 to the lines in which we are told how “the red levin/ (With the rapid
 Pleiads even,/ Which were seven,)/ Pauses in Heaven.” The Pleiades
 are rapid because, when they were nymphs on Earth, they were
 pursued by the enamored hunter Orion; translated to Heaven by Zeus,
 they are safe from Orion’s lust, but are still in an attitude of flight from
 him. As for the reduction
 
of their number from seven to  six, one of the  
Pleiades (named Merope) forsook the skies, according to Ovid, because
 of her passion for a mortal. Poe’s evocation of the
 
Pleiades is thus a  
double proof that, in Israfel’s poetic preserve, unruly earthly passion
 is not allowed. The fall of Merope resembles, of course, the fall of
 Angelo and Ian the in “Al Aaraaf,” and means exactly the same thing.
 Let me add, incidentally, that Merope’s fall is a felicitous touch
 because it affords a counter-movement to the upward yearning of the
 speaker of the poem.
Assuming that all these things are in “Israfel,” why did it take me
 
so long to see them? For one thing, Poe is theoretically opposed to
 thinking in poetry, and there
 
are very few of his poems—the sonnet to  
Mrs. Clemm would be one of them—which are forthrightly argumen
­tative in nature. One does not therefore feel encouraged to read
 “Israfel” as an implicit discourse on the facultative and emotional
 basis of poetry in Heaven and Earth. On the contrary, a poem which
 offers the rhymes wrong, song, belong and long within a six-line
 stanza, and gives us levin, even, seven and Heaven in successive lines,
 seems chiefly musical rather than verbal in intention—a melodic
 tribute to the angel’s song. The impression that music has priority is
 strengthened when one notes that, in a present-tense poem, the
 
verb  
tread has been wrenched into the past tense so as to rhyme with God,
 Though there are handsome passages in “Israfel,” some of the lan
­guage seems thoughtless or casual. When Poe seeks to broaden the
 range of Israfel’
s
 passion by speaking of “Thy grief, thy joy, thy hate,  
thy love,” he slips into nonsense; an angel who dwells in “perfect
 bliss” does not sing of grief and hate. To describe the instrumental use
 of
 
heart-strings as “unusual” is bathetic, to say the least. In what I  
take to be the crucial stanza, the expression “deep thoughts” may
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sound too banal to be taken seriously, while “duty” and “beauty,”
 
though they intend to say a great
 
deal, may  in so musical a poem  be  
passed over as mere facile rhyming. Finally, although Poe
 
the critic  
contended that “every work of art should contain within itself all that
 is requisite for its own comprehension,” “Israfel” does not, in my
 experience, yield
 
all of its suggested ideas  unless one brings  a general  
familiarity with Poe to bear on it.
Some time ago, at a funeral, I heard a familiar passage
 
from St.  
Paul and had a delayed insight into “Annabel Lee.” I had meant to
 electrify you with the quotation tonight, but in preparing to write this
 paper I found that the passage is already cited in Professor Mabbott’s
 notes to
 
the poem. This gave me mixed feelings of disappointment and  
comfort; as Allen Tate once remarked, in interpreting Poe we often
 fear
 
that we are mad, and it can  be reassuring to  find that one is not  
being wholly original. So far as I know, the implications of the pas
­sage in question have not been explored, and so I shall state them
 briefly. Poe’s poem says that Annabel Lee and her lover are children,
 and are therefore close to heaven and unsullied by the world. Their
 love is “more
 
than love”; it is not merely a strong affection but a kind  
of blessed communion which the very angels might wish to enjoy.
 Thus far, what we have is a restatement, in one of Poe’s last poems, of
 some lines from “Tamerlane”: “Love—as in infancy was mine—/
 ’Twas such as angel minds above/
 
Might envy....” But now Poe turns  
that hyperbole into narrative, and most
 
improbably has the envious  
angels cause the death of Annabel Lee; with whom, nonetheless, the
 lover continues somehow to be in unbroken communion: “And neither
 the angels in Heaven above/ Nor the demons down under the sea/
 Can ever dissever my soul from the soul/ Of the beautiful ANNABEL
 LEE....” One of the lessons in the Episcopal Order for the Burial of the
 Dead is taken from the eighth chapter of St. Paul’
s
 Epistle to the  
Romans. I
 
shall read to you only the words which  are  applicable here:  
“For I am persuaded, that neither death, nor life, nor angels, nor
 principalities, nor powers,
 
nor things present, nor things to come, nor  
height, nor depth, nor any other creature, shall be able to separate us
 from the
 
love of God....” It seems clear to me that St. Paul has embol ­
dened Poe to imagine his angels as seeking to
 
separate love from love  
and man from God, and that Poe’s adaptation of
 
the passage from  
Romans has the inescapable effect of identifying Annabel Lee with
 “the love of God.” Within the burial rite, St. Paul’
s
 words are a promise  
that the dead are safely united with their Maker; but the passage as
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used by Poe asserts that the soul of Annabel’
s
 lover shall never be  
severed from hers, or from the divine love and beauty
 
which her soul  
communicates. Annabel Lee, then, is not only a kinswoman of the
 angels, but a mediatory spirit like Nesace or the Lady Ligeia. Her
 story, in fact, is the
 
Ligeia-story without Rowena. In “Annabel Lee,”  
the angelic mediatrix is physically lost, but never is she lost to her
 lover’s spirit, which nightly communes with her soul
 
and its message  
through the glory
 
of the  moon and the divine beauty and  order of the  
stars.
If I ask why an Episcopalian took so long to find St. Paul in
 
“Annabel Lee,” the answer is
 
once again in good part a matter of tone,  
or music. The poem might be described as the balladic heightened into
 the vatic. It begins with the language and movement of ballad—“It
 was many and many a year ago”—but instead of regular stanzas, a
 consecutive story, a refrain, and the expected variations
 
of rhyme, we  
have a changeable stanza, elaborate and irregular repetitions, and a
 rapt, chanting insistence on such rhymes as sea, Lee, me, and we. The
 poem’s rich sound, exultant anapests, and vatic repetitions assimilate
 everything to one powerful effect, salvaging all banalities about
 moonbeams and dreams, and quite overwhelming the accents of St.
 Paul. For someone of my
 
generation, to think of the use of quotations  
in poetry is to think of T. S. Eliot and his Waste Land. Despite the fact
 that more than ten percent of Eliot’s poem consists of echoes, and
 despite the continual irruption of various dramatic
 
voices, there is at  
all times a recognizable ground voice, which is the voice of the poet. We
 know when Eliot is talking, and when we are hearing the Buddha. But
 the voice of Poe’s poem does not yield the floor to any other, and if after
 many readings one notices a smothered reference to
 
Romans: 8, one  
does not even then feel strongly prompted, as one would in Eliot, to
 ponder the logic of the allusion.
There are similar obstacles, in Poe’s tales, to the taking of his
 
suggested meaning, though this is not true of them all. It seems to me
 that the choice of the name Prospero, in “The Masque of the Red
 Death,” is both brilliant and accessible; Poe’
s
 Prospero resembles  
Shakespeare’s in that he is
 
separated from his dominions, but a more  
important resemblance is that both are capable of summoning up
 imaginary revels. The name Prospero thus readies us to see what the
 tale makes plain, that the Prince’s thousand companions are all
 
crea ­
tures of dream. In writing “The Tell-Tale Heart,” a year after “The
 Masque of the Red Death,” Poe was again thinking of Shakespeare,
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and when a ray of the mad hero’s dark-lantern
 
is directed at the old  
man’s vulture 
eye,
 falling precisely upon “the damned spot,” few  
readers would fail to think of Macbeth,
 
Yet in my experience, this echo  
does not work so promptly as the
 
reference to Prospero, and may not  
even be entertained, by the reader, as
 
a suggestion. I think this occurs  
in part because “The Masque
 
of the Red Death” is told in a deliberate  
authorial voice capable of firm intimations, whereas “The Tell-Tale
 Heart” is the first-person narrative of a terror-prone madman who is
 breathless with the desire to boast of his cleverness, and also to
 confess. His choppy, nervous, repetitive and self-obsessed language is
 in itself superbly suggestive of
 
a state of  mind, but it is not a likely  
fabric in which to detect ponderable literary allusions.
Yet they are present. Hearing a small sound, Poe’s old man
 
springs up in bed and cries “Who’s there?”, which is also the cry of
 Macbeth in Duncan’s bedchamber, hearing a spectral voice. Poe’
s narrator then tells how the old man, “ever since the first slight noise,”
 has been lying awake and saying to himself: “It is nothing but the
 wind in the chimney—it is only a
 
mouse crossing the floor...it is only a  
cricket which has made a single chirp.” Macbeth, descending from
 Duncan’s chamber, asks: “Didst thou not hear a noise?”, and his wife
 replies: “I heard the owl scream and the cricket cry.” When Lady
 Macbeth says
 
“Out, damned spot,” she is washing her hands of imagi ­
nary blood, and Poe takes up the idea again when he has his narrator
 say, while burying his dismembered victim beneath the
 
floorboards:  
“There was nothing to wash out—no stain of any kind—no blood-spot
 whatever.” The madman’s victim is referred to, throughout the story,
 simply as “the 
old
 man,” and that may put one in mind of Lady  
Macbeth’s saying: “Yet who
 
would have thought the old man to have  
had so much blood in him?” In addition to such echoes faint or strong,
 there are patent resemblances in Poe’s tale to the plot of Macbeth: we
 have the nocturnal murder of an old man in his bedchamber, we have
 a knocking at the gate 
(or
 the street door, if you will), and, as in the  
matter of Banquo’s ghost, we have a killer unhinged by hallucinations
 of his victim. All of this, nevertheless, is very slow to transpire,
 because it is largely screened by the narration and also, I suspect,
 because one may not at once divine its reason for being there.
Why does Poe introduce an undercurrent of Macbeth into his
 
story? I think it is because, in his accounts of psychic division, Poe
 often conceived inner conflicts in terms of regicide, rebellion, or usur
­pation. Tamerlane says: “My passions, from that hapless hour/
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Usurp’d a tyranny...” William Wilson murderously rebels against the
 
“inscrutable tyranny” of his conscience; in “The Haunted Palace,”
 
a  
ruler called “the monarch Thought” is dethroned in a palace revolu
­tion. If we take
 
this indication—and there are many  others—that on  
some level the killer and victim of “The Tell-Tale Heart” are one
 person, that they have one heart and one riven nature, what
 
names  
shall
 
we assign to these portions of a self? The old man’s offending eye 
may be helpful: for one thing, it is a “pale blue eye, with a film over it.”
 We know, from “The Man of the Crowd,” that “when the film from the
 mental vision departs,” a condition of preternatural insight ensues. It
 follows that a filmy eye like the old man’s represents a cramped,
 mundane and unimaginative awareness of things, as opposed to that
 of the narrator, who can hear all things in heaven, earth, and hell.
 That the old man’
s
 eye is like that of a vulture, and that his look makes  
the narrator’s blood run cold, must remind one further of the
 “Sonnet—To Science”; there the scientific spirit, which is likened
 
to  
destroying time, alters all with its peering eyes, preys like a vulture
 upon the poet’
s
 heart, and turns all to “dull realities.”
Given Poe’s insistence, in “The Tell-Tale Heart,” on time and
 heart and vulture eye, I take it for a dead certainty that
 
the  story  is  
consciously recalling the “Sonnet—To Science.” Did Poe expect his
 reader to do the same? I doubt it very much. Even when Poe was
 contemplating unified collections, as in the days of the Folio-Club
 project, I see no evidence that he meant his reader to elucidate one
 poem or story by reference to another. Yet for us, as we struggle to
 understand him, cross-reference
 
is an  indispensable tool, and  that is  
one measure of his difficulty. When the hero of “The Pit and The
 Pendulum”
 
swoons, the voices of his inquisitors merge into a “dreamy  
indeterminate hum” suggestive of “the burr of a mill-wheel.” If we
 apply that to the Simoom of “MS. Found in a Bottle,” which the
 narrator first hears as “a loud humming noise” like that caused by
 
“
the rapid  revolution of a mill-wheel,” we are confirmed in our sense  
that the narrator is swooning, that his mind is embarking on a dream.
 The devil, in “Bon-Bon,” takes off his green spectacles and reveals
 that he has no eyes; his vision, he explains, is of the soul, and includes
 the power to read the thoughts of any creature. In “The Purloined
 Letter” and “The Mystery of Marie Roget,” Dupin too wears green
 spectacles which, whatever their practical uses as camouflage, serve
 also to symbolize the fact that he, like the devil, is a mind-reader and a
 seer. But not all similarities in Poe signify the same thing. To return to
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the “Sonnet—To Science” and “The Tell-Tale Heart,” the poem is
 
strong
 
in  its advocacy of the oppressed and rebellious poet,  and of his  
effort to “seek for beauty in some happier star.” In “The Tell-Tale
 Heart,” however, what 
we
 have is not advocacy of the afflicted imagi ­
nation but a description of its predicament: the story seems to say
 that, if imagination rebels against everyday temporal consciousness
 and earthly attachments, the cost may be a self-destructive madness.
 Let me offer another example of dissimilar similarity. Poe’s Monos
 and Una withdraw from the “infected” and “diseased” world about
 them and “wrap
 
their spirits in dreams”; Prince Prospero, in a story  
written several months later, withdraws into his dreams from a world
 devastated by Pestilence.
 
The situations sound identical, but they are  
not, and the difference is plain from the
 
characters of the dreams in  
question. The mood in which Prospero forsakes the world is described
 by Poe in two brutal sentences: “The external world could take care of
 itself. In the meantime, it was folly to grieve, or to think.” Prince
 Prospero
 
thus fatally fragments  himself: he does  not subordinate his  
intellect to imagination, but attempts to nullify it; and as for the moral
 sense,
 
which might move him to grieve for his abandoned subjects, he  
defies
 
it just as William Wilson did, and with the same suicidal conse ­
quences. The dreams which his “guiding taste” creates, though in
 some respects they resemble happier visions elsewhere in Poe, are far
 from being aspirant and spiritual—they are, in fact,
 
a kind of “freak ­
ing out,” and Poe is at pains to tell us that they partake of the mad, the
 terrible, and the disgusting. Monos and Una, confronted likewise by
 the corruption of our planet and the running-out of earthly time,
 engage not in desperate fantasy but in eager visions of an Earth
 purified by fire and of a regenerate mankind in whom taste and
 intellect shall be reconciled once more. Their very different dreams
 have a different and heavenly issue.
Though Poe did not write one thing to explain another, and
 
though similarities may deceive, certain tales do give us particularly
 clear and trustworthy keys to Poe’s suggestive methods. It is not only
 “William Wilson”
 
which lets us get a foot in the door. In “The Island of  
the Fay,” we are made witnesses to the process
 
by which deepening  
reverie may transform a landscape into a mirror of the psyche—
 changing the
 
water-borne flakes of sycamore bark, for example, into  
the flickering images of the hypnagogic state; this demonstration of
 the interiorizing of nature can make it easier for us to enter and
 navigate the psychic scenery of such a piece as “The Domain of
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Arnheim.” “The Pit and the Pendulum,” by commencing with a cata
­
ract of apocalyptic echoes from scripture,
 
gives fair warning that it is  
going
 
to be two stories at once—the literal story of a tortured prisoner  
and the symbolic story of a soul in danger of damnation on Judgment
 Day. Therefore the narrative is full of expressions, like “deliverance,”
 “hope,” “despair,” and “eternal night,” which at once belong to a
 description of tormented captivity and by their overtones imply
 another tale in which a terrified spirit awaits God’s final justice or
 mercy. This obvious and brilliant
 
use of resonant words, in “The Pit  
and the Pendulum,” helps one to recognize similar effects elsewhere—
 in “The Fall of the House of Usher,” for example, where such a word as
 “trepidation
”
 not only conveys the fear and trembling and tension  
which pervade Roderick’s domain, but hint also that the very cosmos
 is falling into disorder and will soon collapse toward its original state
 of unity. “Ligeia” is a rich and difficult story, yet for the common
 reader it is a relatively clear introduction to Poe’s use of alchemical
 symbolism. Ligeia’s presence is golden, her absence is leaden, and
 what happens to Rowena is a transmutation. In order to register these
 things, the common reader need know no more of alchemy than he
 could get from Milton’s “Il Penseroso,”
 
whose Goddess Melancholy is  
described in terms of gold and lead, and who, like the Lady Ligeia,
 sponsors the transmutation of earthly experience into spiritual knowl
­edge. If he grasps this aspect of “Ligeia” by way of Milton, as was the
 case with me, the common reader may then be able to sense something
 of the more complex alchemical goings-on in Roderick Usher’s house.
But now I arrive at the necessity of granting that Poe is an odd
 
sort of symbolic writer who often enshrouds his mystic meanings as if
 they were secret doctrine, and who is given to puzzle-making and
 teasing. No amount of “Il Penseroso” will help us to dig up all the
 alchemical treasure of “The Gold Bug”; for that, we must either
 become
 
hermetic adepts or  consult Professor St. Armand’ s authorita ­
tive essay. Often, Poe will challenge or mystify us by cloaking his
 hints in an ancient or foreign language: to be quite certain that the
 comic tales “Loss of Breath” and “Bon-Bon” have serious implica
­tions of an anti-physical or anti-materialist nature, the reader must
 absorb a Latin footnote and a Greek pun. I have already noted else
­where that in “The Murders in the
 
Rue Morgue” Poe uses the French  
phrase au
 
troisième as one indication that Dupin’ s fourth-floor apart ­
ment, and that of the murdered women, are in some ulterior sense the
 same dwelling. Let me
 
mention  another bit of linguistic coyness from  
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the same story.
 
As the narrator and Dupin walk home from inspecting  
the scene of the crime, we
 
are given this strange sentence: “I have said  
that the whims of my friend were manifold, and that Je les
 ménageais—for this phrase there is no English equivalent.” That is
 complete bunk, of course; Poe uses the same
 
verb ménager as a past  
participle
 
in “The System of Doctor Tarr and  Professor  Fether,” and  
promptly translates it as “humored.” Here, the supposedly untrans
­latable phrase means simply that the narrator humored Dupin, or fell
 in with his whims. Why should Poe seek to make a mystery of the word
 ménager? My guess is that he
 
wants us to contemplate the word, and  
in the process
 
think of the closely related words ménage  and ménag
erie; that he wants us to realize, with the aid of other promptings, that
 there are three similar ménages in the story—each secluded, each with
 two occupants—and that one of these households, because it contains
 an orangoutang, is also a menagerie. To arrive at those perceptions is
 to be on one’s way perhaps to detecting an occult level of the story at
 which (as I’ve proposed
 
elsewhere) all  the ménages are one, all of the  
occupants are principles of one nature, and the theme is the need to
 recognize and control the beast in oneself. If Poe’s monkey-business
 with the
 
word ménager is meant  to work in the way I have surmised,  
there may be a similar provocation in “The Fall of the House of
 Usher,” when the valet who has answered the door is said to “usher”
 the narrator into the presence of Roderick. Poe is inviting us, I suspect,
 to brood upon “usher” both as
 
word  and as name. It has been noticed  
that the
 
primary meaning of “usher” is “doorkeeper, ” which accords  
with the valet’s function in answering
 
Roderick’s door. The English  
word “usher” derives from ostiarius, which is based upon os, the Latin
 word for mouth, and thus the word “usher” contains
 
an etymological  
identification of door and mouth which is consonant with the architec
­tural symbolism of the story. Another meaning of 
“
usher,” which we  
encounter in “William Wilson,” is “assistant schoolmaster,” and I
 suppose that Roderick might be seen as instructing the half
­comprehending narrator in the mysteries of spiritual regeneration.
 But what
 
most appeals to me—and I find that my notion is  shared by  
Professor Earl Wilcox—is the possibility that the name “Usher” is
 meant to evoke the seventeenth-century
 
Anglican archbishop James  
Ussher, whose chronology of the world, beginning with the creation in
 4004 B.C., was to be found
 
in many Bibles of Poe’s day. Poe was well  
aware of Ussher’s chronology, referring to it in several tales and in his
 preface to the projected
 
Tales of the Folio Club. The action of “The Fall  
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of the House of Usher” is the purification
 
and reintegration of a soul,  
but in the background of the story is a similar development in the
 whole cosmos, a development which becomes explicit when the story’
s final sentence echoes Revelation's prophecy of the fall of Babylon.
 
In  
the light of the story’s apocalyptic close, Poe’s title “The Fall of the
 House of Usher” could mean not only the collapse of Roderick’s house
 but the end of Bishop Us sher’s chronology, the uncreation of the
 world.
None of these hunches about the word (or name) “usher” is capa
­
ble of firm proof,
 
so far as I can  see; but it is certain that Poe provokes  
us to such speculations, and not to attempt a response is not to read
 him fully. Let me now mention one more kind of teasing which we find
 in Poe—his use of absurdity and self-contradiction. In
 
“The Purloined  
Letter,” Dupin calls on the Minister D—, and finds him “at home,
 yawning, lounging, and dawdling, as usual, and pretending to be in
 the
 
last extremity  of ennui. He is”—Dupin goes on—“He is, perhaps,  
the most really energetic human being now alive—but that is only
 when nobody sees him.” What Dupin says is preposterous, of course;
 how should he or anyone else know how
 
the  Minister D— looks and  
behaves when alone? Dupin could possess such knowledge only if he
 were the Minister D—. Well, perhaps he is. In the first half of “The
 Purloined Letter,” Dupin and the Minister seem quite distinct charac
­ters, the only connections between them being that both are poets,
 that both have names beginning with 
D,
 and that Dupin knows  
something of the Minister’s intellectual style and political leanings.
 In the second half of the story, however, the
 
reader is more and  more  
incited to merge his conceptions of Dupin and the Minister, and to
 perceive that they are “doubles.” We are told that the Minister has a
 brother, who like him has literary gifts. Dupin belatedly acknowl
­edges that he knows the Minister well. Both men, we find, are poetic
 geniuses with a consequent built-in mastery of mathematics, and
 Dupin, because of this identity of intellects, can unerringly read the
 Minister’s thoughts. Both men are lynx-eyed, especially when it comes
 to observing letters; both know the trick of replacing one letter with
 another; it turns out that the Minister is “well acquainted” with
 Dupin’s handwriting; it develops that the two men, who are now
 contending over the honor of a queen, have been rivals before, in
 Vienna; and in Dupin’
s
 concluding quotation from Crébillon, the  
reader
 
is invited to liken Dupin and the Minister to the royal brothers  
Atreus and Thyestes, whose bloody feud began with Thyestes’ seduc-
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tion of Atreus’ queen Aerope. This barrage of suggestion forces one to
 
divine a “mystic” dimension of the story in which, as at the
 
close of  
“William Wilson,” the good
 
and evil  sides of one person are in conflict  
over a woman’s honor and what it symbolizes. The absurdity to which
 I called your attention—Dupin’s assertion that he knows what the
 Minister looks like “when nobody sees him”—is not, then, a slip of the
 pen but
 
one brilliant and challenging hint in a narrative full of pokes  
and nudges. 
As James Gargano and I once remarked in conversation, there are
 
a number of other Poe tales
 
in which  initially discrete characters are  
made to converge, and to betray a relationship more intimate than
 was at first described. The narrator of “The Assignation” begins
 
by  
claiming only a
 
“slight acquaintance” with the visionary hero, but in  
the latter part of the story the hero
 
is called “my friend,”  and there is  
considerable evidence that narrator and hero are close indeed. Sim
­ilarly, the narrator of “The Fall of the House of Usher” says in his
 second paragraph that “many years have elapsed
”
 since his last  
meeting with Roderick; but by the eighth paragraph, confronting
 Roderick in his studio, the narrator marvels that his host’s appear
­ance should have changed so greatly “in so brief a period.” These
 absurdities or inconsistencies can be explained, but I shall not try to
 do so now; suffice it to say that they are not mistakes but deliberate
 contradictions, intended (I think) to jar us into an awareness that the
 narrator has passed from one state of consciousness into another.
I have now been out on a limb for quite a while, saying the sort of
 
thing which
 
would madden Mr. Julian Symons, and I think it is time  
for me to climb down and sum up. Drawing on my own wrestlings with
 Poe, I have given a few examples of what may happen if one treats him
 as a readable author whose meanings can sometimes be arrived at.
 I’ve mentioned some, but certainly not all, of Poe’s modes of sugges
­tion, and given examples of how cross-reference can both help and
 mislead
 
the  reader. I’ve tried to describe, in particular cases, some  of  
the
 
ways in which  Poe’s poems and stories can insulate us from their  
content and delay our discovery of things which, once discovered,
 seem obvious. Finally, I have conceded to Poe’s detractors
 
that he is  
the most secretive and difficult of our great symbolic writers. How
 much of him will permanently elude us, how much 
we
 can figure out,  
we can only learn by trying.
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Dr. Quinn was approaching his seventy-fifth birthday when I met
 
him in my first year of graduate study at Pennsylvania in the autumn
 of 1949. He stood to greet the class with his vigorous voice, his shock of
 white hair
 
and bristling white mustache the only indications that he  
was more than middle-aged. He introduced his course,“Forms and
 Movements in American Literature,” with a comparison of John
 Smith’s General History of Virginia and William Bradford’
s
 History  
of Plymouth Plantation, and we were off on an excursion into the
 American literary experience that led us, each Saturday from 11:00 to
 1:00, from the colonial period through George Henry Boker’s Fran
­cesca da Rimini in the fall semester, and from the literature of the Civil
 War to O’Neill’s Ah, Wilderness! in the spring. It was this course,
 modified by time, that Dr. Quinn had first offered in 1905, the year
 that the Universities of Pennsylvania and Chicago gave the first
 graduate courses in American literature*.
The class met in College Hall, where Arthur Quinn had come as a
 
fifteen-year-old freshman in 1890. That venerable building, still the
 center of the University campus, was then the focal point for all
 undergraduate activities; and Dr. Quinn had many reminiscences
 about class fights up and down the stairs, of raids and skirmishes
 after the Penn-Princeton football games that continued into his early
 teaching years. He joined the faculty as an instructor in mathematics
 when he was graduated in 1894 at the age of nineteen. Mathematics
 was not his forte, but he said that he managed to stay two steps ahead
 of the class. To his great relief, he became a member of the English
 Department the next year, beginning an association that continued
 throughout his career, from his Ph.D. degree in
 
1899, his thesis super ­
vised by
 
Dr. Felix E. Schelling, to a full professorship in 1908. In 1939,  
he was named the John Welsh Centennial Professor, a chair which he
 held until his retirement in 1945. When we met him in 1949, he was still
 giving his graduate lectures on Saturday mornings, a practice that
 continued until 1954.
When Dr. Quinn began his teaching career, American literature
 
in academia was a poor cousin to English studies, with at best a
 condescending nod
 
toward Emerson and Hawthorne, and at worst a  
neglect that reflected Sydney Smith’s tiresome “In the four quarters of
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the globe, who reads an American book?” That comment was made in
 
1820; by 1920, certainly, the American quarter of the globe
 
was read ­
ing American books. Sherwood Anderson, Gertrude Atherton, James
 Branch Cabell, Theodore Dreiser, Hamlin Garland, Ellen Glasgow,
 William Dean Howells,
 
Jack London, Frank Norris, and Edith Whar ­
ton were proving that the American reader enjoyed the work of native
 writers. But that was the response of the reading public, not the
 subject of lectures in graduate schools.
Dr. Quinn remarked that
 
the neglect of American writing in col ­
leges had resulted partly from a provincial subservience to English
 letters. Acquaintance with established British authors marked the
 educated man who had been trained to think Washington Irving was
 for children, Poe was a writer
 
of mystery stories, and Longfellow had  
done a nice job with “Evangeline.” Certainly I could add my own
 grammar-school experience, when we were bombarded with Tenny
­son and Sir Walter Scott. My first clear memory of directed American
 reading occurred in the fourth grade
 
from an advanced teacher who  
taught us to parch corn while she read “Hiawatha” to us. Dr. Quinn,
 whose Philadelphia childhood had not included introductions to
 Indian fare, was pleased to hear that we had preferred the poem.
Another cause for
 
the ignoring of American literature as a suita ­
ble discipline for academic attention, according to Dr. Quinn, was that
 the literature had been approached as though it were in a vacuum,
 divorced from unique historical and economic conditions which had
 produced it. In all of his lectures, in his discussions with colleagues, in
 his persistent appeals to college administrations for the recognition of
 American studies as a legitimate course of study, Dr. Quinn emphas
­ized the necessity for an historical approach to the subject, as well as
 for critical judgments based on the intrinsic quality of the literature.
Dr. Quinn’s persuasion, aided by recognition of his scholarly
 
achievements, and the efforts of other pioneers such as Jay B. Hub
­bell, Kenneth
 
B. Murdock, Ralph L. Rusk, Howard M. Jones, Robert E.  
Spiller, Stanley T. Williams, and E. Sculley Bradley, Quinn’s col
­league at Penn, succeeded in establishing the American Literature
 Group within the Modern Language Association at the meeting in
 Cleveland in December, 1929. Dr. Quinn was elected chairman of the
 group who gradually won the desired recognition on their several
 campuses.
Dr. Quinn’s devotion to American studies had resulted in his
 
pioneer courses in the American novel, first given in 1912, and in
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American drama, first introduced in 1917. Most of us in that “Forms
 
and Movements” class in 1949 were in the American Civilization
 program so attractive to many students interested in the broader
 scope of American culture that the
 
program provided, in cooperation  
with the departments of Literature, History, Fine Arts, and Sociology.
 Dr. Quinn had been instrumental in the establishment of the curricu
­lum that began in the graduate school in 1939
 
and in the undergradu ­
ate school
 
in 1942. The lecture and seminar courses in literature were  
conducted by Drs. Quinn, E. Sculley Bradley, and Paul Musser. The
 History department was represented by Drs. Roy F. Nichols,
 
Richard  
Shryock, Arthur Whitaker, and Arthur Bining. By the time of my
 entrance into the program,
 
the curriculum had expanded with courses  
in fine arts with Dr. David Robb, philosophy with Dr. John Adams,
 and further participation in literature with Drs. Robert E. Spiller,
 Thomas P. Haviland, and visiting lecturers.
Those were exhilarating years with an active graduate student
 
group, many of them veterans of World War
 
II and foreign students  
attracted to the new discipline. In those Saturday classes with Dr.
 Quinn, I most enjoyed his discussions on Hawthorne, Emerson,
 Lowell, and
 
the  poetry of the Civil War. He had a resonant voice, and  
when he recited 
“
By the rude bridge that arched the flood, Their flag to  
April’s breeze unfurled,” or “We are coming, Father Abraham, three
 hundred thousand more, From Mississippi’s winding stream and
 from New England’s shore,”
 
it was to hear trumpets blow,  drowning  
out the clatter on Woodland Avenue of a passing trolley,
 
usually with  
one flat wheel.
The
 
lectures on Edgar Allan Poe, however, were what we eagerly  
anticipated. Dr. Quinn’s
 
Edgar Allan Poe: A Critical Biography  had  
been published in 1941, and he still remembered clearly the many
 adventures
 
in research that had produced the volume. Both his anec ­
dotes in class and the voluminous correspondence among his papers
 in the library of the University of Pennsylvania bear witness to the
 indefatigable resourcefulness that he
 
employed to unearth and inter ­
pret the life of the poet, to find original documents, to excoriate the
 shade of Rufus Griswold, and to illuminate obscure events and correct
 old assumptions concerning Poe. Dr. Quinn explored every possible
 avenue of information, thereby giving us valuable insights into the
 labyrinth
 
of scholarship. He had even written to Albert Einstein in the  
summer of 1940, asking, “if in your opinion, considering the time it
 was written ‘Eureka’ merits any attention as an early attempt to
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theorize in a useful way concerning the subject of
 
which it treats?”  
Einstein replied
 
that he had  not previously read “Eureka” and found  
it
 
on the whole a bad disappointment. He thought the beginning witty  
and remarkable, but “the whole presentation shows a striking resem
­blance to the scientific crank-letters I receive every day.” Dr. Quinn
 was not impressed.
There are scores of letters to and from Dr. Quinn concerning his
 
work on Poe, correspondence with researchers in Virginia, with librar
­ies across the country, with other Poe scholars, with Appleton-
 Century, the publisher of Edgar Allan Poe: A Critical Biography,
 concerning corrections and proof-reading. None of them indicates
 more clearly Dr. Quinn’s devotion to his subject or the humane aspects
 of his scholarship than one file in the Quinn Collection.
In 1945, Dr. Quinn received a letter dated February 16th, “Some
­
where in the
 
Marianas Islands,” from Robert  Whyte, sergeant in the  
U. S. Army Air Force, in which
 
the former Penn student said that he  
was greatly in need of something to take his mind off some of the
 unpleasant aspects of war and that for him literature was a natural
 choice. He had looked forward at one time to taking Dr. Quinn’s course
 in Poe, but the war had intervened. Realizing “that nothing can
 compare to being present at your lectures on Poe, I am embarrassed to
 mention a ‘correspondence course’.” After he was exhausted by work
­ing for twenty-four hours loading bombs in the B29s,
 
he found relaxa ­
tion and mental stimulus in reading Poe. Would Dr. Quinn consider
 guiding him in his reading
 
and permit him to submit written work for  
the professor’s criticism?
Dr. Quinn lost no time in replying in early March that he had
 
discussed the matter with Dr. Glenn Morrow, Dean of the College, and
 credit would be given for satisfactory work from Sergeant Whyte. The
 letters that followed included reading lists, orders to Scribner’s, Ginn
 & Co., and Appleton-Century for Poe
 
volumes to be sent to the south  
Pacific (occasionally at Dr. Quinn’
s
 expense), and  detailed comments  
about Whyte’s papers on Poe’s arabesque and ratiocinative tales.
 Sergeant Whyte submitted a final examination which Dr. Quinn
 assured Dean Morrow had been completed with scrupulous attention
 to ethical conduct.
On August 1 (August 2 in
 
the Marianas) the largest air strike of  
the war sent thousands of bombs shattering Japanese cities. On
 August 3 Whyte wrote that as the tempo of the attack on Japan
 increased, the crews on Tinian Island in the Marianas had little time
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left for anything but a bath and bed; but when free hours did come, he
 
turned with pleasure and relaxation to his study of Poe: “Today all of
 us were granted a holiday in regard for and in celebration of the record
 smash made by our bombers against the Empire yesterday. It is
 somewhat of a paradox that I have been able to devote a day to
 literature in reward for my share in causing
 
the greatest destruction  
ever known.” Three days later, at 8:15 in the morning, the Enola Gay
 dropped the atomic bomb in Hiroshima.
In the first week in September, Sergeant Whyte submitted his
 
sixteen-page handwritten paper on Poe’
s
 poetry, reflecting his careful  
reading of the Quinn biography. In the covering letter, he said that
 they had been busy parachuting food
 
and supplies to interned prison ­
ers of war in China and Japan. “We considered it a worthy job to
 
be  
doing on V-J Day” (August 25).
After reading this correspondence, I was anxious to know the
 
outcome of Sergeant Whyte’s
 
experience. A call to the Alumni Records  
Office revealed that he returned to the University and graduated
 
in  
1948. An inquiry to his present address brought a prompt response,
 expressing his appreciation for Dr. Quinn’s efforts in his behalf. Mr.
 Whyte writes: “I have all
 
the  Poe  textbooks (including, of course, Dr.  
Quinn’s) that he so carefully packed and sent out to me (to Tinian
 Island in the Marianas). I cherish them—and still read them.”
In 1950 I took Dr. Quinn’s course in American fiction;
 
and, as we  
catalogue his papers in the Rare Book Collection, it is refreshing to
 review his notes for those lectures which followed generally the order
 in his American Fiction: An Historical and Critical Survey (1936). I
 have been grateful, in this age of specialization, that Dr. Quinn called
 our attention to some of the less-known American writers who fre
­quently reflected their time and environment with greater fidelity
 than the masters of the craft. Without his guidance, I doubt that I
 would have encountered the fiction of Catherine Sedgwick, Robert
 Montgomery Bird, Rebecca Harding Davis, S. Weir Mitchell, Con
­stance Fenimore Woolson, Kate Chopin, or F. Marion Crawford.
Certainly Dr. Quinn was at his peak in lectures on Hawthorne,
 
Henry James, Edith Wharton, and Ellen Glasgow. He had a penetrat
­ing appreciation of their artistic skills; nevertheless, he could offer
 critical insights into structural inconsistencies. He was also not afraid
 to go against the popular currents of literary criticism; in fact, he
 enjoyed crossing swords with proponents of the revival of interest in
 Whitman and Melville. When he was a senior in the College in 1894, he
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published “Walt Whitman and the Poetry of Democracy” in The Red
 
and Blue, a literary periodical of the University, in which he denied
 that Whitman was the poet of democracy, on the grounds of Whit
­man’s vocabulary, excessive cataloguing, and lack of metrical compe
­tence, concluding that “the first criterion of Poetry shall be
 
that every  
line shall mean something to the average thinking, feeling, intelli
­gence.” In some
 
fifty years, he had not altered his view of Whitman, at  
the same
 
time that graduate students were enthusiastically enrolling  
in a concentrated seminar on that poet, directed by one of Dr. Quinn’
s stellar graduates, Dr. E. Sculley Bradley.
Dr. Quinn found a “chronic disorderliness of style” a stumbling
 
block to an appreciation of Melville; on one of the occasions when I
 drove him home from the Saturday class, after some comment of mine
 concerning Melville, he responded with a smile, a sniff, and a twitch of
 his mustache: “
You
 know, Mrs. W., I never liked sea stories!” This was  
the same semester that some of us were deeply engrossed in a seminar
 on Melville and Dreiser, conducted by another former Quinn student,
 Dr. Robert E. Spiller. At least, we had the benefit of divergent
 approaches to literary history.
The last meeting of the class in American fiction was devoted to
 
twentieth-century authors, and here Theodore Dreiser, Sinclair Lewis,
 James T. Farrell, John Dos Passos, Ernest Hemingway, and William
 Faulkner met their match. This is not to imply that Dr. Quinn’s
 comments were spiteful or the unreasoning diatribes of an old teacher,
 calculated to bring patronizing smiles to the faces of his modern
 audience. He simply found little to admire in their characters or their
 style, and he was quick to point
 
out improbabilities in plot that even  
devotees
 
of these authors have had difficulty in justifying. He felt that  
modern criticism “seems obsessed by the
 
fallacy that if you  turn the  
spotlight on any small town in Indiana or Michigan it will reflect a
 masterpiece.” To him, these authors were social historians, or, at
 worst, chroniclers of social and moral decay that boded ill for the
 future of American literature. His defense of his point of view can be
 summed up in the last sentence of his American Fiction: “There is one
 law, however, [the artist in fiction] must obey:
 
his conception and his  
execution must have beauty as their aim, that beauty
 
which moulds  
facts
 
into truth, which draws hope from terror,  and which clothes the
weaknesses of humanity with the charity that turns them into power.”
On those rides home on Saturday afternoons, Dr. Quinn often
 
spoke of his administrative experience at Pennsylvania. His first such
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venture occurred
 
when he was a Junior in the College in 1893  and  an  
assistant
 
to the Secretary of the University in charge of the Universi ­
ty’s exhibit at the World’s Fair in Chicago. He accompanied the
 exhibit of mummies from the University Museum and other artifacts
 to Chicago, “acquiring a distaste for world’s fairs which has lasted me
 ever since.”
In 1904 Provost Charles C. Harrison conceived the idea of a
 
summer school, and Dr. Quinn was its first
 
director and served  until  
1907. His comments on
 
the propriety of a summer school in Philadel ­
phia’s notorious July heat were illuminating. He expressed admira
­tion for the sacrifices of the faculty, some of whom taught for about
 forty dollars for a scorching
 
six weeks, just to get the program started.
When the undergraduate schools were reorganized in 1912 and
 divided into the College, the Wharton School, and the Towne Scien
­tific School,
 
Dr. Quinn was made Dean of the College and served until  
1922. I enjoyed his anecdotes of struggles with a suddenly voluble
 faculty, a conservative administration, and the Board of Trustees,
 some one of whom told him, concerning changes in curriculum, specif
­ically the dropping of Greek from the required courses, that he had
 made up his mind on all educational matters when he graduated in
 1860 and had never seen any reason to change it.
Dr. Quinn saw his university disrupted by two world wars; in
 
World War
 
I he was Dean of the College and had to cope with contra ­
dictory orders from the War and Navy Departments who assigned
 some
 
2500 students to the University under the Students’ Army Train ­
ing Corps. The Depression of the Thirties put great strains on the
 teacher-employment situation, and Dr. Quinn told me that during
 those times he took great satisfaction in finding positions for some
 eight instructors who
 
had to be released because of budget strictures.  
By 1949 we were recovering from World War II, and I remember Dr.
 Quinn’s special greetings to returning veterans, many of whom had
 been his students and were now renewing their academic programs
 after the disruptions of the war.
Dr. Quinn was justly proud that in 1917 at Pennsylvania
 
he had  
taught the first graduate course in American drama offered in an
 American university, and it is fair to say that drama was his first love.
 As a boy, he had frequently been taken to the theater by his father, and
 those early exposures to the imaginary world of the stage were some of
 his fondest memories. His published works on the theater, principally
 The History
 
of the American Drama, from the Beginning to the  Civil  
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War
 
(1923), the two-volume History of the American Drama from the  
Civil War to the Present Day (1927), his collections of Representative
 American Plays, first appearing in 1917 with following editions until
 the seventh of 1966, and his publications on individual playwrights
 established his reputation as the dean of historians of the American
 stage.
He was sure of “two
 
on the aisle” for any play which he wished to  
see in Philadelphia or New York. In his collection there are some three
 hundred playbills, from the 1930’s through the early 1950’s, many
 bearing his comments. Lest one think that his love of the theater
 produced undiscriminating adulation, it is refreshing to find some
 pungent comments. Of Strange Fruit by Lillian
 
Smith: “I still think it  
is unfortunate to have this
 
subject written  about so much,  but if it has  
to be done this
 
play is a pretty good bit of evidence that the White and  
the Negro should not
 
love each other.” On Caviar To The Generally  
George and Leontovich: “This is about the worst play that has
 appeared
 
in Philadelphia. It  is so banal that it is idle to even  attempt  
an analysis of it. If the dialogue could have been heard, it might have
 been even worse.”
Dr.
 Quinn’ s various writings on the drama resulted in voluminous  
correspondence now in his collection at the University. There are
 informative and appreciative letters from Maxwell Anderson, Philip
 Barry, Marc Connelly, Rachel Crothers, Moss Hart, George Kaufman,
 Percy MacKaye, Eugene O’Neill, and Augustus Thomas, among
 others.
Dr. Quinn’s collection of annotated programs for plays by Eugene
 
O
’Neill dates from the early 1920’s. Correspondence between them  
began in the same period. O’Neill respected Dr. Quinn’
s
 judgment and  
in turn the professor’
s
 admiration for O’Neill’s innovative dramatic  
skills was exceeded only by his awareness that the playwright was
 “the concrete expression of the greatest principle in art, that of free
­dom, freedom to choose one’
s
 subject anywhere, to treat it in any  
manner, provided always that the characters are great figures and the
 treatment is sincere.” Dr. Quinn’
s 
article from which this quotation is  
taken, “Eugene O’Neill, Poet and Mystic
”
 [Scribner's Magazine, 80  
1926), 368-372] was expanded to include biographical data which
 O’Neill had provided for Quinn’
s
 A History of the American  Drama  
from the Civil War to the Present Day (New York, Harper, 1927),
 2:165-206.
By the time of the publication
 
of that volume,  O’Neill had already  
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risen to preeminence as America’s most promising dramatist. He had
 
been twice awarded the Pulitzer Prize for drama, in 1919-1920 for
 Beyond The Horizon, in 1921-1922 for Anna Christie, and was soon to
 receive the award in 1927-1928 for Strange
 
Interlude. The Complete  
Works, consisting of twenty plays up through Desire Under The Elms,
 had been published by Boni & Liveright in 1924. O’Neill’s reputation
 could not be said to rest on a “discovery” by
 
Dr. Quinn. Nevertheless,  
his perception of O’Neill’s motivations and artistic integrity was a
 strong force in their friendship and equally influential in calling
 scholarly attention to the playwright.
By 1949, when Dr. Quinn’s lectures on Eugene 
O
’Neill were the  
highlight of his discussions of twentieth-century American drama,
 the superiority of the dramatist was not in question. The lectures were
 enhanced by 
Dr.
 Quinn’ s reminiscences of the early O’Neill and his  
unassuming, appreciative replies to inquiries from the dramatic
 historian.
Dr. Quinn’s sense of the playwright’s artistic purpose exceeded
 
that of other early critics, and he was justly proud of the response from
 O’Neill in the mid-twenties, quoted at length in the chapter on O’Neill
 in the second
 
volume of Quinn’s History  of the American Drama...to  
the Present Day:
 
“But where I feel myself most neglected is just where  
I set most store by myself—as
 
a bit of a poet, who has labored with the  
spoken word to evolve original rhythms of beauty where beauty
 apparently isn’t...and to see the transfiguring nobility of tragedy, in
 as near the Greek sense as one can grasp it, in seemingly the most
 ignoble, debased lives.”
A great debt is owed to Dr. Quinn for his research on the
 
eighteenth- and nineteenth-century American stage. He was bril
­liantly resourceful
 
in following faint trails of theatrical history as he  
demonstrated in his work on
 
Poe, and his students profited from his  
meticulous and imaginative investigations. His lectures on Thomas
 Godfrey, Royall Tyler, Robert Montgomery Bird, and George Henry
 Boker brought those dramatists to life and illuminated their work in
 the context of maturing dramatic art.
It is largely because of Dr. Quinn’s enthusiasm and persuasive
 
skill that Pennsylvania acquired many early American plays at a
 time when collectors and collections were still concentrating on Eng
­lish drama. Morris L. Clothier was encouraged to give the funds
 necessary to purchase the incomparable collection of Joseph Jackson,
 Philadelphia newspaperman and historian. In our collection there are
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two copies of Tyler’s The Contrast, one of which belonged to William
 
B. Wood, early
 
manager of the Chestnut Street Theater.  A copy of the  
play would now
 
bring $10,000. A copy of Mercy Warren’ s The Adula
teur was purchased many
 
years ago  for $145; the market value today  
could be as high as $5,000.
There are innumerable episodes involving discoveries of
 
manu ­
scripts that Dr. Quinn unearthed for his lectures and publications and
 to enrich the possibilities
 
of research for future  students of the drama.  
For many years it had been thought that the manuscript plays of
 Robert Montgomery Bird did not exist. They had never been pub
­lished, probably because the actor
 
Edwin Forrest, for whom some of  
them had been written, wanted to keep for his exclusive use two
 
of his  
greatest successes, The Gladiator and The Broker of Bogota. A trunk
­full of material, however, was found in the possession of Bird’s grand
­son who generously gave the whole lot to the University.
In preparation for the two-volume History of the American
 
Drama from the Civil War to the Present Day (1927)
 
Dr. Quinn got in  
touch with the family of James A. Herne, author of Hearts of Oak,
 Shore Acres, and Margaret Fleming. As a result of his interest in this
 nineteenth-century actor and dramatist, Herne’s widow and daugh
­ters gave Dr. Quinn for his use, and ultimate deposit in the library,
 personal and family correspondence, manuscripts, scrapbooks, and
 playbills,
 
useful not only for a study of Herne but for a broad examina ­
tion of
 
the post-Civil War theater.
One of Dr. Quinn’s regrets was that apparently the manuscript no
 longer existed of Richard Penn
 
Smith’s Caius Marius, written for and  
produced by Edwin Forrest in 1831. There were tantalizing contem
­porary references to the play, considered by his associates to be the
 best of some twenty dramas by Smith, the gifted grandson of the Rev.
 William Smith, the first Provost of the University.
By happy chance, the manuscript turned up at auction in 1956,
 
and we were able to purchase it for the University. Dr. Quinn was
 delighted at the lucky find, and indeed it
 
turned out to be even better  
than we could have hoped. The bound text in Smith’s hand with
 alterations and stage directions by Forrest included correspondence
 between the playwright and the actor,
 
playbills for performances and  
for the revival in 1858, and pictures of Forrest and Richard Penn
 Smith.
An edited edition of the play was the subject of my doctoral
 
dissertation under Dr. E. Sculley Bradley. I told Dr. Quinn that I 
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wished to dedicate the work to him. The play was published in 1968,
 
eight years after Dr. Quinn’s death, and the dedication stands as he
 had requested: “To the memory of Arthur Hobson Quinn, a lover of
 American drama.”
* I acknowledge the sharp eyes of my colleague, Dr. William E.
 
Miller, Emeritus Assistant Curator of the H. H. Furness Memorial
 Library and former Editor of the Library Chronicle, in the proofread
­ing of this essay.
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POE AND THE PICTURESQUE:
 
THEORY AND PRACTICE
KENT LJUNGQUIST
WORCESTER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
I
Critical studies demonstrate the role neoclassical and Romantic
 
aesthetic theories have played in enhancing Poe’
s
 pictorial tech ­
niques. The primacy of the concept of beauty receives detailed
 acknowledgement,1 and more recent analyses stress the importance of
 the aesthetic of the sublime for evoking terrifying but delightful
 effects.2 Another aesthetic category that deserves
 
greater attention is  
the picturesque.3 The sublime, the picturesque, and the beautiful con
­stituted for Poe an approved
 
triad  that allowed  him to  develop subtle  
effects from the accepted aesthetic
 
theories of his  time. Although Poe  
generally exploited the sublime to describe scenes of vastness and
 grandeur, the picturesque was suited
 
to more circumscribed settings.  
J. Lasley Dameron documents
 
Poe’s interest in this subject by index ­
ing fifty-five uses
 
of the adjective “picturesque” and twelve uses of the  
noun “picturesqueness” in the criticism alone.4
 
This index represents  
only Poe’
s
 explicit terminology and does not include similar referen ­
ces in the tales and poems, nor does it embrace implicitly pictorial
 portions of his work. My purpose is twofold: (1) to
 
survey Poe’s use of  
the
 
term  in his criticism with special attention to passages in “Auto
graphy”; and (2) to apply his theoretical concern with picturesqueness
 to “The Fall of the House of Usher,”
 
perhaps his most comprehensive  
exercise in this aesthetic mode.5 This two-part approach will consti
­tute a translation of picturesque theory into fictional practice.
II
Although Poe often subsumed aesthetic appeals under the general
 
rubric of Beauty, there is a discrete place for the picturesque in his
 criticism,6 Poe’s categorization perhaps owing something to aestheti
cians such as Uvedale Price. Price and others set up picturesqueness
 
as a kind of middle ground between sublimity and beauty. According
 to Price’
s
 general theory, picturesqueness avoids the horror and uni ­
formity of the sublime while correcting the languor and insipidity that
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are the possible results of beauty. Such
 
a mediating category is called  
“intricacy in landscape,” which
 
might be defined as “that disposition  
of objects, which, by a particular and uncertain concealment,
 
excites  
and nourishes curiosity.”7
 
Curiosity is maintained by allowing rough ­
ness, hardly a pejorative term for
 
Price, which guards against either  
excessive deformity or propriety. Thus, in the fictional landscape of
 “Landor’
s
 Cottage,” “The greatest care had been taken to preserve  a  
due medium between the neat and graceful on the one hand, and the
 pittoresque, in the true sense of the Italian term, on the other” (M, 3:
 1330). The scene surrounding the cottage is not one of total propriety
 since “The stones that once obstructed the way the land had been
 carefully placed—not thrown—along the sides of the lane, so as to
 define its boundaries at bottom with a kind of half-precise, half-
 negligent and wholly picturesque definition” (M, 3: 1329). The pros
­pect needs a degree of irregularity since, “if a defect could have been
 attributed...in
 
point of picturesqueness, it was that of excessive  neat ­
ness” (M, 3:1334). In general, picturesqueness in Poe’s fictional
 “landscapes”
 
as well  as in his criticism may not be quite as rough and  
rugged as that espoused by Price, but it is still not so regular and
 flowing as to fall within the realm of pure beauty.8
Consequently in “Autography” Poe sharply distinguishes
 
between picturesqueness and the grace or repose associated with
 beauty. Mr. McMichael’s “MS., when not hurried, is graceful and
 flowing, without picturesqueness” (H, 15:221). In his analysis of
 Albert Pike, Poe seems to appropriate the aesthetic polarities of the
 eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries that set up beauty and
 picturesqueness as separate categories: “Pike has a keen sense not
 only of the beautiful and graceful but of the picturesque” (H, 15:257).9
In addition to establishing picturesqueness at a midpoint between
 
sublimity and beauty, Poe often uses a simple
 
notion of picturesque ­
ness, originally derived from William
 
Gilpin, which involves framing  
an event or scene as in a painting or a picture. Poe states this painterly
 idea in the “Autography” section on John Pendleton Kennedy: “From
 this specimen of handwriting, we should suppose Mr. Kennedy to
 have the eye of a painter, more especially in regard to the
 picturesqueness—to have
 
refined tastes generally” (H, 15:155).10 The  
preface to Poe’
s
 Poems of 1831 merits note in this regard because he  
therein defines poetry as “a beautiful painting whose tints,
 
to minute  
inspection, are confusion worse confounded, but start boldly out to the
 cursory glance of the connoisseur.”11 Rather than attempt-
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ing to reproduce every natural detail in a minute, representational
 
way, Poe’s pictorialism aims, in poetry as well
 
as  in prose, to produce  
the effect of a painting, a piquant
 
combination of details that can be  
seen as within a frame. Although at least one critic has seen this
 development as a harbinger of impressionism,12 the notion falls
 clearly within the purview of picturesque theory current in America of
 the 1840’s and 1850’s. As Hans Huth notes, “The old idea of the
 picturesque was perhaps never more discussed than in this period.”13
 In his pictorial definition
 
of poetry, Poe implies that the reproduction  
of every inconsequential detail in a scene invites visual monotony for
 the sake of pedestrian accuracy. This idea also finds expression in an
 1836 review of Slidell’
s
 The American in England  (Southern Literary  
Messenger):
 
Commencing with his embarkation at New York, our author suc
ceeds, at once, in rivetting the attention of his readers by a succes
sion of minute details. But there is this vast difference between the
 
details of Mr. Slidell, and the details of many of his contemporar
­ies. They—the many—impressed, apparently, with the belief that
 mere minuteness is sufficient to constitute force, and that to be
 accurate is, 
of
 necessity, to be verisimilar—have not hesitated in  
putting upon their canvass all the actual lines which might be
 discovered in their subject. This Mr. 
Slidell
 has known better to do.
He has felt the apparent, not the real, is the province of the
 painter—and that to give (speaking technically) the idea of any
 desired object, the toning down, or the utter neglect of certain
 portions of that object is absolutely necessary to the proper bring
­ing 
out
 of other portions—portions by whose instrumentality the  
idea of the object is afforded. With a fine eye for the picturesque,
 and with that strong sense of propriety which is inseparable from
 true genius, our American has crossed the water, dallied a week
 
in 
London, and given us, as the result 
of
 his observations, a few  
masterly sketches, with all the spirit, vigor, raciness and illusion
 of panorama. (H, 8:216).
This passage constitutes a paradigm of Poe’
s
 concept of pictur ­
esqueness with all the key elements present: the acknowledgment of
 painter’s 
eye
 in Slidell’s description, the demanding of the reader’ s 
attention by
 
the  vigor of the treatment, a succession of visual  details,  
the heightening of certain tonal attributes and the muting of others,
 and the mention of verisimilitude. All these qualities deserve further
 mention for their impact on Poe’
s
 pictorial techniques.
The first and
 
simplest aspect is the striking nature of picturesque  
art. The picturesque was emphatically associated not only with exter-
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nal nature but also with a particular style. In 1805, Richard Payne
 
Knight, in his Analytical Inquiry into the Principles of Taste, pro
­vided this definition of “picturesqueness”: “Lately, too, the word has
 been extended to criticism, and employed to signify that clear and
 vivid style of narration and
 
description, which paints to the imagina ­
tion, and shows every event or object distinctly, as if presented
 
in a  
picture.”14 On
 
a rather superficial level, the picturesque thus became a  
synonym for “striking,” “vivid,” “graphic,” for anything that
 demands visual attention. Poe uses the term in this manner exten
­sively, for example, describing in The Journal of Julius Rodman
 (Burton's Gentleman's Magazine, 1840) a group of Indian savages:
 “They were well provided with bows and arrows, and small round
 shields, presenting a very noble and picturesque appearance” (H,
 4:61).
Poe applies this terminology most extensively in “Autography,” a
 
document meriting attention as a serious attempt to define pictur
­esque style
 
rather than as a forum used merely to debunk his literary  
competitors. Believing that “the soul is a cipher, in the sense of a
 cryptograph” (H, 15:81), he attempts in “Autography” to connect
 human signatures and
 
the personalities of the contemporary literati.  
Written characters literally become evidences of human character. As
 I shall discuss later, this
 
analogical relationship, based upon correla ­
tions between physical shapes or outlines and human psychology, has
 significant implications for the picturesque style of “The Fall of the
 House of Usher.”
Poe’s evaluative comments in “Autography” on the content, writ
­
ing style, and chirography of contemporary authors, if minimal and
 hardly definitive, remain meaningful generalizations on the pictur
­esque because of his tacit equation between the effect of an author’
s handwriting and his pictorial creativity. For example, the analysis of
 Nathaniel Parker Willis reads: “Mr. Willis writes a very good hand.
 What was
 
said  about the MS. of Mr. Halleck, in the February number,  
will apply very nearly
 
to this. It has the same grace, with more of the  
picturesque, and consequently, more force” (H, 15:165). Willis, of
 course, numbered among the foremost figures in the picturesque
 movement—the author of American Scenery (1840), Canadian Scen
­ery (1840), and Pencillings by the Way (1844), among others. Once
 again, analyzing J. P. Kennedy,
 
Poe remarks: “The features are bold ­
ness and force of thought (disdaining, ordinary embellishment, and
 depending for its effect upon masses rather than details), with a
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predominant sense of the picturesque pervading and giving color to
 
the whole. His ‘Swallow Barn’ in especial...is but a rich succession of
 still-life pieces.... A painter called upon to designate the main peculiar
­ity of this MS. would speak at once of
 
the picturesque” (H, 15:185).  
Poe’s review of Horse-Shoe Robinson praises Kennedy along similar
 lines: “The second of Mr. Kennedy’s volumes is, from a naturally
 increasing interest in the fortune of the leading characters,
 
by far the  
most exciting. But we can confidently recommend them both to the
 lovers of the forcible, the adventurous, the stirring, and the pictur
­esque”
 
(H, 8:11). Based on these passages and others throughout Poe’s  
criticism, picturesque style develops associations with force, vigor,
 and bold impression. Mr. Gallagher’
s
 writing is “clear, bold, decided,  
and picturesque” (H, 15:223). Elizabeth Barrett’s Drama of Exile
 (Broadway Journal, 1845) has a “Homeric
 
force...a vivid picturesqu ­
eness which all men will appreciate and admire” (H, 12:10).
 
Passages  
from R. H. Horne’s Orion “gleam with the purest imagination. They
 abound in picturesqueness—force—happily chosen epithets, each in
 itself a picture. They are redolent of all for which a poet will value a
 poem” (H, 11:273). Poe cites the description of the character Orion “not
 only as an instance of refined and picturesque imagination, but as
 evincing the high artistical skill with which a scholar can paint an
 elaborate picture by a few brief touches” 
(H,
 11:267).
These citations show not only Poe’s appreciation for the painter’
s eye of several authors,
 
but they further illustrate the sharp difference  
between the picturesque and the sublime. Rather than energy and
 dynamic movement associated with sublimity, picturesqueness
 results from a vigorous succession of details. In addition, the pictur
­esque invites variation and contrast rather than the uniformity
 demanded by the sublime. For example, in the “Autography” section
 on H. W. Herbert, Poe remarks that the style “resembles that of Mr.
 Kennedy very nearly; but has more slope and uniformity, with, of
 course, less spirit, and less of the picturesque” (H, 15:206). Moreover,
 the chirography of both Joseph Y. Miller and Judge Hopkinson
 appears “too uniform to be picturesque”
 
(H, 15:163, 203). Rather than  
the overstraining of the faculties under stress as in the sublime, the
 picturesque can proceed with less difficulty, in Poe’s phrase, “by a few
 brief
 
touches.”
It is worthwhile to place Poe’s work more clearly in the context of
 the period because, in general, the kind of framed pictorialism that
 often interested him is just not amenable to the sublime. Although
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Hawthorne, Poe, and Melville had intermittently become disen
­
chanted with the sublime, a view of considerable currency in the
 1840’s and 1850’
s
 held that the vastness and unlimited nature of  
American scenery precluded the attention to detail demanded by pic
­torial treatment.
 
H. T. Tuckerman’s essay “Over the Mountains, or the  
Western Pioneer’,” in The Home Book of the Picturesque, contained
 such sentiments:
Our scenery is on so large a scale as to yield 
sublime
 rather than  
distinct impressions; the artist feels that it is requisite to select
 and combine the materials afforded by nature, in order to produce
 an effective picture; and although our country is unsurpassed in 
bold and lovely scenes, 
no
 ordinary patience and skill are needed  
to choose adequate subjects 
for
 the pencil.... Indeed general effect  
is the characteristic of American scenery; the levels are diffused  
into apparently boundless prairies, and the elevation spread in
 grand but monotonous undulations; only here and there a rock or
 a ridge, 
a
 defile or a cliff, form the nucleus for an impressive  
sketch, or present a cluster of attractive features limited enough in
 extent to be aptly transferred to a canvass.15
Although the essay postdates 
“
The Domain of Arnheim” and con ­
tains overtly nationalistic sentiments, the ideas expressed are close to
 the artist Ellison’s statement that vast extent fatigues the eye. He
 notes: “Grandeur in any of its
 
moods,  but especially in that of extent,  
startles,
 
excites—and then fatigues, depresses” (M, 3:1278). Implicit in  
the passages by Poe and Tuckerman is the notion that limitlessness
 remains somehow undefined by precluding the perception
 
of distinct,  
discrete details. The title itself of Poe’s “The Landscape Garden”
 follows an eighteenth-century tradition of formality, circumscription,
 and landscape improvement that precludes the wildness and abandon
 of sublimity.16
Picturesque contrast is also achieved through the interplay of
 
light and shadow. This technique, very close to that of a painter’s
 “chiaroscuro,” received Poe’s attention as early as his review
 
of Peter  
Snook (Southern Literary Messenger, 1836).
 
Once again, commenting  
on the forcible conception of the author, he adds: “It is a Flemish
 home-piece of the highest order—its merits lying in its chiaro'scuro—
 in that blending of light and shade and shadow, where nothing is too
 distinct, yet where the idea is fully conveyed—in the absence of all
 rigid outlines and all
 
miniature painting—in the not undue warmth of  
the coloring—and in a well subdued exaggeration at all points—an
 exaggeration never amounting to caricature” (H, 14:89). The transi-
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tion from light to shadow stimulates the eye in painting as a tonal
 
change excites
 
the mind’s eye in literature. Uncertain brightness and  
intricate rather than uniform outlines are a
 
visual mirror of the com ­
plexity of psychic states so important to Poe’s fictional “landscapes”
 and to “The Fall of the House of Usher.” The picturesque thus becomes
 a technique to allow the union of psychological and pictorial states.
 The picturesque profusion
 
and intricacy of much of Poe’s fiction come  
close to a visual ambiguity and confusion that are harbingers of
 psychic derangement.17 In contrast to the sublime, the more subdued
 tones of the picturesque keep overt terror, at least temporarily,
 
at bay.  
Visual and mental excitation is achieved without sublime abandon.
Although the picturesque allows an ideal excitation of the mind,
 
Poe also associates
 
this aesthetic term with verisimilitude. For exam
ple, the review of Georgia Scenes (Southern Literary Messenger, 1836)
  sees Longstreet’s “The Dance” as rendered with 
“
inimitable force,  
fidelity, and picturesque effect.” Likewise, “The Horse Swap” has
 “joint humor and verisimilitude” (H, 8:260). Just a year later in the
 review of William Cullen Bryant’s Poems, “The Prairie” receives
 approval in explicitly pictorial terms: “Its descriptive beauty is of
 
a  
high order. The peculiar points of interest in the Prairie are vividly
 shown forth, and as a local painting, the work is, altogether, excel
­lent” (H, 9:297). In “To a Waterfowl,” Poe finds “fidelity and force in
 the picture of the fowl as brought before the eye of the mind” (H, 9:297).
 As in the review of Slidell, faithfulness to the actual, vigor, and
 verisimilitude remain key criteria in judging poetry and prose about
 natural scenery. But Poe’s concept of verisimilitude defies equation
 with a representational reproduction of the actual. By verisimilitude,
 he means an earnest willingness to visualize the scene
 
or  event, but  
not in a photographic attempt to mirror nature. Poe sees verisimili
­tude as a magical mixture of representation, involving fidelity to
 detail, and a residue of wonder that such fictional veracity can be
 acheived.18
 
Of the “infinity of arts which give verisimilitude to narra ­
tion,”19 the picturesque is a primary technique.
At several points in his criticism, Poe seems
 
fond of associating  
the picturesque with the term “character”: “
Mr.
 Home has a peculiar  
and very delightful faculty of enforcing, or giving vitality to a picture,
 by some vivid and intensely characteristic point or touch. He seizes
 the most salient feature of his theme, and makes this feature convey
 the whole. The combined
 
naivete and picturesqueness of some of the  
passages thus enforced, cannot be sufficiently admired” (H, 15:272).
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“Character,” a term popular with the picturesque aestheticians,
 
received most active
 
stress from Humphry Repton, author of Sketches  
and Hints on Landscape Gardening (1795). Repton and others often
 referred to the true character
 
of a place and matched this quality with  
an appropriate style. In other words, a building or a prospect should
 proclaim, above all, its character. In a simple sense, a private resi
­dence, for example, should look like a home. But beyond the matching
 of effects with the so-called character of a scene, “characteristicness”
 came
 
to have ideal and human associations. In this way, “character”  
became a significant aesthetic concern that could allow a union of
 place and personality, psychology and setting.
III
Such
 
a correlation between fictional setting and human character  
is nowhere more evident in Poe’
s
 works than in “The Fall of the House  
of Usher.” Poe’
s
 classic tale, in fact, fulfills most of the basic principles  
of the picturesque thus far outlined. Following the terminology of
 Repton and other aestheticians of landscape scenery, the narrator of
 “Usher” comments on “the perfect keeping of the character of the
 premises with the accredited character of the people”
 
(M, 2:399).  This  
terminology thus sets in motion the elaborate set of analogies between
 the house, the body of Roderick, and the Usher line—a series of pictor
­ial similarities observed by many critics. Referring to the affinity
 between the architectural features and the Usher dynasty, the narra
­tor cannot help “speculating upon the possible influence which the
 one, in the long lapse of centuries, might have exercised upon the
 other” (M, 2:399). What has not been noticed previously is that Poe
 achieves this
 
analogical  relationship largely through repetition of the  
term
 
“character,” mentioned no fewer than  eleven times in the course  
of the tale. Its repetition not only develops the body-house relationship
 but also establishes a series of analogies among the landscape and the
 features of Roderick’s face, his esoteric studies, his “fantastic” musi
­cal performances, Madeline’
s
 illness, her facial features, and the  
sound of the disintegrating house. Almost in duplication
 
of his state ­
ment about the landscape features of the house, the narrator says that
 “the books which, for years, had formed no small portion of the mental
 existence of the invalid—were, as might be supposed, in strict keeping
 with this character of phantasm” (M, 2:408). Thus, a common affec
­tive
 
language of the picturesque binds the description of the house, its
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inhabitants, and the features of the landscape.
In the evocation of
 
an intricate landscape covered by fungi and  
web-like shrubbery, the appeal to principles of composition in lands
­cape poetry,
 
and the complicated tracing of the train of associations in  
architectural design,20 the opening paragraphs of “Usher” fall clearly
 within the vogue of picturesque
 
art.  The pictorial  emphasis is evident  
as the narrator attempts to remodel “the details of the picture” in order
 “to annihilate its capacity for sorrowful impression” (M, 2:398). His
 action of looking into the tarn,
 
moreover, is like putting an additional  
frame
 
on the picture. Consonant with the striking or graphic nature of  
picturesque art, this act increases
 
the vividness of impressions: “And  
it might have been for this reason only, that, I but mention it to show
 the vivid force of the sensations which oppressed me” (M, 2:399). As he
 surveys the mansion, he is not impressed by the warmth of cottage art
 but by the outlines of a darker, more ominous version of the pictu
­resque. The house is marked by “excessive antiquity,”
 
“desolation of  
age,” “extraordinary dilapidation” (M, 2:400).
From such a perspective, it is a logical step to a study of the
 
physical features of Roderick’s face. Just as the outline and shape of
 handwriting in “Autography” provides a means of reading human
 “character,” Poe interprets Usher’s facial expression as the crypto
­graph of a tormented soul. As outer shape reflects inner meaning,
 Usher’s physical and bodily features ultimately reveal deeper turmoil.
 The correspondence among countenance, character, and setting is
 common in picturesque art. As Martin Price comments: “The move
­ment from texture—the shaggy coats of asses, the varied outlines of
 Gothic architecture, the mellow tints of time-worn stone—to the physi
ognomy is a clear one.”21 This phase follows logically and clearly
 
because aestheticians of the picturesque placed so much emphasis
 
on  
human expression and the study of physical features. Although Haw
­thorne also
 
stresses human physiognomy in his pictorial writing, Poe,  
in “Usher,” does not attempt to elicit
 
the feelings of compassion and  
pathos associated with Hawthorne’
s
 “moral picturesque.”22 Nor does  
he achieve the sense of stillness and repose found even in his own
 “Landor’s Cottage.” The intricate style is even further removed from
 the gentle middle-class notion of the picturesque, associated with
 pleasant seaside scenes, quaint rowboats, and vacationing city
 dwellers. Rather, the mouldering ruins, the “minute fungi,”
 
“tangled  
web-work,” and “leaden-hued vapour” act as a kind of enveloping veil
 on the entire
 
scene. According to Angus Fletcher, “the whole art of the  
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picturesque is so obviously to veil that it may not need remarking. It
 
employs a range of devices by which the veiling becomes a stimulus to
 curiosity, though not to liveliness.”23 The curiosity of the narrator
 becomes an almost deranged fascination with whatever is hidden.
 And quite explicitly in “Usher,” Poe describes the narrator’s incipient
 discovery as “the hideous dropping off
 
of the veil” (M, 2:397).
Commentators have often noted that the central tension of
 “Usher” is between order and disorder,24 thought’s dominion bal
­anced against incipient
 
madness. This opposition, however, receives  
pictorial rather than overtly dramatic treatment. The narrator pauses
 over the qualities of the Usher Landscape: the complexity of organiza
­tion through architectural arrangement, the house’s endurance or
 excessive antiquity, its cohesion despite dilapidation and decay. Vis
­ual details communicate the hint of disorder: the inconsistency in the
 outline of the house and the barely perceptible fissure or crack. The
 narrator sees a “wild inconsistency
 
between  the still perfect adapta ­
tion of parts, and the crumbling condition of individual stones” (M,
 2:400). This state, of course, mirrors the 
“
incoherence” and “inconsis ­
tency” (M, 2:402) of Usher himself. A stasis that has too long endured
 becomes threatened by encroaching challenges to its stability.
 Uniquely evident in “Usher” is the inevitable assault of change on
 man
 
in the landscape, a feature of picturesque art that binds human  
character to setting:
The typical picturesque object 
or
 scene—the aged man, the old  
house, the road with cart-wheel tracks, the irregular village-
 carries with it the principle of change. All of them imply the
 passage of time and the slow working out of its change upon them.
 A face in which one reads the experience of suffering and endu
­rance is seen in a moment that is earned in the long processes that
 have gone into its creation; it is a moment of resolution, in which
 we see some counterpoise of enduring substance and the accidents
 of time.25
The thematic thrust of the picturesque in “Usher” thus involves a
 
precarious state of order achieved through time-worn endurance beset
 by the disorder of physical disintegration and incipient madness.
 “The picturesque in general recommends the rough or rugged, the
 crumbling form, the complex or difficult harmony. It seeks a tension
 between the disorderly or irrelevant and the perfected form. Its favor
­ite scenes are those in which form emerges only with study or is at the
 point of
 
dissolution.”26 Clearly, the Usher house, at the point of col-
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lapse, is a fit subject for picturesque treatment.
The madness of Roderick, his fantastic art, the relationship with
 
his sister—all these legitimate critical concerns—can be subsumed
 under a larger pattern: the pictorialized drama of the dissolution of the
 House of Usher. As in The House of the Seven
 
Gables, the house itself  
becomes the main protagonist in the tale. Poe insures its connection
 with other elements in the story by Roderick’s esoteric theory on 
“
the  
sentience of all vegetable things.
”
 Set off against the order that  the  
family wants to uphold, the all-encompassing “kingdom of inorgani
­zation” (M, 2:408) looms, acting as a force of destructive animation
 against the stagnancy of the Usher line. Once again, Poe presents this
 theory pictorially, and in architectural outline: “The conditions of the
 sentience had been here, he imagined, fulfilled in the method of the
 collocation of these stones—in the order of their arrangement, as well
 as in the many fungi which overspread them, and of the decayed trees
 which stood around—above all, in the long undisturbed endurance of
 the arrangement, and its reduplication in the still waters of the tarn”
 (M, 2:408). Usher projects to inanimate objects the qualities of life,
 energy, human expression. 
To
 paraphrase Leo Levy, such a projection  
of human feelings to external scenery constitutes the essence of pictur
­esque art.
One can claim that Poe confines the picturesque to the opening
 
pages of “Usher.” A key element of the picturesque is the engagement
 of the narrator’s mind, the ability to elicit energies expressed in visible
 objects. However, as the story progresses, Poe downplays pictorial
 composition per se and focuses on complexity for its own sake in
 particular objects. Coinciding with this transition, the narrator turns
 from the picturesque style of the house to witness the chilly Ideality of
 Roderick Usher’s mind. Usher’s paintings symbolize this movement
 from pictorial intricacy to total abstraction: “If ever a mortal painted
 an idea, that mortal was Roderick
 
Usher” (M, 2:405). As picturesque  
disorder deteriorates into total disorder, mirroring the disintegration
 of Usher’s psyche, Roderick is seen painting what can only be termed
 abstract, not picturesque, art.27 The transition or disintegration is not
 all that surprising. The sense of play, associated with the picturesque,
 invites a kind of
 
disorder that will ultimately take  the restless mind  
outside
 
the volatile realm of the picturesque. “The sense of play finds  
exercise in fancifulness and in those acts of abstraction which call
 attention to the arbitrariness of all the mind’s creation.”28 The transi
­tion from pictorialism to ideal abstraction in natural scenery and in
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stories like “Usher” leads to perhaps the ultimate endpoint of the
 
picturesque
 
since it allows, more than the other aesthetic modes, a free  
and flexible excitation.
Thus, in “Usher,” the narrator moves through three aesthetic
 
stages. At the outset of the tale, the intricate “landscape features of the
 domain” evoke a curiosity that is intensified by the veil of vapor and
 shrubbery, which acts as a picturesque invitation to discover what lies
 beneath the surface. After this mask is removed, the narrator is no
 longer in the realm of the picturesque. Within the narrator’
s
 mind, the  
changes suffered by Roderick and those undergone by the house are
 not merely compared; they are identified. In this second stage, the
 narrator is ushered into a realm of Ideality represented by the abstrac
­tions of Roderick’s paintings.
 
The external  scenery has, by this point,  
become almost secondary to the weird mental projections of Usher.
 Such a transition has been observed by students of the
 
picturesque,  
notably by Christopher Hussey,
 
who notes that picturesque prospects  
often become 
so
 intricate and complex that psychological projections  
become paramount. Idealization of scenery results so that, in the final
 analysis, ideal abstraction exists without knowing precisely what it
 represents. Just so the case with Usher’s weird, abstract paintings.
 Unlike the landscape features of the house, which provoke
 
curiosity  
under the assumption that some kind of truth about Usher can be
 revealed, Usher’s realm of aesthetic abstraction remains utterly mys
­terious and all but incomprehensible to the narrator. The narrator
 enters the third phase of his psychological journey. Abstraction gives
 way to uncontrolled
 
terror.
Nevertheless, in the opening portions
 
of “Usher” Poe gives subtle  
expression to picturesque theory. The framing of the landscape fea
­tures of Usher’s domain, the attraction of the narrator’s attention by a
 series of vigorous details, the gradual unfolding of the scene by a
 succession of visual effects, the intensification or moderation of light
 and a shadow—all these picturesque techniques provoke the reader’s
 curiosity about Usher, a tortured psyche amidst a precariously bal
­anced, if disintegrating setting.
NOTES
1 George Kelly, “Poe’s Theory of Beauty,
”
 AL, 27 (1956), 521-536.
21 suggest that Poe’s commitment 
to
 the sublime waned  in the decade of  
the 1840'
s
 in “Poe and the Sublime:  His Two Short Sea Tales in the Context
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of an Aesthetic Tradition,” Criticism, 17 (1975), 131-151. See also Ljung
­
quist, “Descent of the Titans: The Sublime Riddle of Arthur Gordon Pym,”
 SLJ, 10 (1978), 75-92 and Alan C. Golding, “Reductive and Expansive
 Language: Semantic Strategies in Eureka,” PoeS, 11 (1978), 1-5.
3
 
Although Robert Jacobs devotes significant attention to Poe’s knowl ­
edge of the picturesque, other discussions of this aesthetic mode with refer
erence to Poe are scanty. See Jacobs, Poe: Journalist and Critic (Baton
 
Rouge,
 1969), pp. 184-5 and 203. A carefully argued study of Poe’s  sources is 
Joel R.
 
Kehler,  “New Light on the Genesis and  Progress of Poe’ s Landscape  
Fiction,” AL, 47 (1975), 173-183. See also Motley Deakin, ed., The Home
 Book of the Picturesque (Gainesville, 1967), p. v; Hans Huth, Nature and the
 American (Los Angeles, 1957), pp. 12, 52, 60, 122; and James Callow,
 Kindred Spirits: Knickerbocker Writers and American Artists (Chapel Hill,
 1967), p. 217. In “Psyche and Setting: Poe’s Picturesque Landscapes,” Criti
­cism, 15 (1973), 16-27, Sharon Furrow is correct about Poe’
s
 use of the  
conventions
 
of the sublime and the picturesque. She errs, I think, in calling  
“Al Aaraaf” and “The Coliseum” picturesque rather than sublime. Appar
­ently ignoring “Landor’s Cottage,’ she says that Poe’
s
 later works free him  
from landscape conventions.
4
 
J. Lasley Dameron and Louis Charles Stagg, An Index to Poe's  
Critical Vocabulary (Hartford, 1966), p. 38. The index is keyed to H, from
 which all passages in Poe’s criticism are cited in the text by H, volume, and
 page number. Passages from the tales are taken from M.
5
 
Despite hints by some critics at the picturesque quality of the opening  
paragraphs, there has been no comprehensive attempt to see the tale as an
 exercise in this aesthetic 
mode.
 Commenting on the setting, Darrel Abel  
says: “it operates descriptively, as suggesting appropriate and picturesque
 background for the unfolding of events” and adds that it consists of a
 “merely picturesque ensemble of background particulars”—“A Key to the
 House of Usher,” UTQ, 18 (1949), 176-185. More willing to acknowledge
 seriously the implications of the picturesque, Leo Levy posits a possible
 connection between Roderick’
s
 “kingdom of inorganization” and Haw ­
thorne’
s
 picturesque style in “Picturesque  Style in The House of the Seven  
Gables,” NEQ, 39 (1966), 147-160.
6
 
The most extended treatment of the picturesque movement in England  
is by Christopher Hussey, The Picturesque: Studies in a Point of View
 (London, 1967). A valuable
 
updating is by Martin Price, “The Picturesque  
Moment,” From Sensibility to Romanticism, ed. Frederick W. Hilles and
 Harold Bloom (New York, 1965), pp. 259-292.
7
 
Uvedale Price, Essays on the Picturesque (London, 1974), p. 18.
8
 
Callow mentions that the vogue of Uvedale Price in America is worthy  
of further exploration, p. 124. While the correlation with Price is suggestive,
 it is tempting to agree with George Mize: “Poe’
s
 treatment of landscape  
gardening...and his whole theory of taste and design border on the Eclectic,
 a vogue which was beginning to blur all forms of architecture and landscap
­ing in mid-nineteenth-century America, like the mist that blurred Poe’s
 vision on his approach to ‘Landor’s Cottage’ ’’—“The Matter of Taste in
 Poe’
s
 ‘Domain of Arnheim’ and ‘Landor’ s Cottage’,”  ConnR, 6 (1972), 93-99.
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9
 
There  are other examples: Halleck has a “love for the graceful rather  
than the picturesque” (H, 15:150).
10
 
This citation is similar to one on William Gilmore Simms in the 1836  
Southern Literary Messenger. “The MS. of Mr. Simms resembles, very
 nearly, that of Mr. Kennedy. It has more slope, however, and less of the
 picturesque—although still much. We spoke of Mr. Kennedy’s MS. (in our
 February number) as indicating ‘the eye of the painter.’ In our critique
 
of  
The Partisan we spoke of Mr. Simms also as possessing the ‘eye of the
 painter’ ” (H, 15:168).
11
 
Quoted in AHQ, 175.
12
 
AHQ, 175.
13
 
Huth, p. 84.
14
 
Richard Payne  Knight, An Analytical Inquiry into the Principles  of  
Taste (London: G. Mercier and Company, 1805), p. 151. Lewis Lawson
 speculates that Poe may have known Knight’s Inquiry in 
“
Poe and the  
Grotesque: A Bibliography,” PoeN, 1 (1968), 9. The correlation between
 visual pictorialism and picturesque prose style goes as far back as, at least,
 Uvedale Price. Witness the following passage from his Essays on the Pictu
­resque: 
“
Few persons have been so lucky as never to have seen or heard the  
true proser; smiling, and distinctly uttering commonplace nothings, with
 the same placid countenance, the same even-toned voice; he is the very
 emblem of serpentine walks, belts, and rivers, and all Mr. Brown’
s
 works;  
like him they are smooth, flowing, even, and distinct; and like him they
 wear one’s soul out.
“There is a very different being of a much rarer kind, who hardly appears
 
to be of the same species; full
 
of unexpected turns, of flashes of light; objects  
most familiar, are placed by him in such singular, yet natural points of
 view...This is the true picturesque, and the propriety of that term 
will
 be  
more felt, if we attend to what corresponds to the beautiful in conversation.
 How different is the effect of that soft insinuating style, of those gentle
 transitions, which, without dazzling or surprising, keep up an increasing
 interest, and insensible wind round the heart.” [Quoted in Martin Price, pp.
 274-275.] John T. Irwin briefly notes connections between human signa
­tures and human character admidst his brilliant discussion of Poe’s hiero
­glyphic symbols in American Hieroglyphics: The Symbol of the Egyptian
 Hieroglyphic in the American Renaissance (New Haven, 1980), p. 52.
15
 
Deakin, pp. 115-116.
16
 
According to Uvedale Price, uniformity, the great enemy of the  
picturesque, is the cause of the sublime—Essays on the Picturesque (Lon
­don, 1794), pp. 71-86. Samuel Monk comments in The Sublime: A Study of
 Critical Theories in Eighteenth Century England (New York, 1935): “The
 materials with which the gardener works preclude much that went to the
 making of the sublime” (p. 164). Cf. Coleridge in the Biographia Literaria:
 “Where the parts by their harmony produce an effect of a whole, but where
 there is no seen form of a whole producing or explaining the parts of it,
 where the parts only are
 
seen and distinguished, but the whole is felt—the  
picturesque. Where neither whole nor parts, but unity as boundless or
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endless allness—the sublime
”
 [Quoted by Martin Price, p. 280].
17
 
Remarking the prevailing taste of the nineteenth century, Siegfried  
Giedion has commented: “Picturesque disorder fascinated people, for it was
 a reflection of a chaotic state of feeling.” 
See
 “The Nineteenth Century:  
Mechanization and the Ruling Taste,” Mechanization Takes Command
 (New York, 1948), p. 364.
18
 
Speaking of Robinson Crusoe, Poe remarks: “We read, and become  
perfect abstractions in the intensity of our interest—we close the book, and
 are quite satisfied that 
we
 could have written as well likewise? All this is  
effected by the potent magic of verisimilitude” (H, 8:170).
19
 See
 review of Sheppard Lee for context of the quotation (H, 9:138-139).
20
 
For a discussion of Archibald Alison’ s influence on “Usher,” see  
Barton Levi St. Armand, “Poe’s Landscape of the Soul: Association Theory
 and ‘The Fall of the House of Usher’,” MLS, 7 (1977), 32-41.
21
 
Martin Price, p. 281.
22
 
The phrase is from Hawthorne’s “An Old Apple Dealer.” A careful  
study of Hawthorne’s aesthetics is Buford Jones, “ ‘The Man of Adamant’
 and the Moral Picturesque,”
 ATQ, 15 (1972), 22-41.
23
 
Fletcher, Allegory: The Theory of a Symbolic Mode (Ithaca, NY,  
1970), p. 260.
24
 
Notably E. Arthur Robinson, “Order and Sentience in ‘The Fall of the  
House of Usher’,” PMLA, 76, (1961), 68-81.
25
 
Martin Price, p. 285.
26
 
Martin Price, p. 277
27
 See
 Paul Ramsey, Jr., “Poe and Modern Art: An Essay on Correspon ­
dence,” CAJ, 18, (1959), 210-215 and H. Wells Phillips, “Poe’
s
 Usher: Precur ­
sor of Abstract Art,” PoeS, 5 (1972), 14-16.
28
 
Martin Price, p. 272.
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POE’S “METZENGERSTEIN” AS A TALE
 
OF THE SUBCONSCIOUS
DAVID H. HIRSCH
BROWN UNIVERSITY
Of the five Poe tales published by the Philadelphia Saturday
 
Courier in 1832, four deal explicitly with the body-soul dualism.1 Three
 of the four (“The Duke de L’Omelette”; “A Decided Loss,” later retitled
 “Loss of Breath”; and “The Bargain Lost,” later retitled “Bon Bon”)
 treat the subject light-heartedly, even comically. But a fourth tale,
 “Metzengerstein,” foreshadows such later serious Gothic tales as
 “Ligeia” and “The
 
Fall of the House of Usher.” As in the later  tales,  
the action of “Metzengerstein” takes place in a “Germanic” setting
 and involves “castles,” familial disintegration, and a more or less
 consistently rational speaker narrating events so bizarre that at times
 the description reaches a feverish pitch. With notable economy, the
 opening paragraph sets the tone and states the central motif
 
of the  
tale:
Horror and fatality have been stalking abroad in all ages. Why
 
then give a date to this story I have to tell? Let it suffice to say, that
 at the period of which I speak, there existed in the interior of
 Hungary, a settled although hidden belief in the doctrines of the
 Metempsychosis. Of the doctrines themselves—that is, 
of
 their  
falsity, or of their probability—I say nothing. 
I
 assert, however,  
that much of our incredulity (as La Bruyere says of all our unhap
­piness) “vient de ne 
pouvoir
 être seuls.”2
It seems reasonable to conclude from this opening that Poe is
 
announcing his intention to use the “fictive imagination” to speculate
 on “the doctrines of Metempsychosis.”
Marie Bonaparte, however, finds in this tale, as she does in so
 
many Poe tales, evidence of Freudian neurosis. In her view:
the actual theme of the tale is one of incest: a tale of 
“
mounting”  
the mother and of the “dangers” attendant on that “chase.”
 ...Thus, on the tapestry, the father (Berlifitzing), bestrides the
 mother (the horse), and the son (Metzengerstein) unhorses him
 and puts him to death in order to seize the mother for himself, as
 the story soon shows. This 
is
 the classical Oedipus situation, as it  
must have worked itself out, very early, in the precocious soul of
 the little Edgar.3
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Whereas Bonaparte focuses exclusively on Poe’s overflowing subcon
­
scious, G. R. Thompson finds the tale almost supernaturally crafty.
 He argues that the tale is wholly parodic, and that the
 
“‘erudition’ of  
the narrator not only mocks such pretense in the tale of horror, it also
 underscores the obtuse character of the
 
narrator...”4 More consistent  
with our usual understanding of Poe is Benjamin F. Fisher’s place
­ment of “Metzengerstein” into its proper cultural and editorial con
­text. Fisher proposes that the tale “was written with no comic
 intention, but that it was an early venture of Poe’
s 
into Gothic fiction  
and followed in the sober
 
path of numberless predecessors. Compar ­
ing the text first published with Poe’s final version will, I believe, show
 that
 
he refined away crudities, in an attempt to cull out extremes  and  
to
 
produce a more effective Gothic story, rather than to exaggerate the  
Gothic elements for humorous effect.”5
Although agreeing with Fisher that Poe did not write this tale for
 
comic effect, I would like to widen the context beyond the purely
 contemporary Gothic conventions of Poe’s day. One need not deny
 Bonaparte’s general description of Poe’
s
 neurosis,  nor the importance  
of the powerful image of horse and rider to question her contention
 that “the actual theme” of this tale is “incest.” If we permit Poe his
 explicitly stated donnée of “the doctrines of Metempsychosis,” the
 broader context of the tale moves into the foreground. The motif
 
of  
“the doctrines of metempsychosis” is underlined by the narrator’s
 obliteration of chronological time (“Why then give a date to this story
 I have to tell?”). The measured time of mortal flesh is eclipsed in favor
 of unmeasurable eternity, a time scheme more congenial to the exist
­ence of the immortal soul. The diction of the first sentence—“Horror
 and fatality have been stalking abroad in all ages”—not only ob
­scures sequential worldly time, but depicts the encounter with eternity
 as one that takes place in fear and trembling.
A
 
recent student of “the doctrines  of Metempsychosis” has listed  
three basic “beliefs concerning the soul” that are presupposed by
 Metempsychosis. These are that the soul is separable
 
from the  body;
the soul can enter non-human forms of animate (sometimes inani
­mate) matter; the soul is individual.6 It is not clear just how seriously
 Poe takes the doctrine. The narrator maintains an appropriate skepti
­cism (“of the doctrines themselves—that is, of their falsity or
 probability—I say nothing”). Whatever Poe intended, serious or not,
 the doctrine of transmigration of souls itself has a long and impres
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sive history, going back at least as far as Pythagoras. More signifi
­
cantly, the concept of the soul inhabiting different bodies is given
 utterance in the works of the most powerful and influential mind in all
 of Western thought—Plato.
Carried on by such successors to Plato as Proclus, Plotinus, Por
­
phyry, and lamblichus, the concept could have reached Poe from three
 sources. The first is the writings of the Cambridge Platonists of the
 seventeenth century, whose works Poe was fond of alluding to or
 pretending to quote from. The second source from which Poe might
 have picked up the set of ideas that he refers to
 
as “Metempsychosis”  
is Thomas Taylor the Platonist, who translated into English and
 brought to light the works not only of Plato himself but of the Greek
 Neoplatonists. Finally, Poe’s thinking about Metempsychosis could
 have been stimulated by his reading of current periodicals.6a
As a poet, however, Poe developed and probed the notion of the
 
transmigration of souls not through logic and argumentation, but
 through metaphor. In this tale there
 
is one image that dominates the  
action completely and that has inevitably had the strongest impact on
 commentators. This is the image in which the work culminates, the
 image of a rider who, having lost control of the horse he is riding, is
 carried to his destruction much to his own horror and the horror of
 those who witness the scene.
It is not surprising that this image should have had so pro
­
nounced an
 
effect on the critics, because the story is as much about the  
relationship between the Baron Metzengerstein and the mysterious
 horse as it is about the feud between the two families. Moreover, the
 image of horse and rider is
 
at the center of the meaning of the story. It  
becomes the symbol in which the motif of Metempsychosis is
 embodied.7
The image of the horse enters the story soon after the death of the
 
young Baron’s father. Immediately after succeeding to his father’
s estates and title, “... for the space of three days, the behavior of the heir
 out-heroded Herod.... On the night of the fourth
 
day, the stables of the  
castle
 
Berlifitzing were discovered to be on fire...” (p. 95). Three days  
after
 
the death of the father, the stables of the arch enemy are purged  
by fire. While the fire blazes,
the young nobleman himself sat apparently buried in meditation,
 
in a vast and desolate upper apartment of the family palace of
 Metzengerstein. The rich although faded tapestry hangings
 which swung gloomily upon the walls, represented the shadowy
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and majestic forms of a thousand illustrious ancestors (p. 188).
The gloomy tapestries are, perhaps, all too familiar to readers of
 
Gothic fiction. What catches the imagination here, however, is that
 while the arch enemy’s stables are being purged by fire, the Baron sits
 contemplating works of art. This kind of “psychotic” detachment, this
 eerie disjunction between stimulus and response, is common among
 Poe’s heroes. But the detachment here, as elsewhere in Poe, is not
 gratuitous, testifying, as it does, to a growing rift taking place within
 Metzengerstein’s psyche between the
 
world of spirit and  the world of  
matter. The works of art that have caught Metzengerstein’
s
 attention  
bring him in contact with an unknown and evanescent past; as he
 watches them, they begin to possess Metzengerstein’s imagination
 completely:
Here, rich-ermined priests, and pontifical dignitaries, familiarly
 
seated with the autocrat and the sovereign, put a veto on the
 wishes of a temporal king, or restrained with the fiat of papal
 supremacy the rebellious sceptre of the Arch-enemy. There, the
 dark, tall statues of the Princes Metzengerstein—their muscular
 war-coursers plunging over the carcasses 
of
 fallen foes—startled  
the steadiest nerves with their vigorous expression; and here,
 again, the voluptuous and swan-like figures of the dames 
of
 days  
gone by, floated away in the mazes 
of
 an unreal dance to the  
strains of imaginary melody (p. 188).
Two modes of “reality” come flowing into Metzengerstein’s
 
mind  
through two sensual channels, the ears and the eyes. Visually, the
 protagonist perceives the work of art that
 
preserves in stasis a “pla ­
tonic” world of “shadowy and majestic forms.” But these forms
 instead of reflecting ideal beauty reflect
 
the  world of the grotesque, a  
world of violence, horror, and disharmony. And yet, the passage ends
 on what is almost a note of Keatsian lyricism: “the swan-like figures of
 the dames of days gone by, [floating] away in the mazes
 
of an unreal  
dance to the strains of imaginary melody.” As a matter of fact, the
 passage sounds like a parody of Keats’s “Ode
 
on a Grecian Urn,” in  
which “Heard melodies are sweet, but those unheard/ Are sweeter,” 
and in which the speaker implores the “soft
 
pipes” (either those pic ­
tured on the urn or “pipes” of the imagination) to play “Not to the
 sensual ear, but,
 
more endeared,/ Pipe to the spirit ditties of no tone.”  
What happens in Poe’s tale is that the “sensual ear” listens to the
 tumult of destruction while the sensual eye is becoming “spiritual
­ized” by being absorbed into the work of art.
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Soon the struggle between the sensual ear and the inner eye
 
becomes more intense:
But as the Baron listened, 
or
 affected to listen, to the gradually  
increasing uproar in the stables of Berlifitzing—or perhaps pon
­dered upon some more novel, some more decided act of audacity—
 his eyes became unwittingly rivetted to the figure of an enormous,
 and unnaturally colored horse, represented in the tapestry as
 belonging to a Saracen ancestor of the family 
of
 his rival. The  
horse 
itself,
 in the foreground of the design, stood motionless and  
statue-like—while farther back, its discomfited rider perished 
by the dagger of a Metzengerstein (pp. 188-189).
The action taking place here
 
is quite complex. The “historic” past  is  
preserved in the work of art. As Metzengerstein gazes at
 
the work of  
art he becomes absorbed into its reality (for example, the statement
 “farther back, its discomfited rider” indicates that he accepts the
 perspectives of the painting as “real” perspectives). There is also a
 counter-action, for through the operation of the work of art on the
 mind, the past is not only preserved but is made present. In addition,
 the action that is taking place in the “world of nature” (the burning of
 Berlifitzing’s stables) is cognate to the action of the work of art. In
 both instances the Berlifitzings are being discomfited, and Metzenger
stein’s mind is a bridge spanning the two self-reflecting worlds: art
 
and nature, past and present.
At this point, Metzengerstein begins to enter what Richard Wilbur
 
has recently reminded us is the “hypnagogic state,” a condition in
 which the mind finds itself
 
somewhere between sleep and dream:
It was with difficulty that [Metzengerstein] reconciled his dreamy
 
and incoherent feelings with the certainty of being awake. The
 longer he gazed the more absorbing became the spell—the more
 impossible did it appear that he could ever withdraw his glance
 from the fascination 
of
 that tapestry (p. 189).
Then, for a moment, the world becomes too much. He withdraws his
 gaze momentarily to concentrate his attention on the glare caused by the burning stables. When he looks at the tapestry again,
To his extreme horror and astonishment, the head of the gigantic
 
steed had, in the meantime, altered its position. The 
neck
 of the  
animal, before arched, as if in compassion, over the prostrate body
 of its lord, was now extended, at full length, in the direction of the
 Baron. The eyes, before invisible, 
now
 wore an energetic and  
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human expression, while they gleamed with a fiery and unusual
 
red; and the distended lips of the apparently enraged horse left in
 full view his gigantic and disgusting teeth (p. 189).
Perhaps a supernatural event has taken place. For the reader who
 
prefers to believe otherwise it is possible to explain what has hap
­pened as an illusory experience brought on by Metzengerstein’s over
­wrought state. What can be said unequivocally, though, is that in the
 middle-ground of Metzengerstein’s mind a fusion has taken place
 between the “glare of ruddy
 
light thrown full by the flaming stables”  
and the figures depicted on the tapestry. Not only has the tapestry
 itself come alive for the protagonist but the horse depicted in it has
 taken on human qualities. One more fusion, however, is yet to take
 place:
Stupefied with terror, the young nobleman tottered to the door. As
 
he threw it open, a flash of red light, streaming far into the
 chamber, flung his shadow with a clear outline against the quiver
­ing tapestry; and he shuddered to perceive that shadow—as he
 staggered awhile upon the threshold—assuming the exact posi
­tion, and precisely filling up the countour, of the relentless and
 triumphant murderer 
of
 the Saracen Berlifitzing (pp. 189-199).
It is common knowledge that among primitive people the shadow
 
is considered a visible manifestation of the soul.
 
What happens, here,  
then, is that the light from the burning Berlifitzing stables, in an
 image reminiscent of Plato’s cave, projects the shadow of the
 
living  
Metzengerstein onto the image of the ancestor which has been pre
­served in the painting. Metzengerstein now enters the painting not
 only through imagination but literally. By the same token, as Metzen
­gerstein’s shadow (or soul) is projected into the work of art so one of the
 images in the work of art is ejected into the world of empirical reality,
 because it is at this moment that the mysterious horse resembling the
 horse in the tapestry, is caught, “like Pegasus stung by the gadfly,
 flying, all smoking and foaming with rage, from the burning stables
 of the Castle Berlifitzing.”
From this point on, the Baron withdraws from human society, his
 
sole activity being to ride the horse, until, in the climactic scene of the
tale, Metzengerstein, the horse, and the Chateau Metzengerstein all
 go up in flames, as did the stables of Berlifitzing previously:
Up the long avenue of aged oaks which led from the forest to
 
the main entrance of the Chateau Metzengerstein, a steed, bearing
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an unbonneted and disordered rider, was 
seen
 leaping with an  
impetuosity which outstripped the very Demon of the Tempest,
 and extorted 
from
 every stupefied beholder the ejaculation—  
“horrible.”
The career of the horseman was indisputably, on his own part,
 incontrollable. The agony of his countenance, the convulsive
 struggle of his frame, gave evidence of superhuman exertion: but
 no sound, save a solitary shriek, escaped from his lacerated lips,
 which were bitten through and through in the intensity of terror.
 One instant, and the clattering of hoofs resounded sharply and
 shrilly above the roaring of the flames and the shrieking of the
 winds—another, and clearing at a single plunge the gate-way and
 the moat, the steed bounded far up the tottering staircases of the
 palace, and, with its rider, disappeared amid the whirlwind of
 chaotic fire (pp. 195-196).
Marie Bonaparte, as we have noted, interpreted this culminating
 
image as a projection out of Poe’s personal neurotic obsession, a thinly
 disguised expression of his desire to couple with his mother and
 subdue his father (the horse serving as both the desired mother and
 the hated father). Oddly, she does not examine the traditional and
 archetypal nature of Poe’s image, even though the
 
image has a long  
and fascinating history. Without attempting to trace that history, I
 would like to call attention to a number of suggestive parallels.
The first of these is Plato’s Phaedrus, which is, among its other
 
features, a treatise on the soul and on Love. In this dialogue, described
 by B. Jowett as “one of the most beautiful of the Platonic Dialogues,”8
 Plato uses an image similar to the one that dominates Poe’
s
 story. He  
presents the soul as a chariot drawn by two horses opposite
 
to each  
other in every way. One of these is mild, docile, beautiful, and charac
­terized by harmony of form. The other is ugly, deformed, and rebel
­lious. While the rebellious horse remains unbroken, the chariot is
 paralyzed. And therefore the charioteer must subdue the rebellious
 horse. Once he does so, harmony is achieved and the soul can ascend
 unhampered and
 
achieve communion with the good. Jowett explains  
the figure by asserting that “there is no difficulty in seeing that the
 charioteer represents the reason, or that the black horse is the symbol
 of the sensual or concupiscent element of human nature. The white
 horse also represents rational impulse...” I give the concluding lines of
 this extended metaphor uttered by Socrates, as Poe might have known
 them, in the Thomas Taylor translation of 1804:
But the charioteer [one aspect of reason according to Jowett]...
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falling down as it were from the goal [of ideal beauty,] pulls back
 
the reins with still greater violence from the. teeth of the injurious
 horse, represses his reviling tongue and bloody jaws, 
fixes
 his legs 
and hips on the ground, and thus torments him for his behaviour.
 But when the vicious horse has often endured a punishment of this
 
kind,
 he is at length rendered humble and submissive, and follows  
the providential directions of the charioteer....9
Plato’s
 
image is not much less violent  than Poe’ s, but whereas in the  
former it is reason that triumphs by bringing the rebellious steed to
 heel, in the latter just the opposite seems to happen. The steed is
 uncontrollable. Norman O. Brown has pointed out that Plato’s meta
­phor of the soul as a chariot
 
pulled  by two horses appears  in slightly  
different form in Freud’s The Ego and the Id,10 in which Freud de
­scribes those two functions of mind as follows:
The functional importance of the ego is manifested in the fact that
 
normally control over the approaches to motility devolves upon it.
 Thus in its relation to the id it is 
like
 a man on horseback, who has  
to hold in check the superior strength of the horse; with this
 difference, that the rider tries to do so with his own strength while
 the ego uses borrowed forces. The analogy may be carried a little
 further. Often a rider, if he is not to be parted from his horse, is
 obliged to guide it where it wants 
to
 go; so in the same way the ego  
is in the habit 
of
 transforming the id’s will into action as if it were  
its own.11
In fact, Poe seems to fall somewhere between Plato and Freud, not
 
only chronologically but ideologically as well. Plato uses his extended
 metaphor to portray the relationship between the soul and beauty. For
 him the tremendous energies involved in the struggle that takes place
 among the horses and the charioteer are emblematic of the struggle
 between the ideal and the carnal within the individual himself. But for
 Freud, soul is not a factor; rather, he is concerned with the way in
 which
 
human energies are deployed so  as  to assure effective manage ­
ment of the physical mechanism.12 Poe’s stated subject is the transmi
­gration of souls, a Platonic and Neoplatonic idea, but the focal image
 of the story, which conveys what Poe referred to as the “undercurrent
 of meaning,
”
 is an image of “psychic conflict” and unmanageable  
suppressed energy.
Allen Tate has called Poe a “transitional figure,” and that is
 
precisely what he is here. The forcefulness of Poe’s image lies in the
 way in which it dramatizes the eclipse of reason. Plato’s charioteer
 humbles the concupiscent steed. Freud humbles
 
him too, so to speak,  
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by presenting the image of horse and rider in a fully rational and
 
non-explosive context. But Poe presents the unadulterate terror of
 man’s vulnerability to forces within himself that he can neither under
­stand nor control and that therefore constantly threaten to destroy
 him.
Emerson’s use of Plato’s figure about a decade after Poe had used
 
it provides a revealing note of contrast. Describing the poet as “the
 man of Beauty,” Emerson announces with customary affirmative
 gusto:
It is a secret which every intellectual man quickly learns, that
 
beyond the energy of his possessed and conscious intellect he 
is capable of a 
new
 energy (as of an intellect doubled on itself), by  
abandonment to the nature of things; that beside his privacy of
 power as an individual man, there is a great public power on
 which he can draw, by unlocking, at all risks, his human doors,
 and suffering the ethereal tides to roll and circulate through him...
 As the traveller who has lost his way throws his reins on his
 horse’s neck and trusts to the instinct of the animal to find his
 road, so must we do with the divine animal who carries us through
 this world.13
Norman Foerster has an illuminating comment on this passage:
 
“Using a symbol significantly different from Plato’s charioteer and
 horses,” he writes, “Emerson pictures the
 
poet as a lost traveler who  
throws up the reins and trusts to the horse’s instinct to guide him
 aright. The Platonic charioteer has abdicated, and there is but one
 horse, half black and half white, half celestial and half earthly, and
 there is no saying which half is leading the way, or whither it is
 carrying him! This apparent preference of abandon to control may be
 found in conceptual language at the end of the essay on
 inspiration....”14
Emerson
 
was able to prefer “abandon to  control” because he felt  
that the energies forcing their way through consciousness would be
 the energies of the immortal soul, of the “ethereal tides,” and that
 these energies would consequently be constructive and creative. He
 talks about “unlocking human doors... at all risks” but he does not
 dwell on the risks. Poe, on
 
the contrary, seems to have been aware of  
the risks if of nothing else, and the energies that he perceives come
 from below, not from above. Emerson’s horse
 
is the “divine animal”;  
Poe’s is demonic.15
Throughout the story Poe links the transmigrating soul with
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potentially explosive and disruptive psychic
 
energies. In Freud’s use  
of the figure of horse and rider he says that the rider is often obliged to
 guide the horse where it wants to go, and that the ego often finds itself
 in the same predicament—it, too, is sometimes compelled by the id to
 act
 
in a way  that the id demands. Here Freud’ s insight is  anticipated  
by Poe, though Poe never stated the matter in discursive, or (if one
 prefers) scientific terms. In Poe’
s
 metaphor, the id as sublimated  
energy gains control of the body or the ego. The conscious mind is
 dragged to destruction (“The career of the horseman was indisputa
­bly, on his own part, uncontrollable. The agony of his countenance,
 the convulsive struggle of his frame, gave evidence of superhuman
 exertion.”) by those forces.16
The onlooking servants see the momentary ascendancy and
 
instant destruction of a “lord of misrule.” The ego, “an unbonneted
 and disordered
 
rider,” has been overthrown. This conflict between id  
and ego is reminiscent of the Romantic poets’ concern with the conflict
 between Dionysus and Apollo, between inspiration and form. Expli
­cating Wordsworth’
s
 famous dictum that “poetry is the spontaneous  
overflow of powerful feelings,” M. H. Abrams points out that the
 “suggestion, underlined by the word ‘spontaneous,’ is that the dynam
­ics of overflow are inherent in the poet and, perhaps, not within his
 deliberate control.17 Poe’
s
 image of horse and rider is a  metaphorical  
statement of the danger of uncontrolled overflow. If Emerson
 
saw the  
ethereal tides flowing through the artist who was willing to take
 
the  
risk and unlock his human doors, Poe saw the doors opening on the pit
 of madness and Nothingness.
But Poe’
s
 tale of immortality and the transmigration of souls, of  
wild, uncontrolled passions, inverts the attitude of the British Roman
­tics toward the immortal soul and human passion. For Coleridge and
 other Romantics, as Abrams
 
has observed, the “modifying action of  
passion” is to animate the inanimate, to transfer “... the life of the
 observer to the things he observes....”18 The soul for Wordsworth,
 Coleridge, and Shelley, as for the Neoplatonists translated by Thomas
 Taylor, is that which has the
 
power to infuse life into the mechanical  
universe of eighteenth-century philosophy. Poe
 
reverses this conven ­
tional Romantic
 
posture. For  him, the modifying action of passion is  
to de-animate the animate, and the
 
influx of soul, far from restoring  
Nature to organic unity, seems to be precisely what alienates man
 from Nature.19
Bearing this in mind,
 
one sees immediately how perfectly right it  
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was of that Romantic worshipper of the organic life-force, D. H.
 
Law ­
rence, to be 
so
 deeply repelled by what he perceived to be the “mechan ­
ical quality” that pervaded Poe’s style. “He never sees anything in
 terms of life,” Lawrence complained of Poe, “almost always in terms
 of matter, jewels, marble, etc.—or in terms of force, scientific.
 
And his  
cadences are all managed mechanically. This is what is called ‘having
 a
 
style’.”20 What irritated Lawrence, one might guess, was not simply  
the fact that Poe’s style was “mechanical,” but that it was most
 mechanical at the very moments when, according to Lawrence’s
 understanding of the universe, it
 
should have been “organic.” But it is  
Poe’s absolute refusal to accept the “organic” view of life adhered to by
 so many Romantic writers that brings him so uncannily
 
close to the  
modern sensibility.21
Emerson, who is often credited with being the liberator of Ameri
­
can poetry, expanded and “Americanized” the worldview of the Brit
­ish Romantics. He felt quite comfortable with (though he modified)
 Coleridgean organicism and Wordsworthian Neoplatonism. “Our
 being,” he once said, “is descending to us we know
 
not whence.” Or,  
again, he described Revelation by saying that “we distinguish the
 announcements of the soul, its manifestations of its own nature, by
 the
 
term Revelation.  These are always attended by the emotion of the  
sublime. For
 
this communication is an influx of the Divine mind into  
our mind.” Such utterances, which are not terribly far from the Words
­worthian vision, inspire
 
our deepest admiration for Emerson the seer.
When Poe writes about the soul, however, he does not inspire the
 same kind of admiration. In fact, when Poe writes about immortality
 and
 
the soul he frequently inspires ridicule and hostility rather than  
admiration. One clear reason for the critical hostility elicited by Poe’
s presentation of man’
s
 encounter with the eternal is that he presents  
the encounter, not as a sublime revelation but as a supreme instance of
 terror. But to some extent the ridicule and hostility are owing to Poe’
s own vacillation between skepticism and belief. The very fact that
 respected critics can dismiss “the doctrines of Metempsychosis” in
 “Metzengerstein,” or read the story as a “hoax” is testimony to
 authorial uncertainties that creep into Poe’
s
 work. Moreover, Poe  
often undermines himself. “The Philosophy of Composition,” for
 example, amounts to a denial by Poe of his own vision
 
of immortality  
and terror. The essay implies that the writer of “The
 
Raven” did  not  
himself experience terror in confronting the universe, but that he
 merely used terrifying devices to achieve “aesthetic
”
 effects, which is  
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to say that terror is related only to art and not to life. No one who has
 
read Poe carefully is likely to believe that.
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“THE FALL OF THE HOUSE OF USHER”:
 
AN APOCALYPTIC VISION
JAMES W. GARGANO
WASHINGTON AND JEFFERSON COLLEGE
Any new discussion of “The
 
Fall of the House Usher,” no matter  
how adventurous, must be a sort of outgrowth of the accumulated
 wisdom of George Woodberry, Arthur Hobson
 
Quinn, Edward David ­
son, Maurice Beebe, Richard Wilbur, and many
 
other interpreters of  
Poe’
s
 fictional masterpiece.1 The variety of critical response elicited  
by the tale has an almost infinite suggestiveness: Poe emerges, among
 other things, as an expert in creating gratuitous terror, as a parodist, a
 depth-psychologist, a
 
student of vampires, and  a master of pure  artis ­
tic form. Fortunately or unfortunately, criticism multiplies routes into
 and out of Poe’s story, and new interpretations, for better or for worse,
 seem to discourage critical consensus and to invite fresh explorations.
 Poe’s multi-faceted work, it appears, will continue to resist definitive
 “solution” about the significance of the narrator’
s
 journey into a  
“singularly dreary tract of
 
land” that he regards as both portentous  
and utterly confounding.
My essay takes its departure, in a general and perhaps idiosyn
­
cratic way, from those critics who have emphasized the relationship
 between the theme of “Usher” and Poe’
s
 philosophical-cosmological  
views. I also share Herbert F. Smith’s opinion that Poe’
s
 theory of  
sentience—a theory whose source Smith traces to Richard Watson’s
 Chemical Essays—pervades the story, but I can not accept Smith’s
 contention that Usher goes mad because his belief in
 
sentience is “too  
perculiarly self-oriented.”2  
I 
propose that the action of Poe’ s narrative  
takes place in a unique context that accounts for the major characters’
 unique emotions 
and their inability to explain their ordeal. The narra ­
tor, I maintain, sees an apocalyptic vision of the destruction of the
 world in the extraordinary events enacted in Usher’s domain. The
 predetermined collapse of separateness and identity into unity, the
 apparently purposeful fury of whirlwind and clouds, and the final,
 appointed submergence of Usher’
s
 mansion into the waiting tarn  
suggest Poe’
s
 concern with eschatalogical issues. Indeed, the almost  
concurrent publication of 
“
The Conversation of Eiros and Char ­
mion,” a visionary work in which a comet destroys the earth, and
 “Usher” indicates Poe’s imaginative preoccupation in 1839 with the
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idea of the world’
s
 end. Although I do not wish to attribute to T. O.  
Mabbott notions which he may not have held, his notes to “Usher”
 imply that he saw a connection not only between that tale and “Eiros”
 but also between it and the biblical prophecy of universal catastrophe
 in Revelation.3 The abnormalities and singularities that oppress Poe’
s narrator are, I am convinced, much more
 
adequately explained by the  
gradual build-up of an imminent cataclysm than by his exposure to
 ghoulish vampirism or incest.
A corollary to my interpretation of
 
“Usher” is that  Poe intended  
his narrator to have a limited understanding of his experience. In a
 sense, the narrator’
s
 bewilderment makes him an ideal reporter  
because he must recount what happens to him in affective and con
notative terms full of wonder and alarm; he feels himself an explorer
 
in
 
a region in which cause-and-effect relationships have broken down.  
I cannot regard him, as Darrel Abel does, as
 
a “mere point of view for  
the reader to occupy.”4 His tale is the ironic drama of a tormented soul
 adrift in a universe no longer stable or comprehensible. In his
 
futile  
shifts to cope with the derangement of his world,
 
he has  a remarkable  
affinity to other Poe narrators who encounter the incalculable and end
 up uttering passionate outcries about the mysterious process in which
 they are trapped. His situation, however, is more elemental in that it
 represents mankind’
s
 cosmic plight.
In “Usher,” Poe deals on the simplest level with three interlocking
 themes: the physical and psychic breakdown of
 
one man, Roderick;  
the end of a once-eminent historic dynasty; and the seemingly sinister
 power of nature in effecting the destruction of both the individual and
 the ancient family he represents.5 Of course, Poe complicates his
 fiction by telling it through a narrator who confesses himself con
­fused, horrified, and awed by what he sees and reports. The narrator’s
 intellectual and emotional responses clearly establish Usher’s
 domain as an eerie outpost where the laws of the normal, quotidian
 world no longer operate. Thus, Poe locates his action in a “singular”
 land where the collapse of ordinary logic and easy rationality compels
 not only mystification and wonder but a search for new logic and
 explanation. The narrator’s bewilderment obviously results from an
 understandable habit of
 
seeing with conventionalized vision, think ­
ing with inapplicable thought processes, and confronting the unex
­pected with
 
customary expectations. Poe requires his reader, however,  
to profit from, rather than imitate, the narrator’
s
 intellectual helpless ­
ness.
 
The artistic strategy of “Usher,” then, incites the reader to enter  
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unexplored territory as an observer of the observer, as a third con
­
sciousness probing the meaning of the narrator’
s 
sensations while he  
effectually analyzes Usher’s beliefs and dreads.
It may be profitable to begin my analysis with preliminary obser
­
vations on Poe’s narrator and on the histrionic context in which Poe
 places his major actions. For all his similarity to them, the narrator in
 “Usher” is unlike the narrators in “Ligeia,” “William Wilson,”
 “Morella,” “Berenice,” “The Tell-Tale Heart,” and “The Cask of
 Amontillado”; he does not commit a murder or
 
relate the story of his  
life with women he either loved or hated. Critics often label him a
 rationalist, but in the
 
first paragraph  he writes he exhibits  a panicky  
distrust of reason: he “explains” the depression caused in him by the
 sight of the house of Usher as a “mystery all insoluble”; when he
 employs reason in an attempt to overcome his depression, he acts on
 what he calls an “unsatisfactory” premise; and he constantly surren
­ders himself to extreme emotional states in a manner remarkable for a
 rational man. Throughout his psychological adventure in a world that
 defies intellectualization, he may give the impression of rationality by
 belittling as folly and superstition the enigmas he encounters; in
 truth, he is a man who would like to believe in reason, who spins
 theories in order to keep his courage up. Not so surprisingly, he can
 talk as if from first-hand knowledge, about “the after-dream of
 
the  
reveller upon
 
opium,” and he is all-too-ready to be impressed by reflec ­
tions in a tarn, “eye-like windows,” “bleak walls,” “rank sedges,”
 poems, and paintings. His very language, with its intensities and
 metaphoric radiations, characterizes him as someone who extracts
 emotional value from objects, colors, and sounds. Although some of
 his hypersensitivity may be ascribed to his unique situation, he seems
 at least as impressionable as he is “reasonable.”
Poe, then, has created an ambivalent narrator who energetically
 
tries to suppress the authority of
 
his acute feelings. His intellectual  
posturings take the preposterous form of protecting him from his valid
 insights and apprehensions and preventing him from
 
examining the  
consequences
 
of what he really experiences; for example, he rejects as  
a “fancy” too “ridiculous” to be entertained the discovery that the
 house of Usher and its environs are enclosed in “an atmosphere
 peculiar to themselves,” an otherworldly “atmosphere which had no
 affinity with the air of Heaven.’.’ The mind will not legitimize what the
 eyes see and the feelings
 
vividly apprehend. Throughout “Usher,” the  
narrator’
s
 so-called rationality functions as a refuge from the “facts”;  
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far from helping him to get to the meaning of anything, it offers trivial
 
“reasons” for dismissing almost everything that will prove “real.”
 Obviously, a major motif of Poe’
s
 story resides in the sharp irony that  
the intelligence evades what the emotions take in.
 
The narrator, thus,  
can be described as bringing a closed mind and an open sensibility to
 his journey into the unknown.
The context in which the narrator finds himself is a symbolic
 
world to which he must make an imaginative rather than a purely
 cerebral adjustment. Assuredly, Poe, whose settings can often be
 disparaged as aggressively functional, carefully designed Usher’
s estate out of spiritualized Gothic material: it is an emblematic, fan
­tasy region where the real world comes to meet its destiny, and the
 house may be seen as a sort of perilous chapel where man can be
 shown the relation of his own life to cosmic necessity. In the micro
­cosm that the narrator enters, unity inevitably prevails, everything is
 interrelated, accident is not tolerated, and 
“
unnatural” phenomena  
are part of a universal scheme. House and occupants fuse into one
 identity; brother and sister cannot be separated; Usher obsessionally
 paints a picture objectifying an idea that translates into a fatal and
 fated action; a poem describes its author’s mental condition, which, in
 turn, corresponds to the condition of the mansion; and even a fissure,
 which might be a sign of division, promotes the triumph of unity.
 When the narrator desperately chooses to divert Usher by reading
 from the “Mad Trist” of Sir Launcelot Canning, the action of the
 absurd romance coincides with Madeline’s escape from her tomb. The
 casual is transformed into the causal, human sounds blend into natu
­ral ones, fungi suggest human hair, and trees, walls, and tarn combine
 to produce an atmosphere that is both natural and supernatural.
 Interrelation binds everything from clouds, books, and people into a
 vast living web of irresistible and undiscerned purpose.
Usher’
s
 theory of sentience—his belief that even inanimate  
things have life—informs every incident of Poe’s story. Still, the
 
the ­
ory must be
 
interpreted in larger terms than the  narrator and Usher
interpret it.
 
What Poe suggests, and what his characters do not grasp,  
is that all things contain life in the special sense that they play a vital
 part in an implacable cosmic pattern. As many critics, notably Mau
­rice Beebe, have shown, the laws that hold sway in the domain of
 Usher are the same laws that, according to Poe’
s
 Eureka, control  
expansion and contraction in the actual universe. Usher, in short,
 inhabits a dying world whose “fall” will be effected by natural means
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directed by mysterious higher forces; not surprisingly, then, vacancy,
 
decay, and disorder have spread through Usher’s realm, annihilating
 difference, discreteness, and human separateness from the rest of
 nature. The very stones of the
 
chateau,  as Mabbot noted, preach that  
one soul is diffused throughout Usher’s crumbling mansion, its sick
 occupants, and its blighted premises.6 Poe’
s
 microcosm is, paradoxi ­
cally, alive with the power of death because the active energies that
 will encompass destruction obey fate or providential law.
A universal return of Oneness prescribed by an incomprehensible
 
destiny and brought about by dissolution of heterogeneous life may
 be, for some philosophic spirits, a soothing abstraction. Indeed, in
 Eureka, Poe hopefully contemplates the re-organization of fragmen
­tary and divided particles into homogeneity as their reunion with
 God. It must be acknowledged, however, that no divinity or beneficent
 authority seems to preside over the disintegration portrayed in
 “Usher,” where the action is unrelievedly tense or terrifying. Except
 for the “good
 
angels” in the beginning of Roderick’s poetic allegory of  
his mental breakdown, Poe does not allow his readers a glimpse of
 transcendent goodness at work
 
in the universe. Destruction proceeds  
relentlessly and without promise of ultimate salvation; indeed, Poe
 presents it, from the point of view of his characters, as a derangement
 in nature and in man’s vision of nature. If “Eiros” did not furnish
 evidence to the contrary, one might speculate that when Poe wrote
 “The Fall of the House of Usher” he had
 
arrived at all the elements of  
the philosophy contained
 
in  Eureka except the comforting teleology.  
In “Eiros,” however, a more personal heaven than any posited in
 Eureka awaits doomed humanity, who will learn, at long last, the
 reason for their earthly suffering. In fact, if one were to
 
ignore both  
Eureka and “Eiros,” one might pessimistically conclude with 
Leo Spitzer that “Usher” is a “poetic expression of sociological determinis
­tic ideas which were in the air in 1839.”7
The reason for
 
the absence of hope from Poe’s narrative is, after  
all, aesthetic. He wishes to tell his truth “slant,” through the intui
­tions and enigmatic auguries misunderstood by the narrator and not
 through didactic philosophising. The seemingly conscious universe
 operates according to
 
its own supreme and inexplicable laws, but its  
mystery takes on importance in the
 
incomplete perceptions, the eva ­
sive rationalizations, and the dreads of man. The central irony of
 “Usher” is nothing less than the narrator’s failure to understand that
 he is witnessing a revelation or
 
preenactment of the end of the world  
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and time. Unlike John in the biblical Revelation, however, Poe’
s 
confused
 
and intimidated character has no access to celestial enlight
ment. He records what he sees with fear and trembling, but in lacking
 divine clues, the heavenly knowledge of Eiros and Charmion or the
 wisdom of Poe’s Eureka, he has no key to the shocking dislocation in
 the earthly order. He therefore translates his vision into a mystery
 that eludes reason and into the psychological responses aroused by
 the wonders he beholds. Isolated in their personal compulsions and
 sensations, he and Usher register horrors rather than meanings.
An examination
 
of the three main themes of "Usher” may  appro ­
priately begin with the narrator’
s
 version of Usher’s psychic and  
physical deterioration. Although he does not meet
 
Roderick  until the  
story’s eighth paragraph, the narrator has by this time documented
 his own amazement; he cannot get to the source of his "insufferable
 gloom” as he
 
nears Usher’s house; in seeking to dispel this gloom, he  
acts according to an "unsatisfactory conclusion” that produces a
 "shudder even more thrilling than [any he
 
felt] before”; he confesses  
himself afflicted with mounting superstition and his mind is
 
warped  
by a "ridiculous fancy”; he feels himself emerging from "what must
 have been a dream”; and he wonders why familiar objects stimulate
 "unfamiliar fancies” in his mind. Even before he encounters Usher,
 the narrator has already been deprived of the comfort of customary
 and routine associations and explanations.
 
The sight of his old friend  
startles him, fills him with "awe,” and heightens his sense of lost
 connections with the known world; the cadaverous Roderick has
 almost changed his identity, and his "Arabesque expression” seems
 to dissociate him from "any idea of simple humanity.” Yet, ironically
 enough, although the narrator can explain nothing else in his new
 world, he immediately accepts the view that Usher suffers from a
 strange malady and from an "anomalous species of terror” that Usher
 himself tries to rationalize as a "deplorable folly.”
There is, of course, no doubt about Roderick’s hysteria and the
 
imminence of his death. The narrator goes wrong, however, in relying
 on explanations appropriate to the world he has left behind. That
 world, used to standards appropriate to it, may consider Roderick’
s beliefs as outrageous and hallucinatory, but events prove them to be
 valid; after all,
 
the physical condition of the exterior of Usher’s house  
does affect the “morale,” to use Poe’s words, of its inmates’ "exist
­ence.” The environment of the mansion does have a vitality and a will
 of its own that act
 
in concert with occurrences within the house; and,  
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as her brother exclaims before her appearance, the entombed Made
­
line does actually stand outside his door. Roderick’s perpetual ago
­nies, then, do not result from his superstitions, which turn out to be
 “realities,” but from his
 
inability  to assign a cause to what he knows  
will happen.
Usher represents Man in the last stage of his existence, in what
 
“The Conqueror Worm” was to describe as “the lonesome latter
 years.” Hypersensitive and aware of his doom, he sees his own death
 foreshadowed in that of his only relative, a twin sister. He consciously
 or unconsciously acknowledges his intellectual collapse in “The
 Haunted Palace”; he paints a “phantasmagoric” picture of a burial
 vault, probably Madeline’s; and he plays with “singular perversion
 and amplification” a waltz by Von Weber, which Mabbott takes to be
 Roderick’s “dirge for himself.”8 Clearly, all signs point to Usher’s
 consciousness of impending personal annihilation, but the source of
 his terror can be traced to his ignorance about the connection between
 his death and the imminent
 
death of his sister, the disintegration of  
his house, and the sinister menace of nature. Roderick feels that
 
his  
destiny is part of a larger, perhaps cosmic process; still, although the
 evidence to support his feeling is omnipresent, he cannot convert
 emotion into
 
meaning. He may resemble those people in “Eiros,”  who  
responded in strange ways to the approaching end of the world:
 “wonders and wild fancies had been, of late days, rife among man
­kind.” Roderick has the emotional sensitivity to register the shocks of
 the coming destruction, but he
 
lacks the prophet’s second sight. The  
excruciating refinement of his senses, which the narrator clinically
 notes, remains a “morbidity” because it compels him to “thrill” with
 horror and to seek relief in tears without enabling him to interpret the
 signs and wonders around him.
“Eiros” was published in Burton's Gentleman's Magazine in
 
December 1839, only three months after “Usher” appeared there in
September. 
If,
 as Mabbott surmises, “Eiros” could have been written  
as early as October 1839, Poe must have been preoccupied with the
 idea of universal catastrophe at the time he wrote “Usher.” Indeed,
 verbal similarities between the stories suggest more than a little
 resemblance
 
in  theme: in addition to the “wild fancies” in both tales,  
the narrator in “Usher” declares that there “sat upon my very heart
 an incubus of utterly causeless alarm” and Eiros explains that the
 inhabitants of earth view the comet that threatens them
 
as an  “incu ­
bus upon our hearts”; the famous conclusion of “Usher” echoes Reve
­
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lation in its
 
reference to the “shouting sound like  the  voice of a  thou ­
sand waters,” and Eiros remembers one of the final terrors of earthly
 existence as the “horrible sound like the ‘voice of many waters’
.
”  
Moreover, “the gaseous exhalations which hung about and ensh
­rouded” Roderick’s mansion have an affinity to the “gaseous charac
­ter” of the world-destroying comet feared by Eiros. Certainly, too, the
 “wild lurid
 
light” that  heralds the termination of all things in “Eiros  
and Charmion” recalls the “wild light” that “shot along the path” of
 the fleeing narrator in “Usher.” Another correspondence between the
 two stories can be found in Eiros’s reminiscence about “the learned
 men” who consoled the populace that the comet, at worst, might
 produce
 
“magnetic and electrical influences” and the narrator’s assu ­
rance to Usher that the devastating storm is merely due to “electrical
 phenomena.” Finally, Eiros’s admission that men could not account
 for the comet in accepted intellectual terms may explain the narrator’s
 and Usher’s almost complete mystification: “We could no longer
 apply to the strange orb any accustomed thought. Its historical attrib
­utes had disappeared. It oppressed us with a hideous novelty of emo
­tion. We saw it not as an astronomical phenomenon in the
 
heavens,  
but as an incubus upon our hearts, and a shadow upon our brain.”
 Only in the afterlife of an Edenic Aidenn will Eiros become
 acquainted with “the majesty of all things—of the unknown now
 known—of the speculative Future merged in the august and certain
 Present.”
“Usher” deals, then, with the bewildered narrator’s prevision of
 
the end of the world, but because he does not know what Eiros presum
­ably learns in Aidenn, he must narrate what he sees and feels from an
 unenlightened, tremulous human perspective. His account necessar
­ily strains to express “a hideous novelty of emotion” and to trespass
 beyond “accustomed thoughts.” His hysterical rhetoric effectively
 conveys his own fear that something significant lies outside his
 vision, that Roderick’s malady cannot be wholly
 
referred  to physical  
and psychological causes. Surely, the narrator stops short of apoca
­lyptic
 
clairvoyance, but the story’s narrative development shows him  
to be “progressing” to Usher’s more heightened state of awareness
 and terror. As reason no longer sustains him, he admits that he felt
 “creeping upon 
me,
 by slow yet certain degrees, the wild influences  of  
Roderick’s own fantastic yet impressive superstitions.” Worried about
 being infected by his friend’
s
 outlook, he begins  to hear voices in the  
night and to suspect mysterious energies gathering in the weirdly
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inexplicable storm. Indeed, when his friend enters his room to prove,
 
with “mad hilarity,” that his so-called superstitions are being verified,
 the narrator might well be appalled at the prospects of abandoning his
 own individuality and “becoming” Usher. In an effort to preserve his
 identity, he seeks refuge in the
 
innocuous romance, the “Mad Trist,”  
only to find Roderick’s
 
insane prophecies  symbolically anticipated in  
it. Within the mansion, he is subject to its influence. Even in flight
 from it, he discovers, from a backward glance, that the nightmarish
 fears he had unwillingly shared with Usher have
 
been confirmed as  
actuality.
Poe reinforces the destruction-of-the-world
 
theme in “The  Fall of  
the House of Usher” by making one man’s death represent the end of a
 long family history. Roderick’s death coincides with Madeline’
s,
 and  
their
 
extinction is inevitably linked to the collapse  of their hereditary  
house. Moreover, the Usher dynasty not only dies out, but it sinks with
 all its human appurtenances—its books, its art, and its furniture—
 into a deep tarn that is disturbed by a “sound like the voice of a
 thousand waters.” “The Haunted Palace,” too, goes beyond its rele
­vance to Roderick’s mental condition; it deals with a beginning and an
 end, probably describing a long process starting from a paradise-like
 state presided over by “good angels.” Looking back
 
to a radiant past  
(in an “olden/Time long ago”) that cannot survive in the feverish
 present, the poem seems, like its sister poem in “Ligeia,” to make a
 general statement about the human predicament rather than one
 specifically pertinent to Usher. Indeed, “The Haunted Palace” had
 appeared in print as a self-contained work a number of months before
 Poe included it as a suggestive detail in his short story. Finally, even
 the melodramatic “Mad Trist” juxtaposes an action from the past
 upon the
 
present by contrasting the doughty, wine-drinking Ethelred  
to
 
the impotent and reclusive Usher;  the medieval hero harks back to  
an “olden time” of crude physical prowess when dragons could still be
 slain while
 
Roderick is  almost without physical existence and cowers  
before fearful intimations from a realm he cannot know. With his
 boldness and valor, Ethelred represents the founder and father of
 lines; with his superfine nerves, Roderick can only symbolize a dis
­traught visionary foreseeing the end of his race.
The depleted energies of man in “Usher” contrast with the
 
increasing vigor of nature. Quiescent at the outset of Poe’s story,
 nature
 
still has  the power to provoke man’s awareness of his incapac ­
ity to discover its subtle secrets: even while it prepares its overwhelm
­
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ing storm, it renders explanations of its “intentions” futile. In contem
­
plating his natural surroundings upon entering Usher’s world, the
 narrator seeks a way “to modify, or perhaps to annihilate its capacity
 for sorrowful impressions”; all he can conclude, however, is that the
 decayed trees, the fungi-covered walls of the house, and the lurid tarn
 create an atmosphere which has “no affinity with the air of heaven.”
 Of course, the narrator cannot explain nature because
 
it has changed  
its laws of operation and because it is bringing about an end rather
 than promoting continuance; its new laws no longer permit man to
 live under the old dispensation of predictability and order. What
 Usher and the narrator cannot fanthom is that the coming destruc
­tion must
 
be preceded  by unique conditions never before experienced  
by men at home in historic continuities. All unknowingly, they are
 present at the climactic unraveling of the “lonesome later years” or
 days; in short, they are witnessing vivid portents of the
 
final hours.
Poe’s narrator describes the disastrous storm as
 
if it were seen in  
an apocalyptic vision. “Wildly singular in its terror and beauty,” it
 begins with a furious whirlwind, with the life-like velocity” of dense
 clouds that move and yet hover over Usher’s house, and with an
 “unnnatural light” that sets aglow the 
“
under surface of the huge  
masses of agitated vapor” and all the surrounding “terrestrial
 objects.” Obviously not undirected or accidental in its fury, nature has
 a mission to perform; its elements act not only with 
“
life-like” energy  
and volition but in grim concert. At last an illumination from “the full,
 setting and blood-red moon” invests the scene of the whirlwind’
s
 fatal  
work with a dying splendor, and man and his earthly mansion and
 possessions sink into nature’s abyss in the oblitering term.
The nature of the “evil” presented in “Usher” remains to be
 
considered. Certainly, the horrible plight of the narrator and Roderick
turns them into pathetic figures: the former trembles, trusts and mis
­trusts an equivocating reason, and acts as if evil has undermined his
 sanity; the latter’s agitating suspicions and final shriek show his
 
life  
to be a tale of irrationality and terror. Viewed from a human
 
perspec ­
tive the universe of Roderick Usher reveals plenty of signs and por
­tents, but it malignantly
 
seems  to  produce them in order to baffle and  
terrify mankind. Yet, the narrator expresses his sense that the univer
­sal upheaval takes place during a “sternly beautiful night,” and he
 cannot help discovering “beauty” in the “terror” around him. Man’s
 anguish does not detract fro the majesty of the so-called “evil”
 
forces  
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that annihilate him, and his ignorance merely obscures the supernal
 
order that manifests itself—however fearfully—in the doom of
 humanity. Even after entering into the bliss of Aidenn, Eiros
 remembers the days before the end of all life in terms of evil: freeing
 itself, for delusive moments, from the “apprehension of the great
 calamity foretold,” mankind debates what kind of “minor evils” it will
 have
 
to endure; later, “the people now dismissing any lingering hope,  
experienced all the certanity of evil”,
 
and immediately before destruc ­
tion comes, everyone is briefly pleased that “the evil was not alto
­gether upon us.” In short,
 
nature or God seems committed to intensely  
violent means to effect transcendent ends, and man’s self-directed
 vision and imperiled psyche conspire
 
to see evil where only necessity  
or fatality reigns. The enigma, the horror, and the majesty last as long
 as life and misunderstanding do.
“The Fall of the House of Usher,” then, is Poe’s ironic rendering of
 
his narrator’s apocalyptic vision. Not precisely the
 
vision contained  
in “The Conversation of Eiros and Charmion” or Eureka, it differs
 from these ultimately hopeful prophecies because man cannot see any
 infinite purpose beyond his misery
 
and terror. Poe gives no  hint of a  
future existence that may reduce the fatal storm to the proportions of a
 cosmic incident; instead, he dramatizes the full fury of the storm itself.
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A NOTE ON POE’S “BERENICE”:
 
A CLASSICAL
 
SOURCE FOR THE NARRATOR’S FANTASY
HAL BLYTHE AND CHARLIE SWEET
EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
Any interpretation of “Berenice” must offer a plausible explana
­
tion for its most controversial element, Egaeus’
s
 fixation  on his cous ­
in’s teeth. David Halliburton’s view is largely phenomenological:
 Egaeus contemplates the object of the teeth because he cannot con
­front the actual object of his desire, his cousin.1 Claiming the funda
­mental truth of the narrator’s life is that “nonsexual ideas have
 always taken the place of forbidden sexual emotions,”2 Joel Porte
 provides a psychological reading. Harry Levin discusses Egaeus’s
 fascination in the archetypal terms of “sexual folklore” wherein this
 tooth-fetish is “vulgarly adumbrated.”3 Another possible explanation
 arises, however, from the very nature
 
of Egaeus and his self-described  
background. Poe may have had in mind the Classical myth of Cadmus
 as a framework for the fantasy world
 
constructed by  his monomania
cal narrator.4 In fact, this myth can provide an insight into what has
 been seen by many as an unprepared for, illogical, and horrifying
 “effect” of the conclusion when Egaeus realizes that he has extracted
 his cousin’s teeth.
That Poe’s knowledge of the Classics was extensive is common
­
place. Moreover,
 
T. O. Mabbott has pointed out that in “Berenice” and  
“Shadow—
A
 Parable” (both of which were written at  approximately  
the same time), as well as throughout his career, Poe used a “favorite”
 source, Jacob Bryant’s Antient Mythology.5 Because Bryant’s work
 includes several
 
references to Cadmus, Poe was doubtless aware of the  
myth.6
Poe immediately establishes
 
his narrator as a man immersed in a  
world of Classical learning. Egaeus, whose very name suggests his
 Hellenic nature (as Berenice does hers), admits that he was born in the
 family library. 
He
 “loitered away”7 his boyhood not in the outside  
world, but amidst such Classical
 
writers as Simonides. Never leaving  
“the wild dominions of monastic thought and erudition,” Egaeus
 speaks a language laden with Classical allusions to Greek
 
myth (e.g.  
Naiads, Halycon).
He has been so long cloistered in his library—what he calls his
 
“fairy-land”—that the world of erudition has become his reality; the
library is, as David Halliburton rightly describes it, an objective
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correlative for Egaeus’s consciousness.8 The narrator himself admits
 
to this “inversion”: “The
 
realities of the world affected me as visions,  
and as visions only, while the wild ideas of the land of dreams became,
 in turn,—not the material
 
of my every-day existence—but in very deed  
that existence utterly and solely in itself.”
In times of psychological crisis, Poe’s narrators often build fan
­
tasy worlds drawn
 
from their erudition.9 It is possible, therefore, that  
Egaeus, living in
 
“the disordered chamber of my brain,” might choose  
one of the
 
best-known Greek legends, one that being  so  steeped in the  
Classics he cannot help but be acquainted with—that of Cadmus’s
 founding of Thebes. Had Egaeus forever dwelt apart from the
 remainder of humanity, he might have kept his tenuous grasp on
 reality. The philosopher, however, begins, only after his cousin has
 been stricken by a debilitating disease, to be attracted to her. Cer
­tainly he is a very lonely man in need of
 
companionship, but why,  
then, does he wait
 
to propose (that “evil moment”)  until she has  been  
reduced to barely alive?
An erudite recluse, Egaeus obviously cannot cope with the real
 
world as much as he would 
like.
 But in her sickness the emaciated  
Berenice is less real, less human. Still, as the nuptials approach, he
 “shuddered,” “grew pale,” and “shrank involuntarily” at her pres
­ence. We have here a classic approach-avoidance conflict: the human
 side of Egaeus wants companionship; the
 
philosopher side is afraid.  
In his crisis the nineteenth-century Prufrock fixates on one aspect of
 his cousin—her teeth. Their “white and ghastly spectrum” becomes
 for him ideas (“toutes ses dents étaient des id
é
es”). Then comes the  
darkness and with “the mists of
 
a second night” the loss of reality.  
Suddenly Berenice appears to die. Part of Egaeus’s dilemma is solved,
 but he still lacks companionship.
In his isolated universe, Egaeus’s role models come not from
 
actual experience, but from books found in his library chamber, his
“palace of the imagination.” So why the teeth? Perhaps his distorted
 “mental eye” has already begun focusing subconsciously on the Cad
­mus myth and the superficial parallels it seems to offer to his situa
­tion. Like Cadmus, Egaeus is alone in his empty world, a world he
 wants populated. As Cadmus had been separated from his dear sister
 Europa, so Egaeus is kept
 
apart from  his beloved cousin. As  Cadmus  
turned to Apollo and Athena, deities associated with learning and
 wisdom (interestingly Athena is
 
idea  personified, for she sprang full-  
grown from the head of 
Zeus),
 Egaeus has always been devoted to
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"attentive” and "speculative” philosophy. And
 
like Cadmus, Egaeus  
then follows the specific advice of the elevated source. Athena coun
­selled Cadmus that to found a race he must return to the slain dragon,
 pull its
 
teeth, and sow the earth with them; from these teeth will spring  
the future populators of Thebes.
Responding to his subconscious fantasy, the crazed Egaeus goes
 
to Berenice’
s 
grave (the slain dragon), and extracts "thirty-two small,  
white and ivory-looking substances” in order to populate his lonely
 world. Significantly, his journey to the grave represents his one and
 only venture into the real world, what he calls "a confusing and
 exciting dream,” outside his chamber. Returning with the tokens of
 the real world, however, he cannot fully re-enter his former world of
 pure philosophy.
Thus, he is found in his library reduced to a passive, unaware
 
state. He is now caught in a nether region somewhere between the real
 world and the philosophical chamber. As he cannot function in the
 real world, so the teeth cannot function in his fantasy world. As the
 teeth remain in an unopened box, so Egaeus sits alone
 
in  his closed  
chamber. The
 
ineffectuality of both the teeth and the narrator produ ­
ces the immobility of madness.
Therefore, the Cadmus myth would explain not only why the
 
narrator is fascinated with Berenice’s teeth in particular, but also,
 unlike many interpretations, it sheds light on Egaeus’s madness,
 especially his solitary and catatonic state at the end of the tale.
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9
 
The narrator of “The Fall of the House of Usher” bases his view of the  
strange events at the mansion in part on Roderick’
s
 and his arcane read ­
ings. Montresor’s fantasy, derived from his knowledge of his family heri
­tage and the historical situation of Protestant-Catholic warfare, duplicates
 immolation for his enemy. And Ligeia’s husband imaginatively replicates
 the world of metaphysics and
 
German transcendentalism he once enjoyed  
with his first wife.
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WILLIAM E. BURTON AND HIS PREMIUM SCHEME:
 
NEW LIGHT ON POE BIOGRAPHY
DWIGHT THOMAS
SAVANNAH, GEORGIA
One of the most controversial areas in Poe biography concerns his
 
turbulent relationship with William E. Burton (1802-1860), the pro
­prietor of Burton's Gentleman's Magazine. Burton, a rotund English
 actor, emigrated to the United States in 1834 and took up residence in
 Philadelphia. During the 1840’s and 1850’
s
 he was a popular come ­
dian on the American stage, admired for his portrayals of Shake
­speare’s Falstaff and Sir Toby Belch, and famed for his ludicrous
 antics in many contemporary farces. Literature was
 
his sideline. The  
first number of his Gentleman's Magazine appeared in July 1837; this
 monthly was originally edited by Burton and published by Charles W.
 Alexander,
 
a long-time Philadelphia publisher. In the September 1838  
number (pp. 210-211), Burton reviewed Poe’s novel The Narrative of
 Arthur
 
Gordon Pym at length; he regretted “to find Mr.  Poe’s name in  
connexion with such a mass
 
of ignorance and effrontery.” This scath ­
ing critique marked the
 
inauspicious beginning of their relationship,  
but they probably did not know each other at the
 
time. In his 1 June  
1840 letter to Burton, Poe remarked that the review had “acted to
 prevent all cordiality” between them from their “first acquaintance.”1
Burton became the sole proprietor of the Gentleman's Magazine
 
with its December
 
1838 number.  Poe, who had been living in Philadel ­
phia since early 1838, was then in great poverty; and it was no doubt
 his poverty that led him to seek
 
employment on the magazine in the  
spring of 1839. On 11 May Burton sent Poe a letter in which he
 accepted the offer of his services and hired him at “ten dollars per
 week for the remaining portion of this year.” The magazine’
s wrappers (or covers) for June 1839 carried announcements that Poe
 had been engaged as “an Assistant Editor” and that he was “to devote
 his abilities and experience to a portion of the Editorial duties.” Bur
­ton had no intention of allowing Poe to control the journal’s policies;
 the two men immediately quarreled over the conduct of the book
 review department. Poe prepared a blistering critique of Rufus Dawes,
 a Baltimore poetaster; but Burton refused
 
to publish it. He explained  
his position in his 30 May 1839 letter to Poe:
We shall agree very well, but you must get rid of your avowed
 
ill-feelings towards your brother-authors—you see that I speak
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plainly—indeed, I cannot speak otherwise. Several of my friends,
 
hearing of our connexion, have warned me of your uncalled for
 severity in criticism—and I confess that your article on Dawes is
 not written with that spirit 
of
 fairness which, in a more healthy  
state of mind, you would undoubtedly have used. The indepen
­dence of my book 
reviews
 has been noticed throughout the Union  
... but there is 
no
 necessity for undue severity. I wish particularly  
to deal leniently with the faults 
of
 genius, and feeling satisfied  
that Dawes possesses a portion of the true fire, 
I
 regretted the  
word-catching tone of your critique.2
Poe would not have appreciated Burton’s complacent praise of his
 
own fairness, because he would have recalled the “undue severity”
 with which the comedian had reviewed The Narrative of Arthur Gor
­don Pym. He had scant respect for Burton’s efforts at criticism; and he
 feared that his own reviews would be attributed to his employer, the
 literary notices in the Gentleman's Magazine being unsigned. He
 discussed his unhappy situation in a 21 September 1839 letter to the
 Virginia poet Philip Pendleton Cooke:
I
 send the Gent’s Mag: (July, Aug: Sep:) Do not think of  
subscribing. The criticisms are not worth your notice. Of course, I
 pay 
no
 attention to them—for there are 2 of us. It is not pleasant to  
be taxed with the twaddle of other people, or to let other people be
 taxed with ours. Therefore, for the present, I remain upon my
 oars—merely penning an occasional paragraph, without care.
 The critiques, such as they are, are all mine in the July No—& 
all mine in the 
Aug
 & Sep. with the exception of the 3 first in e ch—  
which are by Burton.
As soon as Fate allows I will have a Magazine of 
my
 own—  
and will endeavor to kick up a dust.
There were other reasons for Poe’s dissatisfaction with Burton
 
and his Gentleman's Magazine. In his 11
 
May 1839 letter Burton had  
optimistically predicted that his assistant’
s
 duties would require no  
more than “Two hours a day, except occasionally.” Poe almost cer
­tainly needed to expend much more time, because his employer
 expected him to
 
perform many trivial chores. In his 1 June 1840 letter  
to Burton, Poe emphasized
 
that he was not  “greatly overpaid” with a  
monthly salary of fifty
 
dollars, because his services included “proof ­
reading; general superintendence at the printing-office; reading, alter
­ation, & preparation of M.S.S., with compilation of various articles.”
 He would have also resented Burton’s practice of
 
absentee manage ­
ment. The comedian continued to pursue his
 
theatrical career, and he
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often accepted acting engagements which kept him away from Phila
­
delphia for weeks at a time. During his absences Burton seems to have
 given Poe the responsibility of issuing the magazine, but not the
 authority to determine its contents. In the summer of 1839, for exam
­
ple,
 Burton had a protracted engagement at Niblo’s Gardens in New  
York: on 4 July he sent Poe a letter from this city in which he dictated  
the contents of the August and September numbers.3
Poe remained with the Gentleman's
 
Magazine  for one year. The  
inside front cover of the June 1840 number carried a single sentence by
 Burton announcing his departure: “Our readers are respectfully
 informed that in future Edgar
 
A. Poe  will not be connected with this  
Magazine.”4 Poe’s 1 June 1840 letter to Burton indicates that the
 monthly’
s 
proprietor sent him an angry letter of dismissal on 30 May.  
In this unlocated letter Burton asserted that Poe owed him one
 hundred dollars, and he rebuked him for attempting to start his own
 magazine while still connected with the Gentleman's Magazine. In
 his 1 June reply Poe asserted that he owed Burton no more than
 “about $60,” and he intimated that his lack of enthusiasm was due to
 his employer’
s
 lack of sensitivity and tact:  “That I did not do 4 times as  
much
 
as I did for the [Gentleman’s] Magazine, was  your own fault. At  
first I wrote long articles which you deemed inadmissable, & never did
 I suggest any to which you had not some immediate and decided
 objection. Of course I grew discouraged &
 
could feel no interest in the  
Journal.” Poe explained that Burton’
s
 actions during the preceding  
month had led him to consider starting his own magazine:
Place yourself in my situation & see whether you would not have
 
acted as I have done. You first “enforced”, as you say, a deduction
 of salary: giving me to understand thereby that you thought of
 parting company—You next spoke disrespectfully of me behind
 my back—this as an habitual thing—
to
 those whom you supposed  
your friends, and who punctually retailed me, as a matter of
 course, every ill-natured word which you uttered. Lastly you
 advertised your magazine for sale without saying a word to me
 about it. I felt 
no
 anger at what you did—none in the world. Had I  
not firmly believed it your design 
to
 give up your Journal, with a  
view of attending to the [National] Theatre, I should never have
 dreamed of attempting one of my own. The opportunity of doing
 something for myself seemed a good one—(I was about to be
 thrown out of business)—and I embraced it.
Construction on Burton’
s
 new National Theatre seems to have begun  
early in May 1840. On 30 May the Philadelphia Daily Chronicle, p. 2,
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col. 4, reported that workmen had been “busily employed” on the
 
project for the past “three weeks.” An advertisement offering the
 “entire purchase of a monthly publication of great popularity and
 profit” from the present owner, who was “about embarking in another
 business,
”
 appeared  in the 21 May issues of the Chronicle, p. 3,  col. 2,  
and the United States Gazette, p. 3, col. 2. Prospective buyers were
 asked to reply to “box 306, Post Office, Philadelphia.” While the
 “publication” was not named, Poe would have recognized it as the
 Gentleman’s Magazine. The two Philadelphia newspapers which car
­ried this advertisement were noticeably sympathetic to Burton and
 his magazine, especially the Chronicle, a new paper begun by Charles
 W. Alexander, the monthly’
s
 original publisher.5
Poe’
s
 1 June letter strongly suggests that he took the first steps to  
issue his Penn Magazine shortly after Burton’s advertisement
 appeared on 21 May. In all probability, he had his Prospectus printed
 at this time, because he was distributing copies to the Philadelphia
 newspapers by 3 June. On the morning of 4 June the Pennsylvania
 Inquirer, p. 2, col. 1, reported that “Edgar A. Poe, Esq.
 
has just issued  
proposals for a monthly literary journal, to be called the Tenn Maga
­zine’ the
 
Inquirer then quoted  two paragraphs from Poe’s  Prospec ­
tus. The complete Prospectus appeared as an advertisement in the 6
 June issue of the Saturday Evening Post, p. 3, col. 7, and the 12 June
 issue of The Spirit
 
of the Times, p. 3, col. 3.6 If Burton had learned of  
Poe’s preparations to circulate this Prospectus, he would have been
 incensed, because his assistant editor’s announcement of a forthcom
­ing journal would
 
surely tend to lessen the market value of the Gentle ­
man’s Magazine. Moreover, in the 11 May 1839 letter in which Burton
 formally engaged Poe, he had stipulated that his employee was not to
 use his talents “in behalf of any publication interfering with the
 prospects of
 
the G.M.”
Although Poe’s 1 June letter touches upon most of the disagree
­ments which led to his rupture with Burton, it fails to mention his
 disgust with the comedian’s ill-considered and abortive premium
 scheme. In his 17 June 1840 letter to the Baltimore editor Joseph
 Evans Snodgrass,7 Poe claimed that he resigned from the Gentle
­man’s Magazine because of Burton’s “infamous line of conduct in
 regard to this whole premium scheme.” Of course, his assertion was
 not altogether true—his 1 June letter indicates that Burton dismissed
 him—but the scheme unquestionably represented a point of dissen
­sion between the two men. Poe’
s
 biographers have not been able to  
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describe Burton’
s
 “infamous” conduct, because the relevant docu ­
ments have not been previously recorded. The first announcement of
 the premium scheme seems to have occurred in the Philadelphia
 newspaper Alexander's Weekly Messenger, which was owned by Bur
­ton’s former partner, Charles W. Alexander. The 20 November 1839
 issue
 
of the Messenger, p. 3, cols. 6-7, carried a large advertisement for  
volumes six and seven (1840) of the Gentleman's Magazine, “WIL
­LIAM E. BURTON & EDGAR A. POE, EDITORS.” The advertise
­ment listed the magazine’
s
 principal contributors; it then gave the  
details of an elaborate contest:
To render Burton’s Magazine the most desirable monthly
 
publication for the next year, the Proprietor, in addition to the
 promised articles from his powerful list of Contributors, ensures a
 series 
of
 Papers of Original value, from the pens of the best  
Authors in the United States. To perfect this arrangement, he
 offers
A PREMIUM OF $1,000!
In befitting sums, for articles 
of
 value, written expressly for the  
Magazine; and sent in, postage free, before the expiration of the
 month 
of
 February.
250 DOLLARS
For a series of Five Short
 
Tales, illustrating the
 events of distinct periods
 in the History 
of
 North  
America, 
or
 developing the  
habits and manners of the
 present day in various
 portions of the Union.
200 DOLLARS
For the best Tale of pathos
 
or interest.
100 DOLLARS
For the most Humorous Story,
 
or Characteristic Sketch.
100 DOLLARS
For the best Serious Poem,
 
of not less than 200 
lines.
100 DOLLARS
 
For the best Humorous 
or Satirical Poem.
100 DOLLARS
 
For the best Essay on any
 popular subject connected
 with Science or Belles
 Lettres.
100 DOLLARS
 
For the most graphic Memoir
 of any living American of
 celebrity, divested 
of
 all  
political 
or
 sectarian  
doctrines.
50 DOLLARS
 
For the most interesting
 Sketch of Foreign Travel.
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The Editors do not intend to insult the competitors by refer
­
ring their productions to the scrutiny of “a committee of literary
 gentlemen,” who generally select, unread, the effusion of the most
 popular candidate 
as
 the easiest method of discharging their oner
ous duties. Every article sent in will be carefully perused by the
 Editors alone—and as they have hitherto catered successfully for
 the taste of their readers, and daily sit in judgment upon literary
 matters connected with the Review department, it is supposed
 that they possess sufficient capability to select the worthiest pro
­duction offered to their notice. All papers, poems, tales, etcetera,
 sent in with a claim to the Premiums, will become the property of
 the Magazine—but no article will be printed without some return
 being made to the writer.
Literary contests were not
 
unusual during the 1830’s and 1840’s, but  
Burton’
s 
offer of one thousand dollars in premiums was extraordinar ­
ily lavish.
 
In 1831, for example, Poe entered a contest conducted by the  
Philadelphia Saturday Courier, which promised one hundred dollars
 for the best American tale. In 1833 the Baltimore Saturday Visiter
 offered fifty dollars for the best story and twenty-five for the best
 poem; Poe won the larger award with his
 
“MS. Found in a Bottle.”  In  
1843 the Philadelphia Dollar Newspaper gave two hundred dollars for
 the three best stories; “The Gold-Bug” received the first prize of one
 hundred dollars. The contest conducted by the Gentleman's Magazine
 differed from the three contests Poe
 
entered not only in the  fact that  
the promised awards were larger and more numerous, but also in the
 fact that none of the
 
prize money was ever paid. In his 17 June 1840  
letter to Snodgrass, Poe stated
 
that  he  was “firmly convinced that it  
was never his [Burton’s] intention to pay one dollar of the money
 offered.” His remark implies that Burton conducted this contest
 simply as a means of obtaining attractive manuscripts, which he
 intended to publish without
 
paying the authors. Although there is no  
definite evidence that the proprietor of the Gentleman's Magazine
 was guilty of premeditated fraud, either his sincerity or his intelli
­gence must be suspect, because his monthly was encountering the
 same financial difficulties as other contemporary magazines. In his
 11 May 1839 letter to Poe, Burton complained that the “expenses of the
 Magazine” were “wofully heavy” and that its contributors cost
 
him  
“something handsome.” Shortly thereafter he ceased all payment
 
to  
contributors. Poe commented on this situation in his 11 November
 1839 letter to Snodgrass:
 
“It grieves me much that I can say not a word  
touching compensation for articles in [the] Maga[zine]. The intense
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pressure has obliged Mr B. with nearly every, if not with every, pub
­
lisher in the country, to discontinue paying for contributions. Mr B.
 pays for nothing—and we are forced to fill up as we can.”
The advertisement for the Gentleman's Magazine
 
that appeared  
in Alexander's Weekly Messenger on 20 November 1839 was repeated
 on the wrappers of the monthly’s December 1839 and January 1840
 numbers. On 2 December 1839 the Philadelphia Public Ledger, p. 2,
 col. 4, reported: “BURTON’S GENTLEMAN’S MAGAZINE for
 December has come out, and offers a
 
thousand dollars in premiums;  
which will set some persons to work.” In reviewing the December
 number, the
 
Baltimore Sun, 11 December, p. 2, col. 3, also mentioned  
the magazine’
s
 contest featuring “premiums, amounting in all to  
$1,000.” The Sun opined that a “rich treat” could be expected in the
 succeeding numbers. Burton’s premium scheme thus received ample
 publicity: the Gentleman's Magazine had several thousand subscrib
­ers; and Alexander's Weekly Messenger claimed, on
 
its masthead, a  
circulation in excess of twenty-five thousand copies. Moreover, the
 contest was favorably noticed by the Public Ledger and The Sun, each
 paper being the leading daily in its respective city.8 One of the writers
 who took an interest in Burton’
s
 contest  was Poe’ s friend Snodgrass.  
On 16 December 1839 Snodgrass wrote Poe to request additional
 details. Poe’s 19 December reply revealed
 
his distaste: “Touching the  
Premiums. The Advertisement respecting them was written by Mr.
 Burton, and is not, I
 
think as explicit as might  [be.] I can give you no  
information about their desig
[
nation furth]er than is shown in the  
advertisement itself. The tru[th is,] I object, in toto, to the whole
 scheme.—but merely follow[ed in] 
Mr.
 B’s wake upon  such matters of  
business."
There is no mention of the
 
contest in the Gentleman's Magazine  
for February 1840. On the inside front cover of the March number,
 Burton complained:
OUR PREMIUMS.
It is with the utmost regret that we announce to our friends
 
that our liberal offer of Premiums, to the amount of One Thousand
 Dollars, has not been sufficiently attended 
to
 by the auctorial  
world. That the honesty 
of
 our intentions was thoroughly appre ­
ciated, is evident from the various letters received from some 
of
 the  
most distinguished writers of the day; we have 
been
 complimented  
by the very highest members of the craft for the liberality of our
 scheme—and many cheering encomiums have been passed upon
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our plan as one divested of the usual humbug of the day. We have
 
received a few manuscripts of invaluable worth, touching some of
 the subjects named; but we have nothing in the way of competi
­
tion;
 our scheme or scale of premiums embraced a variety of sums  
a d subjects—
for
 various of these items we have no claimants; for 
others we have 
no
 competitors. We cannot award a premium for  
the best article, when we are without means of comparison. It has
 been suggested that the time originally allowed (to the end of
 February) was too short for the production of the articles required;
 as it is our earnest wish to carry our original plan into execution,
 we hereby extend the date of
 
reception  to the end of March—when,  
if we should still be unable 
to
 obtain a sufficiency of competitors, 
the articles sent will be returned to their owners, if a negotiation
 for their insertion should be unsuccessful in its issue.
On the inside front cover of the April number, Burton reprinted the
 
first four sentences of his March notice; and he
 
then announced  the  
cancellation of his contest:
We published the above statement on the cover of our last
 
number, and, conceiving that the time originally fixed 
for
 thé  
presentation of the articles was somewhat too brief for the pur
­pose, we extended the date of reception to the end of March—but
 we might as well have settled the affair at the original period, for
 we have received but TWO articles during the whole of the month.
 We have therefore no 
resource
 but to acknowledge the failure of  
our plan, and to return, upon application, the few MSS. 
to
 their  
respective writers, who will individually be addressed by private
 letter 
from
 the editors.
We say again, that our scale of Premiums was liberal and
 comprehensive. It was promulgated as an evidence of our determi
­nation to increase, if possible, that excellence and variety which
 heretofore have distinguished the papers of our Magazine. We
 were not compelled to resort to a promise of Premiums from any
 want 
of
 Original articles; our list of contributors is unequalled;  
and the talent and industry of the writers regularly attached to the
 work never fail to produce the requisite quantity of original mat
­ter. We imagined that a series 
of
 handsome prizes distributed to 
the writers 
of
 articles on various literary and national matters,  
would have induced a competition among the master spirits 
of
 the  
day; and that we should thereby be placed in possession of several
 excellent papers 
on
 subjects never used by the ordinary run of  
Magazine writers. The scheme has failed; partly, as we conceive,
 from the universal confusion of all wor[l]dly matters that 
more
 or  
less affects all circles, and partly from the general idea of humbug
 which is yet attached to all premium schemes, and is the result of
 the conduct of certain publishers in years bygone. We endeavored,
 in the various provisos of our scheme, to avoid the objectionable
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plans and moves 
of
 our predecessors, but we are now satisfied that  
however popular the idea of Premiums may b  with the reading  
public, the talented writer would rather take a moderate certainty
 for his production than submit to the risk of competition, however
 valuable may be the offered prize.9
Poe’
s
 19 December 1839 letter to Snodgrass establishes that Burton  
wrote the initial
 
advertisement describing the contest; the two equivo ­
cal announcements on the March and April wrappers can also be
 safely attributed to the comedian. To the magazine’s contemporary
 readers, however, these three documents would have appeared to be
 the joint compositions of Burton and Poe. In the advertisement Burton
 stressed that every manuscript submitted would be “carefully perused
 by the Editors’’; in his subsequent announcements he took pains to use
 the editorial “we.” The outside
 
front cover of the Gentleman’s Maga ­
zine proclaimed in large capitals that it was “EDITED BY WILLIAM
 E. BURTON AND EDGAR A. POE.” The assistant editor, who
 opposed this dubious contest “in toto,” would have resented the impli
­cation that he had played a role in designing and conducting it. The
 reservation he expressed to Snodgrass regarding the advertisement’
s lack of explicitness was fully justified by his employer’s cancellation
 of the contest, for nowhere in the advertisement did Burton state that
 the award of any of the premiums was
 
contingent upon his receiving  
attractive compositions in all the genres listed.
Burton’s failure to declare
 
the stringent prerequisite for  the pay ­
ment of his premiums was less culpable than the irresponsible
 manner in which he handled the manuscripts submitted in the con
­test. In his advertisement he had promised that no article would be
 published “without some return being made to the writer,”and in his
 subsequent announcements he had promised that the manuscripts
 would be returned to their authors. He was to violate both promises.
 Poe seems to have been assigned the chore of corresponding with
 disappointed competitors. On 27 April 1840 he wrote Roland S.
 Houghton, a fifteen-year-old student at the University of Vermont:
 “Your very clever article, ‘John a’ Combe’, was duly received, but your
 request, that we should notice its reception in the Magazine, was
 overlooked. By reference to the last number (for April) you will per
­ceive that the Premium scheme has proved a total failure, and that the
 M.S.S. sent
 
await the commands of their authors.  We should be glad,  
of
 
course, to publish the piece, but are grieved to say that the absurd  
condition of our present copy-right laws will not permit us to offer any
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compensation.” Houghton’s story, “John A’ Combe, A
 
Character, By  
an Undergraduate,” was published—presumably without
 compensation—in the Gentleman's Magazine for September 1840 (pp.
 137-139). Poe’s friend Snodgrass had submitted an essay in the con
­test: he asked Burton for its return, but the magazine’s proprietor
 wrote him that he could not locate it. On 12 June 1840 Snodgrass sent a
 letter to Poe to request his
 
assistance in this matter. Because Poe was  
no longer associated with Burton, he could speak freely in his 17 June
 reply: “Touching your Essay. Burton not only lies, but deliberately
 and wilfully lies; for
 
the last  time but one that I saw him I called his  
attention to the M.S. which
 
was then at the top of a pile of other M.S.S.  
sent for premiums, in a drawer of the office desk.... You know it is a
 peculiar looking 
M.S.
 and I could not mistake it. In saying it was not in  
his possession his sole design was to vex you, and through you
 myself.”
On 20 October 1840 Burton sold his Gentleman's Magazine to
 
George R. Graham, publisher of The Casket, a Philadelphia monthly
 with a limited circulation.10 In December Graham united the Gentle
­man's Magazine with The Casket to issue the first number of his
 Graham's Magazine, which soon became the most successful periodi
­cal in the United States. That “pile” of manuscripts “sent for premi
­ums,” mentioned in Poe’s 17 June letter to Snodgrass, passed into
 Graham’s possession when he acquired the Gentleman's Magazine.
 Around the beginning of January 1841 Snodgrass again wrote Poe to
 request assistance in obtaining
 
the essay he submitted. On 17 Janu ­
ary Poe replied: “Mr Graham is a very g[en]tlemanly personage. I will
 see him tomorrow, and speak to him in regard to your essay: although,
 to prevent detection, Burton may have destroyed it.” In February 1841
 Poe was forced to postpone the publication of his Penn Magazine
 because of a financial crisis involving the Philadelphia banks, and he
 accepted a position as the book review editor of Graham's Magazine.
 In his new capacity he arranged
 
for Graham's to  publish Snodgrass’  
essay. On 1 April he wrote the Baltimore editor: “I am much obliged to
 you for permitting me to hand over your essay to Mr. Graham. It will
 appear in the June number.”
In the April 1840 announcement cancelling the premium contest,
 
Burton had complained that “the talented writer” was reluctant to
 “submit to the risk of competition, however valuable may be the
 offered prize.” No doubt many of the competitors were immature
 students (like Houghton) or obscure literati (like Snodgrass), but at
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least one was to become a famous American author. Shortly after the
 
sale of the Gentleman's
 
Magazine, an editor on the staff of the newly  
established Graham's Magazine—Charles J. Peterson—discovered a
 poem revealing significant promise in that “pile
”
 of manuscripts  
which had
 
been submitted  for Burton’s premiums.  Peterson, an ener ­
getic young man of twenty-one, bore much of the responsibility for
 selecting the articles to appear in Graham's Magazine;
 
he promptly  
inserted this poem in a forthcoming number. Its author had identified
 himself as Hugh Perceval of Cambridge, Massachusetts; Peterson
 wrote him on 18 February 1841:
Finding among the papers of the Gentleman’s Magazine,—
 
after that periodical had passed into our hands and been united to
 the Casket under the title 
of
 “Graham’s Magazine”—a poem,  
entitled Callirhöe, I have placed it in the March number of our
 periodical. I need scarcely say I admire 
it.
 It has imagination—a  
rare thing now-a-days. You tell Mr Burton that you are willing to
 become a contributor on fair terms of compensation. May we look
 
for
 your aid? What do you consider fair? Please give an early  
answer, and name your terms. Our object is to have a magazine
 surpassed 
by
 none.
On 22 March the author of “Callirhöe” replied to Peterson: he was
 
annoyed that his poem had been published in Graham's Magazine
 without his consent. The poem had been submitted to the Gentleman's
 Magazine as an entry in the premium contest; Burton should have
 returned it. The Massachusetts poet informed Peterson that “Hugh
 Perceval” was a pseudonym, and he revealed his true identity: James
 Russell
 
Lowell. Peterson exonerated himself in his 29 March reply to  
Lowell:
Your letter of the 22nd, which I received this morning, makes
 
it proper that I should apologize to you for inserting your article,
 without consulting you.
When Mr Graham purchased Burton’s Magazine he bought
 
also 
a
 bundle of articles, many of which Mr B[urton] said he had  
already paid for. In this bundle I found yours. I was struck with it,
 and inserted it in March. Since, as you say, it was offered for a
 prize, Mr B had no right to dispose of it, but should have returned it
 to you. Believe me such a piece of (I must say it) fraud I could not
 knowingly countenance. You will do me the justice to exonerate
 me from any imputation of having participated in 
it.
 Of Mr B, or  
his magazine I knew little more than yourself.11
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NOTES
1
 
Burton’s career has been discussed by William L. Keese, William E.  
Burton, Actor, Author and Manager (New
 York,
 1885), and by Rue Corbett  
Johns n, “The Theatrical Career of William E. Burton,” Diss. Indiana 1967.
 All Poe letters cited in this study are available in O, with the exceptions of
 the 19 July 1838 letter to James Kirke Paulding and the 27 April 1840 letter
 to Roland S. Houghton. These were published in Ostrom’
s
 “Fourth Supple ­
ment to The Letters of Poe,” AL, 45 (1974), 513-536.
2
 
Evidence of Poe’ s straitened circumstances during 1838 and 1839 may  
be found in his 19 July 1838 letter to Paulding, his 4 September 1838 letter 
to Nathan C. Brooks, and his 6 December 1839 letter to John C. Cox. Burton’
s 11 and 30 May 1839 letters were printed in AHQ: 278-282. The monthly
 numbers of the Gentleman's Magazine were issued in green wrappers
 which carried editorial notices, advertisements, and other information. The
 wrappers are valuable documents; but unfortunately, when the separate
 numbers were bound into volumes for preservation, they were usually dis
­carded. Unbound copies in the original wrappers are difficult to locate. The
 June 1839 announcements of Poe’s editorship were reprinted by “C. E. W.”
 in “Poeana,” ABC, 2 (1932), 348-352.
3
 
Burton’ s letter, held by the Boston Public Library, is reproduced in the  
author’s 
“
Poe in Philadelphia, 1838-1844: A Documentary Record,” Diss.  
Pennsylvania 1978, pp. 51-54. His theatrical engagements during his asso
­ciation with Poe are described by Johnson, pp. 119-133.
4
 
Both the New York Historical Society and the Philadelphia Free  
Library (Gimbel Collection) hold this number in wrappers. Poe’s name was
 also removed from the outside front cover, which listed Burton alone as
 editor. The number was placed in circulation by 10 June because it was
 reviewed on the morning of 11 June by the Philadelphia United States
 Gazette, p. 2, col. 2.
5
 
The opening night of Burton’ s National Theatre on 31 August 1840  
was favorably noticed by the Chronicle, 1 September, p. 2, col. 5. In its July
 1840 number, the New York Knickerbocker Magazine (p. 88) reported: “The
 ‘GENTLEMAN’S MAGAZINE,’ issued monthly at Philadelphia,... is
 offered for sale; ‘the proprietor being about to engage in a more profitable
 business’.”
6
 
Between 4 and 13  June 1840 no fewer than ten Philadelphia newspa ­
pers commented on the Prospectus of the Penn Magazine. Additional edito
­rials welcoming Poe’s proposed journal may be found in the Philadelphia
 Gazette (4 June), the Daily Chronicle (5 June), the North American (8 June),
 the Public Ledger (9 June), the United States Gazette
 
(11 June), the  Satur ­
day Chronicle (13 June), and the Saturday Courier (13
 
June).
7
 
Snodgrass (1813-1880), a native of Virginia, studied medicine at the  
University of Maryland in Baltimore during the early 1830’s. Poe was then
 resident in Baltimore, and he probably made Snodgrass’ acquaintance at
 this time. After Snodgrass received his Doctor of Medicine degree from the
 University in 1836, he turned his attention to literature. From September
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1838 until June 1839 he published the Baltimore American Museum with
 
Nathan C. Brooks as his partner; Poe contributed 
“
Ligeia” and other com ­
positions to this short-lived monthly. On 8 November 1841 Snodgrass
 became the editor of the Baltimore Saturday Visiter, a
 
weekly newspaper  
which he conducted until 1847. Snodgrass and Poe corresponded frequently
 between 1839 and 1842, but none of the former’
s
 letters are known to  
survive. The contents of those letters cited in this study are surmised from
 Poe’
s
 replies.
8
 
The reports in the Public Ledger and The Sun indicate that the  
December 1839 number of the Gentleman’
s
 Magazine was the first whose  
covers announced Burton’
s
 contest. The same advertisement carried by  
Alexander’s Weekly Messenger may be found on the outside back cover of
 the January 1840 number; both the New York Historical Society and the
 Philadelphia Free Library (Gimbel Collection) hold an unbound copy with
 the wrappers intact. It is very unlikely that the December 1839 covers
 carried a different advertisement. According to Albert H. Smyth, The Phila
­delphia Magazines and Their Contributors, 1741-1850 (Philadelphia, 1892;
 rpt. Freeport, NY, 1970), p. 217, the Gentleman’s Magazine had 
“
thirty-five  
hundred subscribers.”
9
 
The New York Historical Society holds the Gentleman’s Magazine  
with wrappers for February, March, and April 1840. The March
 
wrappers  
are also preserved in a bound volume held by the American Antiquarian
 Society.
10
 
The sale of the Gentleman’s Magazine was announced on the inside  
front cover of its November 1840 number; an unbound 
copy
 is held by the  
New York Public Library (Berg Collection).
11
 
Peterson’s letters are quoted by permission of the Houghton Library  
of Harvard University. Lowell turned twenty-two on 22 February 1841.
 While he had been elected the poet of his class at Harvard in 1838, he had not
 yet acquired a national reputation. The contents of his unlocated 22 March
 1841 letter are surmised from Peterson’
s
 reply.
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POE, DUANE AND DUFFEE
W. T. BANDY
EMERITUS, VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY
I
INTRODUCTORY NOTE
In his original biography of Poe
 
for the American Men of Letters  
series (1885: 204-207), George E. Woodberry first brought to public
 notice the unfortunate controversy involving a certain Mr. Duane
 over Poe’s failure to return a volume of the Southern Literary Mes
­senger he had borrowed. In the revised and augmented edition of the
 biography (2: 365-368), Woodberry corrected Duane’
s
 first name from  
“Willis” to “William,” but made no other changes, except to add nine
 lines of misinformation concerning the location of the “set” of the
 Messenger that Poe had borrowed. Subsequent biographers have fol
­lowed Woodberry’s account faithfully, including his identification of
 Duane as “a former Secretary of the Treasury.” Miss Phillips even
 went 
so
 far as to publish “an old photograph” with the caption  “Wil ­
liam J. Duane, Esq. (1780-1865).”
In the following two essays I attempt to set the record straight and
 
to show that Duane’
s
 relationship to Poe was more complex and  
far-reaching than has hitherto been assumed.
II
THE FACTS IN THE CASE OF MR. DUANE
Throughout his tempestuous career, Poe went out of
 
his way to  
insult people, usually other writers, thereby creating enmities that
 considerably damaged his own welfare and reputation. On at least
 one occasion, however, in his bitter controversy with William Duane,
 he was the victim of circumstance. Woodberry, the first to tell the story
 in his 1885 life of Poe, repeated almost word for word in the expanded
 biography of 1909, described the quarrel as a “paltry affair,” as indeed
 it was.1
Briefly stated here is what occurred, or seems to have occurred.
 
Some time in February or
 
March of 1844, Poe mentioned to Henry B.  
Hirst that he needed to read a particular article in an early issue of the
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Southern Literary Messenger. Hirst offered to borrow the Messenger
 
from
 
a friend, William Duane. Poe declared that he would rather have  
borrowed it personally, but Hirst
 
insisted and Poe allowed him to  act  
as intermediary. Poe said that
 
he retained the book only briefly,  then  
gave it to Mrs. Clemm, with instructions to return it to Hirst.
Although Mrs. Clemm told Poe that she had left the book in
 
Hirst’s office, she had actually sold it to Lewis A. Leary, a Philadel
­phia bookdealer, who then sold the book to a dealer in Richmond,
 Virginia, who, in turn, sold it to the publishers of the
 
Southern Liter ­
ary Messenger. There, a friend of Duane’
s
 who happened to be in  
Richmond
 
repurchased  the  book for five dollars and returned it to its  
original owner.
Commenting on Poe’s letters to Duane and the latter’s notes on
 
the autographs, Woodberry made several serious mistakes, which
 have been accepted and passed along by subsequent biographers and
 editors
 
of Poe. Such errors occur in the passage that Woodberry added  
in the 1909 biography (p. 368):
The set of the “Messenger” in question, now owned in Richmond,
 
contains Poe’s emendations in pencil, and shows that he used the
 volumes in his work of revision, and also 
for
 printing. The leaves 
of “Hans Phall” were torn out and passed through the hands of at
 least three printers and have their “take” marks; they were then
 skillfully replaced. This fact and other indications point to the use
 of this volume in the publication of the “Tales of the Arabesque
 and Grotesque” [sic], 1840.
Woodberry speaks
 
of the “volumes” that Poe used in his revision,  
but it is obvious, from Poe’s two letters and the notes
 
written on them  
by Duane, that Poe borrowed only one volume; both men referred no
 less than nineteen times to the “volume,” the “book,” or used the
 singular pronoun 
“
it.” The copy of the Messenger that he said was  
“now in Richmond” was presumably one that J. H. Whitty sup
­posedly found in a second-hand bookstore in Boston. Although Whitty
 claimed to own the identical volumes, it
 
is clear that the Whitty and  
Duane volumes were not one and the same, for the latter contains none
 of the printer’
s
 “take” marks that Whitty said were in his copy. Until  
the Whitty copy is located and examined, doubt regarding its history
 will remain.2
Poe’
s
 biographers and editors have unanimously accepted and  
repeated Woodberry’s assertion that Poe used the Duane copy
 
to pre ­
pare the
 
text of Tales of the Grotesque and Arabesque, although it is  
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obviously erroneous. Tales of the Grotesque and Arabesque was pub
­
lished in 1839;
 
Poe borrowed the Duane Messenger five years later, in  
1844. It is surprising to find, in Mabbot’
s
 monumental edition of Poe’s  
Tales and Sketches, the almost incomprehensible error of Woodberry
 and his successors repeated no less than seven times.3 Perhaps the
 most serious mistake, however, and the most easily avoidable it would
 now appear, was in identifying William Duane as “one time Secretary
 of the Treasury.” Again, Woodberry’s error was accepted without
 question and perpetuated by Poe scholars.
Woodberry was unaware, obviously, that there were three Willi
­
ams in successive generations of the Duane family. The first, William
 Duane, Sr., (1759-1835) was one of the leading supporters of Thomas
 Jefferson. His son, William John Duane (1780-1865), served briefly in
 the cabinet of Andrew Jackson, until he was removed for insubordina
­tion. William Duane, Jr. (1808-1882) was the son of William John
 Duane
 
and the grandson of William Duane, Sr., and it was he who lent  
the Messenger to Poe in 1844. His grandfather and father, as promi
­nent historical figures, were naturally included in the Dictionary of
 American Biography; William Duane, Jr. was not so honored.
 
Indeed,  
it is no easy matter to come across biographical information concern
­ing Trim. Perhaps the amplest account of his life is found in his obitu
­ary, published in the Philadelphia Public Ledger for 7 November
 1882:4
William Duane, a good citizen of Philadelphia, was buried
 
yesterday at Laurel Hill, having died on Saturday, at the age of
 seventy-five. He was the great grandson of Benjamin Franklin,
 being the eldest of nine children born 
to
 William J. Duane and  
Deborah Bache. His father was General Jackson’s Secretary of
 the Treasury in the time of the battle over the removal of the
 deposits from the United States Bank, and his grandfather, Wil
­liam Duane was the editor of the famous Aurora. Deborah Bache,
 his mother, was a daughter of Richard Bache, from whom 
is derived a long descent of distinguished Baches in the male line...
 William Duane was a Philadelphian of the old school, an anti
­quarian by taste and researches, scholarly and retiring. He was
 educated in this city and in Partridge’s Military Academy, at
 Middletown, Conn. He was a brilliant conversationalist, but his
 bent lay in writing, and he was a constant contributor to literary
 reviews, periodicals and newspapers, among them the Ledger. He
 did a great deal for the Historical Society in its renaissance
 period... Mr. Duane lived so entirely among his books that only a
 small circle of personal friends were aware, when they heard of his
 death, that a good man and a ripe scholar has passed away. His
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disease was softening of the brain. He leaves one son, the Rev.
 
Charles W. Duane, Rector of St. Andrew’s Church, West
 Philadelphia.
The Southern Literary Messenger was one of the many literary
 
reviews to which Duane contributed. His writings are not easy to
 identify, as he never signed them with his full name; most bear no
 signature whatever and some are signed only with the initial of his
 surname, the letter “D.” The information given by David K. Jackson
 in The Contributors and Contributions to the Southern Literary Mes
­senger (1834-1864) is incomplete, as well as erroneous.5
 
Like so many  
others, Jackson confused William Duane, Jr. with his father, and
 listed his contributions under the name of William
 
John Duane. For  
example, Jackson attributed an unsigned sketch, “The Wissahiccon,”
 published in the Messenger for December 1835 (2: 24-27) to William
 John Duane, perhaps
 
simply because it was dated from Philadelphia.  
He did add a question mark, showing his uncertainty about the attri
­bution. As a matter of
 
fact, neither of the Duanes was the author of  
“The Wissahiccon.” Thomas Ollive Mabbot pointed
 
out, in his edition  
of Poe’
s
 Tales  and Sketches that “The Wissahiccon” “was ascribed to  
B[enjamin] Matthias, when it appeared in The Philadelphia Book
 (1836).”6
 
It seems very likely, therefore, that the sketch was written by  
Matthias, instead of one of the Duanes. Dwight Thomas, in his disser
­tation on “Poe in Philadelphia, 1838-1844,” notes that Matthias con
­tributed to Burton's Gentleman's Magazine during Poe’s editorship
 and that Poe spoke of him in an installment of “Autography.”7
One of the most reliable sources of information concerning the
 
writings of William Duane, Jr. is a volume by Duane, Ligan: A Collec
­tion of Tales and Essays (1857).8 With
 
characteristic self-effacement,  
Duane signed only his initials and limited the printing to ninety-nine
 copies. In Ligan, Duane reprints
 
about a dozen of his  contributions to  
various periodicals: The Philadelphia Monthly Magazine, The South
­ern Literary Messenger, The Pennsylvanian, The Princeton Maga
­zine, Bizarre, Putnam's Magazine, and The Fireside Visitor. The
 materials are arranged in chronological order of publication, from
 1828, when the author was only twenty years 
old,
 to 1855.
Duane began his contributions to the Messenger in the
 
issue for  
May 1836 (2: 388-389), with an article on barbarisms
 
of English usage  
entitled
 
“Verbal  Criticisms.” This was a  subject in  which Duane (and  
Poe) were deeply interested; he contributed three more installments to
 the Messenger under the same title (in the issues for January 1837 (3:
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34-35), for April 1839 (5: 292), and for April 1841 (7: 325). The first two
 
installments were unsigned, the third was signed “D,
”
 and the fourth  
“D. Philadelphia.” All were included in Ligan.
Another contribution was an unsigned tale, “Erostratus,” in the
 
Messenger for July 1836 (2: 467-469). In
 
Jackson’s list of contributors  
to the Messenger (p. 15), “Erostratus” is ascribed
 
to none other than  
Poe himself! This unwarranted attribution was repeated by Heartman
 and Canny, with the interesting annotation: “First
 
printing.”9 The  
tale was reprinted by Duane in Ligan; fortunately, to the best of my
 knowledge, it has never
 
been included in any  edition of Poe’s works.
The Messenger for January 1837 (3:103-104) published “Passages
 from the papers of the late George Lepner,” with a prefatory note
 signed “One of his administrators.” Jackson lists this article only
 under the name of Lepner, but the editorial note was by Duane, who
 included the entire article in Ligan.10
In the Messenger for September 1843 (9: 549-555) appeared an
 
article headed “The Basque Provinces of Spain. Translated from the
 French.” B. B. Minor says that the article was translated “by a gentle
­man, Wm. Duane, of Philadelphia.”11 The attribution may well be
 correct, but it should be noted that Duane did not include the transla
­tion in
 
Ligan, perhaps because  it was a translation and not his origi ­
nal work.
Last, but far
 
from least, William Duane, Jr. or his father, submit ­
ted to the Messenger a series of extracts from the manuscripts of
 Benjamin
 
Franklin in the possession of the family. The first  of these  
extracts appeared in the issue for April 1836 (2: 293-296), and were
 followed by an editorial, almost certainly by Poe: “It is with great
 pleasure that we are enabled, through the kindness of a friend in
 Philadelphia,
 
to lay before  our readers an Essay, never yet published,  
from the pen
 
of Benjamin Franklin. It is copied from the original MS.  
of Franklin himself, and it is not to be found in any edition of his
 works. The titles which succeed the Essay are also copied from the
 original MS.”
The publication of the Franklin manuscript drew the attention of
 
Jared Sparks, who was probably already gathering material for his
 life of Franklin. Sparks wrote to T. W. White on 17 May to inquire
 about the source of the manuscripts. White turned the letter over to
 Poe, who answered it on 23 May 1836:
The M.S.S. from which we publish are not in our immediate
 
possession, but in that of MrWm Duane, Jr., of Philadelphia. He
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possesses a M.S. volume containing many originals of Franklin. I
 
rather supose that the articles you allude to 
(as
 being suspicious)  
in Mr Duane’s edition, are genuine, and are a part 
of
 the collection  
from which we are 
now
 publishing. I meant to say, of course, that  
this collection is in the handwriting 
of
 Franklin. Mr D. transcribes  
the M.S. f r our use... .12
The next two issues of the Messenger (for May and June 1836) also
 
contain extracts from the Franklin manuscripts. More appeared in
 1839 and 1841; these are duly listed in Jackson’
s
 book on the contribu ­
tors to the Messenger, It appears that all of the Franklin manuscripts
 were submitted
 
by  William Duane. Jr., with one exception: a poem in  
French on the
 
United States, which was presented to Franklin while  
he was U. S. Minister to France. The letter to the editor of the Mes
­senger, accompanying the
 
poem, was signed with the  initials of Wil ­
liam John Duane.13
Duane’
s
 copies of Volumes One and Two of the Messenger are at  
present the property of 
Mr.
 H. Bradley Martin. Thanks to Mr. Herbert  
Cahoon, Curator of Autograph Manuscripts in the
 
Pierpont  Morgan  
Library, I consulted photocopies of the pages which contain pencilled
 corrections. Close examination of these pages reveals that almost all
 of these corrections are in
 
Volume One, which seems to indicate that  
this volume was the one that Poe borrowed from Duane.
There are only two really significant corrections in the second
 
volume. One is on page 321, in the
 
text of “Maelzel’ s Chess Player,”  
where the words “Upon beating the game,” were altered to read “Upon
 winning the game.” The word “winning” is written in the margin and
 repeated at the bottom of the page. This correction was probably
 Duane’s, not Poe’s; it could be expected from Duane, who was a
 stickler for correct English, as we have seen from his “Verbal Criti
­cisms” in the Messenger.
Only one other correction occurs in Volume Two, on the first page
 
of the issue for October 1836. A poem by Lindley Murray, “To My
 Wife,” is accompanied by a printed note, almost certainly by Poe, at
 the bottom of the page:
These verses, printed from an original MS. of Lindley Murray,
 
and, as we believe, never before published, present that celebrated
 grammarian in an entirely 
new
 point of view, and give him strong  
claims to the character of a poet. A sister of Mr. Murray married,
 we think, one of the Hoffmans of New York, and it is possible some
 of that highly respected family may have in their possession some
 other metrical pieces from his pen. It is somewhat remarkable that
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the present lines involve an odd grammatical error of construction
 
in the concluding stanzas.
Just below Poe’s note, someone has pencilled an almost illegible
 
note, which contains only a few words that can be made out; they seem
 to concern a Cyclopedia of American Literature, with a reference to 1:
 262. The best known work with that title was the one compiled by
 Evert and George Duyckinck. In 1: 262, is found Lindley Murray’s
 poem 
“
To My Wife,” which,  contrary to Poe’ s note, had been published  
before its appearance in the Messenger for 1836. The Duyckinck Cy
­clopedia of American Literature was first printed after Poe’s death,
 showing conclusively that the note must have been written by
 Duane.14
It would appear reasonably certain, therefore, that Poe had not
 
consulted Duane’
s
 copy of Volume Two of the Messenger, or, if he had,  
that he made no pencilled corrections therein. Consequently, it was
 not a crusty old politician who lent Poe the Messenger, and was
 annoyed, justifiably, that the
 
volume was not returned, but instead a  
comparatively young man, of about the same age as Poe himself, an
 unassuming man of culture and great learning. Regrettably, Poe did
 not take a few hours, before he set out for New York, to return the
 volume in person, as perhaps
 
a meeting face to face with the contribu ­
tor to the Messenger whose writings he had welcomed during his
 editorship, might have resulted in a new friendship, and not the
 conflict that embittered his last days in Philadelphia.
III
THE GOLD-BUG VENDETTA
The original publication of the “Gold-Bug” in 1841 provoked a
 
violent controversy in the Philadelphia and New York press, which
 Poe’s biographers treat rather casually, if at all. The only thorough
 and reliable account of the affair is the one given by Dr. Dwight
 Thomas, in his unpublished dissertation, “Poe in Philadelphia, 1838-
 1844” (University of
 
Pennsylvania, 1978). Thanks to Dr. Thomas, it  
has been possible to formulate the following summary of the essential
 elements of
 
the quarrel.
On 29 March 1843 the Dollar Newspaper, a recently founded
 Philadelphia weekly, announced a contest for the three best stories
 submitted to
 
it  for publication, with prizes of one hundred, sixty and  
forty dollars. The first prize was awarded to Poe, for “The Gold-Bug.”
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Because of length, it was necessary
 
to publish the tale in two install ­
ments, the first of which appeared in the Dollar Newspaper for 21
 June. On 27 June, before the second and concluding installment was
 published, a rival newspaper, The Daily Forum, introduced a discor
­dant note by publishing an open letter, headed: "The ‘Gold-Bug’—A
 Decided Humbug.” In the letter, which was unsigned except for the
 initial “D,” the author described “The Gold-Bug” as a “signal abor
­tion,” “unmitigated trash,” “unworthy of existence,” and went on to
 insinuate that the Dollar Newspaper and the selection committee had
 been guilty of collusion, and had paid Poe only ten or fifteen, instead of
 the promised one hundred dollars.
At Poe’s request, the editor of the Daily Forum
 
revealed that the  
writer of the open letter was a certain Francis Harold Duffee. Poe
 immediately confronted Duffee, offering him the choice between a
 public retraction or a suit for libel. Duffee soon caved in and, in The
 Spirit of the Times, on 1 July 1843, published another open letter,
 signed with his name, claiming that he did not actually accuse the
 Dollar Newspaper of fraud, because his position was “qualified by a
 doubt,” and was merely an opinion, but he ended by admitting that, in
 his criticism, he had “committed an error.”
Still, Duffee
 
did not give up his vendetta against Poe. In the same  
issue of The Spirit of the Times that carried his retraction, and on the
 same page, appeared another assault that bore Duffee’
s
 unmistakable  
trademark, although it was unsigned: “The Prize Tale of ‘The Gold-
 Bug’—Suspected Plagiarism.” The author declared that he “would not
 for the world accuse (Poe) of plagiarism,” yet he asserted that he had
 discovered the
 
substance in fact  of “The Gold-Bug” in Imogine, or the  
Pirate's Treasure, a volume recently published by “Miss Sherburne, of
 Washington City.”
Poe did
 
not deign to take note of this new accusation. He had no  
need to do so, for the editor of The Spirit of the Times himself, John
 Stephenson Du
 
Solle, printed  a retraction in the issue for 15 July 1843:
THE GOLD BUG.— We have read this prize tale by Mr. Poe  
carefully, and also “The Pirate’s Treasure” by Miss Sherburne,
 and while we confess that the Gold Bug pleases us much, is exceed
­ingly well-written and ingenious, we are constrained to add that it
 bears no further resemblance 
to
 Miss Sherburne’s tale, than it  
must necessarily bear from the fact of touching upon the same
 general grounds. Mr. Poe well deserved the prize of $100.
One might imagine that, with both of his attacks
 
on Poe backfir ­
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ing, Duffee would give up. That was not to be, however. Duffee was like
 
the mule, in Daudet’s story, who withheld his kick for seven years,
 before delivering it with devastating results against his enemy.
 Indeed, Duffee’s rancor persisted for much longer; more than thirty
 years later, it suddenly resurfaced.
Notes and Queries, in the issue for 11 December 1875, printed a
 
request for information from one of its readers, R. Inglis:
PHILADELPHIA AUTHORS.—Can any of your American read
­
ers give any information regarding three Philadelphia authors,
 who are briefly noticed in Dramatic Authors of America by James
 Rees, Philadelphia, 1845:—
1. F. Harold Duffee, author of Onylda; or, the Pequot Maid:
 
Genius; or, a Mother's Folly: The Black Knight, &c.. Mr. Duffee is
 said to have “written many beautiful stories, interesting legends
 illustrative of the Indian character, and essays on various
 subjects....”
An answer to Inglis was forthcoming in the Notes and Queries for
 
22 April 1876, from a reader who signed with the pseudonym UNEDA
 and the address, Philadelphia:
PHILADELPHIA AUTHORS.—Mr. Francis Harold Duffee is liv
­
ing, and is a member 
of
 the Philadelphia board of stockbrokers. He  
is a gentleman of decidedly literary tastes, and finds no difficulty
 in cultivating that taste and attending at the same time 
to
 the  
bulls and bears; just as Rogers was a good poet as well as a good
 banker. Some years ago, Mr. Duffee proved that Poe (a most
 unprincipled man) was a plagiary of his most celebrated story,
 The Gold Bug. Mr. Duffee was at one time a resident of London....
John H. Ingram, the self-appointed champion of Poe, was also a
 
faithful reader of Notes and
 
Queries. On reading UNEDA’s uncompli ­
mentary remark concerning Poe, his hackles rose
 
and he shot off this  
response, which was published in the issue for 6 May 1876:
EDGAR A. POE a PLAGIARIST—UNEDA, in speaking of a
 
Philadelphian, a certain Mr. Duffee, alleges, “Some years ago, Mr.
 Duffee proved that Poe (a most unpricipled man) was a plagiarist
 
of
 his most celebrated story, The Gold Bug. ”If your correspondent  
means, and the construction of his sentence is somewhat curious,
 that Edgar Poe stole the story from someone else, will she or he be
 good enough 
to
 state when and where the charge as proved? As  
your readers are aware, similar charges have frequently been
 trumped up against the author of The Raven: but hitherto, upon
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examination, they have been proved utterly false. Speaking with a
 
full knowledge of Poe’s life and character, I emphatically deny
 that he was “a most unprincipled man.”...
In Notes and Queries for 24 June 1876,
 
UNEDA offers the follow ­
ing response to John 
H.
 Ingram:
EDGAR A. POE A PLAGIARIST—Mr. J. H. Ingram has
 
taken exception 
to
 an opinion of mine that Poe was a most unprin ­
cipled man, and also my assertion that he borrowed his story 
of The Gold Bug without acknowledging his indebtedness. The
 columns 
of
 “N. & Q.” are not the proper place for argument upon  
the first point. Mr. Ingram says that he knew Poe—I also knew
 him. I have written, privately, to Mr. Ingram my reasons for the
 very decided opinion that I entertained upon Poe’s moral charac-
  ter. It is one thing to admit the excellence 
of
 a writer’s imagina ­
tion, and another thing to believe him a valuable member of
 society. I 
will
 only add that I never heard anyone in this country  
express any other opinion than that which I entertain respecting
 the character of Mr. Poe. Mr. Duffee has furnished me with the
 following remarks upon the subject of Poe’s borrowing the story of
 The Gold Bug:—
“
I did accuse Edgar A. Poe of plagiarism, a charge which was  
never disproved. He borrowed not only the plot but the language of
 Miss Georgiana Sherburne’s tale of Imogene: or The Pirate's Trea
­sure. In fact, Miss Sherburne (daughter of Col. Sherburne, U.S.A.)
 informed me, in the first place, of the plagiarism, and I exposed
 Poe in an article in one of our daily papers, for which he com
­menced a libel suit, and employed Mr. David Brown, who, after
 receiving a letter from me, 
soon
 dismissed the matter, for very  
good reasons.”
I may add to the above that the authoress of Imogene is now
 
residing in New York, the wife of a son 
of
 one of the most distin ­
guished commodores in the American navy.
After reading UNEDA’s rejoinder, Ingram wrote to Mrs. Sarah
 
Whitman as follows, 28 June 1876, p. 
438:
15
“Do you not see Notes & Queries? ’Tis much read in America. I’ll
 
send you the numbers containing my present correspondence & if
 you see your way to speak a word it will be valuable. Did you ever
 hear of Miss Georgiana Sherburne, or her story of “Imogene”; 
or the “Miser’s Treasure” from which Poe’s “The Gold-Bug” shall be
 plagiarized? I shall utterly break up the accusation, I feel sure, if
 they will only continue the correspondence. 
Did
 you know this  
Duffee?”
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In a
 
postscript, dated 29 June 1876, and enclosed  with the above  
letter, Ingram gave further details:
Notes & Queries, nos. for 22 April, 6 May, 24 June contain 
my
 Poe  
correspondence with “Uneda.” Attack was begun under the head
­ing “Philadelphia Authors.” I give these particulars, as I see you
 say you have N & Q in your Athenaeum. If it turn 
out
 well I may  
republish the correspondence, with a few notes of 
my
 own.
Mrs. Whitman to Ingram, 11 July 1876, p. 440:
I have just received yours of the 28th. Thanks 
for
 sending me the  
numbers 
of
 Notes and Queries containing your correspondence  
with 
“
Uneda.” I shall try to look at it this P.M. if the intense heat  
does not prevent it, but not in time I fear to revert it to this letter.
Mrs. Whitman to Ingram, 18 July 1876, p. 441:
I have been twice to the Athenaeum to examine the Notes &
 
Queries. Have 
seen
 the April and May numbers with astonishing  
claim put forth in them! The June number has not arrived. I never
 heard of Miss Georgiana Sherburne or her story of Imogene. I
 think her bug, if examined by an entomologist, will turn out a
 humbug. As soon as I can get the June number, I will take note of
 it.
Notes & Queries, 22 July 1876, p. 78:
EDGAR A. POE a PLAGIARIST—I agree with UNEDA that
 
the 
columns
 of “N. & Q.” are not the proper place for discussing a  
man’s character, even though that man be 
celebrated,
 and regret  
that the discussion has een forced upon me by the imputation
 cast upon Poe. UNEDA will scarcely expect me to recount the long
list of Americans who have not only expressed verbally, but even
 in print, an opinion respecting Poe’s character different from that
 he entertains, and I content myself with referring to John 
P. Kennedy, John Neal, Francis S. Osgood, Mrs. Whitman, N. 
P. Willis, Mrs. Gove Nichols, W. J. Pabodie, Thomas C. Clarke, L. A.
 Godey and George R. Graham, all American authors, and four of
 them of Philadelphia. Of Miss Georgiana Sherburne or of
 Imogene; or the Pirate's Treasure, I cannot find any trace in
 Duyckinck’s Cyclopedia of American Literature, in Allibone’s
 Dictionary, or in Trübner’s Guide. This last omission 
is
 almost  
conclusive that Miss Sherburne’s tale was not published in book
 form; I am, therefore, again compelled to ask UNEDA, in justice to
 the dead, and for the satisfaction of the living, to state how, when,
 and 
where
 this charge of literary theft was proved against Edgar  
A. Poe. Mr. Duffee’s letter gives no particulars as to the necessary
 data.
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On 3 August 1876, Ingram again writes to Mrs. Whitman:
When the “Uneda” v J. H. Ingram correspondence 
is
 con ­
cluded I will send you full copies. I mean the Notes & Queries
 affair. “Uneda” has written to me accusing 
Poe
 of all kinds of  
filthy crimes, but my lett r (of which you will eventually have
 copy) will be a 
“
shutter-up” I fancy.
On 25 August 1876, Mrs. Whitman writes John H. Ingram:
“I long to see the whole of the Uneda correspondence....”
On 12 September 1876, Ingram replies:
“I
 fancy “Uneda” has collapsed. My private letter was too  
much 
for
 him.”
In his letter of 2 November 1876, he repeats:
‘Uneda’... seems to have shut up....”
It was almost a year before UNEDA broke his silence with a
 
communication that was printed in Notes and Queries for 11 August
 1877:
EDGAR A. POE a PLAGIARIST—Since the appearance of
 
the demand made by Mr. Ingram in the communication last
 referred to, I have been of opinion that it should have been
 addressed to Mr. Duffee, and ought to have been answered by 
him. As he has remained silent, I feel it to be 
my
 duty to state that, after  
much trouble and a considerable expenditure of time, 
I
 have come  
across a copy of Imogene. It is a very extraordinary work for a girl
 of thirteen to produce, but it does not bear the slightest resem
­blance to Poe’s story 
of
 the Gold Bug, either in its incidents or its  
style. I cannot imagine why my friend Mr. Duffee was made the
 victim of so silly a hoax.
Miss Sherburne has been married to a Mr. Hull; I am informed
 
that he is not 
of
 the family of our distinguished commodores. She  
resides in 
Brooklyn,
 N.Y., and is one of the writers for the New  
York Tribune.
This communication marks the conclusion of the Ingram-
 
UNEDA
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dispute in Notes and Queries, and brings up the question: Who was
 
UNEDA? To begin, what is known of him is that he lived in Philadel
­phia and had almost encyclopedic interests, e.g., history and bio
­graphy, literature,
 
folklore, philology. He was a regular contributor to  
Notes and Queries from 17 July 1852 until 9 September 1882.
It might be supposed that such a long and continuous association
 
with a renowned publication like Notes and Queries would make
 UNEDA known to the compilers of dictionaries of
 
anonymous and  
pseudonymous literature, but that turned out not to be
 
true. A fairly  
thorough search of the major works of reference in that category was
 fruitless; there was no mention of UNEDA in any of them, except one,
 a relatively obscure book, hardly more than a pamphlet: The Colloq
­uial Who's 
Who,
 compiled by William Abbott (1924). On p. 46 is the  
following entry:
. UNEDA
....
William Duane, Phila. 1769-1835. See Notes and Quer ­
ies, I ser. 9:12.
How Mr. Abbott determined that UNEDA was the pseudonym of
 
William Duane is a mystery; the reference he gives to Notes and
 Queries leads to a query signed UNEDA, but contains nothing that
 would identify him as Duane. Still, the identification is correct—
or correct as to the surname. There was a William Duane,
 
with the dates  
(1760-1835), almost the same as Abbott gave, but he could not have
 been UNEDA, since he died in 1835 and UNEDA began to contribute
 to Notes and Queries in 1852. William John Duane (1780-1865) could
 not have been UNEDA, since he died in
 
1865 and UNEDA continued  
his contributions to. Notes and Queries until 1882. Obviously, the
 person who wrote under the pseudonym UNEDA was William Duane,
 Jr., who was born in
 
Philadelphia  in 1808 and died  there in 1882, the  
very year that his contributions to Notes and Queries stopped
 appearing.
Until he received the letter from UNEDA, Ingram did not know
 
whether his adversary was a man or a woman. UNEDA must have
 signed his letter with his real name, not his pseudonym, as Ingram
 answered him with a private letter. Neither of the two letters,
 Ingram’s or UNEDA’s, seems to have survived. Ingram was accus
­tomed to keep every scrap of paper that related
 
to Poe, yet UNEDA’ s 
letter is not included in the vast Ingram Collection of Poeana now
 owned by the University of Virginia. It seems unlikely
 
that Ingram  
could have misplaced it, but he may have deliberately destroyed it, as
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if to drive all memory of the
 
Ingram-UNEDA quarrel from his mind.  
He never carried through his plan for republishing the correspon
­dence, as he outlined the
 
project to Mrs. Whitman. Nor did he include  
in his biography of Poe, published in 1880, and reprinted in 1886, even
 the slightest reference to UNEDA-Duane, or to the
 
charge of plagia ­
rism against
 
Poe made by Duffee. Such discretion was most unusual,  
for Ingram often took great pleasure in his “triumphs.”
It looks very much as though Duffee had for years been imparting
 
to Duane all the gossip he could collect; in view of the unfortunate
 affair of the Southern Literary Messenger, Duane may have been in a
 receptive
 
frame  of mind. Still, after he had read Imogine and was in a  
position to make his own judgment on the question of plagiarism,
 Duane may have become more wary about relying on his informant.
 One detects a slight
 
note of disappointment, if not annoyance, in his  
last reference to Duffee. What became of Duffee after 1877 is unknown.
 We may assume, though, that he never abandoned his animosity
 toward Poe and, in all probability, that he clutched it to his bosom as
 he went to his grave.
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George E. Woodberry, Edgar Allan Poe (Boston, 1885), pp. 204-207;  
and The Life of Edgar Allan Poe, Personal and Literary (Boston & New
 York, 1909), 2:Appendix A, pp. 365-368.
2
 
J. H. Whitty, “Memoir,” in his edition of The Complete Poems of Edgar  
Allan Poe (Boston, 1911, 1917), p. xlviii. In a 
“
Foreword” to David K.  
Jackson’
s
 Poe and the Southern Literary  Messenger (Richmond, 1934), p.  
ix, Whitty stated that “Poe never seems to have kept a file of any magazine
 he edited. When he needed the Messenger to make some of the text for his
 tales of 1840, he borrowed four of the first volumes, while he lived in
 Philadelphia, from William Duane,
 
a former Secretary of the Treasury, and  
who had previously written for the magazine.” Even Woodberry had not
 been able to cram so many errors in such limited space. In general, Whitty’
s writings on Poe, while often useful, must be read with extreme caution.
3
 
M, 2:17, 52, 85, 150,188, 209, 239.
4Iam indebted to Mr. Howell J. Heaney, Rare Book Librarian, The Free
 
Library of Philadelphia, for a photocopy of this document.
5
 
(Charlottesville, 1936).
6
 
M, 3:860, note.
7
 
University of Pennsylvania, 1978. Although not yet published, this  
remarkable study is readily available from University Microfilms, Ann
 Arbor, Mich., either in microfilm or in bound xerographic form.
8
 
Ligan, “goods sunk into the sea, but having a buoy or cork attached to  
them, so that they may be found again.”
9
 
Charles F. Heartman and James R. Canny, A Bibliography of First  
Printings of the Writings of Edgar Allan Poe.... (Hattiesburg, 1943), p. 257.
10
 
Jackson, p. 20.
11
 
The Southern Literary Messenger, 1834-1864, (New York & Washing ­
ton, 1905), p. 108.
12
 
O, 1:91.
13
 
The editors of the Franklin Papers (Yale University Press) were  
apparently unaware of the prior publication of the Franklin manuscripts in
 the Southern Literary Messenger.
14
 
Evert and George Duyckinck, Cyclopedia of American Literature,  
(New York, 1856).
15
 
This and the following interchanges between Ingram and Mrs. Whit ­
man appear in John Carl Miller, ed., Poe’s Helen Remembers (Charlottes
­
ville
, 1979). Page numbers are given in the extracts.
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READING “THE RAVEN”*
MAUREEN COBB MABBOTT
NEW YORK, NEW YORK
“ 'The Raven’ is Poe’
s
 most famous composition. Like the short  
stories it was written to please all kinds of readers and it was imme
­diately successful. Not only was it copied in countless newspapers at
 once, but it soon was to be found in textbooks and anthologies. Since it
 is, despite its elaborate metrical ornamentation, a straightforward
 narrative, it can be and has been translated into every major lan
­guage. Woodberry wrote of it: 'No great poem ever established itself so
 immediately, so widely, and so imperishably, in men’
s
 minds’.” So  
begins the commentary on
 
"The Raven” in Thomas  Ollive Mabbott’s  
edition of Poe’s Poems.1
 As the continuing discussion shows,  
Poe himself believed that he  
had written a masterpiece, but he could not forbear the flippant
 remark, often repeated: "The Raven has had a great run ... but I wrote
 it for the express purpose of running—just as I did 'The Gold Bug’...
 the bird beat the bug, though, all hollow.”2
Masterpiece or not, "The Raven” is a poem for
 
the ear, a natural  
for a listening audience. In the Memoirs of Anne Lynch Botta, pub
­lished in 1894, it was said that Poe read
 
"The Raven” publicly for the  
first time at one of the literary evenings of Anne Charlotte Lynch
 (afterwards Botta) at 116 Waverly Place in New York.
We do know that the author’
s
 reading of this poem was an often  
repeated event at various literary evenings in New York during the
 winters of 1845 and 1846. If it is true that Anne Lynch trapped the lion
 for the first reading, then we know exactly when that occurred.
 
As  is  
well known, my husband was a collector of coins, fifteenth-century
 prints and American letters. In October 1956 Miss Mary Benjamin
 sent him word that a letter with a Poe connection
 
had come  into her  
autograph shop. It reads as follows:
My dear Mr. Poe,
I was very sorry not to find you at home 
when
 I called on Mrs.  
Poe the other day. I wanted to ask you what I am now going to
 write, that is, if you will not come here 
on
 Saturday evening & read  
your poem or some passages from it. Of course you will say “It is
 too warm” but I do not believe it will ever be any cooler so if that is
 to be 
your
 objection you must not refuse me. Let me hear your  
*A slightly different 
version
 of this article formed the keynote address for the sixtieth  
anniversary of The Edgar Allan Poe Society, 7 May 1982, in Baltimore, Maryland.
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decision so that 
I
 may ask a few friends if you consent. Do you  
know Mr. William Wallace? I should be happy to make his
 acquaintance. I like his 
“
Gods of Greece” so much.
Remember me to Mrs. Poe. I hope she is better. I must tell you how
 
much pleasure I took in reading 
your
 Tales and in knowing that  
they are a selection from Seventy all of which I 
hope
 to read. They  
are unsurpassed by any stories 
I
 have ever read in power of  
language and force of imagination. More of them when I see you.
Thursday July 17
 
Truly yours,3
116 Waverly Place
 
Anne C. Lynch
First, of course, the reader needs to know which of 
Mr.
 Poe’s poems  
is “your poem,” referred to in this letter, and what is the date—no year
 is given. 
A
 universal calendar tells  us that the year was 1845, and that  
leads to easy identification of the poem. “The Raven” had by the date
 of Anne Lynch’
s
 letter (17 July 1845) appeared in the New York  
Evening Mirror on 29 January, in the February number of the Ameri
­can Review, in the March number of the Southern Literary Messenger,
 in the New-York Tribune on 4 February, in the Broadway Journal on 8
 February, and in the London Critic on 14 June.
We also remember that the very first printing, in the Evening
 
Mirror, had been given a great sendoff by N. P. Willis’
s
 famous intro ­
duction in which he had said, among other things: “In our opinion, it
 is the
 
most effective single example of ‘fugitive  poetry’ ever published  
in this country, and unsurpassed in English poetry for subtle concep
­tion and masterly
 
ingenuity of versification.” Certainly  “your poem”  
was “The Raven.”
I can find no report of how Poe read “The Raven” on that particu
­
lar warm evening at Miss Lynch’s, where her friends
 
knew there was  
an “evening” if they saw a lighted lamp inside the living room at 116
 Waverly Place. But there are accounts of how the author read the
 immediately famous work at other times. Some are non-descriptive,
 
as  
“he electrified the company” and the Boston Museum statement: “Mr.
 Poe recited that remarkable poem in a manner that never will be
 repeated.” Elmira Shelton is supposed to have said that he got very
 excited, and Mrs. Jane Clark said that she heard Poe recite “The
 Raven” in a voice like Edwin Booth’s. No doubt he read it differently
 on different occasions.
There is, however, a sober and authoritative account by Sara
 
Helen Whitman in her Introductory Letter to Eugene Didier’
s
 Life and  
Poems of Poe (1876). She had been in Providence and had received
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reports in letters from her New York friends. I quote from this Intro
­
ductory Letter:
To reinforce 
my
 memory on the subject I have just referred to 
letters received from various correspondents during the winters of
 1845 and 1846 in all of which the name of the poet frequently
 appears. In one letter, dated January 7,
 
1846, I find the following,  
“I meet Mr. Poe very often at the receptions. He 
is
 the observed of  
all observers. His stories are thought wonderful and to hear him
 repeat the Raven, which he does very quietly, is an event in 
one
’s  
life.”
But life, as no one knew better than Edgar Poe, is shot through
 with mysterious interlocking and unperceived connections. Even before he read his poem at
 
Anne Lynch’s, on 19 July 1845, there had  
appeared in his own magazine, the Broadway Journal, the advertise
­ment of a book that was going to change the quiet reading to an
 elocutionary performance. On 19 April 1845, on page 265, appeared:
VANDENHOFF’S ELOCUTION
A PLAIN SYSTEM OF ELOCUTION: OR, LOGICAL and Musi
­
cal Reading and Declamation, with Exercises in Prose and Verse,
 distinctly marked for the guidance 
of
 the Ear and Voice of the  
Pupil: to which is added, AN APPENDIX, containing a copious  
Practice in Oratorical, Poetical, and Dramatic Reading and Reci
­tation: the whole forming a Complete Speaker, well adapted 
to private pupils, classes, and the 
use
 of schools; by G. VANDEN
HOFF, Professor of Elocution in the City of New York. Second
 Edition. Published by C. SHEPARD, 191 Broadway, oppo
­site John st.
Almost 100 years later, one day late in 1942, this advertisement
 
struck the eyes of a Poe scholar with a new significance, for
 
he had  
suddenly perceived an hitherto unperceived connection. Tom Mabbott
 had in 1942 completed one of his careful studies of Poe’
s
 works, this  
time of The Raven and Other Poems, published by Columbia
 
Univer ­
sity Press
 
for the Facsimile Text Society. In his investigation he had  
made absolutely sure that although the copyright date of The Raven
 and Other Poems was 12 September 1845, the book was not published
 until late in November. Earlier he had learned that Vandenhoffs
 Second Edition contained “The Raven.” Now, looking at the adver
­tisement in the 19 April issue of the Broadway Journal, a copy of
 which he owned, it occurred to him that A Plain System of Elocution
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must have appeared in print before The Raven and Other Poems. Was
 
the first book publication of 
“
The Raven” in a book on elocution? It  
was—-as he proved by means of evidence presented
 
in the New York  
Public Library Bulletin of August 1943. It is an article familiar to Poe
 scholars but not mentioned in the Poems volume of his Collected
 Works of...Poe. Under description of the
 
text it is stated only that the  
first book printing was an unauthorized one in Vandenhoff's
 
A Plain  
System of Elocution, Second Edition. Moreover, as the text descrip
­tions were not indexed, Vandenhoff's name does not appear in the
 index of Poems. Today it is an obscure piece of information, this first
 book publication of “The Raven,” but in the summer of 1943 it was
 front page
 
news. I quote from the New York Times  of 14 August  1943,  
under a two-column headline:
FIRST BOOK PUBLICATION OF ‘‘THE RAVEN”
 
CREDITED TO OBSCURE ELOCUTION MANUAL
N.Y. Times 14 Aug. ’43
After waiting nearly a century, a nondescript and hitherto incon
­
sequential book called “A Plain System of Elocution” may break
 into the ranks of those elect volumes known as collectors’ items.
This antique owes its new interest not to any merit as a collection
 
of “exercises in prose and verse, distinctly marked for the gui
­dance of the ear and voice 
of
 the pupil,” but to the fact that it now  
appears to be a first edition in book form of one of the most famous
 poems ever written in America, “The Raven,” by Edgar Allan Poe.
After decades of research, bibliographers had believed that the
 
first appearance in book form of this work was in Poe’s own
 volume, “The Raven and Other Poems,” issued late in 1845. Ear
­lier in that same year the poem had been issued separately almost
 simultaneously in The 
New
 York Evening Mirror and in The  
American Review. A first edition of “The Raven and Other
 Poems” is a 
“
must” for all collectors of Poe. A copy with wrappers,  
in good condition, brings from $500 to $1,000 or more in the market
 here.
The discovery of the new 
Poe
 item will be announced officially  
next week in the August issue of The Bulletin of the New York
 Public Library, in an article by Thomas Ollive Mabbott, educator
 and Poe scholar.
“The Raven” appeared in the second edition of “A Plain System of
 
Elocution,” together with such pieces from the standard repertoire
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of amateur spellbinders of the time as Bryant’s “Thanatopsis”
 
and Hamlet’s soliloquy. The book was written by George Vanden
hoff, “Professor of Elocution in the City of New York,” a son of the
 
famous English 
actor,
 John M.
Mr. Mabbott dates the appearance of Poe’s “The Raven and Other
 
Poems” as November, 1845. Research convinces him that the
 earlier appearance of the Vandenhoff volume was “not a matter of
 a few days but of several weeks or months.”
How rare the heretofore obscure work 
on
 elocution is, Mr. Mabbott  
has not had time yet to determine. Copies are owned by The New
 York Public Library, Harvard and Brown Universities, and the
 British Museum. Its potential market value will depend on its
 rarity and the demand by collectors.
“It is certainly amusing,” Mr. Mabbott writes, 
“
to find that the  
poem, which has been so frequently recited (and so often mur
­dered) 
by
 elocutionists, began its book career in a textbook for the  
practice 
of
 the art and in a mangled version at that.”4
The 'proof positive’ of the first book publication was not in this
 
widely read and copied journalistic account but, as I have
 
said, in an  
article in the Bulletin of the New York Public Library. A fact of
 interest to us here is that we have no record of Vandenhoff'
s
 asking  
Poe’
s
 consent. He did not have to do so, for "The Raven” was not  
copyrighted.
Although we
 
may seem to have left our subject behind, we are still  
talking about the reading of "The Raven,” and the Publisher's Weekly
 account of the Mabbott find recalls
 
it to us. In the 11 September 1943  
issue we read:
Back in the fall of 1845 the whining schoolboy, creeping like a
 
snail unwillingly to school probably had very little love for the
 books he carried, and if, as was so often the case, he happened 
to
 be  
in an advanced class where elocution was part of the curriculum,
 there 
is
 a good possibility that the book he read from (with approp ­
riate gestures) was the second edition of George Vandenhoff's A
 Plain System of Elocution. The book had little to distinguish it
 from any 
of
 the other similar publications that plagued the school ­
boy of the pre-Delsartean age. It contained “exercises in prose and
 verse, distinctly marked for the guidance of the ear and voice of
 the pupil”; it contained “an appendix, containing a copious prac
­tice in oratorical, poetical, and dramatic reading and recitation”;
 it also contained, did this second edition of Vandenhoff's Plain System of Elocution, the earliest known book appearance of
 Edgar Allan Poe’s “The Raven.”
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Although the effects of the elocution connection were lamentable,
 
there have been many good post-Vandenhoff readings of “The
 Raven,”
 
of course, and I can report on one by a Poe scholar who was as  
familiar as anyone I know with the way 
Mr.
 Poe, after all the  excite ­
ment had died down, would have wished it read. Late in the 1940’s, in a
 large room at the top of the Allerton House in New York, the president
 of the New York Edgar Allan Poe Society, Professor Thomas Mabbott,
 seated beside a table by the light of one candle, held an audience
 waiting, listening, learning
 
as he read the 108  lines of “The Raven” in  
a clear, quiet voice. Later, after his edition of the Poems was published
 by Harvard Press, an anonymous reviewer in the London Times
 Literary Supplement, softening his expression of the English impa
­tience with Poe’
s
 “Pianola-like effects,” wrote: “Professor Mabbott  
himself was
 
said to be an  exquisitely skilful reader in public of certain  
poems one would have supposed impossible to resurrect except in
 parody.”5 He went on to mention “Ulalume” and 
“
To Helen.” The  
anonymous reviewer, I am sure, did not hear Professor Mabbott read
 “The
 
Raven” that night  at the Allerton House. Those who did felt that  
it was “an event in one’
s
 life,” to quote again the unknown infor ­
mant’s account of Poe’
s
 own reading in 1845.
5 22 January 1971, p. 96.
NOTES
1
 M,
 1: 350.
2
 
In a letter to F. W. Thomas, 4 May 1845— M, 1: 351.
3
 
Anne Lynch’s letter, now in the Pierpont Morgan Library, is quoted by  
permission of Charles A. Ryskamp, Director.
4
 
According to the New York Times, 6 February 1981, at Christie’s in  
New York City a copy of The Raven and Other Poems, first edition, brought
 $24,000 in a sale of Marjorie Wiggins Prescott’s books.
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POE’S CRITICISM OF WOMEN WRITERS
ASHBY BLAND CROWDER
HENDRIX COLLEGE
Striving for disinterestedness, Edgar Allan Poe endeavored to
 
base his criticism squarely upon principles. As a magazinist, he
 favored the
 
short story and the lyric poem over the novel and over the  
lengthy poems that were prevalent in his day. Furthermore, he
 demanded that a work
 
of art not be didactic, that it achieve a unity of  
effect, that its imagery and meter be appropriate and its grammar
 acceptable.
Vincent Buranelli believes that Poe adhered to an additional
 
critical principle: “being gallant with the ladies” whose works he
 reviewed.1 Edward Wagenknecht
 
maintains that Poe “made it a rule  
to avoid harsh criticism of women’s work....”2 Robert D. Jacobs
 remarks that Poe “employed different standards in reviewing the
 works of women.”3 Richard Cary asserts that Poe “often ignored his
 self-ordained rules and bestowed unwarranted praise” when review
­ing “volumes written by contemporary, sentimental poetesses.... In
 this restricted area Poe suffered a breakdown of principles otherwise
 consistently maintained.”4
The reader seeking to resolve this charge against objectivity must
 
decide whether Poe did indeed abandon his standard critical princi
­ples in reviewing the work of female writers, or whether his praise of
 these ladies was primarily a polite formality, sometimes based on
 affection and personal admiration, which ought not to be mistaken for
 a critical
 
lapse. I believe that, in general, the evidence proves the latter  
to be the case.
Because Richard Cary is the only critic who has commented at
 
any length
 
on the question  of Poe’s criticism of women and since he is  
the harshest judge of Poe’
s
 integrity, I  begin by considering the argu ­
ments upon which Cary bases his conclusions. Cary’
s
 most serious  
charge against Poe is that he accepted bribes for praising female
 writers. Cary offers two examples. As “evidence”
 
for his first case,  he  
quotes a sentence from one of Poe’
s
 essays on “Autography”  
(December 1841)—a sentence which praises Mrs. M. St. Leon Loud;5
 Cary then quotes from Poe’
s
 letter to Maria Clemm, written eight  
years later (28-29? August 1849), in which he confirms that money did
 change hands: “the husband of Mrs. St. Leon Loud, the poetess of
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Philadelphia, called on me the other day and offered me $100 to edit
 
his wife’s poems. Of
 
course, I accepted the offer.”6 The lapse in time  
between the original comment and the editorial offer makes it clear
 that no bribe could possibly have been offered or intended. Cary
 deliberately omits from his article the date of Poe’
s
 letter to Maria  
Clemm, however, leaving the suggestion of a cause and effect relation
­ship which did not exist. From this questionable incident
 
Cary draws  
a further unwarranted speculation: “The connection between praise
 and pay seems patent. It is reasonable to
 
suppose that other stipends  
were received under similar covenants.”7 Clearly, Cary has estab
­lished nothing regarding Poe’s integrity.
In another instance it does seem that Poe accepted a bribe, from
 
Sarah Anna Lewis; writes Poe: “The author gave me a hundred dol
­lars when my poor Virginia was dying, and we were starving, and
 required me to make a review of
 
that book—What could I do?”8 The  
evidence here is that in response to
 
actual hunger of his  family at the  
very end of his career Poe did allow his critical principles to lapse
 momentarily; Poe’
s
 biographer Mary Phillips sees this event in that  
way.9 Cary, however, prefers to see Poe as an “unreluctant collabora
­tor” engaging in “cold-blooded maneuvering to secure a place in the
 sun for Mrs. Lewis,...”10 and he unfairly uses this incident to cast a
 shadow upon all of Poe’
s
 criticism of women writers.
Cary
 
postulates another explanation for Poe’s careful handling of  
women writers. He says that Poe forsook his principles because of “his
 ingrained idealization of women,” and he quotes several of Poe’s
 statements to the effect that a gentleman does not criticize a lady.11
 Cary goes on to argue that there is a relationship between the idealized
 heroines in Poe’
s
 fiction and poetry, and the women writers whose  
works Poe reviewed. For example, Cary notes that Poe often drew
 attention to the eyes, hair, and forehead (symbol of intellect) of
 
his  
fictional females, and that he likewise, in his criticism, drew attention
 to these features of the women whose work he reviewed. Cary takes
 this coincidence to mean that Poe confused the women of his imagina
­tion with the
 
women whose writing he examined and that the confu ­
sion resulted in unsound critical judgments. By way of proving his
 point, Cary quotes from Poe’s poetry and from his criticism (mostly
 from the “Literati”) to note similarities in the way the features of real
 and unreal women were described.12
What Cary fails to notice is that throughout the “Literati” Poe
 
commented on the physical appearance of men as well as women;
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what is more, Poe included (almost without exception) observations
 
on the eyes,
 
hair, and foreheads of men.  Thus, just as Margaret Fuller  
had “eyes a bluish gray,
 
full of fire” (H, 15:82), Gulian C.  Verplanck’s  
“dark blue”
 
eyes possessed “light and fire” (H, 15:39); as Mrs. Osgood  
had “Hair black and glossy; eyes a clear, luminous grey, large, and
 with great capacity of expression” (H, 13:192), Freeman Hunt pos
­sessed “hair light brown, very fine...; eyes of wonderful brilliancy and
 intensity of expression” (H, 15:43); and as Miss Fuller had a “capa
­cious forehead” (H, 15:82), Mr. Hunt had a “forehead capacious” (H,
 15:43).13 Following Cary’
s
 logic we would have to say that Poe’s confu ­
sion was indeed boundless. In fact, Poe’
s
 habit of idealizing and  
elaborately describing the physical attributes of writers cannot be
 adduced as evidence of partiality.
Toward the end of his article, Cary admits that Poe wrote predom
­
inantly derogatory reviews of women writers but argues that “Poe
 usually canceled out all the lines he had laid down” with a retraction,
 and that
 
he minimized a “woman’s literary frailties,” which resulted  
in his compromising or
 
bypassing  “his most emphatic  critical princi ­
ples.” Only on a few rare occasions, judges Cary, did Poe remain
 steadfast to his principles when dealing with female writers.14
On the contrary, I wish to argue that Poe did not abandon his
 
critical canons, and that the charge of female favoritism is not sup
­portable in any fundamental sense. What I now wish to examine are
 the true extent of Poe’s praise of female writers and the intent with
 which it was offered.
Because Poe’s journalistic criticism amounts to eight volumes in
 
the Harrison
 
edition, I find it necessary to be selective in the examples  
that I offer. I choose representative selections of Poe’s criticism of
 American women writers15 from the beginning of his career as a critic
 to the end, that is, from January 1835 to March 1849. At the end of that
 survey I compare articles on male authors with those on women
 writers from the series of “Literati” articles, which appeared in
 Godey’s Lady's Book in the summer
 
and autumn of 1846. This exami ­
nation will serve, I think, to point up any significant similarities or
 dissimilarities in Poe’s critical treatment of male and female writers.
To place the criticism that we shall survey in perspective, I wish
 
briefly to sketch the critical milieu of Poe’
s
 time. Literary cliques  
flourished in Boston and New York. Those writers whom the clique
 favored were praised,
 
regardless of merit; others were denounced with  
great vehemence, regardless of merit.
 
Poor  writers gained great popu ­
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larity while good ones were consigned to obscurity. The most offensive
 
aspect of this unsatisfactory situation was the manner whereby a
 writer seeking success achieved clique approval and membership: it
 was necessary that he acquire the good graces of the editor of a
 clique-run journal; this was done, explains Sidney P. Moss, by a
 process
 
involving “toadying and quackery, the current words of con ­
tempt for the truckling and charlatanry on the part of contributor
 
to  
editor and editor to public.”16
Poe was caught up in this system that manufactured literary
 
reputations, yet he was not subject to the intense and undeviating
 loyalties that, say, Evert Duyckinck maintained for Cornelius
 Mathews.17 He would therefore have felt himself at greater liberty
 
to  
impugn the system. Poe has nowhere more clearly expressed his opin
­ion on the state of American criticism and letters than in his August
 1841 review of Lambert
 
A. Wilmer’ s The Quacks  of Helicon, A Satire:
as a literary people, we are one vast perambulating humbug. He
 
[Wilmer] has asserted that we are clique-ridden; and who does not
 
smi
le at the obvious truism of that assertion? He maintains that  
chicanery is, with us, a far surer road than talent to distinction in
 letters. Who gainsays this? The corrupt nature of our ordinary
 criticism has been notorious. Its powers have been prostrated by
 its own arm. The intercourse between critic and publisher, as it
 now almost universally stands, is compromise either in the pay
­ing or pocketing of blackmail, as the price of a simple forbearance,
 or in a direct system 
of
 petty and contemptible bribery, properly so  
called—a system even more injurious than the former to the true
 interests 
of
 the public, and more degrading to the buyers and  
sellers of good opinion... (H, 10:184-185).
Furthermore, Poe continually berates his contemporaries for smiling
 
favorably on anything written by an American;
 
he complains that we  
often “find ourselves involved in the gross paradox of liking a stupid
 book the better, because, sure enough, its stupidity
 
is American” (H,  
8:227).
Like others of his day Poe was keenly interested in America’s
 
developing a national literature of merit.18 Unlike many of his contem
­poraries, however, he felt a great need to criticize the literary produc
­tions
 
that he reviewed in “the general  cause of Letters, without undue  
heed of the individual literary men” (H, 12:194). In undertaking his
 criticism with such an attitude, he acquired the appellation “toma
­hawk critic,” and it was as a fearless, caustic
 
critic  that he was known  
in his own day, though he might have viewed himself simply as a
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reformer aiming to raise the standards of American criticism and
 
thereby of American literature itself.
Poe became editor of the Southern Literary Messenger in January
 
1835, and he did
 
not  hesitate to begin his attacks upon the manufac ­
tured literary reputations of certain women writers. The significant
 favor he affords women writers is
 
a  circumlocutory veil with which he  
pretends to shield them from the harsher features of his
 
judgments;  
his critical perceptions, however, are generally not impaired. Review
­ing Zinzendorff, and Other Poems by Mrs. L. H. Sigourney in January
 1836,19 Poe comments upon the fame that she had acquired, saying—
 tongue in cheek—that
 
he  has no  intention of questioning the correct ­
ness of the public opinion. In the
 
course of the ensuing discussion of  
her “apparent popular reputation,” he comments:
It would be an easy, although a somewhat disagreeable task,
 
to point out several 
of
 the most popular writers in America—  
popular in the above mentioned sense [that is, their names are in
 the mouths of people]—who have manufactured for themselves a
 celebrity by...very questionable means....But it must not be
 thought that we wish to include Mrs. Sigourney in the number. By
 no means (H, 8:123).20
The transparent veil is discarded a few lines later when Poe makes the
 
bare-faced assertion that “The validity of our objections to [her]
 adventitious notoriety 
we
 must be allowed to consider unshaken, until  
it can be proved that any multiplication of zeroes will eventuate in the
 production of a unit” (H, 8:123-124). Realizing that he has written
 several paragraphs of “unmitigated censure,” the critic attempts to
 assume a gentlemanly air and to praise Mrs. Sigourney for possessing
 the right sentiments, e.g., he speaks of hers as “a mind nobly and
 exquisitely attuned to
 
all the gentler charities and lofty pieties of life,”  
saying that “as Americans, we are proud—very proud of the talents of
 Mrs. Sigourney” (H, 8:126-127). Richard Cary cites this very quotation
 as an example of Poe’s retraction of “unmitigated censure.”21 But
 
it  
seems to me that Poe’s generalized statements of praise are empty
 indeed compared with the very specific complaints about her inability
 to write good poetry which Poe also makes. We see an example of Poe’s
 solid criticism in what follows (he quotes from the title poem of Mrs.
 Sigourney’
s
 volume):
Through the breast
Of that fair vale the Susquehanna roam’d
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Wearing its robe 
of
 silver like a bride.
Now with a noiseless current gliding slow,
 ’Mid the rich velvet of its curtaining banks
 It seemed to sleep.
And then Poe comments:
To suppose the Susquehanna roaming through the breast 
of 
any thing—even of a valley—is an incongruity: and to say that
 such false images are common, is to say little in their defence. But
 when the noble river is 
bedizened
 out in robes of silver, and made  
to wash with its bright waters nothing better than curtains of
 velvet, we feel a very sensible and a very righteous indignation.
 We might have expected such language from an upholsterer...(H, 
8:128-129).22
Placed against these explicit, concrete and convincing censures that
 
indicate a firm adherence to his poetic principles, Mrs. Sigourney’s
 tenuous excellencies 
(to
 which the gallant Poe alluded and  which he  
felt obliged to include in his review) become critically unimportant.
In September 1836 Poe used politeness more extensively to
 
sugar  
his criticisms of Philothea: A Romance by Mrs. Lydia Maria Child.
 Terms of praise are
 
vague (her “purity  of thought and lofty morality  
are unexceptionable”), and he only indirectly criticizes; that is,
 instead of
 
pointing out errors in a straightforward manner, he says  
that an “erudite acquaintance of ours would storm at more
 
than one  
[historical] discrepancy...” in her
 
romance (H, 9:154). Again Poe uses  
indirection when he criticizes only the type of work, not Philothea
 itself: “In regard to the species of novel of which 
'
Philothea' is no  
ignoble specimen, not any powers on the part of any author can render
 it, at the present day, popular” (H, 9:153).23 Although Poe is obviously
 trying to be gracious, he nevertheless does not fail to make the woman
 writer’s errors known, and he also sticks by his firm principle that the
 romance, or in fact any novel (especially the historical), is an unac
­ceptable art form.
The ability to compliment without actually forfeiting his stan
­
dards remained with Poe as he went on to edit other magazines. While
 an editor of Burton's Gentleman's Magazine, in August 1845, he
 praised Mrs. Elizabeth Oakes Smith’s “The Sinless
 
Child” with such  
qualification that his words are no praise at all. His style of rapidly
 alternating comments of praise and censure produced the following:
 “The conception is original, but somewhat forced; and although the
 execution is, in parts, effective, still the conduct, upon the whole, is
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feeble, and the dénoûment is obscure, and inconsequential” (H,
 
12:228). And he trots out the same comment that had become his
 fashion as regards the style of anything women wrote, thereby mak
­ing his politeness almost critically meaningless: “Many of [her pas
­sages] are remarkable for ease, grace, and exceeding delicacy and
 purity of thought and manner” (H, 12:229).
Perhaps feeling that he had been too kind to Mrs. Smith in this
 
brief notice, he four months later reviewed the complete edition of her
 poetry again, but this time
 
in substantial detail. Here he rebukes  her  
for failing to achieve unity of effect in “The Sinless Child” (“her whole
 work has an indeterminate air,” and parts of the more than two-
 hundred-stanza poem “have no natural connexion with the true
 theme” [H, 13:80-81, 86]).24 Poe then goes on to apply another of his
 standard theories, namely, that “every work of art should contain
 within itself all that is required for its own comprehension,” reproach
­ing Mrs. Smith as follows:
we must allude 
to
 the artificiality of the Arguments, or introduc ­
tory 
prose
 passages, prefacing each Part of the poem. Mrs. Smith  
had no sounder reason for employing them than Milton and the
 rest of the epicists....If it is said that they are necessary for the
 proper comprehension of a poem, we reply that this is saying
 nothing for them, but merely much against the poem which
 demands them as necessity (H, 13:86).
Poe also notes that her imagination
 
is not supplemented by the func ­
tion of the
 
rational mind; thus, the poem’ s “conception [has]  floated,  
rather than steadily existed, in
 
the brain of the authoress” (H, 13:85).  
His affirmation in 1846 that an artist should proceed “step by step...
 with the precision and rigid consequence of a mathematical problem”
 (“The Philosophy of Composition,” [H,
 
14:195]) is anticipated when he  
complains of Mrs. Smith’s failure to do “a good deal more of deliberate
 thought before putting pen to paper,” or
 
to undergo a “more rigorous  
discipline” in her construction (H, 13:85).
After chiding this woman for violating many
 
of his major poetic  
principles, Poe allows his personal liking for Mrs. Smith to elicit a
 compliment: “The originality of ‘The Sinless Child’ would cover a
 multitude of greater defects than Mrs. Smith ever committed...” (H,
 13:86-87). Nevertheless, after quoting a few of the happier passages
 from the
 
long poem, the critic suggests that “Mrs. Smith seems to be  
totally unacquainted with the principles of versification...” (H,
 
13:91).
Poe’s treatment of Mary 
E.
 Hewitt follows somewhat the same  
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pattern as his criticism of Mrs. Smith. In October 1845 he wrote a brief
 
notice of The Songs of Our Land and Other Poems in which he
 remarks on Mrs. Hewitt’s “poetic fervor,
 
classicism  of taste, and keen  
appreciation of the morally as well as the physically beautiful”—and
 he proclaims her versification as “worthy of all praise,” saying that he
 has rarely, if ever, seen it surpassed (H, 12:255, 259). Apparently
 realizing that he was too favorably impressed by Mrs. Hewitt, Poe
 several weeks later, in February 1846, published a more extensive
 review of The Songs of Our Land in which he measures Mrs. Hewitt’s
 poems against the strict standards of his
 
critical canon and in which  
he mixes praise and censure in the more usual amounts. As it was
 
his  
practice to treat
 
the very ridiculous in a ridiculous manner,25 he says  
one of her wretched lines is as difficult to repeat as “the schoolboy
 stumbling-block about ‘the cat that
 
ran up the ladder with a lump of  
raw liver in his mouth’ ” (H, 13:104). Then he proceeds to criticize her
 for not meeting his often-expressed requirement of acceptable poetry:
 “the true poet will avail himself of no license whatever that does not
 aid his intended effect.”
 
And then he speaks out aginst the practice of  
inversion: “When an inversion occurs, we say at once, ‘here the poet
 had not sufficient skill to make out his line without distorting the
 language.’ Nothing so much tends to render verse feeble, ineffective”
 (H, 13:103).
His courtesy comment
 
in this review is about Mrs. Hewitt’s poem  
entitled “Alone,” which he is attracted to because of an “earnest
 melancholy”
 
that is “remarkably happy.” But his closing remarks are  
rather unappreciative of her volume of poems as a whole, for he says
 her work shows an “indication rather than immediate evidence of
 poetic power” (H, 13:105).
Perhaps the toughest single test of Poe’
s
 critical principles was  
his series of reviews of Frances Sargent Osgood, published from 1845
 to 1849, for if Poe harbored a real affection after adolescence for any
 woman other than for his wife Virginia, it was certainly for Mrs.
 Osgood. Their “warm friendship” developed into a sort of literary
 courtship in which they published
 
poems to each other in the Broad ­
way Journal.26 In his earlier review of Griswold’s anthology, The
 Female Poets of
 
America, Poe had ranked Mrs. Osgood as the fore ­
most woman writer,27 and in his December 1845 review of her poetry in
 the
 
Broadway  Journal he explains why he did  this, at the same time  
issuing a severe judgment against American literature:
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Her negative merits are of the highest respectability. We look in
 
vain, throughout her writings, for an offence against taste, or
 
decorum
—for a low thought—a platitude of expression—a viola ­
tion of grammar—or for any of those lapses in mere technicality of
 composition, of which, in America, we 
meet
 so abundant exam ­
ples. A happy refinement—an exquisite instinct of the pure—the
 delicate—the graceful—gives a charm inexpressible to everything
 which flows from her pen.
But of her “positive merits—to the loftier excellencies of the Muse—”
 
Poe writes: “we are constrained to speak with somewhat more
 reserve” (H, 13:17-18). His main objection is that she is deficient in
 “bold and rich imagination,” and that, compared to Amelia 
Welby, Mrs. Osgood’
s
 “rhythmical ear” is not all it could be (H, 13:18).
Poe’
s
 affection for Mrs. Osgood, however, must have an outlet,  
and he therefore embellishes his stock praise for a female’
s
 purity,  
holding that this lady possesses “that indescribable something
 which, for want of a more definite term, we are accustomed to call
 grace—that Will-o’-the-Wisp, which in its supreme development may
 be said to involve nearly all that is pure and ethereal in poetry....”
 After he has said this,
 
he voices  another serious reservation about the  
quality of her work:
there occur very many of those half sentimental half allegorical or
 
rather emblematical compositions, of which the authoress seems
 to be especially fond—
for
 the reason, perhaps, that she constructs  
them with little facility, and that, for their mere ingenuity, they
 are admired by the mass of mankind. We regret to see these pieces
 in the volume;—they are, in general, very graceful pleasantries—
 but no more...(H, 13:19).
Poe then quotes extensively
 
from  Mrs. Osgood’ s poems, commenting  
briefly upon his examples; his remarks are mostly complimentary,
 though he does not fail to notice rough meters (“the anapaests
 
are all  
false and inadmissable,” he says at one point [H, 13:24]). Thus, even
 though Poe was very fond of Mrs. Osgood and even though he suc
­cumbed to the posturings of the gallant, he was still
 
able to offer more  
solid criticism of her than his British counterparts who received her
 book of poems “with very unequivocal marks of approbation” (H,
 13:106).
In fact, three months
 
later, in his March 1846 review published in  
Godey’s Lady's Book, Poe quotes extensively from several English
 magazines whose praise had lifted Mrs. Osgood into high favor
 
with
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the literary fashionables of England.28 Poe’s own comments, nonethe
­
less, are generally more critical of her than they were in his 1845
 notice. Though he quotes at length from her poetry and though he
 writes 
at
 length about her “grace” and “charm” (see H, 13:106, 114,  
125), he gives specific criticisms of individual poems. Regarding the
 dramatic poem “Elfrida,” Poe remarks on the “unusually fine” 
theme. But in spite of Mrs. Osgood’s “deep feeling and exquisite taste,” writes
 Poe, she was unable to save the poem from being “faulty in the
 extreme”; the poem’s situations “are ultra-romantic, improbable, and
 its incidents inconsequential,...” and the work’s didactic intent
 “should be left to the essayist and the preacher” (H, 13:109, 112).29
Having earlier ranked Mrs. Osgood 
as
 the best American female  
poet (and we might recall that Arthur Hobson Quinn says that 
her poetry “was distinctly above that of the average magazine poetess of
 the time”30), Poe in his reviews hints that this honor is, after all,
 dubious. He considered female poets in America at best a mediocre lot.
 And so it does not appear that Poe’s personal fondness for 
Mrs. Osgood resulted in the abandonment of his critical faculties.31
Just as Poe’s liking for a woman did not assure her a purely
 
favorable evaluation, his personal disliking failed to guarantee a
 critical scalding. He had a strong aversion to Transcendentalists,
 especially to those from Frogpondium (Boston).32 Buranelli says:
 “Poe’s aversion to New England was so strong that he even violated
 his principle about being gallant with the ladies. He both condemned
 critically and lampooned Margaret Fuller.”33 But I think Poe’s own
 words will, rather, indicate his fairness in evaluating Miss Fuller.
 Indeed, in March 1849 he did speak of her article upon Lowell’s “A
 Fable for the Critics” as “a silly and conceited piece of Transcenden
­talism” because she ranked Cornelius Mathews and William Ellery
 Channing over Longfellow and Lowell. But that is silly. And Poe
 makes fun of her untoward opinions: “Why she said it, Heaven only
 knows—unless it was because she was Margaret Fuller, and wished to
 be taken for nobody else” (H, 13:169-170).
Although Poe could 
be
 unmerciful in his rancor toward a poor  
writer that he disliked for other reasons,34 such a personal prejudice
 against writers of real merit did not prevent him from making 
a
 just  
estimate of their abilities. Hence, in the “Literati” (August 1846), in
 which he discusses Miss Fuller’s work in general, Poe offers an essen
­tially favorable estimate of her writings.35 He terms her Women 
in
 the  
Nineteenth Century “forcible, thoughtful, suggestive, brilliant, and to
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a certain extent scholar-like” (H, 15:74), although this radical tract on
 
feminism was certainly
 
not anything for which Poe  had either  intel ­
lectual or emotional sympathy.
Although he did not always agree with her critical judgments, as I
 
have pointed out, Poe had a fitting respect for Margaret Fuller’s
 literary criticism, which, after Poe’s,
 
is some of the best that was done  
in the nineteenth century in
 
America. Of course, he was pleased that  
there was at least one other person besides himself who knew that
 Longfellow was not a great poet; her review of the Harvard professor’s
 poetry, according to Poe, “was frank, candid, independent—in even
 ludicrous contrast to the usual mere glorifications of the day, giving
 honor only where honor was due....In my opinion it was one of the very
 few reviews of Longfellow’s poems, ever published in America, of
 which the critics have not had abundant
 
reason to be ashamed” (H,  
15: 73-74).
He goes on in this “Literati” article to indicate that he considers
 
her descriptive sketches in Summer on the Lakes to best represent her
 talents. Many of these sketches are “unrivalled...for the force with
 which they convey the true by the novel or unexpected...” (H, 15:75).
 Still, in this work and in
 
all others that he mentions, he looks upon her  
style as unacceptable: Poe accuses her of willfully murdering the
 language, citing several examples of her inaccurate and vulgar usage.
 These comments are ignored by Richard Cary when he asserts that in
 this essay Poe expressed only admiration for Fuller’
s
 style. Cary  
ignores over a page of
 
specific censure and quotes only the positive  
half of one of Poe’s sentences, presenting that part as if it were the
 whole. Cary offers
 
the following as evidence of Poe’s mistaken admi ­
ration
 
for Miss Fuller: “The style of Miss Fuller is one of the very best  
with which I am acquainted.”36 The complete sentence in Poe’
s
 review  
reads as 
follows:
In spite 
of
 these things [her “ignorance of grammar,” her “strange  
and continual inaccuracies,” her misuse of words, and several
 other stylistic failings that Poe had delineated], however, and of
 her frequent unjustifiable Carlyleisms (such as that of writing
 sentences which are no sentences, since, 
to
 be parsed, reference  
must be had to sentences preceding], the style of Miss Fuller is one
 
of
 the very best with which I am acquainted (H, 15:79).
The following two sentences, which Cary goes 
on 
to  quote, take on an  
entirely different complexion when viewed in the context that Cary
 omits: In general effect, I know no style which surpasses it. It 
is 
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singularly piquant, vivid, terse, bold, luminous—leaving details out of
 
sight, it is everything that a style need be (H, 15:79). In other words,
 leaving out all of
 
the detailed objections that  Poe has painstakingly  
pointed out, her style is just fine. Poe is certainly not guilty of shower
­ing Margaret Fuller with unqualified praise.37 The favorable com
­ments that Poe does put forward regarding her works suggest only
 that he tried very hard to be fair, even though he did not like her at all.
The series of “Literati” articles, of which the Margaret Fuller
 
essay is one, can be used to measure variations in Poe’s method of
 treating men and women writers, because these articles were written
 during such a short period of time, in the summer and autumn of 1846,
 and because they deal with the authors in general, not with single
 works by them. Some readers might wish to discount the validity of
 such
 
a comparison  because 1846 marks the beginning of Poe’s mental  
and physical decline. During that year Poe was existing in poverty
 with a 
wife
 who was in the last stages of consumption, but Quinn  
presents sufficient evidence that even in this time of distress, the
 writer was usually in complete control of his faculties. Not until the
 winter of 1847, after Virginia died, was Poe incapacitated by brain
 fever.38
The
 
complete title of the series is “The Literati of New York City:  
Some Honest Opinions at Random Respecting Their Autorial Merits,
 with Occasional Words of Personality.” In his introduction, published
 in May, Poe expresses the same attitude that he had held throughout
 his career as a critic—that the most “popular” and “successful” writ
­ers in America were “ninety-nine times out of a hundred, persons of
 mere address, perseverance, effrontery—in a word, busy-bodies, toad
­ies, quacks” (H, 15:2).
Two articles early on in the series, on N. P.
 
Willis and Anna Cora  
Mowatt, are ideal for comparing Poe’
s
 treatment of male and female  
writers, for he had reason to be kindly disposed toward both
 
of them.  
In his May article Poe
 
is pleased that Willis wrote essays, tales, and  
poems suitable for magazine publication: “his compositions have
 invariably
 
the species of effect, with the brevity which the magazine  
demands” (H, 15:11). In this respect Willis furnished exactly what Poe
 wished there were more
 
of in America. Yet Poe as critic is by no means  
blinded by his justifiable bias, for he does not hesitate to note the
 inadequacies of his fellow magazinist. Willis is seen to be, in his
 
own  
essays, not sufficiently disciplined to produce a logical, step-by-step
 discussion: “His exuberant fancy leads him over hedge and ditch—
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anywhere from the main road....” His tales, however, “show greater
 
constructiveness” though they are
 
deficient in imagination. Poe does  
find evidence of “a true imagination” in Willis’
s
 poetry, but he also  
finds
 
that these poetic compositions “in general, have a taint of world ­
liness, of insincerity” (H, 15:12,15,17). In short,
 
it seems that in this  
brief survey of 
N.
 P. Willis, Poe begins with a natural prejudice in  
favor of
 
the writer, treats him quite fairly, and yet  is not hesitant to  
render apparent his various shortcomings.
Poe also begins the next month’s essay with a natural prejudice in
 
favor of the actress and writer Anna Cora Mowatt; he is affected by
 her charm and passionate heart, admits of having “watched her for
 hours with the closest scrutiny,” and has observed evidence “of the
 poet imbued with the profoundest sentiment of the beautiful in
 motion” (H, 15:31-32). His obvious attraction to this “remarkable
 woman”
 
does  not, however, result in any special politeness toward her  
when he begins to discuss her
 
writing. In fact, he is much harsher in  
his comments about her tales and sketches than he was in his com
­ments about Willis’s, for Poe does not find in her work resemblances of
 what he slightly complimented the male author for. He condemns her
 sketches and tales
 
as “conventional” and “hackneyed.” Furthermore:  
“In looking carefully over her poems, I find no one entitled to commen
­dation as a whole; in very few of them do I observe even noticeable
 passages, and I confess that I am surprised and disappointed at the
 result of my inquiry...” (H,
 
15:28). [In Willis’s poetry Poe had found not  
only “a true imagination” but “grace” and “dignity” (H,
 
15:17)]. Thus,  
the critic has not allowed personal prejudice in favor of a
 
woman to  
prevent him from producing what he feels is a just appraisal of her
 work. Willis was the better writer and he received the better review;
 gallantry did not hinder a proper judgment of Anna Mowatt.
In the next installment of the “Literati” (July 1846), surveys of
 
two extremely popular writers, Fitz-Greene Halleck and Ann Sophia
 Stephens, are juxtaposed. Poe asserts that Halleck enjoys a far better
 literary reputation than he is entitled to (he was at the time as popular
 as William Cullen Bryant), and that he is thus one of the many
 American authors whose merit is “grossly overrated by his country
­men.” But the critic concludes his general introduction to the discus
­sion of this poet by admitting that “there will still be found a large
 amount of poetical fame to which he is fairly entitled” (H, 15:50-51).
Without straightaway giving reason for this concession, Poe
 
immediately embarks upon a systematic denunciation of a list of
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Halleck’s most popular poems: “ ‘Fanny’ is not constructed with any
 
great deliberation”; “Alnwick Castle” “may lay claim to oddity, but
 no more,” and parts of it “serve no other purpose than
 
to  deprive it of  
all unity of effect”; “The Poet’s Daughter” possesses some “vulgarity”
 of expression. But Poe mixes praise with blame: although
 
he brands  
Halleck’
s
 subject “drolly sentimental, or...sentimentally droll,” Poe  
feels that parts of “Alnwick Castle” belong “to a very high order of
 poetry,” and
 
some passages of “The Poet’ s Daughter” abound “in the  
most distinctive traits” and “grace” of expression. Poe also commends
 Halleck’
s
 poetry for its “force” that results from a “well-ordered  
metre” and for passages that are “gloriously imaginative” (H, 15:52-
 54).
In the same month, following these comments on Halleck, Poe
 
begins his observations upon Ann Stephens with the complaint that
 her success and fame also exaggerate rather than reflect her merits.
 Even though she
 
is a magazinist, her works fail to satisfy Poe.  Alter ­
nating praise and reproof, very similar to his
 
manner in the review of  
Elizabeth Oakes Smith,39 he writes: (1) Ann Stephens does well with
 serious subjects; in comic ones she fails, comparatively; (2) she is fond
 of the melodramatic; she has a “quick appreciation of the picturesque,
 and is not unskillful in delineations of character”; (3) “she seizes
 adroitly on salient incidents and presents them with vividness; in
 their combinations or adaptations she is by no means so thoroughly at
 home...”;
 
(4) her style is what “the critics usually term ‘powerful’,” but  
it
 
“lacks real power through its verboseness and floridity.” Then, after  
calling her style “turgid” and “bombastic,” after criticizing the ill-
 construction of her
 
sentences, Poe says that  her faults “belong to the  
effervescence of high talent”—but again adds “—if not exactly of
 genius” (H, 15:56-57). Clearly, Poe has not treated Stephens more
 kindly than Halleck.
Elsewhere in the 
“
Literati” Poe mixes praise and blame in his  
customary amounts in comments on Mary Grove, Catherine M. Sedg
­wick, Mary E. Hewitt, and Amelia 
Welby.
 Although he does allow  
mostly praise for Emma C. Embury, Lydia M. Child, and Elizabeth
 Bogart, this fact should be
 
set against another fact—that these latter  
notices are extremely brief; they run from three-fourths to one-and-
 one-half pages in the Harrison edition, while for example the Mar
­garet Fuller review was a full ten-and-a-half pages. It might be said
 that Poe implies, through brevity, the inconsequentiality of these
 women as writers.
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We cannot, however, deny that throughout his career as a critic
 
Poe often did praise the women writers of his day more than they
 deserved; and he certainly would never have said of a woman, as he
 did of Thomas Ward, that she was a ninety-ninth-
 
rate poet. Yet  his  
gallantry toward the ladies typically took the form of polite comments
 on a woman’s “noble mind,” her “purity of thought,” her “lofty moral
­ity,” or her “grace.”40
Such ecomia notwithstanding, there seems to be no significant
 
difference between Poe’s application of his critical
 
standards to male  
and female authors. I believe I have shown that Edward Wagen
knecht’s assessment of Poe’s criticism in general applies equally to his
 
criticism of women writers: “Poe was disgusted by the venality of
 contemporary criticism,
 
and though it cannot be claimed for him that  
he kept himself wholly free from literary log-rolling or never wrote an
 interested review, he did
 
try to make criticism a science  and to base it
upon principle rather than caprice.”41 The same Poe who wrote that
 one should be silent if he had nothing complimentary to say of a
 woman (H, 14:12)
 
in  practice regularly voiced his discontent with the  
literary productions of many women. Even when dealing with the
 works of women he admired personally, Poe was, on the whole, a
 systematic critic.
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SARAH HELEN WHITMAN AS
 
A CRITIC OF POE
John E. Reilly
College Of The Holy Cross
Sarah Helen Whitman’
s
 reputation has rested principally with  
students of Poe, especially with his biographers, and we have not
 served her well. We have made too much of her as "Poe’
s
 Helen,” as  
that eccentric Providence widow who, six years older than Poe, came
 literally within hours of marrying him in December of 1848 and who
 passed the remainder of her long life cherishing his memory and
 serving his early biographers both as a living resource and as a kind of
 research assistant. What we have not made enough of, or perhaps
 what 
we
 have not bothered to discover, is that Mrs. Whitman was  
much more than just another of
 
those literary ladies who owe their  
little immortality to having dallied with the author of “The Raven.”
 Mrs. Whitman was a charming, a witty, and a gifted person; s
he 
was a  
talented poet and
 
an unusually perceptive literary critic. Even Hervey  
Allen, admittedly not among her
 
admirers, was compelled to concede  
that “she was
 
undoubtedly the most ‘civilized’ woman whom Poe had  
ever approached.”1 Edward Wagenknecht, who is among her admir
­ers, has described her as “the woman who, of all the women [Poe]
 knew,
 
came closest to being his peer.”2 Mrs. Whitman was even more:  
she was, perhaps,
 
the only contemporary of Poe who recognized some  
of
 
the larger dimensions of his work, and she was one of only a very  
few persons in the nineteenth century who managed to achieve a clear
 understanding
 
of his place within the context of his own age. The best  
evidence for these claims in her behalf
 
rests in two works she wrote  
about Poe. One is a poem composed even before she met him. The other
 is her little book, Edgar Poe and His Critics, published ten years
 
after  
his death. Seen in their proper light, these items should establish Mrs.
 Whitman as at least a candidate for the most underrated critic of Poe
 in the nineteenth century.
I
Mrs. Whitman’s interest in Poe’
s
 work, her “fascination,” as she  
called it, went back four or five years before she met him for
 
the first  
time in September of 1848.
 
The events leading up to that meeting were  
set in motion by an anonymous poetic message she addressed to him
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earlier in the year. The message,
 
in ten  six-line stanzas, was recited at  
a Valentine’s Day soiree held at the home of Anne Lynch in New York,
 and it was published the following month in Nathaniel Parker Willis’
s Home Journal.3 Playfully addressed to Poe in the character of his
 “grim and ancient Raven,” the valentine is, in effect, a fan letter from
 an unusually impressionable and perceptive reader whose “vagrant
 fancy” has been haunted by Poe and his work:
Oh, thou grim and ancient Raven,
 
From the Night’s Plutonian shore,
 Oft, in dreams, thy ghastly pinions
 Wave and flutter round my door—
 
Oft
 thy shadow dims the moonlight  
Sleeping on 
my
 chamber floor!
Romeo talks 
of
 “white doves trooping  
Amid crows, athwart the night;”
 But to see thy dark wing swooping
 Down the silver path of light,
 Amid swans and dovelets stooping,
 Were, to me, a nobler sight.
Oft, amid the twilight glooming,
Round some grim, ancestral tower,
In the lurid distance looming,
I
 can see thy pinions lower—
Hear thy sullen storm-cry booming
Thro’ the lonely midnight hour.
Oft, this work-day world forgetting,
 
From its turmoil curtained 
snug, By the sparkling 
ember
 sitting,  
On the richly broidered 
rug, Something, round about me flitting,
 Glimmers like a 
“
Golden-Bug.”
Dreamily its path I follow,
In a “bee-line,” to the moon,
 
Till, into some dreary hollow
Of the midnight, sinking soon,
 
Lo! he glides away before me,
 And 
I
 lose the golden boon.
Oft, like Proserpine, I wander
 
On the Night’s Plutonian shore,
 Hoping, fearing, 
while
 I ponder
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On thy loved and lost Lenore,
 
Til
l thy voice, like distant thunder,  
Sounds across the lonely moor.
From thy wing, one purple feather
 
Wafted o’er my chamber floor,
 Like a shadow o’er the heather,
 Charms 
my
 vagrant fancy more  
Than all the flowers I used to gather
 On “Idalia’s velvet shore.”
But the melancholy and gloom in Poe did more than charm Mrs.
 
Whitman’
s
 “vagrant fancy.” They suggested to her a profound pes ­
simism pervading his work, a pessimism which she saw as a sullen
 repudiation of the facile and foolish optimism of his
 
contemporaries,  
especially the optimism of those celebrants of progress through tech
­nology who promoted the absurdity that their Age of Iron could some
­how be redeemed, a Golden Age somehow restored, through the
 alchemy of steam and machinery. Mrs. Whitman makes the point
 cleverly through the language of her bird metaphor: Poe is our grim
 and solemn raven among a flock of
 
mere popinjays and parrots:
Midst the roaring of machinery,
And the dismal shriek of steam,
While each popinjay and parrot,
Makes the 
golden
 age his theme, 
Oft, methinks, I hear thee croaking,
 “All is but an idle dream.”
While these warbling “guests of summer”
 
Prat  of “Progress” evermore,
And, by dint of iron foundries,
Would this golden age restore,
 
Stil
l, methinks, I hear thee croaking,  
Hoarsely croaking, “Nevermore.”
This is a remarkable assessment, especially 
so
 when we consider that  
it was made when most of Poe’
s
 contemporaries,  even such renowned  
commentators as Emerson, Walt Whitman, James Russell Lowell,
 and (later) Henry James, could make little more of him than “the
 jingle man,” an electric light, forty percent fudge, and an index to
 adolescence. The depths Mrs. Whitman glimpsed in
 
Poe even before  
she met him in 1848 were not to become widely
 
recognized until well  
into the following century.
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II
Mrs. Whitman published Edgar Poe and His Critics in 1860,
 
twelve years after she wrote her valentine poem.4
 
Though it is widely  
known and is even now available in reprint, this little book, really no
 more than an essay of eighty-odd pages, has seldom been taken
 seriously by students of Poe, presumably for the same reasons that
 they have seldom taken Mrs. Whitman herself seriously.
 
What proba ­
bly puts
 
off most readers is the Spiritualism which pervades the book.  
We tend to dismiss the whole performance as naive and eccentric. Mrs.
 Whitman, however, took her Spiritualism seriously. She had been
 interested in
 
the occult for most of her adult life, and when  Spiritual ­
ism appeared on the scene, coinciding, as it happened, with her ro
­mance with Poe, she was swept up in the Movement. Indeed, her
 interest in Spiritualism and her association with Poe developed
 together and became so closely intertwined in her mind that she was
 convinced he was frequently in touch with her even after his death
 and was personally closer
 
to her  then than he had been before  “pass
ing over,” to use a favorite expression of the Movement. On her part, of
 the dozen or so poems she devoted to Poe after October of
 
1849, more  
than half are addressed to him directly, not as apostrophes but as
 genuine messages.
It is one of the paradoxes of Mrs. Whitman’
s
 mind as well as one of  
the
 
fascinations about her personality that her eccentricities seem not  
to have impaired her judgment. Though they may color or even ob
­scure
 
an issue, they tend not to distort or to misrepresent it. And so it is  
with Edgar Poe and His Critics. If we can ignore, discount, penetrate,
 or outflank its Spiritualism, the reward is well worth the effort. What
 we will discover is an explanation of what Mrs. Whitman calls “the
 true point of view from which his genius should be regarded.”5 She
 recognizes that Poe can be understood not as a detached and alien
 spirit dwelling somewhere out of Space and out of Time, but that
 
he  
can be known best only as
 
a product of his own age,  as one who shared  
what she identifies as the “pervading scepticism of
 
the time.”6
Mrs. Whitman traces the origins of Poe’
s
 peculiar genius to a  
disorder in his personality and to a crisis in his personal life. The
 disorder was both a deficiency in what she calls “that supreme central
 force or faculty of the mind, whose function is a God-conscious and
 God-adoring faith” and an “abnormal preponderance of the analyti
­
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cal and imaginative faculties.”7 Though this may sound like just so
 
much phrenological claptrap, her message unscrambled is that Poe
 was
 
an intrinsically skeptical  soul whose fate it was to have been born  
into an inherently skeptical age. The
 
personal crisis that  Mrs. Whit ­
man singles out is his relationship to Jane Stith Stanard, the young
 Richmond matron who inspired his first “To Helen” poem. Having
 been the object of his intense adolescent passion, her premature death
 precipitated a crisis in the life of young Edgar Poe. Poe himself told the
 story to Mrs. Whitman during one of his visits with her in Providence.
 Obviously moved by the impact the experience had had upon him, she
 retells the story in Edgar Poe and His Critics, dwelling heavily upon
 the significance of young Poe’
s
 nocturnal visits to Mrs. Stanard’s  
grave. “These solitary church-yard vigils, with all their associated
 memories, present,” she concludes, “a key to much that seems strange
 and abnormal in the poet’
s
 after life.”8
As Mrs. Whitman describes it, Poe’
s
 crisis resembles the crisis  of  
youth in Walt Whitman’
s
 “Out of the Cradle Endlessly Rocking,”  
where the agony of confronting the loss of a loved one not only thrusts
 the child into a world of mortality, it transforms him into a poet, into
 the “outsetting bard.” But where Walt
 
Whitman’ s bard is “a chanter  
of pains and joys,” Poe is a chanter of
 
pain only, and his is a world  
quite unlike the one Walt Whitman celebrates. Mrs. Whitman de
­scribes this painful world and Poe’
s
 place in it in the climactic pas ­
sages of Edgar Poe and His Critics:
When Poe’s genius began to unfold itself the age was moving
 
feverously and restlessly through processes of transition and
 development which seemed about to unsettle all things, yet, gave
 no clear indication of whither they were leading us.
The negation of Carlyle, and the boundless affirmation of
 
Emerson, served but to stimulate without satisfying the intellect.
 The liberal ethics 
of
 Fourier, with his elaborate social economies  
and systems of petrified harmony, were leading his disciples
 through forlorn enterprises to hopeless failures. A “
divine
 dis ­
satisfaction” was everywhere apparent. De Quincey saw some
­thing fearful and portentous in the vast accessions 
to
 man’s  
physical resources that marked the time, unaccompanied by any
 improvement in psychal and spiritual knowledge. Goethe had
 made his great dramatic poem an expression of the soul’s craving
 for a knowledge 
of
 spiritual existences—
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“O giebt es geister in der luft
 
Die zwischen Erd’ und Himmel weben,
 So steiget nieder aus den golden duft,
 Und furht mich weg zu neuem bunten leben.”
[If there are spirits in the air
That move between earth and heaven,
Why don’t you descend out of the Golden Fragrance
 
And lead me to a new, more colorful life?]
Wordsworth, in his finest imaginative poem, 
“
Laodamia,”  
represents and half reproves this longing. Byron iterates it with a
 proud and passionate vehemence in “Manfred.” Shelley’s sad
 heart 
of
 unbelief, finding refuge in a despair too deep for aspira ­
tion, stands apart, as Elizabeth Browning has so finely sculptured
 him,
“
In his white ideal
All statue-blind,”
while Keats lies sleeping, like his own “Endymion,” lost in dreams
 
of the “dead Past.” Then, sadder, and lonelier, and more unbeliev
­ing than any 
of
 these, Edgar Poe came to sound the very depths of  
the abyss. The unrest and faithlessness of the age culminated in
 him. Nothing so solitary, nothing so hopeless, nothing so desolate
 as his spirit in its darker moods has been instanced in the literary
 history of the nineteenth century.9
Mrs. Whitman recorded her own estimate of Edgar Poe and His
 
Critics in a letter she wrote to John H. Ingram in September 1874.10
 Responding to what presumably was a proposal that she revise her
 book, she protests not only that she is “well
 
satisfied with [it] just as it  
is” but that she likes “it better & better as the years go by.” So far as its
 reception is concerned, Mrs. Whitman prophesies that “its signifi
­cance as throwing light on one dominant phase of Poe’
s
 genius will be  
better understood in the near future.” Just what she meant by “near
 future” is not clear.
 
Perhaps  she had in mind that the truth  about Poe  
would be revealed at the apocalypse which she and other Spiritualists
 believed to be at hand. Or being aware of the renewed interest in Poe in
 the 1870’s, especially the sympathy of biographers such as Ingram
 who sought to challenge Rufus Griswold, perhaps she felt that the
 world was almost
 
ready to appreciate what she had known all along  
and recorded in her book. Whatever she meant, Mrs. Whitman was no
 prophet. Although the book was reprinted in 1885 (seven years after
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her death), again in 1949, and even now is
 
available through a reprint  
house, critical appreciation remains what it has been since the earliest
 reviews—tepid toward the book and patronizing toward Mrs. Whit
­man. Arthur Hobson Quinn has come closest to giving Edgar Poe and
 His Critics the kind of serious consideration Mrs. Whitman sought,
 but even Quinn was
 
unwilling to accompany her as far as she seeks to  
guide us into the labyrinth of Poe’
s
 genius.11 “She goes too far,” Quinn  
protests, but Quinn is mistaken.12 It is not that Mrs. Whitman goes too
 far but
 
that she has been far ahead all along. And why not? After all,  
she did get
 
the jump on the rest of us with her little valentine back in  
1848!
11 In his Introduction to the 1949 edition of Edgar Poe and His Critics,
 
Oral Sumner 
Coad
 recognizes that Mrs. Whitman saw Poe “as many later
NOTES
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critics have failed to see him,
 
not as a lonely genius wandering forlorn in an  
alien and uncomprehended world—‘out of space, out of time’— but rather as
 a
 
man in a considerable degree created by his age and in no small measure  
an expression of it” (pp. 18-19). Coad, however, fails to explore Mrs. Whit
­man’
s
 insights into either the impact upon Poe of both his personal makeup  
and experience
 
or his place in  the nineteenth century. Coad does, it should  
be noted, give passing attention to
 
Mrs. Whitman’s early valentine poem, 
but the stanza he quotes (p. 9) is from the text in Ticknor’s Poe's Helen and
 not from the original publication in The Home Journal, thereby indicating
 that he was not familiar with the remarkable character of Mrs.
 
Whitman’s  
understanding of Poe even before she met
 
him.
12 AHQ: 691.
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Dennis W. Eddings
Western Oregon State College
The Dupin tales present us with a perplexing, yet typically
 
Poesque, dilemma. Poe was apparently serious in his advocation of
 the
 
Dupin method of perception—that refined balance  of imaginative  
insight and applied reason. Yet he also ridiculed it, both privately—as
 in his slighting remarks to Cooke about “the hair-splitting of my
 French friend....”1—and in the tales themselves, which are so con
­structed as
 
to call into question Dupin’ s seemingly miraculous feats of  
reasoning. Thus Robert Daniel indicates that, in “The Murders in the
 Rue Morgue,” the argument regarding the superiority of checkers to
 chess is “specious” and
 
that Dupin’s  identification of the true nature  
of the mysterious voice
 
loses much of its supernatural aura when we  
realize that he has in his possession a tuft of the ourang’
s
 hair—a hair  
that even the somewhat obtuse narrator is immediately able to iden
­tify as being non-human.2 Such questionable “ratiocination” leads
 Edward H. Davidson to state that Dupin’
s
 method is “the grotesquerie  
of any rational system.”3 And, as though Poe’s simultaneous advoca
­tion and undercutting of that method were not enough of a problem,
 the seriousness of the tales in which he appears is also suspect. Burton
 R. Pollin indicates that “The Murders in the Rue Morgue” is full of
 jokes and absurdities that appear intended to dupe the reader into a
 blissful acceptance of what cannot be, and Richard P. Benton argues
 that “The Mystery of Marie Roget” is a hidden satire on “the thinking
 of the Jacksonian common man.” Indeed, Benjamin Franklin Fisher
 IV goes so far as to state that all three of the Dupin tales are built upon
 “false start Gothicism” that preys upon the readers’ expectations in
 order to play with them, a means of “channeling literary hoax into
 ratiocinative tale....”4
The Dupin tales thus appear to be of a kind with much that
 
Poe  
wrote—a curious blend of serious exposition of theme and a duplicit-
 ously
 
concealed  comic and satiric ridiculing of the convention-bound  
attitudes and literary values he saw as blinding his readers, leading
 them to accept the surface narrative of the tale at face value and hence
 to be taken in and hoaxed. Yet it may also be that the Dupin tales offer 
us a unique means of understanding Poe’
s
 double-dealing. A brief look  
at their central thematic concern and its relation to their being lan
­guage problems may help us see that, whatever else they may be
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about, the Dupin tales are also about how to read Poe, with the reader’s
 
position to the text analogous to Dupin’s position to the crimes he
 solves.
The common theme of the Dupin tales, indeed of many of Poe’s
 
stories, is duplicity—the inherent doubleness that seems to lurk in
 both the material universe and the psyche of man and to which
 
man  
must respond appropriately
 
if he is to resolve the confusion duplicity  
occasions. In
 
the particular instance of the Dupin tales, this  duplicity  
is symbolized by the crimes. The very nature of a crime smacks of
 duplicity, not only in the trickery and deviousness commonly asso
ciated with
 
its perpetration and concealment, but also in its insistence  
upon a reality different from or contrary to those standards and
 values that label an act a
 
crime in the first place. Davidson states the  
case accurately when he notes that “A crime is...a disruption of the
 ostensible order of things....It is an instance whereby ‘Accident is
 admitted as a portion of the superstructure’ of the world of things.”5
 By intruding into the well-ordered affairs of man, a crime reveals not
 only the duplicitous reality of existence, but also that man’
s
 efforts to  
circumscribe such reality through artificial con tructs that ignore it
 are not only fruitless, but often actually help to create situations where
 the confusion duplicity brings about is free to operate. Such is the
 point of
 
the Dupin tales.
In “The Murders in the Rue Morgue” the crime is irrational, a
 freakish occurrence that demonstrates how susceptible man is to the
 unexpected. The apparent safety of the fourth-story flat and its locked
 doors becomes a trap from which there is no exit. The ourang’
s
 sudden,  
murderous frenzy is similar to other manifestations of the duplicity of
 the physical world we find in Poe, such as whirlpools and plagues. The
 crime in “The Mystery of Marie Roget” is also symbolic of duplicity,
 revealing not only that man (and woman) is a victim of his own
 passions, but also that his efforts to deal with those passions may well
 lead to results directly opposite those intended or expected. Marie’s
 apparent attempt to secure an abortion makes public her fall from
 virtue, while her murderer’s efforts to lay a trail of false clues (more
 duplicity) enable Dupin to identify him. In “The Purloined Letter” we
 encounter duplicity
 
in still another guise, that of the shrewdly calcu ­
lating man. The original theft, 
D__
’s duplicitous substitution of let ­
ters, is compounded by his alteration of its form to throw the police off
 the track, while Dupin’
s
 devious method of repurloining the letter  
becomes yet a further exercise in duplicity.
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The Dupin tales, then, are
 
typical of Poe  in their development of  
the theme of duplicity. And, as is usual in Poe’
s
 treatment of this  
subject, his central focus is on the human response to the duplicitous
 situation, with the tales presenting an analysis of various perceptive
 methods utilized in dealing with it. What makes the Dupin tales
 unique is that the duplicity and correspondent analysis of perceptive
 modes is carried forward in
 
terms of the stories being language prob ­
lems. Robert Daniel may have been far more astute than he realized
 when he called Poe’
s
 detective stories “essays in criticism,” for more is  
involved in this idea than
 
Poe as critic being  “the sleuth hound” who  
“ferrets out plagiarism, and hunts down writers guilty of bad taste,
 confused thinking, or the murder of
 
language” and Dupin being the  
critic of 
“
the bumbling policemen, whom he treats much as Poe treated  
most of the authors whom he reviewed.”6 In reality their nature as
 essays
 
in criticism is  two-fold, applying not only to the process Dupin  
employs in solving the language problems
 
within the tales, but also to  
the corresponding process required of the reader in resolving the
 language problems involved
 
in Poe’s duplicitous text. Recognition of  
this relationship between Dupin
 
and the reader helps us see  the Dupin  
tales as paradigms of how to read Poe.
In “The Murders in the Rue Morgue” the task is to decipher the
 
mysterious language of the murderer. The witnesses agree that the
gruff voice overheard was French, but the shrill voice is a puzzle. One
 Frenchman
 
swears that it was Spanish, another that it was  Italian; a  
German insists that it was French, an Englishman that
 
it was Ger ­
man, a Spaniard that it was English, and an Italian that it was
 Russian. None arrives at what Daniel has identified as the logical
 conclusion—“we might expect at least one witness to exclaim: 'It
 sounded precisely like the fiendish jabberings of a brute!’ ”7 Con
­fronted by a duplicitous situation, the witnesses, representatives of
 Western civilization, are incapable of assessing it in a rational
 manner. Instead, they rely upon national prejudices for an explana
­tion, upon preconceived notions regarding the brutality of traditional
 enemies to account for the
 
brutality of the murders. Their method in  
confronting the situation, in short, is precisely the same as the Pre
­fect’s; they too rely upon a Procrustean bed of conventional opinions
 and attitudes for knowledge.
The consequence of their erroneous critical approach is the perpe
­
tuation of confusion. As a result of
 
the welter of testimony and the  
Prefect’s faulty reasoning, Le Bon is arrested. Le Bon—the good;
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erroneous methods of perception and reasoning in the face of duplicity
 
lead to the confinement of the good. The arrest of Le Bon is not only
 absurd, it fails utterly to resolve the crime. Only when the true crimi
­nal is found, only when truth replaces confusion, can the good be
 released and duplicity dealt with. This feat can only be accomplished
 through a correct interpretation of the language of the murderer, and
 it is Dupin’
s
 critical method of imaginative insight and applied reason  
that provides (at least ostensibly) this correct interpretation. Like a
 good critic, Dupin approaches the “text” objectively, without precon
­ceptions. He alone notices “how strangely unusual must that voice
 have really been, about which such testimony as this could have been
 elicited!-—in whose tones, even, denizens of the five great divisions of
 Europe could recognize nothing familiar” (M, 2:550)! He alone is able
 to interpret what the witnesses have really said—that the voice is
 “harsh rather than shrill,” that it is “quick and unequal,” and that
 “No words—no sounds
 
resembling words—were by any witness men ­
tioned as distinguishable” (M, 2:550). Dupin’
s
 critical analysis of the  
“text’s” constituent elements enables him to arrive at a full under
­standing that resolves its duplicitous ambiguity.
Much the same is true of “The Mystery of Marie Roget.” Duplicity
 
enters through the crime and the resulting confusion is furthered by
 the contradictory newspaper accounts of Marie’s disappearance and
 death. The function of the papers is
 
the same as  that of the witnesses  
in “The Murders in the Rue Morgue.” We see once again that a propen
­sity to leap to conclusions leads to further confusion and misunder
­standing. The papers’ contentions are,
 
as Dupin shows in his analysis  
of them, based on wild speculation and the upholding of pet theories at
 the expense of rational analysis and truth. This point gains impor
­tance in much the same way that the imprisonment of Le Bon does.
 The task of a newspaper is to inform and enlighten (we speak, of
 course, of ideals rather than reality). When a paper indulges in idle
 speculation, the result is misinformation that leads to the perpetua
­tion of
 
ignorance rather than the  resolution of confusion. Poe emph ­
asizes this idea through the titles of the major papers Dupin uses in his
 analysis: L'Etoile, Le Commerciel, and Le Soleil—the star, the adver
­tiser, the sun. The star
 
and the sun are indicative of illumination,  but  
the irresponsible journalism of the papers that bear these names
 belies their titles. The advertiser indicates the conveyance of informa
­tion, and
 
again  the biased reporting of the paper is in direct contradic ­
tion to its name. The title of each of these papers is thus symbolic of
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truth, but all three are guilty of obscuring the
 
truth. Poe stresses  this  
idea through the paper Dupin relies upon most heavily in reconstruct
­ing the facts behind Marie’
s
 murder— La Diligence. Only diligence in  
looking closely at an event enables
 
us to perceive its true nature. Wild  
speculation and pet theories, conformity for the sake of conformity,
 and argumentation for the sake of argumentation do not lead to truth.
Dupin, of course, resolves the confusion, and his method is again
 
that of the critic. In this instance the texts involved are the newspaper
 articles he dissects, and his analysis of
 
these texts reveals errors in  
fact and interpretation that leave behind the kernel of truth needed to
 reconstruct the
 
real meaning hidden beneath the deceptive surface of  
the articles. “The Mystery of Marie Roget,” then, like “The Murders in
 the Rue Morgue,” presents us
 
with a language problem where the task  
is to read correctly the duplicitous text in order to arrive at a full
 understanding of it. Once again we see
 
that an acceptance of surface  
appearances actually compounds the confusion brought about by the
 duplicity of the text, that the resolution of that duplicity is possible
 only through the application of the correct critical approach.
These same issues are central to “The Purloined Letter,” which
 
presents yet another language problem. In this case the challenge is to
 gain access to the very letter that constitutes written language, and we
 see that the letter can duplicitously camouflage its meaning. 
D__disguises the letter, manipulating its surface appearance to distort
 and hide what it really is. The Prefect’
s
 literal approach to the text  
fails to turn up the underside of the letter where its true meaning can
 be found, pointing
 
out that a mere piling up of facts without imagina ­
tive insight into their importance leads to misinterpretation. The
 Prefect falls victim to D
__
’ s hoax because he has in essence hoaxed
himself through the very preconceptions he operates from. His critical
 methodology, based on a traditional, conventional approach to the
 text, blinds him to duplicitous possibilities,
 
insuring that he will mis ­
read the page that is literally before his eyes. Dupin’
s
 critical method,  
on the other hand, once again enables him to read
 
the surface clues  
correctly and to cut through the duplicitous appearance of the text to
 emerge triumphant as the holder of its true meaning.
Thus far we see that
 
“The Purloined Letter” is quite similar in its  
major concerns to the previous Dupin tales. The crime, symbolic of
 duplicity, revolves around a language problem and the correct critical
 approach is
 
the means by which  the truth of the text is  revealed. “The  
Purloined Letter,” however, is more complex than the earlier tales
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because of the nature of the
 
criminal. D___ is no panic-stricken ape nor
lover; he is both poet and mathematician and as such is an apt
 opponent of Dupin. Furthermore, the nature of his duplicitous actions
 has distinct implications in terms of the tale being a paradigm of Poe’s
 fiction. While not the actual writer of the
 
letter, D___’s manipulation of
the material presented to him by circumstance in order to reshape and
 influence its interpretation suggests that we may not be amiss in
 seeing him as representative of the author. And, if we may pursue this
 idea a bit further, D
__
represents a specific type of author—one who is
deliberately deceitful, who hides much of his material under a conven
­tional, seemingly ordinary, facade. In short, we may well be justified
 in seeing D
__
as a representation of the duplicitous Poe that recent
criticism has unmasked. If this is indeed the case, the relationship
 between Dupin and D
__
is intriguing in terms of Poe’s practice in his
fiction.
It has been suggested, by Daniel Hoffman, David Ketterer, and
 
Liahna Klenman Babener among others, that Dupin and 
D__
are
much closer related than first appears.8 Although I am not convinced
 that this kinship is paternal or fraternal, or that the incriminating
 letter was actually written by Dupin, I do think that the similarity is
 quite meaningful in terms of Poe’s deceptive practices. Although we
 are obviously justified in seeing Dupin as Poe’s alter ego, we must
 recognize that
 
D __ is also, for if Dupin  represents the resolvant side of
Poe, D
__
represents that other side that reveled in the construction of
literary hoaxes and practical 
jokes.
 The juxtaposition of these two  
aspects of Poe’s Janus face in “The Purloined Letter” enables us to see
 it as the logical culmination of Poe’s Dupin trilogy, bringing together
 the duplicity of the crime and its critical resolution in the most mean
­ingful manner—
one
 that reveals the full relationship among Poe,  
Dupin and the reader.
In “The Purloined Letter,” Dupin’
s
 ability to gain access to the  
true meaning of the text involves more than the imaginative insight
 and rational assessment exercised in the first two tales; it also
 involves a recreation of the crime. Dupin repurloins the purloined
 letter in precisely the same manner that D— employed. 
Like D
__
, Dupin spies the letter, recognizes its true significance, and then
creates a diversion in order to substitute a false letter for the real one.
 In terms of
 
critical method, Dupin’ s actions in “The Purloined Letter”  
reveal how we are
 
to deal with the duplicitous Poe: like Dupin, we must  
recreate the circumstances and processes by which the text is used to
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camouflage its meaning, for only then can we recognize its hidden
 
statement. The astute readings of Poe’s literary jokes and hoaxes that
 follow this practice offer ample evidence of the
 
rewards to be gained by  
such a method.
With the preceding in mind we can discern how the Dupin tales
 
are paradigms of how to read Poe. They are, first, about r3duplicitous
 nature of existence. At the same time, by being the concealed hoaxes
 and satires suggested by Pollin, Benton, and Fisher, they are them
­selves duplicitous, are other than they seem. The language of the tales,
 by hiding that other meaning, is then analogous to the language
 problems presented within the tales. In other words, Poe constructed
 the Dupin tales in such a manner as to present a mystery for readers
 that resembles the mystery within the tale. The critical method
 employed by Dupin thus becomes identical with the method
 
the reader  
must employ in resolving Poe’s mystery. The reader, in short, must
 play Dupin to Poe’
s
 D __.
So it 
is,
 we may conclude, with much of Poe’s other fiction. The  
narrative surfaces of his tales create serious presentations of his
 vision of the inherent, inevitable duplicity of physical existence and
 its corresponding presence in man. Through these presentations Poe
 examines various perceptive means of dealing with this duplicity,
 revealing that neither arid reason nor pure imagination, neither con
­vention nor conformity, is capable of preserving man from the conse
­quences of a deceptive universe. In turn, the satiric hoaxes and jokes
 hidden within and made possible by those narrative surfaces recreate
 the theme, the structure of
 
Poe’ s tales (the duplicitous construction of  
the hoax) becoming 
one
 with their subjects. By being duplicitous  
hoaxes, the tales themselves are examples of what they are about.
As a result of this fusion of theme and structure, the reader is
 
placed in a position analogous to that of the
 
character in the tale. Just  
as that character’s perceptions and responses are being tested, so too
 are the reader’s. The reader who approaches Poe from a conventional
 standpoint, who accepts, for one example, the traditions of form, is
 done in by that very approach, is hoaxed by Poe’
s
 duplicity. Poe’s  
attacks on such conventions in his criticism and in the hidden satires
 of his fiction are means by which he insists upon the necessity of a
 proper critical methodology in approaching both art and life, for Poe
 
does
 not, finally, distinguish between the two.
Furthermore, the unity of theme and structure made possible by
 the hoaxes enables Poe to create a fiction that achieves what he saw as
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true art, defined by Robert Jacobs as “a microcosm that reflects the
 
cosmic harmony...a human effort to imitate the art of God.”9 Poe’
s
 use  
of duplicity as
 
theme and structure makes  his  tales microcosms of the  
art of God, finite metaphors of God’
s
 infinite  creation as described in  
Eureka. There 
we
 see that God’s physical universe is  duplicitous—so  
too are Poe’
s
 tales; there we see that God  achieves harmony and unity  
through that doubleness—so too do Poe’
s
 tales. Hence Poe’s serious  
development of theme and his underlying satiric hoaxing are not
 contradictory. They work together
 
to create the highest art, merging  
theme and
 
structure in an esthetic unity representative of the spiritual  
unity of God’
s
 universe. It is for us, as readers, to see this unity by  
playing Dupin to Poe. If we do, we see into the very unity of all
 creation. If we do not, we are
 
victims of Poe’s deception, demonstrat ­
ing in that very fact his contention that erroneous methods of percep
­tion make us prey to duplicity. Our task, as readers of Poe, is to
 recognize his methodology or to be hoaxed by it. Either way,
 
it is Poe  
who wins.
9 Poe: Journalist & Critic (Baton 
Rouge,
 1969), p. 373.
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THE ROAD TO LANDOR’S COTTAGE:
 
POE’S LANDSCAPE OF EFFECT
JOAN DAYAN
YALE UNIVERSITY
The principles of the poetic sentiment lie deep within the immortal nature of
 
man, and have little necessary reference to the worldly circumstances around
 him. The poet in Arcady, is in Kamschataka, the poet still.
Poe, “American Poetry”
I
William Carlos Williams distinguishes the surfaces from the
 
depths of Poe’
s
 language: “Poe was NOT, it must be repeated, a  
Macabre genius, essentially lost upon the grotesque and the ara
­besque. If 
we
 have appraised him a morass of Tolling lilies,’ that is  
surface only.”1 One difficulty in reading Poe results from his exagger
­ated attention to those very surfaces Williams urges us beyond.
In “Landor’
s
 Cottage,” one of his final experiments in prose,  
published four months before his death in 1849, Poe places himself as
 artificer at the limits
 
of language. He is reported to have said to Sarah  
Helen Whitman that “he intended writing
 
a pendant to The Domain  
of Arnheim’
 
in which the most charming effects should be attained by  
artistic combinations of familiar and unvalued materials.”2 More
 than the idyllic word-painting he claims it to be, “Landor’
s
 Cottage,”  
in its formal display, records a properly verbal expression of Poe’s
 poetic idea.
Critics have given slight attention to “Landor’
s
 Cottage,” a sig ­
nificant disregard, since this tale, perhaps more than any other,
 points to the massive reconstruction of language envisioned by Poe. If
 it has been dismissed as either an overwritten and not very enchant
­ing landscape description
 
or as an opportunist journalistic enterprise,  
such is the result of failing to see Poe’s delight in making his grammat
­ical faults expressive, letting “the real business of composition show.”
 In
 
his own words about the composition of “The Raven,” he is “letting  
the public take a peep behind the scenes, at the elaborate and vacillat
­ing crudities of
 
thought—at the true purposes seized only at the  last  
moment—at
 
the innumerable glimpses of idea that arrived not at the  
maturity of full view....”3 Poe deliberately crafts the means to bring
 about his celebrated “unity of effect.” Condemned by a host of
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critics—most notably, T. S. Eliot, Aldous Huxley, Ivor Winters and
 
Harry Levin—for, among other features, his verbal excess and chil
­dish display of, in Levin’
s
 words: “gallicisms...sham  erudition, scien ­
tific pretensions, quotations from occult authorities, and
 misquotations from foreign languages,”4 Poe’
s
 real aim has been  
consistently misunderstood. The point of his tale-writing, what he
 calls “the predetermined end,” “the preconceived effect” or “perfec
­tion of plot,” must be discussed in terms of those very things long
 argued as his defects, “excess of capitals, italics, dashes ... exclama
­tion points ... superlatives ... intensives and ineffables,” to cite Levin
 once again.5 What, then, is Poe’s desired end? What does he, as
 
artist,  
or more precisely, as “constructor,” hope to achieve? More than his
 oft-repeated quest for “supernal Beauty” (probably his aesthetic cover
 for the underlying emphasis
 
on  a rigorous method),  I contend that the  
problem Poe confronts, from his supernatural tales to the final land
­scape sketches, is the founding of a new ground for fiction. The success
 of this attempt lies in his conversion of the donnés supplied by conven
­tional grammar and picturesque assumptions, and, finally, in his
 transformation of
 
his own antecedent compositions.
In “Landor’s Cottage,” a tale of “natural
”
 description, Poe dissim ­
ulates discursive devices that signify their own processes to the point
 of parody. Playfully turning a series of obvious observations into
 parts of a rhetorical tour de force, Poe yet communicates a seriousness
 of intent, his desired “undercurrent, however indefinite of meaning.”
 That this meaning remain difficult to grasp, that
 
it be kept  undeter ­
mined and far from obvious, is crucial to Poe’s fiction and the key to
 his theory, his “philosophy of composition.” “Landor’s Cottage”
 exemplifies concerns similar to those of Poe’
s
 earlier landscape  
sketches: the writer as conscious colorist, formulating his reactions
 through a pictorial vocabulary; a landscape
 
framed as if a picture; a  
delight in tracing the landscape’
s
 formal patterns to lead the eye, to  
strike the imagination. Its final
 
effect,  however, is different; its tone is  
playful, its motive artfully deceptive.6 Instead of a river journey to the
 phantom “handiwork” of “Arnheim,” or through the “Universe of
 Stars” to the “utmost conceivable expanse of space” in Eureka, we
 follow here an overland hike, a “saunter” that suggests a Thoreau
 turned Southern ironist: “At all events, with my knapsack for a pillow,
 and
 
my hound  as a sentry, a bivouac in the open air was just the thing  
which would have amused me. I sauntered on, therefore, quite at my
 ease—Ponto taking charge of my gun....”7 Poe chooses for subject a
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“little domain” (1334), apparently the
 
familiar approach through the  
Hudson River Valley to his own Fordham Cottage. How he
 
turns  the  
most familiar subject into an enigma will be one of the questions I
 attempt to answer.
Through its incongruities and distortions of sense, the tale dem
­
onstrates Poe’
s
 method. Read in the context of his other stories, its  
new twists become more striking: using the dark and serpentine
 paths, the endless windings of his typical
 
landscapes, and presenting  
the promise of enclosure in a tightly wreathed nature, Poe skillfully
 defeats the series of expectations he has set forth. A failure to com
­municate what we have been led to expect suggests no failure in his
 art, but rather proves the presence of a self-conscious inventor whose
 product results from an excess of art. Maintaining aesthetic detach
­ment, he mimics his composition with a demand for words as figures
 that obscure straightforward exposition.
He leaves us, nevertheless, with a rather strange and disturbing
 
spectacle: language itself, through its verbal and graphic turns,
 becomes the protagonist, the cause for anxiety and the destroyer of
 meaning. Instead of building to a climax, the tale
 
winds down to an  
apparent collapse of dramatic possibility. Caprice predominates as
 the writer in the guise of an objective observer
 
(“Having come mainly  
to observe,” 1339), enfeebles the
 
promised embodiment of vision and  
undermines his claim “to do no more
 
than give, in  detail, a picture of  
Mr. Landor’s residence—as I found it” (1340). As we shall see, this last
 sentence of the
 
tale provides at once the ultimate anti-climax  and the  
most singular effect. Nothing has
 
really happened—only the gradual  
obliteration of every expectation the reader coming to a Poe tale would
 have expected to find.
II
An unnamed narrator begins the tale with memories of having
 
been lost on a winding road that seems the familiar site of many other
 reported hikes through the Hudson River Valley. Introducing those
 meanderings typical to a picturesque scene, he presents himself as
 unique observer and reporter. His observations, related with insou
­ciant prolixity, give doubt full play:
During a pedestrian tour last summer, through one or two of the
 
river counties 
of
 New York, I found myself, as the day declined,  
somewhat embarrassed about the road I was pursuing. The land
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undulated very remarkably; and my path, for the last hour, had
 
wound about and about so confusedly, in its 
effort
 to keep in the  
valleys, that I 
no
 longer knew in what direction lay the sweet  
village of B—, where I had determined to 
stop
 for the night (1328).
This irresoluteness alerts us to a more fundamental confusion which,
 
in the course of his narration, will weaken any attempt at direct
 presentation. Stylistic peculiarities manipulate concrete landscape
 facts into a more abstract order, as things seen become accessories to a
 more personal, conceptual vision, the “corrected” instruments of a
 forceful recreation.
Poe uses language explicitly to articulate words written in the
 
process of both forming and defying connections. Through a
 
play of  
words driven away from the things they represent, Poe constructs a
 “world of words,”8 as he delineates for the reader his step-by-step
 building up of imprecision. The narrative voice of indifference, of
 nearly comic inexactness, makes descriptive strategies inconsequen
­tial. An emphatic unconcern continues to distinguish the technique of
 indirection in “Landor’
s
 Cottage”: “A smoky mist, resembling that of  
the Indian summer, enveloped all things, and, of course, added to my
 uncertainty. Not that I cared much about the matter” (1328). This
 neutrality, wherein nothing really makes any difference, perplexes.
 The plain-talking wanderer does not know where
 
he is; as he accom ­
modates his language to his spatial disorientation, he confuses our
 comprehension. His “loss of direction” and his admission to the
 reader in the midst of narration, “What to make of all this, of course I
 knew not” (1329), becomes the essential complement to this reading.
 Each condition wavers; not definitely possessing either of two oppo
­site qualities, random specifications cancel one another, and a clear
 picture of reality is dissolved. Examples of this vagueness, this exploi
­tation of “mere” words, follow:
...through one or two...before sunset, or even before dark...over-
 
grown undergrowth...somewhat more abruptly...a building of
 some kind...the sun was about descending...Suddenly, there
fore...reflected more 
or
 less upon all objects...varied from fifty to  
one hundred and fifty, or perhaps two hundred...a height of some
 ninety feet...more or less high...scarcely less beautiful, although
 infinitely less majestic...with more than Arabian perfumes...little
 more space than just enough...here and there ...each and all...more
 or less precipitous...only here and there...almost entirely
 clothed...a peninsula which was very nearly an island...I mean,
 merely...and I do not mean...The point of view...was not alto
­
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gether,
 although it was nearly...to one or two...I did not remain  
very long...although long enough.
Through such pronounced contrivances, a kind of Lockean cri
­
tique of popular overuse, words are made to fail.9 Poe thus drives a
 wedge between the world observed and the language used to present
 the scene by setting up a suspension within the phrase, a hiatus
 wrought through these alternative precisions and nearly obsessive
 clarifications. To “design but to suggest,” the pursuit of Eureka's
 prophet/poet, demands a position in suspense between extremes and
 the concomitant activation of words in their state of mereness. If
 words are counterfeit, deceiving us into thinking that we have suc
­ceeded where we have not, that we can know those shadowy processes
 “beyond the utterance of the human tongue,”10 Poe here demonstrates
 that words are indeed “vague things.”11 In Eureka he correlated cogi
­tation to linguistic display. Announcing the very bounds of thought as
 his subject, “a shadowy and fluctuating domain, now shrinking, now
 swelling, with the vacillating energies of the imagination,” he
 employed a particular language to point to that realm, “displaying our
 ignorance of its awful character in the vacillation of the phraseology
 with which we endeavor to circumscribe it.”12
Now, the road to 
Mr.
 Landor’ s cottage i  quite distinct from Eure ­
ka's “utmost conceivable expanse of space," but therein lies its
 novelty. That the verbal play remains within the alleged intent to
 depict scenes in a conventional manner adds to the desired effect. To
 de-particularize a blatantly phenomenal world, Poe mimes a tenta
­tiveness and thrusts his words into an alternating movement back
 and forth between opposing determinations. This protracted in
­betweenness undermines the typical Poe narrator’s consistent and
 zealously guarded “particularizing manner.”13 One of the best ways to
 produce
 
ambiguity is to keep trying to communicate, or at least to give  
the appearance of
 
such an attempt. The teller draws attention to his  
descriptive language again and again: “thus gradually as I describe
 it” (1330); “as I have
 
mentioned”; “One of these I have already spoken  
of’; “as I have already described” (1334); “I have described the brook”;
 “Its two general directions, as I have said”; “I will therefore describe
 it” (1335). Every registration of the landscape is interrupted by this
 shaping presence who, by referring to a previous act of depiction, or
 promising a clarification to come, appears to reestablish the narra
­tor’
s
 commitment to exact and verifiable representation.
The concern with accuracy of representation, although making
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his narrative more indistinct, yet forces our attention from vision to
 
craftsmanship. In asking us to “conceive,” to get an “idea of the
 picture” he wants to convey,
 
Poe circumscribes the setting to be trans ­
formed. What strikes us
 
is his written encounter with a landscape—a  
specific subject housed in a highly unspecific style. The “pedestrian
 tour” (1328) elicits the play of mind that turns the reader into a thinker
 as well as spectator. A well-executed indefiniteness in engaging the
 attention of the reflective judgment can result in a certain, desired
 disposition of the
 
“soul” as  it moves  to  comprehend. Edmund Burke’ s 
emphasis on poetry, chosen as an art superior to painting, depended
 on such a move away from description, “merely as naked description,”
 toward verbal obscurity.14 The disposition of objects in language can
 determine the potentially undesigned and so affect the imagination to
 a greater degree than a painting. Finally, Poe’
s
 surface allegiance to  
the
 
real and the local  (what  a painter might depict), is subsumed by  a  
diction that inhibits a clear “tracing” of the scene.
As he moves through the countryside, the narrator experiences
 
difficulty in deciding “whether the numerous little glades that led
 hither and thither were intended to be paths at all.” He leaves this
 doubt unresolved, and, following “one of the most promising of them,”
 he comes upon what he calls “an unquestionable carriage-track.” The
 designation is soon subverted by his further attempts to portray this
 road. “The road, however, except in being open through the wood—if
 wood be not too weighty a name for such an assemblage of light
 trees—and except in the
 
particulars of evident wheel-tracks—bore no  
resemblance to any road I had before seen” (1329). Here Poe methodi
­cally derealizes the object of his perception. The equivocal terms of
 this sentence and the dash that punctuates it frustrate our desire to
 visualize a road that opens into the yet more problematic gathering of
 “light trees,” given, the narrator further qualifies, the perhaps 
“
too  
weighty” name of “wood.” What began as clearly unquestionable
 turns out to be indescribable, while the most precise terms are ren
­dered imprecise.
In terms of a typical Poe tale, this road never before seen would
 
signal an approach toward something sinister or at least unknowable.
 Instead, the “explorer” enters a plush and “pleasantly moist
 
surface  
of—what looked more like green Genoese velvet than anything else”
 (1329). In displacing our anticipation of horror to a recognition of the
 banal, Poe proves his purpose. His spurious concern with accuracy of
 representation and his subsequent undoing of the reader’s expecta
­
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tions force an awareness of the poverty of language: what first seemed
 
to promise radical disclosure falls into rhetorical commonplace. In
 “Landor’
s
 Cottage” Poe enfeebles not only established picturesque  
description but his own antecedent prose efforts. Williams hints the
 reason in what I take to be the central moment in Poe criticism:
His concern, the apex of his immaculate attack, was to detach a
 
“method” from the smear of common usage....He struck 
to
 lay low  
the “niaiseries” of 
form
 and content with which his world  
abounded. It was a machine-gun fire; even in the slaughter of
 banality he rises to a merciless distinction....He sought by stress
 upon construction....It is the very sense of a beginning, as it is the
 impulse which drove him to the character of all his tales; to get
 from sentiment 
to
 form, a backstroke from the swarming  
“population.”15
The sometimes brazen linguistic maneuvers of “Landor’
s
 Cot ­
tage” convert a typical landscape sketch into Poe’s discourse on
 method. In recognizing the arbitrary nature of naming (of using any
 one term to describe a scene), Poe sabotages his conventional atmos
­phere of amaze to manifest his singular end — a visual articulation of
 doubt.16 The idea of ambivalence is figured in the Poeian dash.
 Through this graphic device, he finds a way to subvert mere quaint
 description and thereby physicalizes
 
his own language of approxima ­
tion. As words become distinct figures in their process of combination,
 the sentence itself is atomized. Held asunder by this punctuation,
 these visible units of composition turn into signposts along the road to
 revelation.
The use of the dash as iconic equivalent for
 
the unsaid manipu ­
lates the reader’s way of seeing. Situated at a point of tension between
 description and invention, held as hovering, Poe’
s
 method depends,  
finally, not on a reality external to itself; it is implicit in the telling by
 the
 
craftsman  who manipulates our perception, and hence our under ­
standing, on the perimeter of the domain. The progression of the
 journey down this circuitous road, presented through successive
 scenes or views, parallels the technique of tending - toward. What
 becomes clear as we read through this landscape is that, for Poe,
 conception moves in tandem with perception. He asks us to conceive;
 he challenges us to conjure an image as he leads us through a series of
 graduated steps toward vision.17 The sentence structure — a syntactic
 semblance of overreaching — thus articulates the mind’
s
 act of percep ­
tion. This pendant and unsettled terrain of words builds up a
 
succes ­
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sion of disparate objects of sense: “As it came fully into view—thus
 
gradually as I describe it—piece by piece, here a tree, there a glimpse of
 water, and here again the summit of a chimney...” (1330).
Throughout the journey, roads succeed upon roads; they wind
 
through vales and eminences, elevations and descents more or less
 high. Adapting his style to the vacillations of the site, the narrator
 gives us a motley scene, composed of oddly placed dashes, misused
 italics, as well as excessive measures, numbers and shapes, which
 distort rather than reproduce. Each attempt to specify, to impose
 limits on his
 
conception, or,  more precisely, “to bring the matter more  
distinctly before the eye of the Mind,”18 undetermines rather than
 delimits. I
 
cite a rather long descriptive passage, whose technical play  
strains language to the most extreme verisimilitude and thus realizes
 the potential of words not to say:
The little vale into which I thus peered down from under the
 
fog-canopy, could not have been more than four hundred yards
 long; 
while
 in breadth it varied from fifty to one hundred and fifty,  
or perhaps two hundred. It was most narrow at its northern
 extremity, opening out as it tended southwardly, but with no very
 
precis
e regularity....The slopes which encompassed the vale could  
not fairly be called hills, unless at their northern face. Here a
 precipitous ledge 
of
 granite arose to a height of some ninety feet;  
and, as I have mentioned, the valley at this point was not more
 than fifty feet wide; but as the visiter proceeded southwardly from
 this cliff, he found on his right hand and on his left, declivities at
 once less high, less precipitous, and less rocky. All, in a word,
 sloped and softened to the south; and yet the whole vale was
 engirdled by eminences, more 
or
 less high, except at two points.  
One of these I have already spoken of.... Here, generally, the slopes
 were nothing more than gentle inclinations, extending from east
 to west about one hundred and fifty yards.... As regards vegeta
­tion, as well as in respect to everything else, the scene softened and
 sloped to the south. (1331-32).
At best, his application of
 
commonplace to a non-verbal experience  
remains equivocal. Not knowing how a slope could be called a hill only
 at its northern face, why a hill has been distinguished from a slope, a
 slope from an eminence, these series of appellations amount to no
 more than successive approximations that defy definition. This resist
­ance to specificity affects us most through the narrator’s accentuation
 of his efforts at depicting. He describes a ledge,
 
measures a prescribed  
point in the valley, which, he says, “I have mentioned.” He has not.
 Nor has he “already spoken of’ one of the points where eminences,
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neither high nor low, circumscribe the valley. Each time he qualifies a
 
designation, we look for the promised clarification, only to read a
 passage that in miming representation proves itself
 
fantasy.
Imposing limits to his expression and reiterating these reserva
­tions, he begins to hint at the
 
indescribable in words. Both tautology  
and contradiction operate in this passage. Statements are restricted
 and decomposed 
(by
 such shifters as “while,” “or,” “but,” “unless,”  
“yet,” “except”) and then simultaneously made all-inclusive. Poe
 renders the peculiar and abrupt changeableness-in-concord of the
 picturesque, for example, through a design both broken and circular.
 We note the markers for wholeness, the conversion of linearity—the
 road or path—into the round. The notion of being “encompassed” and
 “engirdled” recalls the poet’
s
 perfect domain, Poe’s measured sublime:  
“that evergreen and radiant Paradise which the true poet knows, and
 knows alone, as the limited realm of his authority—as the circum
­scribed Eden of his dreams.”19 The tendency toward infolding results
 in
 
other terms for wholeness, strengthened through repetition: “All, in  
a word, sloped and softened to the south”; “... the whole vale”; “gener
­ally”; “... as well as in respect to everything else, the scene softened
 and sloped to the south.” Poe thus gives us configuration instead of
 impressionist haze and shows how marvels can become materially
 credible instead of ideal.
III
The landscape into which we enter, a realm of “no very precise
 
regularity” and
 
ever-increasing generalization, is presented by  a nar ­
rator who ostensibly depends upon an entire aesthetic tradition for his
 framework.20 He wants us to be aware that he knows the theories
 
and  
composes his landscape accordingly. Thus, he describes a spot whose
 “capabilities” have been realized: “Not a single impediment lay in the
 wheel-route—not even a chip or dead twig. The stones that once
 obstructed the way had been carefully placed—not thrown—along the
 sides
 
of the lane, so as to define its boundaries at bottom with a kind of  
half-precise, half-negligent, and wholly picturesque definition”
 (1329). The indefinite definition characteristic of the picturesque 
eye motivates this portrayal. Ruminating on the scene, a composite of
 contrasts, he first points 
out:
 “all that seemed to have been done,  
might have been done here—with such natural 'capabilities’
 
(as they  
have it in books on Landscape Gardening)—with very little labor and
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expense.”
 
And his consideration that “all roads, in the ordinary sense,  
 are works of art” accords
 
with Gilpin’s remarks on his Wye tour:  “The  
picturesque 
eye
 also, in quest of beauty, finds it in almost every  
incident, and under every appearance of nature. Her works, and all
 her works, must ever, in some degree, be beautiful.”21 And yet, our
 narrator’s idea of beauty is far more exclusive and not “ordinary” in
 any sense. During his trek, he not only surveys scenes along the road,
 but presents this tour, his chosen line of passage,
 
as a formal trend: “It  
was a piece of ‘composition,’ in which the most fastidiously critical
 taste could scarcely have suggested an emendation” (1330).
The true function of the picturesque, as Poe uses it here, is to
 
legitimate his linguistic invention. As the picturesque executes the
 passage between contradictions and maintains its fluctuations to
 evoke the unexpected and sustain the equivocal, Poe turns the
 expected touches of the picturesque (the contrived bounds of his narra
­tive endeavor) into a novel medium. Although the technicalities of
 painting and gardening initially control his vision, the word’
s
 vicissi ­
tudes become the predominant thing shown. Thus, picturesque jargon
 becomes pretext for what must finally transcend it, just as in Eureka,
 a scientific idiom
 
persuades us to apprehend more than the proofs and  
demonstrations of science. We might see Poe’
s
 adaptation of familiar  
aesthetic theory as a covert reinforcement of his own prose texture (its
 bewildering variations and
 
identities, its conflation of opposites, and  
of course, the bold application of the dash). In other words, if the
 picturesque involves us in a direct, active relationship with the natu
­ral scenery through which we travel, anticipating, examining and
 recreating what we see; the grounding of suspense in language calls
 up the pleasures of a critical and comprehensive contemplation.22
In thus reading the tale, we become aware of the subtle correlation
 
between what the writer knows of “picturesqueness” and what he
 makes of what he knows. Sitting down on “one of the blossomy
 stones,” the observer “gazes up and down this fairy-like avenue for
 half an hour or more in bewildered admiration” (1330). Then he distin
­guishes himself from those popular and more conventional seekers
 after the picturesque.
 
All nature’s products do not in themselves excite  
his admiration. Instead, the more elusive “character of the art” strikes
 him: the fact that “an artist, and one with a most scrupulous eye for
 form, had superintended all these arrangements” (1330). He thus
 challenges the basic assumptions of current gardenist technique
 while dispensing with the romanticizers of nature. His imagined
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artist favors the artificial over the natural style. Improving nature
 
through rigorous composition, he chooses a designed nature, poised
 between extremes: “The greatest care had been taken to preserve a due
 medium between the neat and graceful on the one hand, and the
 pittoresque, in the true sense of the Italian term, on the other.... Every
­where was variety in uniformity” (1330). If sublimity fosters the uni
­formity of a single, striking effect, the picturesque
 
“thrives on varied  
particulars. It can be light and playful and unlike the sublime, it can
 mix with and improve the beautiful.”23 The narrator’s attempt to
 present accurately the “character” of the scene, its genius loci,
 demands a technique held in balance between minuteness of detail
 and absolute generalization. Confronted by the interdependency of
 variety and uniformity, he articulates irresolution and renders not a
 specific scene or locale, but rather a “feeling” of process, the essence of
 which is combination.
This capacity to combine relates to the “compound faculty,” the
 
central invention of the picturesque.24 Human creativity is limited to
 making the combinations of material forms, of “the most combinable
 things hitherto uncombined; the compound as a general rule, partak
­ing (in character) of sublimity or beauty, in the ratio of the respective
 sublimity or beauty of the things combined.”25 In “The Domain of
 Arnheim,”
 
written three years before “Landor’ s Cottage,” Poe demon ­
strates
 
how God’s designs can be realized in the very substance of the  
material world. Ellison, his blessed poetician of landscape, explains
 that the landscape garden fulfills “the poetic sentiment in man.” His
 observations of nature’s defects and of the artist’
s
 function to compose  
and correct (“no such combination of scenery exists in nature as the
 painter of genius may produce”).26 comes from the perspective of one
 who refuses to rely on the seen and its imitation. To “compose” a
 landscape and thus bring out its “capabilities” involves modifying
 material elements in accord with a more perfect design.
IV
The writer of “Landor’s
 
Cottage” composes what he sees into art,  
and involves us in the total impression. He describes the sharp and
 sudden vacillations of the picturesque ground and alludes to Down
­ing’s Treatise on the Theory and Practice of Landscape Gardening,
 only to point again to his
 
own artifact as singular. If Downing doubts  
that “Landscape Gardening,” being “an imitation of nature,” can
 
be  
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“attempted on so large a scale as to be capable of the same extended
 
harmony and variety of expression,”27 Poe will place Downing’s for
­mulations in a larger frame, relative to the imagined synthesis of this
 tale that everywhere converts nature into art.
Landscape, its extent and diversity, has value as matter to be
 
transformed through all the possibilities of linguistic illusion and
 invention. A natural spectacle changed into artistic emblem, the work
 itself accords with the context of a corrected nature. The scene never
 loses its quality of thingness: “Its character did not undergo any
 material change” (1330). Its marvelous changes can be presented only
 in terms of art, through a technical magic of shifting scenes. What we
 might see as the “as if’ quality of the landscape, the rhetoric of a world
 remade, reveals itself in the kinds of figures the narrator evokes to
 communicate his experience. I sense that this experience of conver
­sion turns on the suspense between nature and the supernal. The
 hypothetical “as if,” remains Poe’
s
 strategy for keeping the two  
realms disparate but interchangeable as substitute modes.28 A contin
­ual transfer or “convertibility” of terms and phrases qualifies the
 language used. As he proceeds on the journey, the views build as
 “ingenious illusions” or “vanishing pictures,” dramatic spectacle or
 polished
 
mirror. To cite one example: “By the time...the fog had thor ­
oughly disappeared, the sun had made its way down behind the gentle
 hills, and thence, as if with a slight chassez to the south, had come
 again fully into
 
sight.... Suddenly, therefore—and as if by the hand of  
magic—this whole valley and everything in it became brilliantly
 visible” (1330-31). The strategically placed “as if’ brings before the
 reader the oscillating movement between representation and enchant
­ment, while enforcing Poe’s own definition of art: “I should call it the
 reproduction of what the senses perceive in nature through the veil of
 the soul.”29 In keeping his delineations undetermined, though still
 physical and visible, he forces our seeing through things.
The world of landscape gardening yields here to ritual. This fanci
­
ful nature unfolds as a carefully staged ceremonial of accumulated
 veilings; the reference
 
to the popular “dissolving views”30 comments  
on the narrator’
s
 own ingenuity in translating words into “effect.”  
Poe’
s
 tricks of illusion, his adroitness in deception, mimic an art of  
trompe l’oeil. The following description exemplifies such gradual
 derealization, what Coleridge named the “material sublime”:
The first coup (d'oeil, as the sun slid into the position described,
 
impressed me very much as I have been impressed when 
a
 boy,  by
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the concluding scene of some well-arranged theatrical spectacle or
 
melodrama. Not even the monstrosity 
of
 color was wanting; for  
. the sunlight came out through the chasm, tinted all orange and
 purple; while the vivid green of the grass in the valley was
 reflected more or less upon all objects, from the curtain of vapor
 that still hung overhead as if loth 
to
 take its total departure from a  
scene so enchantingly beautiful (1331).
In this landscape the sunlight enacts a spectacle of illumination,
 
causing the “monstrosity of color” that sets up Poe’
s
 equation between  
the beautiful and the strange.
This novel creation, suffused with light, appears as a mirage,
 
through which we perceive an earth in disguise. The narrator’
s
 dena ­
turation of natural elements converts observed elements
 
into words.  
In the subsequent pictorialization, vegetation becomes luxurious,
 exotic and perfumed; multicolored flowers and all kinds of trees gain
 sentience.31 Through a hyperbolic, overly ornamented style, he
 encases a living object in the written word, as words themselves
 become subject of incantation. By deliberately using a tulip tree’s
 correct Latin name, “It was a triple stemmed tulip-tree—the Lirioden
dron Tulipiferum—one of the
 
natural order of magnolias,”  he names,  
and thus elevates the common tree into diction. The implication is that
 any act of nomination holds the possibility of transmuting the real
 into fiction. And continuing to accentuate artifice, he explains:
 “Nothing
 
can surpass in beauty the form, or the glossy, vivid green of  
the leaves of the tulip tree...they were full eight inches wide; but their
 glory was altogether eclipsed
 
by the gorgeous splendor of the profuse  
blossoms.” Then, with an exclamation, he brings
 
the fantastic object  
before our eyes: “Conceive, closely congregated, a million of the larg
­est and most resplendent tulips! Only thus can the reader get any idea
 of the picture I would convey.... The innumerable blossoms,
 
mingling  
with those of other trees scarcely less beautiful, although infinitely
 less majestic, filled the valley with more than Arabian perfumes”
 (1333). Here, the setting attains to extravagance from specifications of
 the immeasurable within a space defined as a picture. His earlier
 reference to “vanishing pictures” confirms the use of words as a
 sequence in dissolution: instead of incommunicable grandeur, the
 narrator again undermines his own string of superlatives with the
 vague comedown, “scarcely less beautiful, although infinitely less
 majestic...more than Arabian perfumes.” And within this valley, a
 “grass...deliciously soft, thick, velvety, and miraculously green” cov-
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ers the earth. Having successfully reconstructed a
 
trivialized nature,  
the narrator writes: “It was hard to conceive how all this beauty had
 been attained.”
As he approaches his destination, Landor’
s
 cottage, the minute  
discrimination of things seen releases effects that continue to inhibit
 our imaging the setting. As before, vagueness functions in conjunc
­tion with directness, and the combination engenders a very precise
 atmosphere of illusion. All blends perceptibly into enigma, “a definite
­ness of vague and therefore of spiritual effect.” The rivulet’s crystal
­line waters (“No crystal could be clearer than its waters”) are bounded
 by banks of “emerald grass,” and these banks “rounded; rather than
 sloped, off into the clear
 
heaven below; and so clear was this heaven,  
so perfectly, at times, did it
 
reflect all objects above it,  that where the  
true bank ended and where the mimic one commenced, it was a point
 of no little difficulty to determine.” The bank (initially an indication of
 bounds), ends up signifying the unfathomable, as it reflects its image
 both real and spurious, joining “true bank” to “mimic one.” At the
 watery site, the narrator sees further oddities: “The trout, and some
 other varieties of fish, with which this pond seemed to be almost
 inconveniently crowded, had all the appearances of veritable
 
flying ­
fish. It was almost impossible to believe that they were not absolutely
 suspended in the air” (1333). This grotesque picture of crowding fish
 that appear finally to fly reminds us of those countless tulips amassed
 within the thick-scented valley. By substituting Ligeia’s abundant
 hair or the excessively white and numerous teeth of Berenice for these
 initally common landscape elements, we see how consistently Poe
 imposes his
 
method onto nature, as Williams writes, “to find  a way to  
tell his soul.”32
Upon reaching the cottage, he refuses to categorize his observa
­
tion. He observes that “this house, like the infernal terrace seen by
 Vathek, “était d'une architecture inconnue dans les annales de la
 terre,” but then debunks this too obviously “romantic” idea. Instead of
 offering a grand opening out into a visionary
 
Cave of Eblis, he quali ­
fies: “I mean, merely, that its tout ensemble struck me with the keenest
 sense of
 
combined novelty and propriety—-in a word, of poetry—(for,  
than, in the words just employed, I could scarcely give, of poetry in the
 abstract, a more rigorous definition)—and I do not mean that the
 merely outré was perceptible in any respect” (1335). And here we have
 the aim of his landscape sketch. The combinatorial power of his words
 gives a “rigorous definition” of a
 
whole whose effect remains indefi ­
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nite, whose modulations are suggested, rather than expressed. On the
 
other hand, the word “outré” that appears to be Poe’
s
 favored signal  
for the bizarre, becomes an empty cliché, one of the mere words. And
 following the minutely detailed description of Mr. Landor’
s
 cottage  
(nearly five pages which we shall not discuss, very similar in structure *
 to “The Philosophy of Furniture”33), 
he terminates the narrative  with  
a one-sentence paragraph: “It is not the purpose of
 
this work to do  
more than give, in detail, a picture of Mr. Landor’
s
 residence—as I  
found it” (1340).
An abrupt termination to what seemed
 
to be an endless series of  
measures, colors and forms joining to construct a picture or decom
­pose a vision, the narrator leaves
 
us with his final invention.  True, he  
has described the “marvellous effect” of the cottage as dependent
 upon “its artistic arrangement as a
 
picture,” emphasizing: “I could  
have fancied, while I looked at it, that some eminent landscape-
 painter had built it with his brush” (1335). Yet, despite
 
seeming defer ­
ence to a picturesque tableau, the last sentence sounds a false note.
 The narration of the road has progressed through combinations of the
 phenomenal world and what we can know, to hint at the inconceiva
­ble. Its final effect suggests a verbal slight of hand that defies the
 declared intent to present “a picture.” This claim leaves us with a
 story without a plot: all possible content has been projected as form.
 Freed from the representational imperative through a method of
 inventive particularization (“a rigorous definition” of “poetry in the
 abstract”), Poe might have more honestly written, “—as I feigned it.”
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nality of Poe’s theatricalization of language might be judged. Meisel cites
 an excerpt from, Blackwood’s, 52 (1842) where the reviewer compares
 Turner’
s
 paintings to “ ‘Dissolving Views,’ which, when one subject is  
melting into another, and there are but half indications of forms, and a
 strange
 
blending of blues and yellows and reds, offer something infinitely  
better, more grand, more imaginative than the distinct purpose of either
 view presents. We would therefore recommend the aspirant after Turner’s
 style and fame, to a 
few
 nightly exhibitions of the ‘Dissolving Views’  at the  
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 method.”
31
 
On the poems of William Cullen Bryant [H, 9:292], Poe writes: “Happily  
to endow inanimate nature with sentience
 
and a capability of action is one  
of the severest tests of the poet.”
32
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sublimest of all pursuits, the
 
most deserving of our attention, and the most  
worthy of our zeal’—a somewhat Coleridgey assertion, with a rivulet of deep
 meaning in a meadow of words. It would be wasting time to disentangle the
 paradox—and the more 
so
 as no one will deny that Philosophy has its  
merits, and is applicable to an infinity of purposes. There is reason, it 
is said, in the roasting of eggs, and there is philosophy even in furniture....”
 Poe proves his point by initiating a dialectic of common objects. 
He
 puts  
atypical words into a relationship of equation. Words not metaphysically
 validated in their union are contrasted and synthesized: 
“
the soul of the  
apartment is the carpet”; 
“
the spirituality of a British boudoir”; “Never was  
a more lovely thought than that of the astral lamp” (the italics are mine
 with the exception of “boudoir”).
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THE INFLUENCE OF EDGAR ALLAN POE
 
ON MODERN CHINESE LITERATURE*
*This article
 
is adapted from  an M.A. thesis by Mr. Sheng for the  
Department of Western Languages and
 
Literature of Peking Univer ­
sity in 1981. Professor Stauffer was his advisor.
Sheng Ning
Nanjing University
Donald Barlow Stauffer
SUNY Albany
Of all American writers Edgar Allan Poe is perhaps the least
 
understood by readers in China today. Unlike Mark Twain, Jack
 London, Theodore Dreiser, and Ernest Hemingway, whose works
 have been translated and published in great numbers, Poe belongs to
 another category and his name is virtually unknown to the younger
 generation. Translations have never been reprinted since the found
­ing
 
of the People’ s Republic of China in 1949, and his works are kept in  
the least frequented areas of libraries, read occasionally by specialists
 in American literature. It
 
is difficult to remember that Poe was one of  
the first American writers to have been introduced into China, and
 that his tales, poems, and poetic theories influenced China’
s
 most  
important writers of the 1920’s.
Zheng Zhen-duo, a leading member of the “New Culture Move
­
ment,” wrote in his An Outline of Literature in 1926: “Washington
 Irving made American literature first recognized in Europe, while it is
 Edgar Allan Poe who first made American literature greatly influence
 European literature. In 1909, the year of Poe’s centennial, the whole of
 Europe, from London to Moscow, and from Christiania to 
Rome, claimed its indebtedness to Poe and praised his great success.”1
Zheng’
s
 description of Poe’s European reputation could also be  
applied to the situation in China in the 1920’s, when Poe was con
­stantly mentioned in the leading periodicals whenever there was an
 article about American literature. He was praised as “the greatest
 19th-century American writer,” “the founder of the short story,” “an
 extraordinary genius.” At the same time his works
 
were being contin ­
uously translated into Chinese. It is no exaggeration to say that
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almost all the leading writers of the time, in one way or another,
 
showed some interest in Poe.
In fact, China’s most famous and most respected modern writer,.
 
Lu Xun, and his brother, Zhou Zuo-ren, were the first to introduce
 Poe’
s
 works into the country. Since his childhood, Lu Xun had  had a  
great interest in what he called zasue (miscellaneous training): ro
­mance, grotesque tales, science fiction, travel notes, and
 
so on, and in  
detective stories. In 1903 he went to Japan to study medicine. There he
 found
 
a copy of “The Gold-Bug” annotated in Japanese, which he sent  
home to his brother. Zhou Zuo-ren, as he later recalled, also found the
 tale exquisitely
 
beautiful, and he decided  to translate it into  Chinese.  
Fragments from Zhou Zuo-ren’
s
 dairy dating from that time contain  
references to the translation and some thoughts about Poe:
The diary of the Yisi lunar year [1905] records something of
 
my translation of tales, which include “The Tale of Ali Baba and
 the Forty Thieves” and “The Gold-Bug” by Allan Poe....The gen
­eral heading 
is
 “The Study of English Literature.” There are four  
or five books altogether, one of which is a long poem by Longfel
­low, as I now remember. All 
of
 these books were sent by Lu Xun.  
....Yisi Lunar year, the first month, the fourteenth day, 
“
Finished  
the translation of American Poe’s tale The Kidd Drawing (“The
 Gold-Bug”), about eighteen thousand words.” 
I
 sent it to Ding  
Chu-wo, and received Chu-wo’s return letter on the fourth day, the
 second month, in which he promised me a remuneration of fifty
 copies after it was published.
....The twenty-ninth day, “Received Chu-wo’s letter of the twenty
­
sixth, saying that The Kidd Drawing had been sent 
to
 the printers,  
and its name had been changed 
to
 Yuchong Yuan (“The Story of a  
Jade-Bug”).2
Lu Xun’s knowledge of Poe is by no means limited to “The Gold-
 
Bug,”
 
however. In one of his early essays, he remarked that “the black  
cat in Edgar Allan Poe’s tale is really horrible.”3 Later, in an introduc
­tion to Mark Twain’s Eve's, Diary, he made a judicious comparison
 between Twain and other nineteenth-century
 
American writers: Poe,  
Hawthorne, and Whitman. He pointed out that Twain was. outwardly
 a humorist, but inwardly a misanthrope, although Poe, Hawthorne
 and Whitman did not, like Twain, “think in one way, but behave in
 another.” He also noticed
 
that American writers before the Civil War  
could easily keep their individualist features, but after the Civil War
 they had to adapt themselves to the social requirements of a highly
 developed capitalist system. These remarks show that Lu Xun had
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read and understood Poe; in later years in one of his talks with an
 
American friend he admitted that in his early years he had been
 influenced by Poe.
The Zhou brothers' interest in Poe continued for quite some time. 
Not long after the publication of “The Story of a Jade-Bug” Zhou
 
Zou-ren translated “Silence—A Fable,” which was published in a
 student magazine, Honan.4 In 1909 the two brothers published Yuwai
 Xiaoshuo 
j
i (A Collection of Foreign Fiction) in Tokyo, in which  
“Silence95 is included. Lu Xun wrote a preface for the book, in which he
 emphasized that the collected tales “are all chosen with discretion»55
 This two-volume collection did not sell well; only forty sets
 were sold in  
Tokyo and Shanghai, and remaining copies were accidentally burnt
 in a fire» However, the collection was reprinted by the Shanghai Qunyi
 Publishing Co» in 1920 and again in 1924» In the introduction to Poe in
 this edition he is described as “a genius of Hell,” but the editors note
 that “his poems and prose tales 
are
 extremely beautiful,” and that he 
is “good 
at
 depicting the particulars of human emotions such as  
horror or regret»”
We do not know who next translated Poe, but according to Zhang
 
Jing-lu, the compiler of Historical Data Concerning Publication in
 China, Zhou Shou-juan had translated and edited a three-volume
 Short Stories by Famous European and American 
Writers.
 This collec ­
tion included “The Tell-Tale Heart” as well as a brief introduction
 about the author» Before its publication in March 1917 the publishing
 house sent the series to the Ministry of Education for approval and
 registration» 
Lu
 Xun, who was working in the ministry at that time,  
expressed warm praise for the anthology»5 A few years later (1920)
 “The Tell-Tale Heart” was re-translated by Shen Yan-bing, then 
edi­tor of the Short Story Monthly and later to become one of modern
 China’s most famous writers as Mao Dun» The tale first appeared in a
 popular magazine, Eastern Miscellany (Dongfang zhazhi) and then
 was reprinted in the Collection of Modern English and American
 Short Stories (Dongfang Library), published by Shangwu Publishing
 House»6
In his introduction Shen Yan-bing declares that Poe is famous for
 
his mysticism. This assessment 
is
 apparently developed from com
ments made by Lu Xun and his brother in their Collection of Foreign
 Fiction. “Poe distinguished himself,” Shen Yan-bing writes, “by his
 idiosyncratic style among his contemporaries. He was entirely differ
ent
 from the general public in taste. His works—short stories in  
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particular—are mostly visionary and unearthly things, which, how
­
ever, are also
 
those things that will  impinge upon our souls from  time  
to time.”7 Shen Yan-bing was not alone in classifying Poe
 
as a mysti ­
cal writer. Some time later, when Zheng Zhen-duo succeeded Shen as
 editor of Short Story Monthly, he wrote an introductory note to a
 translation of Poe’s “The Angel of the Odd,” combining the views of
 
Lu
 Xun and Shen Yan-bing.8
We might ask why
 
a mystical writer like Poe should  be of interest  
to Chinese readers in the 1920’s. There was a period of gigantic and
 complex social changes, with old beliefs being abandoned and
 changes in man’s sense of values. In the western literature of this
 period, as Emile Legouis has pointed out, “cynicism was an accepted
 doctrine; for some time, under colour of
 
aestheticism, a certain deca ­
dence was the fashion. Concern with morality was held by some
 people to be incompatible with
 
the liberty  of the mind and the truth of  
representation.”9 This trend was soon noticed and described by Chi
­nese critics as “neoromanticism.” As early as 1920 the Eastern Miscel
­lany started to publish articles commenting on this
 
literary trend. In  
their analysis of neoromanticism they all
 
emphasized the presence of 
mystical elements which they regarded as a revival of the tendencies
 of romanticism. They shared the belief that “the artists are now
 longing to explore the unknowable, which seems
 
to be more profound  
and lasting
 
than real  life...to step into the realm of the instinct, and to  
extract meanings from the mystical unknown.”10 The Short Story
 Monthly, the Literature Ten Daily and some other publications all
 published articles written by such prominent critics and authors as
 Xie 
Lu-yi
 and Yan Ji-cheng dealing with this new literary trend. The  
literary atmosphere, in which the drama of Maeterlinck and the fic
­tion of Andreyev were fashionable, was also favorable to Poe.
But on the other hand we should be aware that aestheticism also
 
had an influence on a number of Chinese authors in the 1920’s, in two
 different literary coteries: the Creation Society and the Crescent
 Society. The former, which was very influential, was founded by the
 poet Guo Mo-ro, Yu Da-fu, Chen Fang-wu, and others. It adopted the
 principle of “art for art’s sake” in opposition to “art for life’s sake,”
 advocated by the Literary Association, still another coterie found by
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Shen Yan-bing and others. The Crescent Society, headed by Xu Zhi-
 
mo and joined by Wen Yi-do, attempted
 
a similar kind of romanticism  
in order to establish the independence of art from politics. For these
 literary societies, many writers and poets with aesthetic tendencies
 became their idols. This is how Walter Pater, Oscar Wilde, Dante
 Gabriel Rossetti, and the French Symbolists were introduced into
 China, along with Poe whom they regarded as “one of the three great
 aesthetic poets of the modern world” (the other two were Wilde and
 D’Annunzio).11
Another reason, incidentally, why Poe may have been introduced
 
into China at this time is that more and more radicals found the need
 to repudiate the traditional conception of literature as didactic and
 utilitarian, and as a vehicle for Confucianism and other ideas they
 considered reactionary.
In 1924, when the Chinese New Poetry was still in its early stages,
 
the Short Story Monthly published Poe’s “The Poetic Principle,” an
 event which had its influence on the development of the Chinese New
 Poetry. Poe’s poems were not translated as extensively as his tales.
 His most famous poem, “The
 
Raven,” first appeared in 1923.12 It was  
followed
 
by “Annabel Lee” and “The  Bells.”13 It is noteworthy, how ­
ever, that “The Raven” was repeatedly translated into different ver
­sions and by different literary coteries. The first translation,
 published in the Literature Weekly, was a pell-mell piece of work,
 which was, in the opinion of Guo Mo-ro, “extremely absurd.” The
 Creation Weekly, a publication of the Creation Society, then published
 another version by Zhan Bai-fu, which was revised by Guo Mo-ro
 himself. In reply to one reader asking his opinion of the poem, Guo
 Mo-ro wrote
 
that he  thought the poem “too ostentatious,...although it  
was generally praised.” He suggested that the structure of the
 
poem  
“could be compared to both
 
Ouyang Xiu’s ‘The Voice of Autumn’ and  
Jai Yi’s ‘The Owl’ taken together.14 It is neither as natural as the
 former, however, nor as unadorned as the latter. Besides, because of
 the excessive repetition of ‘nevermore,’ the effect of the poem seems
 somehow to be diffused.”15
At about the same time “The Raven” caught the eye of another
 
literary group which took its name from its own publication, the
 Critical Review
 
(Xue-heng). This group, consisting mainly of Nanjing  
college professors, stood in opposition to the New Culture Movement.
 
To
 counter-balance the  influence of the Creation Society, the Critical  
Review also published a translation of “The Raven,” entirely different
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in
 
style and diction. A Chinese verse form was purposely adopted; the  
rules for classical versification were strictly observed, reflecting the
 neo-classical tastes of this group. The
 
title was also changed  to “The  
Song of the Owl,” because, as the editor Wu Mi explained, the owl is
 also a bird of omen, and the change was intended
 
to remind Chinese  
readers of the classical poem bearing the same title. A year later, in
 1925, Yang Hui, a member of the Sunken Bell Society, did still another
 translation.16
The Editor of the Critical Review, Wu. Mi, was a professor at
 
Qinghua University in Beijing. He had studied at the University of
 Virginia, where he visited Poe’s old room. As early as 1920, in his
 “Notes on English Poetry” printed in the autumn issue of the Quar
­terly run by Chinese students
 
in  America, he showed  his admiration  
for the “poetic genius.” As a poet, he wrote, “Poe may well be com
­pared to Li He [a famous poet of the late Tang dynasty], and his
 “Poetic Principle” and “Philosophy of Composition” may also serve
 as examples to be followed by authors of later generations.”17
With the appearance of more and more translations of Poe’s
 
works came critical comments on them. As early as 1920 Hu Xian-su,
 one of the Nanjing professors of the Critical Review group, pointed out
 that
 
“Poe is  a famous short story writer....It is Poe who made the short  
story a literary form. His writing techniques have been followed by the
 later short story writers. And his influence is particularly felt in the
 French short stories.”18 In his long critical review, “Evolution of
 Western Fiction,” Xie Lu-yi wrote: “Allan Poe is a very important
 writer in the early period of American literary
 
history....The style of  
his fiction has its influence in western Europe. It can well be said that
 he originated the short story.”19 In 1926 Zheng Zhen-duo emphasized
 once more that “Poe is
 
the founder of the short story, a new powerful  
literary genre.”20 In the same year, the Short Story Monthly published
 “The Angel of the Odd,” translated
 
by Fu Dong-hua, together with a  
picture of Poe and his autograph.21 In February 1927
 
“The Gold-Bug”  
appeared in the Morning
 
Daily Supplement in installments retrans ­
lated by Tong Ye (pseudonym).
In the same year Zheng Zhen-duo finished his complete history of
 
world literature from pre-classical times to the present, the first
 
of its  
kind published in Chinese, entitled An Outline of Literature. Chapter
 40 was devoted to five American writers of the nineteenth century:
 Cooper, Irving, Hawthorne, Stowe, and Poe. His praise of Poe may
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seem somewhat excessive; nevertheless he made a number of good
 
judgments about the tales of ratiocination and about “Ligeia” and
 “Shadow.”22
Another important piece of criticism appeared in the Beijing
 
Morning Daily Supplement about the same time. This was “The Art of
 Short Fiction” by Ren Qiu (pseudonym). It gives a
 
detailed account of  
the growth of short fiction beginning with Poe, in the course
 
of which  
various
 
aspects of Poe’ s theories on  short fiction  are closely examined  
in relation to his own best-known tales. The author suggests that Poe’s
 tales are intended to achieve three kinds of “narrative effects”: “the
 effect of action, the effect of character, and the effect of
 environment.”23
In 1925 the Sunken Bell Society was established, with a special
 
interest in Poe. In July 1927 the society published a special issue of its
magazine devoted to Poe and E.T.A. Hoffmann. It included
 
three of  
Poe’
s
 tales, “Ligeia,” “Eleonora,” and “The Black Cat,” translated by  
Chen Wei-mo, and two poems, “The Bells, and “The Raven,” trans
­lated
 
by Yang Hui. Chen Wei-mo also wrote a critical review. “Edgar  
Allan Poe’
s
 Fiction,” for this issue. This review differs from early  
criticism in its conscientious study of all Poe’
s
 tales. It is divided into  
four parts: the development of critical opinion about Poe; Poe’s mysti
­cism and terror; Poe’s aesthetic principles; and Poe’s influence
 abroad. According to Chen, Poe’s art is “conscious art,” and “his
 works are also a record of his own experience,” which is nothing like
 the experience of ordinary people, but “the extraordinary experience
 of horror and mystery.” Chen believes that Poe builds up “a world of
 his own,” in which his imagination was always lingering on death
 and tombs and the supernatural. On Poe’s aesthetic views Chen Wei-
 mo writes
 
that “Poe is in pursuit of beauty,” and his beauty is insepar ­
able from strangeness on proportion. As a result, Chen believes one
 can hardly find anything resembling real life, except in “X-ing a
 Paragrab” and a few
 
others, in which there is a faint satire of reality.  
Likewise, “most of the characters in Poe’
s
 tales are illusory.”24 About  
the same time, Poe’
s
 tale, “The Assignation,” was translated by Zhu  
Wei-ji and later collected into The Daffodils, an anthology of foreign
 poetry and prose published by the Guanghua Publishing House in
 1929.25
Up to this point Poe’s tales and poems were published only in
 
magazines. The first collection of Poe’s short stories in book form
 appeared in 1934. Wu Guang-jian, one of the earliest professional
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translators in China, translated three of Poe’s tales: “The Tell-Tale
 
Heart,” “The Pit and the Pendulum,” and “The Purloined Letter.” In
 his preface, Wu calls Poe “the greatest literary genius in America” and
 “the inventor of the short story.”26 Not
 
long afterward, “The Fall of  
the House of
 
Usher” and “The Tell-Tale Heart” were translated into  
Chinese by Jian Xian-ai and Chen Jia-ling for the World Library
 Series, edited by Zheng Zhen-duo.27 And the Literature Quarterly
 published another version of “The Pit and the Pendulum,” translated
 by Bai He (pseudonym).28
The general interest in Poe went into a decline in the 1930’s, for
 
several reasons. First, the New Literature Movement was from the
 start a socially-oriented cultural movement in
 
China,  aiming at eradi ­
cating feudalist ideology and bringing about radical social changes.
 As a result, realistic and naturalistic authors had a better chance of
 being popularized
 
at that time. Second, most of the Chinese intellectu ­
als, in the face of the social reality, had gone through a period of
 disillusionment and despair in the 1920’s. They had lost
 
faith in the  
old values, but had not yet acquired new beliefs. This momentary
 vacuum made it impossible for Poe’s highly subjective, imaginary
 world to evoke a response in these readers. By the 1930’s, however, this
 period of ideological wavering had, in the main, come
 
to an end. The  
Communist Party of China, which was founded in 1921, had by this
 time become more mature, and had become the leading force of the
 New
 
Culture Movement; meanwhile the split among the Chinese intel ­
lectuals became more and more apparent. In 1931, the Japanese
 invaded northeast China and a long period of national crisis began
 Chinese literature was deeply involved in
 
these events; therefore the  
poets and writers had to take a more direct and utilitarian approach.
 Under such circumstances, Poe’s works, which were detached from
 social reality, could be enjoyed only by a very small circle of readers
 who treated literature as a mere pastime. For the general reading
 public Poe was no longer of interest, and
 
after the outbreak of the War  
of Resistance against Japan in 1937, translation and publication of
 Poe’
s
 works virtually stopped.
Poe’
s
 star shone once more, however,  before its thirty-year black ­
out in
 
China. In the autumn of 1949 two books by Poe were published:  
one was
 
Selected Tales, containing “The Black Cat,” “The Mystery of  
Marie Roget,” “The Gold-Bug,” and “Lionizing”; the other was The
 Narrative of A. Gordon
 
Pym, all of which were translated by the late  
Jiao Ju-yin. By this time, all the major works of Poe had been trans
­lated into Chinese. These two titles belong to the twenty-volume Amer
­
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ican Literature Series, a project sponsored by the famous historian
 
John K. Fairbank, in which many well-known Chinese literary fig
­ures took part; it is now recognized as a big event in post-war Sino-
 American cultural relations. Unfortunately the timing was bad;
 immediately after its publication Sino-American relations reached
 their lowest ebb and the whole series was soon forgotten. As
 
we recall  
this series today, though, it
 
becomes apparent that up until 1949 Poe  
was still regarded in China as one of the major nineteenth-century
 American writers and worthy to be introduced
 
into China, for as the  
editor-in-chief, Zhao Jia-bi, recalls in his memoir, all the writers to be
 introduced in
 
this series were discussed and decided upon by the two  
boards of editors
 
organized for the project.29 The boards included such  
prominent literary figures as Zheng Zhen-duo, Xia Yan, Ma Yan
 Xiang, Qian Zhong-shu, Jiao Ju-yin, Feng
 
Yi-dai, Huang Zuo-ling, Li  
Jian-wu, Wang Xing-di, Xu Chi and Zhu Bao-guang.
II
In the 1920’s, after the “May Fourth Incident” of 1919, China’s
 
New Literature Movement flourished, particularly
 
in the short story.  
In this
 
decade there were more writers of short fiction than ever before  
in the history of Chinese literature. These works were influenced by
 the large amount of Western literature that had been translated, and
 as a result Chinese fiction was changing in both form
 
and content. In  
content, literature was no longer a vehicle for feudalist didacticism.
 Writers
 
such as Lu Xun began using stories as weapons to awaken the  
consciousness of the people to their suffering and oppression. The
 stories were no
 
longer mere adventure stories: they began to examine  
the inner world of man in relation to the outward oppressions of
 society. As to form, they no longer consisted of a series of loosely
 related incidents; instead, they began to pay more attention to psycho
­logical analysis, to the emotional effect upon the reader, and to
 
struc ­
tural unity. In short, these new writers of fiction looked to the West for
 both new ideas and new forms, while still using native materials.
Poe’s influence on modern Chinese short fiction was almost exclu
­
sively upon form, in three different ways. First of all, some of his
 well-known tales were used as models and their technical devices or
 structure were widely imitated. Second, there were elements of aes
­theticism, symbolism and mysticism in his work which later influ
­enced European writers of the late nineteenth century, such as the
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French Symbolists and the writers whom the Chinese considered
 
“neo-romantics.” This neo-romanticism was popular among Chinese
 writers in the 1920’s. The third and most common kind of influence
 was his use of language, his use of certain kinds of emotional
 
effects,  
and his psychological probing into men’
s
 minds.
Let us look at three writers who were influenced by Poe in these
 different ways. The
 
first is Chen Xiang-he, who in the early twenties  
left Fudan University in Shanghai to join his friends in Beijing,
 including Feng Zhi, Yang Hui and Chen Wei-mo. This group later
 founded the Sunken Bell Society, which worked for more than eight
 years to promote the new Chinese
 
literature. Chen Xiang-he and the  
Sunken Bell Society had a special interest in Poe, and he was tempera
­mentally susceptible to the dream and Gothic elements in Poe’s fic
­tion. He once
 
recorded one of his own dreams, in which he saw “a girl  
in a long white robe, standing in front of the book stack. Her figure
 was thin and slender, her
 
face ghastly pale, not  very pretty; and her  
hair was fluffy and dishevelled. She had a pair of large, black and
 innocent eyes, surrounded by two dark circles that made her look old
 and emaciated.” As he was startled out of his reverie, he
 
found  that  
“the oil lamp on the desk was almost completely burnt out and the
 room gloomy and sombre,” and this reminded him “of the setting out
 of which stemmed the horror tales of Allan Poe.”30
Two
 
of his  short stories bear traits of Poe’ s style. “The Mourning”  
(1926) concerns the repentance of a man, who, caught in a sudden fit of
 temper because of a deteriorating neurosis, kills his wife. Mr. B., the
 narrator, a worshipper of Poe, is full of sorrow and regret over his
 wife’s death and he decides
 
to sell all of his books to redeem his crime.  
But the only books he has left
 
are “a thick volume of tales by E. A. Poe  
and three or four plays by Strindberg.” He regards these two writers as
 
“
the most beloved and most admirable sages.”31 Poe inspires other  
elements in the tale; like the narrator of “The Black Cat” Mr. B. is a
 victim of the imp of the perverse. His confession reveals a gradual
 enfeebling of his moral nature as a result of his
 
mental deterioration.  
The relations between 
Mr.
 B. and his wife also have resemblances to  
“The
 
Black Cat.” In Poe’ s tale, as James Gargano remarks, the narra ­
tor’s “sentimental excesses, his extreme happiness in feeding and
 caressing his pets characterize him as deriving his sharpest pleasures
 from a sensationalism which suggests an unhealthy overdevelop
­ment of the voluptuary side of his nature.”32 In Chen Xiang-he’
s
 story,  
the relations between Mr. B. and his wife are built not on love but a
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“purely sexual love or animal desire.” He is enchanted and over
­
whelmed by her physical beauty,
 
but as the marital novelty wears off  
he soon becomes disappointed and increasingly annoyed by her
 inability to understand what she is
 
asked. He seems to be in love with  
“a soulless, unconscious marble statue.” And his wife has been
 reduced
 
to “no more than a domestic pet, a cat or  a dog, attracting no  
attention.”33 Like the master of the
 
black cat, Mr. B. also daily grows  
“more moody, more irritable, more regardless of
 
the feelings of oth ­
ers.”34 He shows more and more “estrangement, intentional neglect,
 silent scolding, and an apathetic attitude,” which his wife has to
 endure in silence. One stormy evening he loses his temper over some
 trifle and shuts his wife out of doors for the whole night and she freezes
 to death. This is then followed by Mr. B.’s efforts at moral redemption.
 We can see here some similarities in theme and character to Poe’s
 tales, including the fact that the appearance of Mr. B.’s wife is similar
 to that of Poe’s Ligeia.
“The Eyes,” by the same author, is a first-person narration of the
 
incoherent thoughts of a monomaniac, a tale that Joseph Wood
 Krutch would assign to the “neurotic genre.”35 Obsessed with the
 beautiful eyes of a nurse, Mr. N., the narrator, becomes insane and is
 hospitalized. He feels himself “sinking into a fathomless abyss, sur
­rounded by a gloomy vacuum and an inexplicable darkness.” Every
 time
 
he is  on the verge of regaining consciousness the only thing that  
looms large in his
 
mind’s eye is that pair of beautiful  eyes. In a  dream  
within his dream he and the girl travel to a remote part of the world
 and sit
 
huddled on a rock together by the side of the murmuring sea.  
He tries to convince himself of her existence, but he awakes to find
 that it was only a dream, and he is still surrounded by “the gloomy
 vacuum and the inexplicable darkness.” He cannot tell anyone, not
 even his best friend, that only the girl with the “pair of lively and
 charming eyes” can save him.
The tale is probably intended to represent Man’s agony in the
 
pursuit of beauty. As far as the form is concerned, “The Eyes” is a
 typical Poesque tale,
 
highly imaginary and highly symbolic. The plot  
resembles that of “The Pit and the Pendulum,” if we see it as the
 visionary account of a man in a state of half consciousness, half
 swoon. Mr. N.’
s
 obsession with the girl’s eyes reminds us of “The  
Tell-Tale Heart,” in which the narrator is
 
obsessed with the old man’s  
pale blue eye, and of Poe’s “Berenice,” wherein the monomaniac
 narrator is obsessed with “a set of excessively white teeth.” Moreover,
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according to Poe’
s
 theory of art a tale should emphasize the unity of  
effect through “a repetition of purpose,” like the “dropping of the
 water upon the rock.” Chen Xian-he uses the device of repetition in
 this tale, where the description of the “pair of lively and charming
 eyes” is repeated almost twenty times.
Another prominent author under Poe’s influence was
 
Li Jian-wu,  
who is best known as a leading playwright in the 1930’
s
 and 1940’s,  
but who began his career writing short stories in the 1920’s. These
 early
 
tales suggest  that he  was consciously imitating Poe. “The Last  
Generation of the Guan Family” (1926)37 is in fact an imitation of
 “The Fall
 
of the House  of Usher.” The protagonist of the tale,  a young  
man about twenty-five years old,
 
is, like Roderick Usher, the last of an  
ancient clan, who lives in a cluster of tumbledown houses situated in a
 secluded resort in
 
the suburbs of Beijing. Imitating the classic begin ­
ning of “Usher,” Li Jian-wu also begins his tale with a fairly long
 description of the deserted houses and their sombre surroundings,
 creating a mood of solitude, gloom, and melancholy. The young man is
 of an ominously melancholy disposition, reserved and bashful in
 demeanor, like a girl suffering from consumption. He likes to sit by
 himself for long hours, totally lost in
 
a sort of reverie, dreaming either  
about the past glories
 
of his forefathers or about that day in the future  
when his bankrupt family will be revived. And, as in Poe’s tale, the
 narrator pays a visit to the house of the Guan family, where, to his
 surprise he finds his friend lying on his death bed, shrieking spasmod
­ically in a sort of delirium.
 
The tale ends in a way similar to “The Fall  
of the House of
 
Usher,” with the narrator rushing out of the house,  
“hearing, amid the howling north wind, a high-pitched, long yell of
 despair.”
Other grotesque tales by Li Jian-wu that show Poe’s influence are
 
“The Shadow” (1927), “The Last Dream” (1929), and “Before the
Second Lover” (1930).38 “The Shadow” reminds us of Poe’
s
 “Shadow,”  
but Li Jian-wu does
 
not borrow  so extensively, using the shadow only  
as a symbol of death and constructing a plot of his own. In Li’s tale the
 main theme is that real love does not exist in this world, but in another
 world, a world overwhelmed by darkness, where there is no light and
 hence no shadow. The tale, like many of Poe’
s,
 is tinged with mysti ­
cism. Toward the end a smoky shadow suddenly appears on the
 drapery behind the back of his lover, and the angel-like girl drops
 dead. Having heard the shriek of the shadow, the narrator flees
 
from  
the brightly lit room into the
 
pitch-dark  night. The street lamps have  
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all been extinguished by the storm, and not a single shadow can be
 
seen there, not even his own. In “The Last Dream” there are again
 resemblances to “Usher” and
 
“Before the Second Lover” shows influ ­
ences of both “Ligeia” and “Morelia.”
Another writer influenced by Poe
 
was Yu Da-fu, one of the foun ­
ders of the famous literary coterie called the Creation Society.
 
Having  
spent his early years in Japan, he was well acquainted with foreign
 literature. He developed a
 
theory of literature  that moved away from  
moral considerations toward purely literary ones. He also believed
 that literature should be an “expression of self,” that “the pursuit of
 beauty is the core of art,” and that “the importance of
 
art to us lies  
chiefly in the fact that we can be elevated for the time being out of our
 own ‘earthly pains’ and can enter into a temporary state of
 nirvana.”39
What we see in Yu Da-fu’s opinions on
 
art and literature are some  
striking affinities
 
with those  of Poe. He follows Poe’s tendency toward  
aestheticism and art-for-art’s sake; he sees literature as attempting to
 enter a state
 
of nirvana, just as Poe seeks to elevate the Soul; and both  
have a predilection for melancholy. Yu Da-fu considers death and
 sexual desire basic topics for literature, an idea akin to Poe’
s
 notion of  
the death of a beautiful woman as the best subject for poetry; and Yu
 Da-fu is interested in “the abnormal, the eccentric and the irrational.”
Yu Da-fu also had a special admiration for the work of Ernest
 
Dowson. In a 1923 essay entitled “The Yellow Book and Others” he
 observed that “not a single piece of poetry written by Dowson is not
 derived from his aesthetic nature. His poems are 
so
 earnest in feeling  
and so harmonious in versification, that
 
they are really beyond com ­
parison. His poetic world is unique and
 
cannot be imitated. Melodious  
beauty, symbolic
 
and technical beauty are perfectly in harmony in his  
poems, which he creates with great ease. Poe’s line ‘The 
viol,
 the violet,  
and the vine’ is worshipped by him as the ideal line because, he
 maintains, the letter ‘v’ is the most
 
beautiful letter, and the more v’s  
that are used in the poem the more beautiful a poem is....His world is a
 world of dusk, a world of silence and a world of melancholy.”40
But in spite of these evident affinities with Poe there are also
 
striking dissimilarities between the two. Yu Da-fu is, after all, an early
twentieth-century Chinese writer, whose reading public was not pre
­pared to accept a Poe-like visionary writer. He therefore had to adapt
 his writing to the tastes of his readers—straight-forward narrative
 with emphasis on facts rather than on psychological effects. He wrote
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about fifty short stories, mostly first-person narratives; almost with
­
out exception they were about social outcasts—petty bourgeois intel
­lectuals disillusioned with the
 
game to achieve fame,  fortune, and the  
love of women. In literary style
 
perhaps Yu Da-fu is closer to Joseph  
Conrad than to Poe, except that in a few tales one might attribute
 some of
 
his technical devices to Poe.
"The
 
Silver-Grey Death” is generally regarded  as a masterpiece41  
and deserves our particular attention. The narrator is young, melan
­choly, dissipated; he finally dies from a cerebral hemorrhage caused
 by alcohol poisoning.
 
Those familiar with the popular version of Poe’s  
biography will readily recognize the image of Poe lurking between the
 lines. The narrator’
s
 wife is a young morbid beauty reminiscent of  
Poe’
s
 child-bride, Virginia, who dies of consumption, vomiting blood  
from time to time. Yu
 
Da-fu writes  about silver-grey death rather than  
Poe’
s
 red death perhaps because Poe’ s red death is too intense and  
horrifying. If there is a moral to the story this is not the author’s
 immediate concern. In a note he writes: “Back home at that time a
 group of people were promoting the literary revolution. Their goal,
 however, seemed to be only in the field of ideology and there seemed to
 be very little talk about pure literature.”42 He declares that he was
 taking a different route from the others; he was experimenting with
 something closer to “pure literature.” The object of his pursuit was, as
 he himself admitted, "beauty” rather than "ideology,”—not beauty in
 its ordinary sense, but "exquisite beauty with some strangeness in its
 proportions,” beauty in the morbid, in evil, and in death.
Another story
 
by Yu Da-fu, "The Thirteenth Night” (Shisan Ye),  
is like Li Jian-wu’
s
 "The Last Dream” in its resemblance to Poe’s "The  
Fall of the House of Usher” both in structure and
 
in the effect. How ­
ever, it may also be traced to traditional Chinese influences, such as
 Liao Zhai. Like
 
"Usher,” "The Thirteenth Night” depicts the doom of  
a monomaniac or paranoid painter, narrated by an observer, but the
 story seems more human, and the effect less weird. In Poe’
s
 tale,  
Roderick Usher
 
is obsessed with the idea that he has buried his sister  
alive, while in Yu
 
Da-fu’ s tale, Mr. Chen, the painter, is obsessed with  
the beautiful phantom girl he thinks he has met in the wild moun
­tains. Driven by their obsessions, both retreat more and more into
 themselves, until, in the end, they have identified themselves with the
 obsessing phantom object. The plots of both tales develop on two
 levels: the weird and phantasmagoric experience fixed in the frame
­work of a neurotic mind, and a plausible account of observation
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through the eyes of the sane narrator. Interestingly enough, the
 
appearance of Mr. Chen seems to be a self-portrait of the author
 himself, just as the features of Roderick Usher resemble those of Poe.
 What is more, both tales are similar in their descriptions of the appear
­ance and movements of the monomaniac protagonists. It would be
 difficult to prove that Yu Da-fu was directly influenced by Poe in this
 tale; however, there are strong similarities.
In addition to those writers who consciously imitated Poe’s style
 
and those who resembled him in temperament or aesthetic aims, there
 is another category of writers who were merely interested in his writ
­ing techniques. China’
s
 most famous modern writer, Lu Xun, is a case  
in point. During the years he lived in Japan Lu Xun thought hard
 about such questions as “the ideal nature of man,” “the Chinese
 national character,” and “the root of China’s illness.”43 The short
 stories and prose poems he wrote at that time may be regarded as his
 preliminary answer to these questions and also a revelation of the
 turmoil which was going on in his mind. As a result of feudalist
 oppression and exploitation, the poverty-stricken Chinese people
 became so ignorant and benighted that the image of an ordinary
 Chinese, whether a peasant or an intellectual, became a lopsided or
 even deformed one. What made the situation even worse was that this
 had not been realized by the Chinese themselves. To awaken these
 people, whom Lu Xun compared to those “fast asleep inside an
 
iron  
house without windows who would soon die of suffocation,”44 he
 thought it not enough just to give a realistic or naturalistic representa
­tion of reality. He decided
 
to resort  to symbolic methods, which were  
more nerve-shattering, more heart-gripping and more suited to his
 purpose. He would project an image of the Chinese people not in their
 normal proportions, but with some exaggerations that would startle
 his readers. But Lu Xun did not place much hope in his own endeavor;
 he was actually
 
rather pessimistic if not despairing, about the future.  
Being aware of this, we can easily understand why Lu Xun chose a
 madman to be the protagonist of his first creative work, “A Madman’s
 Diary,” a title taken from Gogol. We can also understand why he was
 so fond of describing the strained atmosphere of utter silence in such
 tales as “Medicine,” “Tomorrow,” “Regret for the Past,” and “The
 Misanthrope,” to mention a few. In his comment on Lu Xun’s Call to
 Arms, one of his collections of short stories, the eminent writer Mao
 Dun once recalled his own impression of “A Madman’
s
 Diary” as
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“being intensely excited as if a man floundering in the dark has
 
suddenly seen sunlight ahead,” and “the ironic sentences and the
 forceful tone in this
 
strange composition, as against its implicit mean ­
ing and a touch of symbolism, have constituted its idiosyncratic
 style.”45
In addition to “A Madman’s Diary,” “The White Light” also
 
deserves our attention, as it is also a tale about a monomaniac. It
 resembles Poe’
s
 “Berenice” in many ways, although it can also be  
compared to the traditional Chinese fiction, “The Scholars.”46 Chen
 Shi-cheng, the central character in “The White Light,” fails the
 county examination, destroying at one blow his
 
dream  of climbing up  
in the social hierarchy.47 Delirious, he suddenly remembers
 
a legend ­
ary saying that his ancestors had buried a large number of silver
 dollars somewhere under the courtyard. A full moon was hanging
 high above like a mirror, shedding its cold white light, which had
 mysteriously pierced his body. Guided by the white light he gropes his
 way, digging here and there, first in his own yard, then outside, then
 in the mountains. Early the next morning a floating corpse is found in
 a tarn fifteen li from the town. Lu Xun’s story is a strong denunciation
 of the feudalist examination system, but it uses many Western tech
­niques. He had studied medicine and was acquainted with Freudian
 theories which enabled him to accurately describe the symptoms of
 monomania and megalomania. Another touch makes the story resem
­ble Poe: Chen Shi-cheng, unaware of
 
what he is doing, digs out the  
remains of a rotten coffin buried nearby:
Chen Shi-cheng felt a void at heart. Sweating all over, he went
 
on raking in the spongy earth with his ten fingers. Suddenly he
 touched something strange, which seemed to be horseshoe-shaped
 and felt flaky. His heart gave a leap, and he was intent on digging
 further. Then he scooped it up gingerly and held it to the lamplight
 
to
 have a careful look. That thing with stains and spots seemed to  
be a rotten 
skull
 with some teeth still attached to it. He realized  
that it must be a pièce of jawbone, which immediately started
 trembling in his hand, and moreover it showed a faint smile.48
This episode is very similar to the one in Poe’
s
 “Berenice,” in which  
the monomaniac protagonist Egaeus, also obsessed, sneaks into the
 tomb of his cousin at night and extracts the teeth from the still living
 body.
Another recurring Poe theme is premature burial and suspended
 
animation. Lu Xun uses these devices in a prose poem called “After
 Death,” in which the narrator finds that after the paralysis of his
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motor nerves his sensations still remain. Lying by the roadside he
 
hears the cries of magpies, then of crows. The air
 
is fresh, though it  
carries a tang of the soil. Some come
 
to carry him off and throw  him  
into
 
a coffin and the lid of the coffin is nailed down. He finds the air is  
stuffy and it is uncomfortable to lie on his creased shirt.49
 
The story  
goes on in this vein; however, it is not an exploration of the fear of
 death as Poe’s tale is. Lu Xun borrows the theme of premature burial to
 ridicule and denounce his enemies. The dead man in this story does
 not fear death; rather he looks squarely at it, rejoicing over the fact
 that he died “like a flitting shadow,” without the knowledge of his
 enemies, who, as a result, are unable to derive any pleasure from his
 death.
The late Mao Dun has always been regarded as the chief represen
­
tative of the realistic school of modern Chinese literature, and, gener
­ally, there is little in common between his writing and Poe’s. There is a
 story of his, though, actually a prose poem, remarkably similar to
 “The Tell-Tale Heart” which he once translated. “Koumen,” or
 “Knocking at the Door,” describes the working of a very sensitive
 mind, from its hypnagogic state
 
to reverie, and from reverie to wake ­
fulness. Starting with the title, this “essay,” as Mao Dun calls it, is full
 of symbolic meanings. Who is knocking at the door? And what does
 the door stand for? The theme is rather simple but yet profound: when
 “Man” is completely cut off from the outside world his imagination
 will invariably
 
drift away to the beyond, and, in the particular case of  
the author this process enables him to get hold of a substantial
 “vacuum.” The dog would
 
“bark at the shadow”;  while the man some ­
times would also
 
make  a fuss  about nothing because of the play of his  
imagination. Such a mental process is similar to that of the old man in
 “Tell-Tale Heart.” When the murderous narrator awakens the old
 man, his victim lies there in terror trying to explain the noises he hears
 by saying to himself, “It is nothing but the wind in the chimney—it is
 only a mouse crossing the floor,” etc. The narrator in Mao Dun’s
 “essay,” in his hypnagogic state of mind, is startled awake by a
 mysterious noise. He hearkens, but everything is in a perfect stillness.
 He opens his eyes, lost in thought. As
 
soon as  he closes his eyes, ready  
to fall asleep again, he hears the strange noise. “Who’s there?” he cries
 out, but receives no answer. Then he assumes that it may be the sound
 of the wind, or the droning of mosquitoes, 
or,
 simply the ringing of his  
own ears. In the end,
 
he gets up and opens the door, only to find  a dog  
lying under
 
the eaves. Mao  Dun once admitted that those “visionary,  
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unearthly things” in Poe’s works would very often "impinge upon our
 
souls.” The "essay,” "Koumen,” illustrates the way Poe’
s
 works  
impinged upon his own.
Other writers possibly influenced by Poe include Fang Guang-tao,
 
whose tale, "The Death of Melan,” is also about the death of a black
 cat as well as its effect on man’
s
 psyche. Most probably the name of  
the cat, Melan, comes from the word melancholy, which reminds one
 of Pluto, the name of the black cat in Poe’
s
 tale. In the tales and short  
plays of Deng Gu written
 
in the 1920’ s there  are also Gothic elements  
and descriptions of abnormal mental
 
states that remind the reader of  
both Poe and Maurice Maeterlinck.
III
Poe’s influence on modern Chinese poetry is less direct, and many
 
of the theories and techniques reflecting his influence were filtered
 through the French Symbolists, with whose poetry some of the Chi
­nese poets came into contact in France and Japan.
Toward the end of the Qing dynasty in the late nineteenth century
 
many young poets were calling for reform and were rebelling against
 the restraints of classical Chinese poetry. They objected to the too
 rigid rules of versification and to the convention of writing in classical
 Chinese rather than in the vernacular. Around the
 
time of the "May  
Fourth Incident” in 1919 some young poets, including Hu Shi, Liu Fu
 and Shen Yin-mo, began publishing poems that cast off the shackles
 of the classical poetic conventions for the first time. Soon the New
 Poetry was sweeping the country, as others began writing in new
 forms, particularly in "free
 
verse.” The writers of this poetry tried  to  
lay down some
 
rules for the New Poetry, but it all came out in the end  
as no rules at all. The only criterion came to be "natural” and "free.”
 As to content, the poems were heavily didactic, reflecting the current
 interest in ideology.50
As a reaction to this
 
didacticism Zhou Zuo-ren promoted a shorter  
poem, following the models of the Japanese haiku and tanka. He
 claimed that the short form was most suitable for depicting "a scene,”
 or "a transient emotion,” and that the result could be "true and sim
­ple.”51 These poets attempted to support their rationale for short
 poems by referring to Poe’
s
 criticism. In an essay called "On Short  
Poems,” Teng Gu quoted Poe’s assertion that a long poem does not
 exist, and added: "I maintain that the phrase 'a
 
long poem,’ is simply a  
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flat contradiction in terms.”52 He also told his readers that owing
 
to  
Poe’s influence, the French symbolists, such as Baudelaire, Mallarmé,
 and Verlaine, all favored the short poem. We should note that he
 quoted Poe’s
 
argument only as a justification for his and others’ short  
poems, since he had not even read through all of Poe’s “The Poetic
 Principle.”
 
Ironically, Teng Gu criticizes Poe’s  over-emphasis of brev ­
ity at the expense of emotion, apparently unaware of Poe’s remarks on
 this subject: “On the other hand, it is clear that a poem may be
 improperly brief. Undue brevity degenerates into mere epigramma
tism. A very short poem, while now and then producing a brilliant or
 
vivid,
 
never produces a profound or enduring, effect. There must be the  
steady pressing down of the stamp upon the wax.”53 The trend of
 writing short poems continued for about three years. There had
 appeared some good short poems, such as Bing Xing’s 
“
The Stars”  
and “The Spring Waters,” which are apparently under the influence of
 Tagore; and also Zong Bai-hua’s “Floating Clouds,” which is philo
­sophical verse. Poe did not influence any particular poet at this time;
 rather he gave general support to the notion of short poems as one of
 the forms of the Chinese New Poetry.
One of
 
the principal influences on the Chinese New Poetry was  
Walt Whitman, particularly on Guo Mo-ro, who is not only the greatest
 of the modern poets but because of
 
his use of free verse deserves the  
title of father of the Chinese New Poetry. In spite of the preeminence of
 Whitman among these new poets, though, the theories of Poe became
 influential upon the return of Wen Yi-do from the United States in
 1925
 
after three years of study. Those years brought about a change in  
his taste,
 
with  a special interest in romantic literature. In the words of  
Zang Ke-jia, he was changed “from a reserved scholar into an aes
­thetic poet.”54 We cannot be certain whether Wen Yi-do
 
studied Poe’ s 
poetics, but it would seem that Poe is one of the sources of his own
 poetic principles that he formulated for the Chinese New Poetry.
When Wen Yi-do returned to China he joined the Crescent Society.
 
He and other poets, Xu Zhi-mo, Zhu-Xiang, Rao Men-ken, Liu Meng-
 wei, and Yu Geng-yu, opened up a new column in the Beijing Morning
 Daily called “Shi Juan” (Poems Engraved), declaring that its sole
 purpose was “to bring out something new” and “to discover new forms
 and new syllables and meters.”55 Wen Yi-do maintains that “the
 natural forms are more often than not imperfect, and they have to be
 amended by art.” Therefore, “form is as essential to a poem as rules to
 chess games.” His favorite saying is that “no real poet would admit
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that he is being hindered by poetic forms; on the contrary, he would
 
rather dance in shackles.” Starting from this point he put forth his
 most famous thesis: “the real value of poetry consists of not only
 musical beauty and semantic beauty, but also architectural beauty.”
 Poetic beauty is of two kinds: beauty to excite the sense of sight and
 beauty to excite the sense of hearing.
 
The former consists of “metrical  
and syntactic symmetry,” while the latter means “the rules of versifi
­cation, meter, accent (or tonal patterns), rhythm, and rhyme.”56
At almost the same time, Xu Zhi-mo, the best
 
known poet of the  
time, also was putting forth
 
similar views  of “word music,”57 and Rao  
Meng-kan published articles on “The Rhythm
 
and Rhyme of the New  
Poetry.” The emphasis of these poets on the musical effects of poetry
 derives mainly from the 19th-century English Romantics, Coleridge,
 Wordsworth, Byron, Shelley and Keats, but it may also come partly
 from Poe’s “The Poetic Principle.”
Wen Yi-do made some serious attempts to put his theory into
 
practice. To enhance the musical efforts of his narrative poem, “The
Yuyang Strains
”
 (Yuyang qu), he imitated the onomatopoeia of Poe’s  
“The Bells.” His close friend Zhu Xiang thought the
 
imitation a fail ­
ure, however, noting that both poems were “but an interesting syllabic
 experiment which has nothing in common with musical rhythm.”58
 Wen Yi-do’s “The Goddess of Love” also
 
seems indebted to Poe, since  
there
 
are parallels in structure and theme with “The Haunted Palace.”
Xu-Zhi-mo was an even better-known poet than Wen Xi-do at that
 time, although his
 
theories were not so influential. He also studied in  
the United States and England, where he was attracted to the English
 Romantic poets. Xu Zhi-mo was most active in importing and experi
­menting with new poetic
 
forms”59 and paid more and more attention  
to the musical effects of his own poetry. Poetic diction in classical
 Chinese poetry is mostly composed of monosyllabic, polysemous char
­acters. But the New Poetry was written in the vernacular, which
 consists mostly of clearly-defined and polysyllabic phrases. This
 change was noted by Xu Zhi-mo as a “complete liberation of poetic
 diction.” As a result, the immediate task for writers of the New Poetry,
 he held, was to “discover new rhythms and new rhymes” for a new
 kind of “pure word music.”60 For this he turned to Baudelaire, trans
­lating “Une Charogne,” which he described as “the most vicious and
 the most grotesque flower in Les Fleurs du
 
Ma l.” In a long introduc ­
tion to this translation he elaborates on the musical effects of poetry in
 general in a passage which echoes not only Baudelaire but Poe’s “The
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Poetic Principle.”
 
Xu Zhi-mo writes: “The real music calls for listening  
only: the insect chirping at the waterside, the swallow twittering
 under the eaves, the ringing brook in the mountains, and the murmur
­ing sound of the pine
 
forest—all call for your listening with ears. The  
very action of listening is understanding...Their meaning is in your
 own imagination.”61 We can compare this with Poe:
We shall reach, however, more immediately a distinct concep
­
tion 
of
 what the true Poetry is, by mere reference to a few of the  
simple elements which induce in the Poet himself the true poetical
 effect...He perceives it in the song of birds—in the repining voice of
 the forest—in the surf that complains to the shore—in the fresh
 breath 
of
 the woods—in the scent of the violet—in the voluptuous  
perfume of the hyacinth—in the suggestive odor that comes to him  
at eventide, from far-distant, undiscovered islands, over dim
 oceans, illimitable and 
unexplored.
We must point
 
out, however, that Poe’s influence on the Crescent  
Society school is limited
 
to his  ideas on formal structure and musical  
effects.
 
These poets attempted to promote  a kind of romanticism with ­
out the
 
revolutionary or Marxist accompaniment. They tried to draw  
on the latest artistic techniques of the West as well as on classical
 Chinese poetry.
 
Poe’s ideas on poetic form and on beauty had satisfied  
their aesthetic taste somewhat, but as a poet Poe was never regarded
 as a model for imitation, except by a very few decadent, symbolist
 poets.
As the Chinese New Poetry was
 
developing in the 1920’s another  
school of poets emerged who had studied in either France or Japan,
 where they studied
 
French  literature. These poets might be described  
as symbolists, who were appalled by the roughness and formlessness
 of much of the early New Poetry and wrote poems resembling those of
 the French Symbolists. One such writer was Li Jing-fa, who wrote
 poems that were free verse in form but classical Chinese in diction,
 which made them even more difficult to understand than the old forms
 of classical Chinese poetry. Zhu Zi-qing suggests that his poems “can
 only be understood in parts. Once they are pieced together, they
 become unintelligible,” because “they only express an
 
impression or  
an emotion rather than a concrete meaning.”62 After the novelty wore
 off, these poems soon
 
sank into oblivion  because of their weaknesses.
Among the symbolists poets of the 1920’s Yu Geng-yu is of the
 most interest to us because he stands nearer to Poe than all the rest of
 his contemporaries. He was once a member of the Crescent Society
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and he took part in the Shi Juan activities in the Beijing Morning
 
Daily for some time. In content and style his poems
 
are diametrically  
opposite of Guo Mo-ro. Guo’s
 
world consists of heaven, earth, daylight  
and nature, while Yu’s is a world of Hell, the darkness of night and
 sorrow over Death, a world 
so
 "damp” and "gloomy” that  "one would  
naturally doubt that he had ever lived under the sun.”63 Even the titles
 of his collections of poems reveal his idiosyncratic characteristics:
 Before the Dusk, Roses Above the Skeletons, Demons' Dance, The
 Lonely Soul, etc. His lines echo many of Poe’s qualities in imagery and
 style:
Look, seared leaves are falling down in the bright moonlight,
 
To 
meet
 you by chance on this barren land in an autumn night...
—“Shadow” (Before the Dusk)
or
Woe is me! I am all alone, flourishing the dark 
on
 a mountain trail,  
My youth gone forever like a corpse in a dark tomb lying still;
From now on, I’ll walk on in regret and sorrow, either in Heaven or
 
Hell,
Leaving everything 
to
 the ruins of the world, dwelling upon the  
graves of 
skulls. —
“
Meditation on a Hilltop”  
(Roses Above the Skeletons)
In poetics, Poe remains one of Yu Geng-yu’
s
 idols. In "The Art of  
Poetry,” one of his twelve essays on poetics, he declares himself to be
 on
 
the side of Coleridge, Poe, and W. B.  Yeats, and Poe’ s definition of  
poetry as the Rhythmical Creation of
 
Beauty lies at  the heart of his  
argument.64 He argues that poetry should be "an independent art”
 and that the poet should write his poems "solely for the poem’s
 sake.”65 In "Poetic
 
Sentiment,” he quotes a long passage from Poe to  
support his argument that "Poetry is definitely
 
not the expression of  
Thought.” He conceives
 
of Poe’ s own view of Poetry and Truth  as just  
the same as his own Poetry and Thought.66 He maintains that "the
 modern world is a world of lyric poems,” for which he turns again to
 Poe for support. In his essays he cites “The Raven” again and again as
 a model for lyric poetry. In "The Power of Poetic Creation” he com
­pares the raven in Poe’
s 
poem to the west wind of Shelley, the nightin ­
gale of Keats, the Fleurs du Mal of Baudelaire, all
 
of which he regards  
as the best examples of the poetic soul. "By 'The Raven’,” he writes,
 “mankind has been shocked all over again, a new shock indeed! It
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marks a new awakening of the dead soul in a world where life drags
 
along in a dreary, outmoded way.”67
To
 achieve an ideal effect, it is said that he would ruminate for  
days to seek the most appropriate words, and sometimes when he
 could not find the right word he would tear
 
the whole thing to pieces.  
In his close attention to style he seems
 
to be a faithful disciple of Poe.  
Even though he inherited much from Poe, however, the poetic forms
 he used do not resemble Poe’
s
 at all. Most of his poems are too uniform  
in structure, either in fifteen-syllable quatrains, or in seventeen- or
 nineteen-syllable lines. Rhythmical as they are, the keynote is invari
­ably set low, which tends to become a sort of monotonous droning. To
 sum up his
 
own poetic creation, he himself made the most appropriate  
assessment: “I have realized
 
that almost all the poems I wrote in the  
past are dominated by a single emotion, different only in expres
­sions.” Precisely because of this his poems have all been buried,
 together with the times which produced them.
We must keep in mind, however, that Poe’
s
 influence on these  
Chinese symbolists was indirect: it was only through the French
 symbolists that Poe’s poetic principles were passed down to them. Two
 poets of the so-called later-stage Creation Society, Mu Mu-tian, and
 Wang Du-qing, published some articles in the Creation Monthly in
 exchange of views on symbolist poetics. According to Mu, a poem
 must preserve its “unity,” and “the lack of unity is a fatal blunder to
 poetry in general.” “A poem,” he maintains, “should be kept to one
 idea; and the content of a poem must be the content of one idea....Poe’s
 ‘The Raven’ is a perfect example.”68 These ideas of unity are probably
 derived from Poe’
s
 ideas on unity of effect  in “The Poetic Principle.”  
The idea was totally accepted by the Chinese symbolists as “a vital
 requisite” for a poem.
Mu Mu-tian, Wang Du-qing, and a third symbolist, Feng Nai-
 
chao, shared
 
these ideas, and they decided  to advocate la  poésie  pure 
as an ideal remedy for prosaism in the New Poetry Movement. Unfor
­tunately, their poetical ability seems to have fallen short of their
 ambition. Moreover, with the development of the revolutionary situa
­tion, a political split became inevitable between them, and the pure
 poetry was out of
 
the question.
IV
As we have
 
seen,  conventional Chinese literary form and aesthet-
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ics had become outworn at the turn of the century. Writers and poets of
 
the 1920’
s
 could have turned back to classical tradition for inspiration,  
but instead they turned to the West, and to Poe among others. Poe was
 admired for several reasons, among them
 
his being  the father of the  
short story and the precursor of aestheticism. His “neurotic genre”
 was accepted by modern Chinese short-story writers, who moved
 away from old conventions merely presenting a series of events to new
 experiments using psychological themes. Writers using abnormal
 psychological states were able to use veiled hints and indirection
 instead of the plain truth, and readers could respond to these using
 their own imagination.
Poe’
s
 theories on the musical qualities of  poetry, on the sugges ­
tiveness and undercurrents in a poem, and on the unity of effect were
 also of interest in the development of the New Chinese poetry.
Although the type of poetry that was influenced by Poe disap
­
peared for almost
 
forty years, it is interesting to note  that in the late  
1970’
s 
a new group  of poets have appeared who are called “the poets of  
ambiguity.” Deprived of formal education in the ten-year “Cultural
 Revolution,” they have acquired a cultural background entirely differ
­ent from that of the older generation.
 
Their poems are therefore quite  
different, not only in subject matter but also in symbolism and imag
­ery. One of the young poets writes:
Who is walking there in the distance?
The Pendulum.
He is hired by Death
 
to measure Life.
And, depicting the scenery along the Lia-ling River, he writes:
The collapse has stopped.
On the riverbank, are piling high
 
the skulls 
of
 the giants.
The mourning sailing boats
 slowly, slowly pass by,
 Unfolding their dark yellow shrouds.69
To those familiar with Poe, these lines are sure to strike a chord.
 
Perhaps the influence of Poe is not entirely a thing of the past.
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I
Edgar
 
Allan Poe’s continual inspiration of books and their mak ­
ers has created a varied panorama, as the survey below indicates,
 leading from the copiously annotated work by the Mabbotts and
 Pollin to Peter Haining’
s
 The Edgar Allan Poe Scrapbook (1978). This  
last contains a wealth of valuable illustrations,
 
but its contents other ­
wise offer questionable worth. With several anniversaries of Poe-
 related organizations occurring during 1982, with the
 
“Poe industry”  
in unabated force, and with the appearance of this special Poe issue of
 UMSE, a supplement to my “Poe in the Seventies: The Poet among the
 Critics” is in order, whether or not unanimous agreement comes to
 opinions expressed in these pages. Responding to Richard P. Benton’s
 wonderment as to developments in Poe studies—expressed in 1970—I 
observed the varied approaches apparent a decade ago.1
 
Here I outline  
significant steps taken over paths in the Poesque since that time.
II
Poe’s works proper continue to come forth, singly or collectively,
 
in states of differing utility. Eureka—aimed at beginning students, in
 casebook format, and, in second appearance, with critiques and biblio
­graphical aids—twice came out under Benton’
s
 supervision (1974,  
1975). This tantalizing “prose poem” needs definitive editing, how
­ever;
 
perhaps a reworking of Roland W. Nelson’ s dissertation—a criti ­
cal edition, published in partial form in SAR (1978)—will serve that
 need. Like Eureka, The Narrative of Arthur
 
Gordon Pym draws recur ­
ring attention, and in the seventies it appeared twice in papercover.
 Richard Wilbur’s introduction gives luster to David R. Godine text
 (1973). Harold Beaver’
s
 version for the Penguin paperbacks (1975) has  
drawn reviewers’ wrath for its irregular text. Given inadequacies in
 texts used for generations, Beaver’
s
 Pym perpetrates no blunders with  
authorial
 
intentions such as those in Sister Carrie before the Univer ­
sity of Pennsylvania text or the misplaced paragraph in Thackeray’s
 Vanity Fair that was placed rightly only by the Tillotsons’ edition in
 1963. Beaver’
s
 introduction, notes, and bibliography are useful for  
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students. A companion “book” is a symposium of critiques, with a
 
checklist of editions and translations of Pym compiled by Pollin,
 captained by Richard P. Benton [ATQ (1978)]. Worthwhile contribu
­tions are those by Alexander Hammond, on the composition of Pym;
 Barton Levi St. Armand on themes of metamorphosis; and Grace
 Farrell Lee on Pym and Moby-Dick.
John Carl Miller’s assembling all installments into one volume of
 
Marginalia (1981) makes handy that body of Poe’s writings as it first
 appeared (with a few modernizations). Gaps in Harrison’
s
 edition  
necessitated consultation
 
of installments seven and twelve in periodi ­
cals of growing scarcity. Miller’
s
 idea that Poe intended ultimate book  
form and his theory that O. W. Holmes’s semi-fiction derived from
 Marginalia may raise eyebrows. Maybe reprinting John C. French’s
 “Poe’s Revisions of Marginalia” [Ex Libris, 9(1940), 2-3—a Johns
 Hopkins Library publication] would have enhanced Miller’
s
book.  
Turning to Poe’s critical ventures, we find that he fares poorly in
 anthologists’ hands. The recent exception is Frederick C. Prescott’s
 Selections from the Critical Writings of Edgar Allan Poe (1909), in
 reprint from the Gordian Press (1981), with prefatory essays by J.
 Lasley Dameron and Eric W. Carlson. Costliness may prevent stu
­dents from ready
 
access to this collection, a  good one, although minus  
Poe’s pillorying of 
T.
 S. Fay’s Norman Leslie, an example of his  
critical acumen mingled with uproarious comedy.
 
Prescott knew how  
to slack the fires as regards Poe’s often prolix reviews; the extracts are
 seminal literary theory.
Collective editions, principally of the fiction, vary in format and
 
utility. Earliest among these, The Short Fiction of Edgar
 
Allan Poe:  
An Annotated Edition (1975) is a mixed bag, although its single
­volume format and—relatively—inexpensive price legislate it for
 classes treating all of Poe’
s
 tales. Arbitrary classifications may annoy  
some readers, and textual authority is absent. Copious notes enrich
 the project, although factual errors and intermittent, rather fanciful
 conjectures creep
 
in. Any bibliography that omits the name of James  
W. Gargano, surely among the leading Poe scholars during the past
 thirty years, merits censure. No rigid viewpoint is Procrusteanly
 imposed on this anthology, although Poe the hoaxer is brought for
­ward. The Annotated Tales of Edgar Allan Poe (1981), the work of
 Stephen Peithman, is worth
 
consulting because its notes often supple ­
ment those in Levine and
 
other annotated collections. Again, though,  
factual errors obtrude (confusing Byron for Keats as author of Endym-
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ion), diminishing value for students—although the high price will
 
deter all but the intrepid or the collector. Mabbott’
s
 work is most  
minimally acknowledged, and bibliographical work overall is 
poor. Again there is no evidence of textual weight.
Without doubt the
 
foremost editing productions of the decade  are  
the two volumes of Tales and Sketches (1978), prepared by the Mab
botts, and Imaginary Voyages
 
(1981), edited by Pollin. Both will serve  
“standard edition” purposes for some time, and both afford mixed
 benefits. Troubling for students of the
 
Bowers and related schools of  
textual editing will be the absence of their methods from these pro
­jects. Mabbott’s work in particular has been singled out by reviewers
 for his idiosyncratic selection of versions to print. What such critics
 often
 
overlook is the fifty-years’ acquaintance with Poe and his works  
that underlies Mabbott’s choices. The titles in Pollin—Pym, “Hans
 Pfaall,” and Julius Rodman—involve no such variants as complicate
 texts, say, for “The Assignation,” “Ligeia,” “The Imp of the Per
­verse,” “Loss of Breath,” and “Bon-Bon.”
Mabbott and Pollin present Poe’
s
 writings with ample commen ­
tary
 
on influences  and with attention to variant texts. Headnotes and  
endnotes in Mabbott tend toward greater brevity than those in Pollin.
 Pollin’s
 
system  of numbers and letters in connection with documenta ­
tion may prove more difficult in practical mechanics of use than
 Mabbott’s. Both
 
editors create a sense of Poe in his milieu, as opposed  
to persistent views that we are coping with a personage akin to weird
 characters from sensational fiction. Such editorial intentions are
 praiseworthy. Additional sources will crop 
up;
 Poe’s imagination  
resembles
 
nothing if not a great net into which swam minnows as well  
as whales. The unmistakable stamp of Thomas Ollive Mabbott per
­vades his edition. Not only his opinions,
 
the results of his many years  
working on Poe, expressed with inimitable terseness—the Mabbott
 hallmark in many items in Notes & Queries and other journals—come
 our way. We discover much considered reliance upon testimony by
 persons who knew Poe or who knew his acquaintances. Mabbott’s
 “Annals” (M, 1: 529-572) set forth a sensible overview of events in
 Poe’
s
 life, countering many untoward charges against him. Some  
oversights are bound to enter such large projects. In paragraph one of
 “MS. Found in a Bottle” (M, 2: 135) “Pyrrhonism” gets no textual
 note, although—unless the copy of the Baltimore Saturday Visiter is
 blurred—“Pyrrhenism” stands in the first version. The reference to
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Dorothy Sayers in the index cites p. 115 instead of p. 715. The pages of
 
Imaginary Voyages, alas, are peppered with typographical errors;
 despite an errata sheet running an apology by the publisher, these
 blemishes dictate vigilance when consulting this book. What a melan
­choly irony that for Poe—whose conceptions as to what a printed text
 should, and should not, be were lofty—such imperfections mar the
 results of so much work. J. V. Ridgely’s
 
historical essay on the growth  
of text for Pym will prove useful.
Two spinoffs from Mabbott’
s
 edition merit notice. First, The  
Poems of Edgar Allan Poe (1980) reprints the text, without the
 “Annals” and certain
 
bibliographical aids, of Mabbott’ s first volume  
in the projected Collected Works of Edgar Allan Poe (Tales and
 Sketches = vols. 2 and 3). For classrooms this is ideal, furnishing
 reliable texts and commentary about Poe’s verse and Politian, the
 never-finished drama that formed the basis for Mabbott’
s
 first sub ­
stantial volume on Poe,
 
in 1923. A companion monograph is Maureen  
Cobb Mabbott’s Mabbott as Poe Scholar: The Early Years (1980),
 another paperback—an occasional publication of The Edgar Allan
 Poe Society. Familiar with her husband’
s
 plans and methods, Mrs.  
Mabbott recounts
 
his embarkation upon Poe scholarship, his pursuit  
of what was in those long-ago days of American Literature often
 elusive quarry, plans for a full-dress edition of Poe’
s
 writings, and her  
own efforts in completing the Tales
 
and Sketches  after her husband’s  
death. With assistance from
 
Patricia Edwards Clyne and Eleanor D.  
Kewer, Mrs. Mabbott’
s
 task was still Herculean. Poet and scholar that  
she is, she finished with aplomb.
Two more titles that stem from the available texts of Poe are
 
Burton
 
Pollin’ s Poe: Creator of Words [“Revised and Augmented Edi ­
tion”] (1980), an amplification of work
 
originally brought out in 1974,  
and his Word Index to Poe’s Fiction (1982). The introduction to the
 former contains insights into Poe’s handling of language, and the
 book entire suggests possibilities for additional study of Poe’
s
 word ­
play. Misprints appear, although this work lays groundwork of impor
­tance. The second item will be a working tool until the appearance of
 Elizabeth Wiley’s concordance to all of Poe, because it stands as a
 companion to the Booth-Jones Concordance to Poe’
s
 poems, as well as  
a flank to the Dameron-Stagg Index of Poe’
s
 critical vocabulary.
III
Poe bibliography steps mightily forward because of Mabbott’s
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and Pollin’
s
 editions. Authorized or pirated publications clarify imag ­
es of Poe the artist, and more will be sure to come to light as research
­ers comb recondite periodicals of last century.2
 
Other bibliographical  
starting points are Esther F. Hynemann’
s
 Edgar Allan Poe: An Anno ­
tated Bibliography of Criticism, 1827-1972 (1974), an early G. K. Hall
 guide; and J. Lasley Dameron and Irby B. Cauthen, Jr., Edgar Allan
 Poe: A Checklist of Criticism: 1827-1967 (1974). Hynemann gives
 annotations under title headings, by means of three large sections, di
­vided chronologically, with categorical partitioning in part three. Had
 she kept the introduction appended to her original dissertation, the
 work would benefit. Dameron-Cauthen includes more material, ar
­ranged alphabetically, with a utilitarian index (better than Hyne
mann’s). Strange lapses occasionally occur: inadequate handling of
 
Dorothy Sayers’
s
 classic introduction to the first Omnibus of Crime  
(1929) and Howard Haycraft’
s
 authored or edited “classics” chronic ­
ling and analyzing detective-mystery writing, to cite but two. Gene
­rally, riches await those who open these bibliographies. Some day,
 perhaps, a team effort may produce as nearly “complete”
 
a harvest of  
writings
 
about Poe as is possible. As  bibliographical  as it is historical  
or critical, Rose London’
s
 Cinema of Mystery (1975) outlines the  
Poesque in film. Generous illustration illuminates many of her obser
­vations. Before any serious laborers engage the compilation
 
of a new  
checklist of secondary commentary, a careful reading of Hershel
 Parker’s strictures upon the G. K. Hall Melville volume [ALS/1973]
 and Nina Baym’
s
 equally devastating onslaught upon the similar  
Hawthorne guide [ALS/1972] is recommended.
A different sort of bibliographical
 
effort  on Poe’s behalf is Joseph  
J. Moldenhauer’s A Descriptive Catalog of Edgar Allan Poe Manu
­scripts in the Humanities Research Center Library, The University of
 Texas at Austin (1973). Rich stores become accessible by means of
 such cataloguing.
 
As outgrowth of this book, an essay on “The Specta ­
cles,”
 
came out in SAR for 1977; one wishes for kindred examination of  
“The Domain of Arnheim” and the Marginalia leaves. A related var
­iety of study is that in my collection of edited essays, Poe at Work:
 Seven Textual Studies (1978), scrutinizing the Folio-Club project,
 “Bon-Bon,” “Silence—A Fable,” “William Wilson,” “Murders,” and
 “Marie Roget,” all in terms of Poe’s revisions. Robert W.
 
Burns’ s guide  
to studies of Poe’s revisions makes for quick familiarity with the topic.
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IV
Poe’
s
 biography remains attractive; ironically, it draws more  
attention from those eager to sensationalize than from those ready to
 see this life steadily and whole.
 
After forty years, a successor to A. H.  
Quinn’s still standard life remains offstage. An ideal biography would
 deftly unfold circumstances in Poe’s life and offer sound criticism of
 the writings. Meantime we make
 
do with less than the best, although  
G. R. Thompson’s ample sketch in Antebellum Writers in New York
 and the South, ed. Joel Myerson (1979) is sensible. Biography of Poe is
 keenly limned by Alexander Hammond’s “On Poe Biography: 
A Review Essay” [ESQ, 28(1982), 197-211], which employs A. H. Quinn
 as a point of departure. Separating fact from fiction in facing Poe’
s
 life  
remains shadowy after nigh a century-and-a-half.
 
A reprint of Sarah  
Helen Whitman’s Edgar Poe and His Critics, originally brought out in
 1860, comes to bear properly on this topic. It staunchly defends Poe
 against calumniators. This edition, with an introduction by Oral
 Sumner Coad appeared first in 1949, and its present publication (1981)
 is owing to the Gordian Press.
Wolf Mankowitz’s The Extraordinary Mr. Poe (1978) and Julian
 
Symons’
s
 The Tell-Tale Heart (1978), blemished by faulty scholarship  
and knowledge of their subject, add nothing to biographical interpre
­tations. Symons also lessens the credibility of his critical ventures in
 demeaning the analyses of Richard Wilbur, long accepted by Poe
 scholars as sound and penetrating. Mankowitz in particular leans too
 heavily upon psychoanalytic theories of Marie Bonaparte. Worse yet,
 John Evangelist Walsh, in Plumes in the
 
Dust: The Affair  of Edgar  
Allan Poe and Fanny Osgood (1980), argues for Poe’s paternity of
 Fanny Fay
 
Osgood, in 1846. Not of the same strong stuff as his Poe the  
Detective (1968), a convincing analysis of circumstances underlying
 “Marie Roget,” this book tosses out too many conditionals in phraseol
­ogy intended to make points of evidence. After all the influence of
 Krutch, Bonaparte, & Co., such an opposing view is to be expected.
 Instead of the impotent, sexually depraved Poe,
 
we perceive a macho,  
or at least more masculine, hero for Plumes in the Dust. A close
 relative to Walsh’s speculative methods, David Sinclair’
s
 Edgar Allan  
Poe (1978) should be consigned to whatever dreary region useless
 biographies are destined. One would think that a latter-day Griswold
 were among us. Playing fast and loose with facts, Sinclair portrays
 
a  
Poe that, in my estimation, would have been
 
incapable of producing  
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enviable compositions, particularly in prose fiction, whatever else
 
they might
 
be said to be. With relief one  turns to Vincent Buranelli’ s 
revised Edgar Allan Poe (1977), in TUSAS, wherein little that is
 startling, and just as little that is egregious, is recorded.
Shades of ambiguity relevant to Poe’s biography also hover over
 
John Carl Miller’
s
 Building Poe Biography (1977) and Poe's Helen  
Remembers (1979). Making available documents from John Henry
 Ingram’
s
 collection of Poeiana, now in the University of Virginia,  
these publications also dramatize the often strange characters who
 played crucial parts in Poe’s life and in the shaping of biographical
 portraiture after his death. Poe's Helen Remembers
 
is as notable for  
bringing to life in front of us the near Jamesian essences in the
 personalities of Sarah Helen Whitman and Ingram himself, as they
 toyed with each other in communicating over Poe-as-hero. Miller’s
 earlier catalogue of Ingram’
s
 collection is being revised by John E.  
Reilly; together with these volumes it forms a cluster unavoidable by
 any future biographer of Poe. Would that Robert Jacobs’s promised
 chronicle of Poe’s life would speed ahead. One wonders why, after all
 this time and after much of Poe’s mature journalistic life has proved so
 uneventful, sensationalism continues active in this sphere? Poe him
­self, with his readily offered inaccuracies and romanticizings about
 his circumstances, did much to create the persistent image.3 Adapt
­ing events in his brother’s life, harassing many who might have
 helped him
 
(Hawthorne, Longfellow, Lowell, among others), selecting  
the very worst in literary executors: no wonder that
 
Poe cemented a  
certain groundwork—just as surely as Montresor “masoned”
 Fortunato—for calumnies that live on.
In line with erratic biographies, J. A. Hammond’
s
 An Edgar  
Allan Poe Companion: A Guide to the Short Stories, Romances, and
 Essays (1981) could mislead the unwary. Beginning inauspiciously
 (why omit “poems” from the title and then devote space to them?), this
 book makes hash of much that is Poesque. Shaky knowledge (Ham
­mond is a specialist in H. G. Wells) is everywhere unmistakable. Poe’s
 texts are mishandled, critical perceptions betray Hammond’s imper
­fect knowledge of the subject, and omissions of recognized Poe
 
scho ­
lars and scholarship are glaring. Caution is once more a necessity.
V
Critical
 
response to Poe’ s oeuvres parades before us varied percep ­
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tions, although
 
the  ten-year bookshelf, generally, reveals responsible  
use of work by predecessors. Time-honored tradition in French appre
­ciation for Poe is
 
upheld by Roger Forclaz’s Le Monde d'Edgar Poe  
(1974) and Claude Richard’
s
 Edgar Allan Poe: Journaliste  et Critique  
(1979). Both mammoth (the former running
 
611 pages,  the latter 962),  
they generously acknowledge debts to those who have preceded them.
 In typically European dissertation custom, footnotes bristle upon the
 pages and bibliographies are expansive [reminiscent of Georges
 Lafourcade’s still “standard” La Jeunesse de Swinburne (1837-1867),
 published in 1928]. Forclaz gracefully synthesizes previous theories
 with his own thought to produce stimulating criticism. He most nota
­bly credits Poe’s Gothic heritage as the origin of much that seems
 outre, to use one of Poe’s favorite terms, in the fiction. Likewise, the
 drug addict-alcoholic gives way before Forclaz’
s
 convincing demon ­
stration that one need not take opium to create gripping characteriza
­tions of opium trances, which function as dramatic vehicles for the
 Romantic imagination at play—often at grim games. Poe’
s
 literary, as  
contrasted with his
 
emotional—á la Bonaparte—sources  for weird writ ­
ings are stressed, as are his considered revisions in successive publica
­tions of individual works. An inaccuracy requiring righting is that the
 Ms. prologue
 
for the “Folio Club” is held in Harvard University collec ­
tions, not in the Virginia State Library in Richmond. The other surviv
­ing fragment of Tales of the Folio Club, an incomplete version of
 “Silence—A Fable,” reposes there. Riches await
 
those who tread  the  
span of Richard’
s
 book. Outstanding are his analyses of the Folio- 
Club tales (pp. 241-271) and of the tales entire (pp. 335-364). Substan
­tial bibliographical advances, 
so
 far as attributions go, are another  
plus.
 
Poe as Adam to the New Criticism is also brought to the fore, and  
anyone wishing to pursue themes of the confidence man, that first-
 rank American literary type, would do well to pay attention to Richard
 on Poe and plagiarism. Would that both these behemoths could be
 quickly translated for wider currency in the U.S.A. Length aside,
 these French books afford ample introductions and overviews to Poe’s
 life arid art. Their no-nonsense viewpoints are welcome antidotes to
 much that has passed for “criticism” of Poe.
Elsewhere on foreign soil Poe has made a mark. Joan DeLaney
 
Grossman’s Edgar Allan Poe in Russia: A Study in Legend and Liter
­ary Influence (1973), a remodelled Harvard dissertation from 1967,
 follows Poe’
s
 fortunes in Russia from the 1830’s writers and critics  
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toward Nabokov and his era. In a style far from pedestrian, this book’s
 
great merit is the assessment of Poe’
s
 impact upon authors like  
Sologub, Brjusov, and Andreev, who respectively represent tastes for
 Poe
 
as Decadent, Utopian-Symbolist, and horrific, mad genius (of the  
Poe legend). Russians prefer Poe’
s
 fiction to the verse. He is also  
classified as Gothicist, science-fictionist, detective-story monarch: in
 short, a pop figure. Grossman’s catch-all term, “occult,” is never
 clearly defined, although since no other critic clarifies its use in refer
­ence to Poe she may be pardoned. Odd too is her hiding away of
 Patrick F. Quinn’s The French Face of Edgar Poe (1957), which she
 could not
 
have avoided in her French-upon-Russian influence of Poe.  
Quinn’
s
 study, not those it supersedes, ought to be properly credited  
here. Caveats aside, the list of translations, the bondings of Poe’s
 name with English, French, and Russian Decadence and Symbolism,
 and the Poe sources or analogues for Russian writings increase a
 sense of his fame abroad.
If the publication date for Grossman’
s
 book is meaningful in  
terms of relevance
 
for the early  1970’s, we  might also turn to Haldeen  
 Braddy’
s
 Three Dimensional Poe (1973) as part of that same era,  
although it is a far lesser performance. Chapters of critical dross
 extravagantly claim affinities between Poe’s life and his writing
 (surely a timeworn preoccupation even at that date). Irregular docu
­mentation weakens the book, as do some similarly erratic apercus. For
 example, the first “To Helen” hardly delineates merely another
 among Poe’s “pallid heroines” (p. 2), and, we might well ask, do the
 poems overall reveal the “feminine” Poe that Braddy discerns? One
 can as readily ascribe to Poe’s periodical milieu the foundation for
 such effeminate verse, if effeminate it be, or look to Hawthorne’s
 notebooks for attitudes toward woman as “wife.” As disputable is
 Poe’s supposed concentration
 
on lyric poetry as a female form. Can we  
overlook the lyric gems of Shakespeare (or of those
 
medieval lyricists  
with whose work Braddy’
s
 routine training and teaching surely made  
him knowledgeable?), Tennyson, Frost, or Cummings, to give serious
 support to such theorizing? Had Braddy recalled F. L. Lucas, who long
 ago wrote of la princesse lointaine among the Romantics of Poe’s own
 century,
 
he might not have perpetrated this gaffe. I am also not of the  
opinion that Poe’
s
 recollections  of London inform “The Assignation”  
nearly so much as Moore’s Life of Byron does. Braddy’s sense of Poe’s
 debts to Gothic tradition,
 
to Coleridge, and to Byron (other than in the  
instance just noted) is viable. The case for Poe the drug addict smacks
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altogether too much of a fashionable bow toward the 1960’
s 
and early  
1970’s, during which period Three Dimensional Poe was written. A
 pretentious, flawed bibliography is another blot on this ’scutcheon.
 Lofty
 
claims for his own bibliography do not obscure Braddy’ s faults  
in ignoring more extensive, and more accurate, work by Richard 
P. Benton or J. Lasley Dameron—who are, however, cited in his lists.
 Misspelling, misattributions, and sloppy “keying” draw to a dreary
 close this weak effort.
Casebooks of criticism grew increasingly popular during the late
 
1960’s and early 1970’s. One that falls within our scope is David B.
 Kesterson’s Critics on Poe (1973), designed for the Readings in Litera
­ture series. In a spectrum from Poe’
s
 day (represented by Margaret  
Fuller and Evert A. Duyckinck) through the 1960’
s
 (culminating with  
Katherine Harris’
s
 fine critique of “Cask”) critical and biographical  
materials are marshalled mainly for students with sparse library
 resources. In spots the abridging of original articles may limit over
­much. Along with earlier
 
harvests of critiques, by Carlson, Howarth,  
and Regan, Kesterson’s will function servicably
 
for undergraduates.
The sweep of full-length critical books from American academics
 is not broad, lining up just three books during these past ten years.
 Had David R. Saliba housecleaned more of the dissertationese from A
 Psychology of Fear: The Nightmare Formula of Edgar Allan Poe
 (1980), he would have produced a first-rate critical
 
study. The perspec ­
tive, devolving from Jung’s and other theories of dream, involves a
 “formula for fear” that basically sketches the movement of a reader
 from willing disbelief to “that willing suspension...” mentioned by
 Coleridge. Saliba thinks that many readers who perceive dream struc
­tures in Poe’
s
 tales do not go far enough in their outlook;  that is, they  
should aim for greater precision and find thereby the “nightmare”
 methodology repeated time and again. Saliba knows criticism of Poe;
 he also knows
 
reader-response  approaches and psychological theory.  
Poe’s Gothic background (and not
 
restrictively a literary foundation  
but one embracing architecture and landscape) receives just dues,
 especially in its contributions to inwardness of emotion and to simu
­lated nightmares. Although Saliba is quick to attempt
 
qualification  
of James W. Gargano’
s
 ideas about Poe’ s narrators,  
Gargano and he seem not so mutually exclusive in their approaches as
 Saliba implies (and then, if I read aright, contradicts in examining
 “Metzengerstein”-—pp. 94ff.). Along these lines, the shock of revela
­tion in “The Assignation,” for which Saliba otherwide provides sound
 
1
4
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analysis, stems not so much from fear of the unknown as from the
 
ultimate jarring sustained by the narrator’
s 
stupidity, which remains  
altogether bound to tangibles
 
while intangibles crowd upon him  with  
force of assault. Readings
 
of “Berenice,” “Ligeia,” “MS. Found,” and  
“Usher” are as thought-provoking
 
as those for “Metzengerstein” and  
“The Assignation,” although one might question how “Masque” or
 “Hop-Frog” or “Cask” would yield to Saliba’
s
 principles. In general,  
however, his viewpoint is one that could be adapted to treating other
 Poe tales, and it might profit some intrepid reader to revaluations of
 the verse of narrative dimensions.
More widely ranging than Saliba, David Ketterer’s The Rationale
 
of Deception in Poe (1979) recalls Gertrude Stein’
s
 triple  rose in that  
deception becomes deception becomes deception, or so it appears as
 this book progresses. A visionary Poe, one not new, emerges. An artist
 impatient or dismayed over bounds to human perceptions and tran
­scendence, he is prompted to
 
“strategies of deception” in artistry. Ket ­
terer’s certainties about where and how that art deceives readers,
 perhaps Poe himself (if deception is paramount, then even the artist
 must recognize duplicity upon an individual as his own
 
potential lot),  
may cause disagreement. Readings of single works in this overview of
 the canon offer fine comment on oft-neglected titles like Politian,
 
“The  
Sphinx,” and “A Tale of Jerusalem.” Choosing Poe’
s
 metaphor of “the  
half-closed eye,” Ketterer traces an art developing from the “gro
­tesques” (portraying deception in reality and reason) through “ara
­besques” (imaginative combinations resulting from deception) to
 syntheses
 
in the  ratiocinative tales and Eureka. In these comprehen ­
sive
 
texts  reason and imagination fuse as “intuition,”  within a world  
prevalently transcendental. Ketterer’
s
 by-passing of the horrific may  
seem too easily elusive to some sensibilities, although his sense of the
 Poe-Melville relationship is praiseworthy. The dismissal of “Eiros
 and Charmion” is superseded by Gargano’s study in the present
 UMSE. Dupin’
s
 green spectacles (p. 240) might bear tighter compari ­
son with those of De Rerum Natura in the Folio Club than with decor
 in
 
“The Assignation.” Ketterer’ s usually impressive scholarship over ­
looks some significant studies during the 1970’s by Carlson (Poe’s
 imaginative vision), Babener (doubling in 
“
The Purloined Letter”),  
Kennedy (Pym and other aspects of hoaxing), Ljungquist (landscape
 tales), and Fisher (shifting comic perspectives and
 
revisions). Never ­
theless,
 
like G. R. Thompson, Ketterer has “seriously interfered with”  
others’ work on Poe.
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A second panoramic consideration of “Poe
 
whole,” as it were, is  
Elizabeth Phillips’
s
 Edgar Allan Poe: An American Imagination  
(1979)—an American-Studies approach. Poe’
s
 imaginative reactions  
to his America (and the notions of Democracy whence that imagina
­tion sprang)
 
are central in the first of three large essays. We learn that  
Poe’
s
 probable awareness of the contemporaneous scene was far  
greater than is customarily credited to its account. In light of Phil
­lips’
s
 succinct use of Politian for illustration, this creditability is  
pointed. That Poe often removed the familiar onto strange seas of
 thought or into regions not readily discerned by those among his
 contemporaries eager to have an American literature preeminently
 featured by realistic character types of native settings, is reinforced by
 such works as “MS. Found,” with its contemporaneous date, “Eldo
­rado,” “The Gold-Bug,” and Pym. Poe’
s
 awareness of landscape takes  
center stage in Phillips’
s
 second essay, where Rousseau, Moore,  
Byron, Baudelaire, and Stevens—and Cole the painter—illustrate
 in teraction of natural scene with imaginative vision. Poe’
s
 verse, that  
playground for those wanting a weepy, vague, febrile author for it, is
 particularly used to advantage in illustrating his firm footing in
 reality. Poe’
s
 was, of course, no Wordsworthian or Meredithean  
nature; his was more analogous to Baudelaire’s
 
conception of nature-  
apprehended-through-dream.
The third section, “Mere Household Events: The
 
Metaphysics of  
Mania,” supplements biographical lore, correcting, for example, A. H.
 Quinn on Poe and the Messenger, and setting up interpretations sans
 axe-grinding about Poe’
s
 personal and literary use of alcohol and  
alcoholism. Phillips’s links between Poe’
s
 familiarity with medical  
writings on mania, especially that mania related to alcohol consump
­tion, and his creative impulse are well forged. Her sections on “The
 Black Cat,” “The Tell-Tale Heart,” and “The Man of the Crowd”
 supplement studies of Poe’
s
 debts to Dickens; all his debts were not to  
literary models. Her awareness of materials relevant to “Berenice”
 and “Usher” is helpful to others. Well, almost. Biographical implica
­tions notwithstanding, Poe’
s
 drunken narrators and  motifs of intoxi ­
cation have large roots in literary convention, as it appears, for
 example, in fiction by T. L. Peacock, by the host of terrorists in
 Blackwood’s, and by numerous contributors to literary annuals and
 gift books. Obvious kindred to
 
Poe are Hawthorne’s “Fancy’ s Show ­
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Box,” “Old Esther Dudley,” and “Dr. Heidigger’
s
 Experiment.” Poe  
frequently turns to strategies of intoxication as they engender
 comedy, very notably that of satiric-hoaxing proportions. Had
 
Phil ­
lips familiarity with such studies of literary alcoholism in Poe’s writ
­ings as one by Thomas Thornburg, another by L. Moffitt Cecil, and
 several of my own, she might have
 
given a different cast to her essay.  
A
 
like gap  in the screed on landscape is the consequence of Phillips’s  
failure to
 
draw upon pertinent criticism by Kent Ljungquist. Indexing  
would also impart useableness to this book. In the main, though,
 Elizabeth Phillips imbues Poe studies with good sense.
Finally, some attention must go to John T. Irwin’
s
 American  
Hieroglyphics: The Symbol of the Egyptian Hieroglyphics in the
 American Renaissance (1980), a book that,
 
not wholly devoted to Poe,  
places him yet centrally among the giants of the American renais
­sance. Such positioning redresses in large measure the slight perpe
­trated upon Poe by F. O. Matthiessen in American Renaissance, the
 Bible for many enthusiasts of nineteenth-century American literature
 since it came out in 1941. Nearly 200 of 371 pages go to Poe in Ameri
­can Hieroglyphics while Irwin recreates a setting wherein
 hieroglyphics—as they came to Americans from Egyptian origins
 through travel literature, through Biblical inspiration, through cur
­rents in the cultural air—enlivened responses to language and its
 subtleties among writers during American-renaissance years. Poe’s
 attunement to such timely stimuli greatly surpassed
 
that of his usu ­
ally preferred (among scholars) contemporaries, and Pym stands in
 the center of that thorny crown of ambiguous writing flowing from
 Poe’
s
 pen, although “MS. Found,” the ratiocinative fiction, and  
Eureka are accorded stellar positions in the same diadem. Just as it
 wins importance elsewhere among titles included in this essay, the
 Poe-Melville affinity ranks high in Irwin’s pages.
VI
Arriving at the end of the ten-year shelf of Poe books, one con
­
cludes that in many respects the past has subtly transformed into the
 future, that dreams have become realities, and that
 
Poe scholarship  
has evolved into higher, more sophisticated planes, with interpreta
­tions tapping excellences
 
in recent modes of critical thinking. Tradi ­
tion does persist; discoveries in and assays of Poe’s sources and
 models keep coming, and their
 
revelations continue to be important.
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Truth to tell, many books on the shelf do not depart widely from
 
previous materials insofar as methods go, although purposes for
 employing familiar procedures and the results reached may indicate
 new tacking. Books that have passed in parade here signal the sus
­tained attention that J. Albert Robbins sought for Poe as long as
 fifteen years ago. Indeed, commonality on the
 
ten-year shelf intensi ­
fies because of what Benton foresaw in 1970: “a fuller understanding
 of Poe’s art and greatness, which, though defying complete assess
­ment, still can challenge perceptive readers.”4 If several of those
 challenges have been met, others await champions; many of the
 works named above raise questions in the process of laying others to
 rest.
Logically, we might ask: what of
 
the future? Several wants are  
pressing, others less urgent, all worthwhile. A variorum Eureka is
 necessary, for an authoritative text and for evaluating Poe’
s
 revi ­
sions. Maureen Cobb Mabbott states that treasures await readers of
 Marginalia; proper editing would bring us a text to free that hoard.
 May Mrs. Mabbott’s opinions about a selective volume of the tales,
 based on the Mabbott edition, also, and quickly, see print. A reliable
 narrative of Poe’s 
life,
 that draws in critical perspectives developing  
after the time of A. H. Quinn, would be welcome. The forthcoming Poe
 Log, by David K. Jackson and Dwight Thomas, will undoubtedly
 promote sound biographical practices because
 
of its wealth of factual ­
ity. A better handbook than J. A.
 
Hammond’s pathetic attempt should  
be had, to guide the uninitiate through the canon. An inexpensive
 Complete Tales (perhaps with
 
Pym included) would widen classroom  
views. Not everything therein would be an “Usher,” “Murders,” or
 “Cask,” to be sure; but, then, “Bon-Bon,” “The Angel of the Odd,”
 “The Assignation,” “The Sphinx,” and “Tarr and Fether” offer art of
 no mean quality.
Turning to inpretations, we might want further thinking about
 
Poe’s Gothic impulses, although good criticism already exists. Poe
 among his contemporaries also warrants more time. Hawthorne
 
and  
Melville are names readily voiced in this context, but those
 
of Lowell,  
Brownson, Paulding, McJilton, as well as others more slenderly
 known today, merit attention. Across the literary sea, Byron and
 Scott, Bulwer and Carlyle stand as literary models for Poe. No
 extended study of any of them paired with the American is handy, and
 that with several fine brief treatments on record. Poe’s outlook on
 optimism and progress in his time is skeptical in many instances
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when he scans the contemporary scene. Themes of human perfectibil
­
ity, a preoccupation with which he had better than passing acquain
­tance, customarily moved him to satiric mirth. More intensive
 examination of this topic would Enlarge our views
 
of Poe as a genuine  
human being, living in a real world. Causes of Romanticism, more
 specifically
 
those germane to Poe, would accrue scope in a considera ­
tion of Poe’s poetry with that circulated in popular periodicals—gift
 books and annuals as well as magazines and newspapers. This var
­iety of criticism might disperse the Poe-as-languishing-bird-of-
 paradise-versifier, whose “music” too quickly grows repetitious and
 sleazy. Instead, a writer’
s
 consciousness of publishing vehicles and of  
audiences, an artist hoping for an appropriate expression for his
 poetic imagination, might take center stage. Atrocities of “critical”
 acumen—e.g., that women in Poe’
s
 poems, not to mention those in the  
tales, floated out of his own warped psyche or sex life (or lack
 thereof)—might thus be killed off, and a more realistic Poe in his times
 portrayed. 
Were
 this clarity achieved, books like The Unknown Poe:  
An Anthology of Fugitive Writings by Edgar Allan Poe (1980), with its
 not-so-unknown
 
contents, might enter the oblivion they deserve. Con ­
versely, empathic imaginative responses like Dave Smith’
s
 Homage  
to Edgar Allan Poe (1981), a sensitive rendering in verse of Poesque
 inspiration upon a contemporary poet, might win larger audiences.
Poe’s presence in the corridors of time
 
may elsewhere be advan ­
tageously followed. For example, British and American periodicals
 from the 1890’
s
 frequently bracketed Poe with M. P. Shiel, a writer of  
fantasy whose Prince Zaleski (1895)—a volume of stories in John
 Lane’s Keynotes series—was labelled Poesque. In like manner, 
Wil­liam
 
Chambers Morrow’ s The Ape, The Idiot, and Other People (1897)  
was heralded as a descendant of Poe’s macabre. Beardsley, Dowson,
 and Wilde
 
have also been teamed with Poe, although no deep delving  
has
 
gone into any of these relationships or influences. Similarly, Poe’s  
shadow falls across the literature of mystery and detection that suc
­ceeds his own productions in such modes. E. F. Bleiler has begun
 placing Poe within Victorian circles, major and minor. Poe’s
 followers—M. R. James, Frederick Irving Anderson, John Dickson
 Carr (most outstanding of all, perhaps), Stephen King, as well as
 numerous writers for Ellery Queen's Mystery Magazine and others of
 its stamp—have reinterpreted his art and refashioned his image in
 their own fiction.
 To 
this type of work add science fiction and fantasy  
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literature. Poe towers over them all, conjured as a figure of pop culture.
No overview such as this would be
 
complete without mentioning  
Poe the comic artist, for as such he has been, more and more, estab
­lished. Recognized as infiltrating his tales with comedy by reviewers
 of his
 
day, Poe has had to wait pretty much until past meridean of this  
century for rediscoverers and interpreters along lines of humor. Ted N.
 Weissbuch and Richard P. Benton led off what has become
 
a growing  
group who emphasize Poe’s comic
 
impulse. Additional knowledge of  
his origins and models in such writing can enlarge our views on that
 matter. Once more, as is so often the case, we must return to literary
 periodicals and other fashionable literary creations of Poe’s era. His
 immersion in writings that, initially weird-seeming, featured comic
 portrayals of alcoholics could lead to analytical and biographical
 revaluations.
 
For those as yet not versed in an Edgar Allan Poe who is  
not
 
a gloomy versifier or maker of lurid autobiographical squibs in his  
tales, there is another, smilingly sophisticated author in the wings.
 Poe’s urbane humor assumes growing importance for serious stu
­dents, and a forthcoming collection of essays—most of them pre
­viously published—edited by Dennis W. Eddings, Poe as Satiric
 Hoaxer, will disseminate views of Poe’s comedy, as expressed by
 Weissbuch, Benton, Cox, Griffith, Gargano, Thompson, Kanjo,
 Fisher, Kennedy,
 
Ljungquist, and Weiner. Whether all of Poe’s fiction  
embodies subtle humor, lurking just below its narrative
 
surfaces and  
eager to entrap unwary readers, is a debated point. The existence of
 such possibilities has lured many recent speculators.
VII
In
 
closing it is worth noting how often books  on the ten-year shelf  
simultaneously manage
 
to raise additional questions from the issues  
defined within their covers. The world
 
of Poe holds  out heterogeneous  
tasks for willing hands—of entrants and seasoned scholars alike. As
 the old evolves into the new, certain forces maintain their
 
strengths.  
Names like Harrison, Campbell, Quinn, Mabbott, and Stovall (the
 sole survivor among these pioneers) are household words as regards
 the study of Poe—attested throughout the pages
 
of this special UMSE  
as well as in books named in my essay. Work of the past decade will
 remain vital for
 
those who keep probing the circumstances of Poe’ s life  
and art. His vitality is not a jot on the wane; au contraire, it intensifies.
 During 1982 three organizations centering upon Poe celebrated impor
­
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tant anniversaries; two of these groups have prospered over many
 
decades. Closest to concerns of the ten-year shelf, The Edgar Allan
 Poe
 
Society, headquartered in Baltimore and distinguished because of  
its publication of annual lectures as monographs, now
 
boasts a His ­
tory (1982), prepared expressly for appearance during the society’s
 sixtieth year. From the energetic pen of Emeritus President, Alex
­ander G. Rose
 
III, these volumes demonstrate Poe’ s being more than  
solely
 
the property of a few academics. Like Poe’s own compositions,  
much fine criticism about him appears in brief form. Nevertheless,
 books on the ten-year shelf testify to overall quality in the making of
 many longer studies. Could he but witness these continuing signs of
 his fame, Edgar Allan Poe would be exceedingly gratified.
NOTES
1
 
Benton’s remarks appear in New Approaches to Poe: A Symposium  
(Hartford, 1970), p. 3; my essay is in MDAC, 2(1973), pp. 129-141.
2
 
A reprinting of “The Business Man—Story by Edgar Allan Poe ” turns  
up in the Providence, RI Manufacturers and Farmers Journal for 11 May
 1843, p. 4. It is handy in The New England Writers and the Press, ed.
 Kenneth Walter Cameron (Hartford, 1980), pp. 9-11.
3
 
Probably manufactured by Poe himself for the most part, a sketch that  
plays hob with
 
factuality and that supposedly came from the pen of Henry  
B. Hirst appeared in the Philadelphia Saturday Museum, 25 February 1843.
 The sketch, so far as we know, survives in just a 
few
 copies of the reprint, 4  
March 1843. Griswold’s rifling Bulwer’s The Caxtons for a description that
 passed for Poe in actuality is a similar tack, although a damaging one.
4
 
Robbins’s “The State of Poe Studies” appears in PoeN, 1(1968), 1-2;  
Benton’s query is New Approaches, p. 3.
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